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Beeawse or the widespread current interest 1D the problems ot protect

i.Dg Jl1l.1 tar,y 1Dstallat1o:as l.oeated deep underground or UDder mmrta:lDs, 

The IWm Corporation, 1D cmm.ection with its vork tor the UDited states 

.A1r Force UDder Project RAND, is sponsori.Dg this SecODd Protective Coutl'llc

tion ay.posiua which w:Ul. stress pr1Jiar1~ the design aD4 constru.ction ot 

underground tacill ties to resist the ettects of DUclear weapons. 

The parpose ot this syBpOsiua is t1rst of all to adVBBCe tbe lmovledge 

ot .u1 tar,y personnel aud arch1 teet engineers 1D this nev aad illportaat 

phase of protect! ve coutru.ct1on, so that 11111 tary ad A"Q81Deer1Dg clec1si01l8 

-.y be liBde with tu.ll lmowledge ot the problems 1Dvolved aDd the solutions 

current~ availab1e. It will also f'am:l.liarize ~with specialized 1Df'o1'11&-

t1oa, small pieces of which are DOW scattered ..:mg ..,- people. 9Le pres-

ent state of the art ot twm.e1 clesigD. will be det1Ded. !l.\ume1 taillare 

•chaD1a w1ll be discussed, and guidaace w1ll be provided on the pb.eaoa

euol.ogy involved 1n underground 1Dstal.lat1on collapse cawsed by surface 

bursts ot large-yield weapons. 

The RAID Corporation vas established 1D Bovember 19118 as BD 1Dd.8peDdent, 

11011prot1t org&D1zat1on. It had its beg1nn1ng 1D 19116 when work beg&ll oa 

untted states Air Force Project RAID, a loDg-rauge research activity'. RAID 

research is p~ concerned with the application ot nev ..thods ot 

sc1ent1t1c au.:cys1s ad a -.lt1-d1sc1pl.1Dary approach to the solutioa of 

problells ot l.oDg-raage planning. The Corporat1oa is divided 1Dto a research 

statt ot abou.t 500 teclm1cal people vorld.Jag 1D five div1s1oas: Bcoaamcs, 

lagl•eeri.Dg, Mathe~~&tics, Fhys1cs, 8D4 Social Seience. Each d1v1s1oa baa 
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its specialized problems, but major RAlm studies cross administrative linea 

and draw upon all the avail&ble professional sld.lls of the organization in 

their solution. At present the Corporation is devoting a maJor share of 

its ef'f'orts to research on problems related to national security, particu-

larly those of pri.mary interest to the Air Force. A S1D8l.ler ettort is spon

sored by the UDited States Atcxaic Enft'IJ Ccxla1ssion. In addition, the Cor-

poration conducts a program of research with its own tunds. 
I' 

A very smaJ.l part of' the over-all RAliD stu4y ettort is involved 1n con-

sider:I.Dg questions of' protective construction and related ci v1l enaineer

ing problems. For the raost part, these are generated by BAJD•a at~ of' tu• 

ture weapon systems. 

We are in the samewbat unique position, because of our close worJd.Dg 

arrangements w1 th ~s1c1sts st'Udy1.Dg tuture weapons capab111 ties, ot anti ... 

ipating fUture shelter requt.re.nts s~ Je&rS 'before the Deeds beecme pn

eral.ly accepted by the ensineering profession. For this reason we bave 1n 

the past praDOted work in the tield of' sbelter design to resist high over

pressures at a time when 10 psi was considered the top mill tar,y requ1raent. 

Kearly two years ago the BAlm Corporation sponsored jointq with the 

Ballistic Mia sUe D1 Vision of' the Air Research 8Dd Devel.opDeDt ec-em, 

UD1 ted States Air Force, our Pirst Protective Construction Symposilllll, the 

pu-pose of' which was to detemine the state of' the art 1n the field ot pro

teet! ve construction, &lid to point out the desree ot protection neeessar,y 

tor the vit&l. elllllel:lta of' &ir bases 8Dd ld.sa1l.e bases 1t these buea were 

to survive loag '""Maab to lauDch their alert &ircraft ad 111aa1lea. Sinee 

our studies M4 CODViacecl ua that f'ut J."e&CRiOD. tiM wu OZ'itioal., we 1D

clu4ed papers on the probJAu, of' ~ clebr.la cl-.r1Jas 8114 the related 
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For the past two years we bave been acti vel.y investigating the need 

tor a small. J1Ulllber ot superbal'd deep underground centers designed to resist 

close-in multiple enemy attacks by high-yield nuclear weapons. l'rom these 

studies we bave been made aware tbat much ot the current tw:mel design ·prac-

tice depends largely on intuition and experience rather than eDgineeriDg 

principles, and that there is a great need tor detem1n1ng the basic pheno

mena involved in the loading ot deep underground structures by high-yield 

nuclear weapons. 

Because much interest bas been developing during the put six months 

in the possibility ot constructing underground shelters and because it is 

quite possible tbat structures ot this type~ be built in the i•ediate 

tu.ture, we decided to hold this symposium tor llilitary ottioers &Dd. aiviliaD 

architects and engineers who are interested 1D these prob~as. ODJ.y 

uonclaasitied subjects will be considered. 

CarefUl study ot the deep UDderground shelter· probl• abowB that the 

interaction and l.qout of equi)jiiMJlt, choice aDd design ot utilities, aDd 

construction techDiques have a serious intluence on the ~r-al.l design ot 

the structure, which in turn affects the strength aDd coat of the iDatall&

tion. Posaibl.7 no otber ensineeriDs structure 1a so 4epmdeat upon tbe pro

per 'balance in desisn of camponents tor a good. over-&11 solution as the 

deep shelter. Por tbis reason and to give you an appreciation tor the cca

plete probl•, we have a.rraDged tor experts in -.rq- varied tiel4a to preMDt 

papers OD speciU facets of the probl-. !beae vi~l iJ:acl..S. the need 

for shelters, weapoD8 effects to be provided apinat, the interaction of 

the utilities aDd atru.ctur&l. aolutiou. Also, ex,periacea v1ll be preaezated 
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t1"Qil other t:l.elda such as submarine design, oU-well dril.l1ng am present 

dq UDdergrouDd. powel'bowJe design. These fields indicate the availability 

ot a vast tuDd ot bawJ.ed&e, portions ot which 1111¥ be modit:l.ed am adapted 

tor our uae. 
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Some ot you were present at the first RA.ND Protective Constru.ction 

Symposillll and Jll&7 remember a talk I gave entitled, 11Wh7 Shelters?• In tbia 

talk I discussed possibl.e rol.ea that protective constru.ction might plq in 

our two major strategic weapons SJSt8118-the manned bomber and the ballistic 

llisld.le. A.t that time the llbol.e question or protective construction was 

extre•l7 controversial. 'lhe controve1"87 was not onl.y about the cost aDd 

pertomance ot various •asures, bu.t about philosophic aspects ot offense 

vs defense doctrines. Discussions otten became heated w1 th Ull1' retereDCes 

to Maginot-clDdedness and ostriches. 

Milch ot that tirat talk was concemed vi th t17ing to shcnr that although 

the custoar'7 We stem .ut tar,y bias toward the offense bad .ade seDSe tor 

the operating co-ems in the past, it will not be a rel.iabl.e guide in the 

.to.ture tor plann1 ng force posture or composi44on. I • going to sq ftl'7 

little toda7 about the •r.l.ts or the offense vs defense controvers,.. '1ha'\ 

debate seos to haw been settled in the last few J8&rs. In tact, what 

11 ttle I do sq about offense TS defense can be construed as l.eaning 110re 

toward the offense thai& the defense. 

Toda7 8ft1"1bod7 realises that •uures designed to insure 1ihe sum:nl 

ot our strategic forces aner a surprise attack b7 the eD8IIT aut be eapha

sised. or course, •anres designed to reduce ftl.Derablli t7 are quite 11 JcalT 

to either cost aoD87' or introdu.ce operational complica~ona, ba.t ve haw .

up our Jd.Dds to live with these costa and inoonftllieacea. '~here 1a ~11 

.ach contl'Oft1"117 &beNt both the qualitatift &lid quantitatiw UJ~Nts or the 

aeoeaa&1'7 dateuiw ..uvea, bU it i.a reuGD&bq olear tha\ whateftr 
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measures are final.l.y adopted will result in requirements for new and/or more 

elaborate installations. As a result, many knowledgeable people thl.nk that 

there is likely to be a major increase, possibl7 a doubling, in the .Ur 

Force's military constru.ction program in the next few ~ars to provide alert, 

protected, and dispersed facilities for both missiles and aircraft, for both 

SAC and Are. 

A high proportion of these new installations will be of novel design, 

sometimes embodying new or esoteric principles. If the designer of these 

installations is to do a good or even a barely adequate job 1 he is likel7 

to fil'ld his reserves of experience, knowledge, ingenui t7, and technique 

strained to the limits. In all likelihood he will find himselt "going to 

school" again and working with strange am sometimes difficult collaborators. 

Today- we are going to concentrate on a very special kind of protect1 ft 

constraction, the deep underground building. While some of rq remarks will 

be directed toward exposing the military role of such buildings, moat or 
what I have to sa7 will be on the general nature and likeliheod. of the1'118• 

nuclear war, and on the qualit,. of the preparatiens needed to Met the war 

threat. Compared with the severely' technical problems to which most of the 

other papers are addressed, these last two subjects ma7 seea too philoso-

Jirl.cal or poliey-oriented. to be appropriate for this audience. 

Most of the people here are either designers, techDical. advisors, or 

llleJIIbers of staffs of service and support organizations. Poliq is not 

supposed to be made at this level. (Most of this audience would probably' 

claia, IIWe just receiva orders am carry them out. •) 

In practice, of course, it is not like that. No -.tter what the organ-

isatioa ehart J118.7 sq, much poliey is Jl&de at the desitner's level. His 
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preposals filter upward and are often changed in the process of filter.l.ng, 

but usually most of the major decisions have already been committed by tbe 

designer before the filtering process has even started. It is not foraal.l.7 

or legally so, but it is so. 

Technicians often like to think that all they do is explore the variows 

altematins available to the policy maker and describe these alternatives 

in so• appropr.l.a te level of detail; then the polic7 ulcer chooses which 

altemative he likes best. However, it is JRUch too ditficult and tU.

conaUJid.ng tor the average starr, or even engineering tim, to explore J8D7 

alternatives. After a prelilld.nar;r (often, very prelillinar.r) examination, 

the start will generally decide on one or two altemati ves as the right cmes 

to explore, and then will present these alternatives to the poliq people to 

either accept or reject. The choice ot which alternatives are worth explor

ing will be based partly on the guidance available from the top, part17 on 

the conscieus and subconscious view the "technical" explorers haft ot what, 

is important and what is not, and partly on tbl background and exper.l.enee ot 

1he designers. 

'lhe trouble with this way of choosing which alternatives to explore is 

that the gllidance from the top turns out to be circular, having been strongly 

influenced by the views or the people being guided. What is illlportant and 

unimportant is judged JIOl'e in tel'IIS ot the dq-to-da7 peacet.ae am bllreau

cratic context than by performance during a hJpothetical war ot the future. 

'lheretore, onl7 solutions which seea •reasonable• aD1 •sate• are conaide:rad, 

where •reasonable • and "sate • are, naturall7, •asured by peaceti•, DOt 

vartae, standards. Finall.7, and 110st t.port;ant a in a rapidly changi.Dg 

technology, the background am experience ot 'the •st read117 aftilable 

designers •7 not be even remotely appropriate. 
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Because UD.7 ot the JROst illlponant decisions •7 be made by' default 

rather than by conscious choice~ few it an7 ot the people invol:nd will eYen 

realise that a decision has been made. In addition~ becanse the •o.fticial• 

poliq- makers are both bus7 and lack technical background~ the presentations 

JIBde to thea tend to be short and superficial. Therefore~ a lot ot prett7 

import~ decisions also iuevi tably get made in deciding llhat packages to 

present for acceptance or rejection. 

For all these reasons n think it is worthwhile to tab a SJUll. portion 

ot the program to discuss the basic "wh7 and wherefore• of protectiYe construe-

tion polic7 to a predominant]¥ technical audience. 

Let us start by' discussing the source of lllOSt ot our difficulties~ the 

rapidit,. with ldlich the art and technology of war change~· Eftey tiw years 

seeu to bring a revelution which introduces treJDemous difficulties tor 

beth the planner and designer. Lessons IDd techniques leamed at bitter 

cest J1&7 be wonhless before the7 are tul.l7 mastered. 

Tedq it takes about tour or tift years troa the time we first lq down 

the requirements tor a building untU the Beneficial Occupanc7 Date. Most 

people think that a building ought to have a useful lite ot at least twnt7 

)'8&ra. 'lhis is mu.ch too mu.ch to expect of a milit&I"T stmcture in the world 

ot toda7. However 1 such buildings should not be planned 111 th the expectation 

ot lasting less than five or Jl&7be ten years. 'lhis •ana, if -.y- ari~tic 

is correct, that we should toda7 be considering the 196$-1970 t1a period 

and it we want lllUCh more than a $-)'ear lite tor our buildillgs~ or ewn a 

little aore tiE tor thinld.ng and research~ we should be looking at tbe 

1970-1975 period also. 'lb 1q knowledge t!d.s ld.nd ot forward thinJd.ng has 

not been custema17 in the protect! ve stru.ctu.re t.1. eld. 
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It this were a classified session I could illustrate this point by' 

g1 Ting the histor.r ot seYeral weapona systeJIS which bec8ll8 preaturel7 

obsolete-in some cases before they had been tully procured--because the 

designers or planners shoved insufficient foresight or imag:l.Dation. Given 

the rapid changes in the art of war, it is inevitable that this should happen 

occasionally', but responsible planners should tl'1' to gnard against this 

possibili-ty. In all too Jll8l11' cases planners or designers haTe tailed to 

anticipate even a mild degree of technologl.cal progress. In SOlie cases, 

"crash" programs designed to provide a quick fix haft also been UDder-designed, 

so that eYeD they risk being obsolete before they are tull.7 iDstal.led or 

procured. 

Under these circUJUtances there is a heav:r responsibility upon engi.Diers 

and designers to work closely and S1JIP&thetical.l7 with the professional 

militar;r planners and operators so that a full expl.eration of all the possi-

billties can be ude. It is especially important to build systems vbich can 

be designed either to •et the fUll range ot threats, or that are capable fd 

being retrot:l tted or improved to •et increases or changes in the threat. 

'lhis means that we haft to look for new ideas and gadgets, pull re

search and dewlopment, and take SOIIIB technolog:l.cal gubles. It seeJU to be 

true in almost eYer.r other field of militar,r technolos:T that the •jori~ ot 

reall.7 D8lf ideas did not originate in otticial. requir.-nts, or in asld.ft 

projects pushed b7 the ott:lcial agencies or large ca.p&Dies, bu.t rather 

c8.118 troa the s.:U percentage of sucoesstul ideas pushed by" 1Dd1 Yidllals or 

nal.l outfits (some or thea al.lllost fanatic 1n character). What I a •¢DC 

is that it you look at the large DUilber ot ideas which are generated b7 

Sll8ll outfits and individuals, Y81'7 tew ot thea are successtal, blt it is 
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these few which are the basis or 1111ch of our military syst8111S toda;r. 

In the field or protective construction, howewr, I thillk it is fair 

to sa;r that the profession has lagged signiticantl7 behind the need. It 

has not been pushing the state or the art. On the whole it has waited tor 

leadership from the government. People were talking or the design of struc-

tures suitable against high explosives when "they were faced with the 20-IT 

bomb; by ~he time they had allowed tor the 20-IT bomb, they were facing the 

megaton bomb carried by a bomber, and today, or course, they race the ICBM. 

People are designing buildings tor protection against single bomb drops, 

but the eneJV may haft thousams ot ICBM 1s in the 196$-197$ time period; 

people are designing buildings to survive inaccurate low-yield weapons 1 e"'8D 

though it is almost certain that the ellEIQ' will improve his accuracy ani 

yield it he finds it necessazy to do this to destroy an important target. 

Possibly even more difficult thaa. the intellectual problem ot planning 

tor an uncertain wrld is the related psychological problea or taking 

seriously the pertonunce ot these buildings in a possible future war. !faJv' 

l'9ople seem to belieft, or act as it the7 believe, that preparation tor war 

is a sort ot Alice-in...Wonderland activity unrelated to an7 possible real 

eventualit;r. I recently had occasion to give three 2~our lectures n 

* Princeton University on the reality and likelihood or thermonuclear war, 

the threat thereof, and the need tor being able to tight a war as well as 

being prepared to deter one. I would lib to spend rq ti• going owr 

these lectures, rather brletly or course, and tr;y te point up hov they 

relate to eur preble•. 

'lhe tint talk was entitled, "'!he Nature 8Di Feasibi~ty or Thel'M-

nuclear War. • It tried to answer the questiou, •Is themonuclear war a 

* Three Lectures on Themonuclear War, Princeton University Press, to be 
published Spring 1960. 
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practical activity?" Can it be an "extension of policy by other mans, 11 

as Clausewitz said? Most people, including the experts, don't think so. 

'!hey seem to think that only an insane man would initiate an all-out thermo-

nuclear war. When they talk about war, they talk about "mutual annihilation, • 

"inescapable end of civilization,• "balance of terror,• "thermonuclear skla-

mate," "destruction of all life," etc. The analogies that are used-•two 

scorpions in a bottle; n •two people on a single keg ot dynamite, each with 

his own match;• "two heads on a single chopping block;" etc., reinforce this 

apocalyptic view. The most optimistic phrase I have seen used is, "a war 

in which the survivors will envy the dead." 'Ihe reason it is optimistic is 

because it explicitly concedes that there will be survivors. 

All of the above gl. ve the iJlplication that war is not an activity in 

which rational human beings can engage, since pres'Ull8bly no democratic and 

few totalitarian nations would cOlllllit suicide in the pursuit of soma objec• 

tive. There just is no legitimate objective of public policy which enables 

one to say, "Let 1s end it all for eT\uyone. • 

In some ways this view of war is comforting. The reason lily the "balance 

of terror• theory is comforting is obvious. It a war is this disastrous-

mutually disastrous-surely no one would start one. Of course, you have w 

worry about accidents 1 you have to worry about miscalculations, and y(M haw 

to worry about crazy people-but that is all. And in an issue this big, it 

is hard to belieTe that the accident or the miscalculation or the crazy lllll1 

is to be serious:q considered. In any case eTen it the war occurs for one 

of the aboTe irrational reasons the decisions malter still caDDO\ be blaJIBd 

for ai\Y lack of preparation to alleviate the consequences. Ann1hilation is 

annihilation. 
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Scae o£ rq colleagues am I have a quite di££e:rent view o£ war.* We 

agree that it is terrible. We agree that it would be an unprecedented 

catastrophe--but not necessarily an unlimited catastrophe--and most impor

tant of all, not necessarily a Jlllltual catastrophe. The balance o£ terror 

is net automatic. It is very possible tor one side to out-co~~pete the other 

to such a degree that tbe Stlperior side could safely start a war and get 

away--maybe scot £ree, or maybe w1 th appreciable damage to hi.Jaself, but not 

so DD1ch damage that he would prefer not attacking to attacking. I will 

discuss in a Dl0Jll8llt exactly what I mean by this remark, but before I do I 

would like to ask, "How DD1ch damage from retaliation Dd.sJlt a potential 

aggressor such as the Soviet Union expect to receift?" 

Before you can answer a question like this, you DD1st han the answr 

to two questionst "How lll&IV" bombs can the u.s. and its allies drep on the 

USSR after it str.l.kes, and then we str.l.ke back with a daaged and uncoordi

nated force in the teeth of an alerted air defense and against a warned and 

possibly evacuated civilian population ?• "How JID1Ch daalage will these thermo-

nuclear bombs do te him?" 

'!be £irst question has been discussed by Albert Wohlstetter in an 

article in the January 19S9 isaue of Foreign Affairs called, 11The Delicate 

Balance of 1\trror.~ He concludes that it is difficult to guarantee eftn a 

sJII811 retaliation, am verr dift.lcult to gll&r&ntee what might be called a 

moderate or large retaliation (so• hundreds of bombs dropped on target). 

It is also important to realise that even a quite large retaliation probably 
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does no\ annihilate a nation such as the Soviet Union. The Soviets might 

easily end up suf.feri.ng less d8lll&ge than they suffered in World War II, 

from which they have recovered rather well. 

All in au, it seems fair to sq that a sober examination of the probable 

course of a war indicates it is rather unlikely that a moderately competent 

aggressor who has prepared to accept his victim's retaliatory blow would be 

set back more than 10 or 15 years in his developRent-possibly much less. 

In arri.v:lng at this conclusion we examined eight phases or the war and 

postwar peri.od : 

1. Vari.ous phased prewar military and civil defense programs 

2. Warti• performance ot these prewar programs under different attacks 

). Magnitude of the .fallout problem duri.ng the first few days 

h. Surri. val am patch-up 

5. Maintenance o.f economic momentUl 

6. Recuperation of the economy 

7. Long-tera Mdical problems 

8. Genetic proble• 

Our conclusions on the "toughness" of modem nations such as the Soviet 

Union or the United states are given in Report on a Study o.f Non-M::Ui tarz: 

Defense, 'lbe RAND Corporation, Report R-322-RC, July 1, 1958. 1his report 

discusses syste•tical.ly, it briefi7, what is invol Ted in surd ving a rather 

massive nuclear attack and restoring a semblance of prewar society in about 

ten 78ars or less. In this talk I would like to touch on only, phases 6, 7, 

and 8 above, since it is these phases which se• to JIWI1' people to present 

the wrst probleu. Let us discuss thea in reverse order. 

Most or you are probably aware that JUD7 biologists and geneticists are 

worried about the genetic effect of peacetU. testing; so• nan talk as it 
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the future of the human race is being jeopardized by" exploding a few bombs 

a year in the Pacific Ocean or the Soviet Arctic. Now 1 if you believe this 

(and some pretty competent people seem to either believe it or come close 

to believing it) 1 then you immediately ask yourself, "Well, mat would 

happen if you exploded a lot of bCIIlbs inside a country rather than a few 

far away?" Surely, if the one is dangerous, the other is cataclysmic. 

Well, the one may be dangerous, the other more dangeroua--but not cataclysm:icl 

In one hypethetical Soviet attack against the u.s. which we looked at, 

it turned out that the survivors of the war received an average effective dose 

of about 200 roentgens of radiation to their reproductive organs. This is 

an enomous amount of radiation. It is about one or two thousand times the 

amount we expect people in the u.s. to get as a by-Product of the test pro

gram. It is about 50 times the amount they wou1d nomally get from natural 

sources. It is a large and .frightening dose, but it is not an annihilating 

catastrophe. 

If our c1rrent ideas are correct, the genetic effects ot this amount 

o.f radiation might cause 1 per cent of the children to be born seriously 

defective who would not otherwise have been de.fective. ~le this is a 

large penalty to pay for a war (and more horrible still, one might have to 

continue to pay a similar though smaller price for twenty or thirty or fort.y 

generations), it is still very far from annihilation. A woman came up to me 

once and said, "I don't want to live in your world where 1 per cent of the 

children are bom deformed." 'lhe answering remark which I made, while heated, 

was I hope justified. I said, "Lady, it is not !l world, I am only describing 

it. 'nlere are about 4 per cent born defective today, so if you mean what you 

say, you can only commit suicide." 'nle point I am making is that a war is a very 
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horrible thing-but so is peace in a wa7. War is just more horrible. It's 

like that. And this in turn means that this extra horribleness of the war 

may or may not deter a nation from going to war. 

The experts talk about other medical. problems than the genetic ones-

for example the bone cancers am leukemias which might be caused by 

Strontium-90, and the other life-shortening effects or radiation. They 

sometimes seem to be saying that these are so horrible that no nation wuld 

deliberately start a war. Here again, examination indicates that while the 

problems are horrible, they may well be within the limits we are accustomed 

to in our nomal. peacetime activities. For example, it could easily be true, 

as some scientists have cla:l.med, that eveey time a large-yield bomb is 

tested in the Pacific Ocean or in the Sov.i.et 4retic, thousands of people 

who are currently allve will get bone cancer or leukeDiia. 'l'bis nUilber •'7 

also turn out to be zero. Nobody real.ly !mows, but respecuble estillates 

running into the thousands have been made by some scientists. (I mean by 

"respectable n that the scientist making the esti~~&te would be llilling to 

publish it in a technical journal and would not be considered guilty of 

unprofessional behavior.) 

Again, this automatically makes Jll8D1' people say, "Well, if a few boJiba 

in the distant Pacific or Arctic cause this much trouble, wouldn •t a larger 

mmber of bombs closer in be totall7 catastre}irl.c ?• Som Jdll tar;r experts 

even refer to the so-called backlash effect of an attacker's bollbs as beillg an 

automatic deterrent. Would that the problem of deterrence could be sol~ 

se easil7. 

As before, JllOre and closer boaba will cause •re trouble thm fewr 

and farther ones, but not necessaril7 that JRUch •:re. Ia t)'pical wars 
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which we have looked at 1 in whieh people have taken moderate protection

have done things which the Rllssians 1 tor example 1 seem to be doing or think-

ing of doing today-the effects of fallout can be reduced drastical.ly. With 

such preparations and some advance warning (the more preparation tbe less 

waming is needed) most people can survive the fallout effects. The war 

might result in an average lite shortening of less than one or t110 years in 

some si'fluations and .five or ten years in others. But in a:rry ease, life will 

go on. War muld not necessarily involve annihilation of civilization. 'l'be 

above estillates apply when you get hit very hard-when the country accepts 

hundreds of bombs, more or less on target. 

We have also looked at the possibilities of ecollOlllic recuperation, and 

we talk in the following way: Most people-laymen, and some experts--look 

at the highly integrated character of a modem econOJDT and. argue that a 

nation is like a body; destroy the heart or other vital ol'pll, and. the body 

dies; a few cells may linger on for a while, but they will die ver;y soon. 

We don't think it is like that. We looked at the u.s. and we divided 

it into two countries--an "A" country with the largest 50 to 100 cities and 

a "B" country-the rest of the United States. Now the A country cannot 

survive vi thout the B country 1 but the B country, as tar as we can see, can 

surri.ve without the A country, and it also has the resources and skills 

needed to rebuild the A country in, say, ten years. In other liOms, w 

shouldn't think ot a countr,- as being analogous to a body, but rather think 

ot the major urban areas, the A country, as trading with the B count:r,-1 the 

rural areas, towns and small cities. Nov, it England. were destroyed it 

would not shock most people to find that we could get al.ong without that 

countey even though we had previously had a very large and valuable foreign 

trade with Engl.&Di. The A and. B country relationship in the u.s. seems to 

be like that. 
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Further, it is possible, by using existing construction ani by impro

vising fallout protection, to prepare the B country to receive evacuees 

from the A country and protect them reasonably satisfactorily. In tm 

sumn•u•ti•, it would probably be no problem for the Soviets to make this 

kind of shirt on da,a or hours notice. In winter the,. mi.fi!Pt need JllOre tiDe. 

Incidentally', current {1958) Russian ci vU defense manuals indicate that 

the;r are mald.ng such preparations. In addition tbe Russians claim to have 

g:t:nn, last ,ear, to every adult in Russia a 22-hour course in civil defense, 

with a compulsory exaination at the end of it so that they can check if 

every citizen knows what he is supposed to do. 

Such an evacuation is very plausible in ~ ld.nd of tense situation in 

which· the Soviets are tr;y.ing to force us to back down or to negotiate trom 

strength. They can put a great pressure on us by evacuating their cities. 

While this glws us warning, we JIB.)" not act on the warning. The Soviets 

mq- onl.7 be teying to convince us tbat they intend to go to war UDl.ess we 

back down. Just because they are trying to scare us, we •Y resoluteq 

retuse to be "blurted." In any case, as I will try to ma.k8 clear later, 

the onl7 praetioable counteraction. we _,. haft might be to evacuate 011r 

own cities-an action tor which we have aade almost no realistic preparations. 

'nlere are about 50 :nd.llion Russians living in the largest 135 Soviet 

cities. It, sq, 80 per cent ot these 50 atllion evacuated to the Soviet 

B coUDtry and 20 per cent sta,ed behind to operate the cities, the Russians 

wul-d tllld it possible to C&r17 on all important tunctions, and yet leaw 

onl.7 abeut 10 111llion citiHDIJ at risk in these cities. Furthermore, ha'f'i.Dg 

eneuated the bulk or the pop\11at1on, it would be possible to 8T&CU&te the 

rest very expeditieosq. As long u our ICBM farce is small, they weuld 

haw plent7 ot time to de tbis betore our reta.U.ator,r bclmber torce would 

reach the bulk or these cities. 
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Under those circumstances, it the Russians struck us first with a 

reasonably success.f'ul strike, and we struck back with a damaged torce, unless 

things go almost incredibly badly for the Russians, u.s. retaliation could 

net ld.ll more than .fi 'ft or ten million Russians -probably much less; that 

is, the Russians might lose only a fraction as ma.rJY ~ople as they lost in 

World War II. 'lhere may well be circumstances where they might be willing 

to face this prospect and go to war. 

Now, why is this-the tact that there are circUJDStanees under which 

the Soviets might find it practical to go to war-important to technical 

people like those in this audience? It is important because today even 

designers or mili t&cy' buildings sometimes do not take war serious:q. Jack 

O'Sullivan is going to give a talk following mine in which he will contrast 

the l'ld.li taey performance or the stra.cture as opposed to the peacetime 

performance or the structure, but let me make a coJIIIUilt on this subject. 

It one puts up a building in peacetime and it operates reasonab]Jr well, 

the tact that it won •t perfonu in wartime may never be noticed. At the 

most, it is only noticed once. On most nights when you go to sleep, the 

building is still there when you wake up the next dq. 'lhe fact that there 

are some inadequacies in the design or the building from the viewpoint ot 

wartime performance may not be as apparent to the users as some much more 

trivial inadequacy that shows up in the day-to-day performance. If, for 

example , there are not enough toilets 1 everybody notices am complains about 

it. 

Quite different things are important in a war, ot course, but you are 

not normally fighting a war. For this reason, there is an _al.nk>st overwhelming 

tendency to compromise the design, particularly where there is uncertainty, 
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in favor of better peacetime performance or lower costs. 'lbe wartime 

performance is neglected. No designer would take one chance out of ten of 

his building falling down in peacetime, but he will take much bigger chances 

that the building will prove to be a total failure in wartilae. (Total 

failure is defined as the enem;r*s being able to destroy the building at 

trivial cost to himself. ) 

I am trying to make a war seem more real in order to m.ake the require-

ments Gf living in a war also seem like something to be worried about, 

rather than academic and hypothetical. 

'lhe second lecture I gave at Princeton was calls d, "The Fol"'lllll.ation 

ani Testing of Strategic Objectives and Plans.• It discussed "why" and 

"hCJW" the United States or the Soviet Union might fight such a war. Let ua 

just discuss ~" here. 

As I said, it is very hard to convince most people that either the 

United States or the Soviet Union would ever deliberately initiate a conflict. 

In the Princeton talks, in order to make it plausible that this oould happen, 

I used a debating trick of a slightly unfair sort. Let me use this sa. 

debating triek again. You may be familiar vi th the stor;y attrlbuted to 

Bernard Shaw in ltlich a young man walks up to a verr attracti Te young l.ad7 

am says, "Will you sleep with • for a million pound81• She thinks about 

it, and hsJIIS and haws. (A nd.llion pounds is a lot of money, worth fiw 

million 100-cent dollars men Shaw wrote the storr. ) And she finally sap, 

"Well, all right. n The yo\Ulg man then asks, "Will you sleep with • for 

two pounds ?• She slaps his face indignantly and sqa, "What do you think I 

am?• He sa;rs, "Well, we haft establisbad the priDCipl.e. low we are just 

haggling o'ftr the price. • 
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I want to establish a principle and then haggle over the price. Ist 

me start by" asking whether the United States would ever initiate a thermo-

nuclear exchange. We usually say no, but we also say that the Russians 

can•t do certain things in Europe. We have commitments to NATO, for example, 

a:rxl if the Russians attacked West Ge:rm.any, we wouldn't stand idly by; we 

would attack the Russians--or would we? Well, that is related a little bit 

to the price you have to pay. 

Now, let me make a fiat prediction: no President of the United States 

would, if' he· had to wait two or three days to cool off, initiate a strategic 

action if he and his advisors were convinced that the Russian retaliation 

would kill 175 million Americans; that is, if everybody in the U.S. would 

be killed. I believe that this statement is true no matter what the Russians 

did in Ellrope. 

Now, at the Princeton lectures there were a fairly senior group of 

people in attendance, J118.DY being either policy matars or their advisors. 

Most of tha just couldn't visualize the United States failing to honor its 

collllitments. I therefore asked anyone in the audience to stand up it he 

thougbt the United States would honor its commitment to ~ nation, if 

honoring those commitments meant the death ot every single American. Nobody 

stood up. Everybody either thought it was just too bizarre a position to 

take publicly or was too polite to try to embarrass •· However, it is quite 

probable that even those who thought they would react realized that their 

position was bizarre. Actually, everybody would probably react if they had 

to act in anger. But, if you have to think about it, you just can't do it. 

Well, then, one has to ask, "What •s the price?• I have haggled over 

the price with IIU1lJIY people, at least hypothetically. I have done this with 
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both Europeans and Americam. The prices we negotiate l'Wl between two 

lld.llion and sixty million dead--that is, they think that the U.S. would be 

willing to loose this many people in punishing an aggressor. (This last 

figure is obtained by taking one-third ot the population-just barely less 

than halt. ) '!his is the range that people estimate. I don't know what the 

price really is, but even these crude estillates tell you so:nething. 

If you don't have f'aith that your milita.r'1 establishment can keep the 

casualties down to, say, less than titty million dead an:l in addition preserve 

enough or the country and prewar environment so that •the survivors will DGt 

envy the de~, • then KhrushcheY can blutt you an:l ld.n the blutt. Furthermore, 

lhru.shcheY can do 1ihis blutting sateq because he ean do it the way Hitler 

did it. He can test your resolve experimentally. He can raise the u.s. to 

a peak of' tension, drop the tension, raise it, drop it, and so .find out 

exactly where the U.S. stands. It is important to realise that he can do 

this testing relati vel.7 sateq. 

Let 11e nov ask the other side or the question. Are there au;y circua

stanees in which the Russians would attack the United States--attack delibera-

tel.y and with malice atorethou~t? Well, that too depems on tbe price aDd 

the alternatiws. It is probably true today that no reasonable decision 

Jl&lcer wuld start a war tor the sake or what llight be called positiw goal.a. 

'lhat is, eYeD thoup the intelligence briefing_,. start out with the reaark 

that the Russians seek nrld dolliDation, lhrushchn', in tact, probabl7 would 

De\ start a war to achiew this geal.. Be •Y want it, &Dd want it ftl7' 

much, but hope.tal.ly not enou~ to start a war in cold blood --at least not 

unless we haw been incredibl7 careless. 

If he starts a war, he probabl7 starts it becaue the risks ot DOt 

going to war looa larger in his e78s. Let • giw you an exa~~ple or such a 
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possibility- which seems quite realistic to me. In 1956, the Hungarians had 

a revolution which the Russians suppressed with much bloodshed. There was a 

lot of pressure on the United States to intervene in that revolution. W9 

didn 1t. In fact, there are reports that we did exactly the opposite-that 

we broadcast to the Poles and the East Oenaans not to rock the boat and that 

no American aid was on the way. Let 1s assume that w had gl.ven in to that 

pressure and intervened. The Russians would then have been faced with three 

fairly serious choices: 

(1) 'Ihey could do nothing. 'Ibis would almost automatically mean a 

Polish and East German revolt. (They- almost revolted, you remember, wi tbw.t 

~hopes of American aid.) Such a revolt would •an serious repercussions 

within Russia. We don •t know how serious these repercussions would be, but 

we know that Russians worry about political stability; they might think of 

it as intolerably serious. 

(2) Secondly, they could tight a limited action. But that too would 

be quite risky. If the u.s. fights a limited action and sticks with conven

tional high-4xplosive weapons, we are going to lose, just by the sheer weight 

of numbers. It we go to atomic weapons at a high enough level to win, it is 

a little hard for SOJDS people to believe that the war will stay limited. At 

least, it shouldn •t surprise us if the Russians view the prospect of a limited 

atomic war close to their heartland with serious misgl.vings. 'Ihey mi.ght 

easily believe that we .Americans were quite capable of sudde&l.y expanding 

the scope of the war with a surprise attack at their strategic forces. They 

might therefore argue that their third alternative was safer. 

(3) The third possibility is this: rather than wait. for the satellite 

revolt or the limited war to erupt into a general war at a time chosen by' 
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the Americans, the Russians mi. ~t decide to hit us right away. They could 

argue that this would guarantee to them the all-important first strike-at 

least if they hurried. 

The third lecture I gave at Princeton was called WWorld War I through 

World War VIII." In this lecture I discussed the characteristics or eight 

real and hypothetical wars, each one a technological revolution ahead or its 

predecessor. These wars are assumed to occur as .follows: 1914, 1939, 19-'1, 

19-'6, 1961, 1965, 1969, and 1973. You will note that lilile there are .fiw 

years between wars in the middle period, there are only .four years between 

wars in the later period. 'Ibis was deliberate. Both we ani the Russians 

seem to be learning how to do research and development better, and we are 

both speming more on it, so we can probably expect 'things to go .faster in 

the .future than they have in the past. I have already discussed the many 

problems that a designer .faces in trying to keep up with technological 

changes. Let me therefore skip that point ani discuss the question of gaps 

between two military powers. 'lhere are three types or gaps one might worr:y 

about: 

(1) The Research and Development gap, where the other side knows more 

about some weapons system or weapons effects than you do. 'lhis is a serious 

gap, but it is not disastrous, at least not for that year. It ay •an a 

dim prognosis for the future, of course. 

(2) The procurement gap, where the enem;y has bought 110re of s~ 

weapons s;ystems than you have. Whether this kind of gap is serious or net. 

depends on what you are trying to do. It is almost alwqs bad for national 

prestige, however. 

(3) 'lhe operational gap, where the enem;r has, or can present you 111. th, 

a threat which you cannot solve satisfactorily. Typical eDllples would be: 
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German use of subaarines and poison gas in World War I; in World War II 

the German break-through at tbe .Ardennes Forest; and the Japanese attack on 

Pearl Harbor and Singapore. 

Clearly the three kinds of gaps can be indepement. It is perfectly 

possible for the enemy to have a much larger force than you have, and for 

you stUl not to have an operational gap. '!his is, in fact, the popular 

view embodied in the "minimum detenence '* theory, which holds that as long 

as you have enough armed forces to destroy the enemy's cities, it is irrele-

vant to you how much amed forces he has. While there is a germ of truth 

in this theory, as it is ordinarily applied, it can be very misleading, as 

I will discuss below. 

In the Princeton lectures I tried to show almost on a year-by-year 

basis, starting in the early 1950's and ending ld.th the early 1970's, that 

for the .f'irst years ot that period at least, it has been historically true 

that certain kinds of gaps have developed in our posture. What is evm more 

fri @Jltening, these gaps are likely to increase both in number am magnitude 

over the next few years. 

Let us consider now the general kinds or gaps which could develop, 

with particular emphasis on the role of the most important kind of under

ground building,which is the headquarters,. There are at least three basic 

situations and corresponding gaps ~ch one can distinguish. All three can 

be phrased (perhaps a little misleadingly) in terms of detenence. The 

situations are: 

(1) deterrence against direct attack 

(2) deterrence against extremely provocative behavior 

(3) deterrence against a continuous level of moderate provocation 
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The most relevant calculation for the Type 1 deterrence situation 

would envisage a surprise attack by the enemy, and we would estimate the 

amount of damage inflicted on our strategic forces in this surprise attack. 

We then launch a retaliato:r;r blow with our own damaged forces, mere the 

timing and coordination is detennined by the ene~'s initiative, and where 

our foree must penetrate the enemy r s alerted air defenses. Finally, w 

estimate the damage done to the e~ by that part of our force which has 

penetrated the enem:y's defenses, giving the ene~ tul.l credit for a:q civil 

defense preparations he has made. 

We have already pointed out that under these cireUIUtanees we -.y do 

substantiall;r less damage than we would have done if the enemy had not 

strack us and if we had been able to choose the time of the attack. One of 

the troubles with the rtmini.Jrmm deterrence" theories that I referred to pre

viously is that when its effectiveness is calculated, the factctrs I have 

just mentioned are not generally included. As a result, people sometimes 

get optimistic ideas of how effective such ~ deterreDce ferces are 

going to be. 'Dle;r also tend to evaluate the effectiveness of the deterrent 

force when it is not being strained.; but as we just pointed out in our 

discussion of the Hungarian crisis, it is ve:r;r plausible to imagl.ne circa

stances in which e'ftn a seud.ngl,- adequate deterrence fOrce is strain.d. 

The JUin t\mctions of our undergreund headquarlers are: 

(1) to recognize that there is an attack; 

(2) to assess t.he damage; 

(3) to make the decision as to what to do J 

(4) to conmmicate these decisions to the proper places J 

(.5) to regdate and moniter the ensuing activities. 
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'lhese are all very critical functions now, and are likely to be even more 

critical in the future. 

One reason why the decision and conmuni.cation problems may be important 

is that everybody-even those who find the idea of deliberate war incredible

is likely to be very worried about the possibility of starting a war by acci-

dent or miscalculation. Because there will be so JIUI1DY people with authority 

over weapons systems, it will be necessary to make it clear to everyone 

that they cannot act on their own, no matter how many fireballs or 1111shrooms 

they think they see. Unless they receive an official, verified order, they 

will not be allowed to press the but ton, irrespective of any evidence they 

think they have that the war has started. If this were not done, one could 

almost guarantee that a war would occur by accident. 

This, in turn, means that there is a potential weak spot in the S)"Stem 

if the enem;r can destroy your headquarters. He can then delay your forces 

from reacting. This gives him two possible advantages. First, it gins 

him more time to destroy these forces; and second, and probably most illlpor-

tant, it enables him to use post-attack blackmail in attempting to disa:nu. 

these forces. 'lllat is, he can carefully avoid your cities in his attack and 

then try to nrevent an attack on his cities by threatening to take out your 

cities, say 5 for 1. If he has been reasonably effective in his first 

attack, this is a very credible threat, and if he makes it dramatic enough 

it might influence your actions. For example, he can say that if you destroy 

Moscow, he will destroy New York, Philadelphia, Washington, Chicago and Los 

Angeles. If you take out Leningrad, he will take out San Francisco, Detroit, 

Pittsburgh, Boston and Hew Orleans, etc. 

He can finish his list w1 th a remark to the general effect that "You 

know better than I do what kind of countr,y you want to have after this war 
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Regulating and monitoring other activities is also important. For 

example, insofar as a retaliatory force is composed of manned bombers, we 

don't want our.own defenses to fire on these manned bombers as they pass 

out of the United States. The fiight plan and identification data needed 

to prevent this probably should be kept in some centralized headquarters. 

Another moni torl.ng ard control function is that of adjusting target assign-

ments for our forces to make up for the damage that he has done to us. We 

will then need some sort of centralized information gathering, data process-

ing, and assessmnt facilities. If the enemy can destroy the buildings 

that house these facilities, he will degrade our capability. 

'lbe major threat against our headquarters buildings, as far as Type 1 

deterrence is concerned, is the ICBM, possibly supplemented by submarine-

launehed ndssUes or even bombers. It is important in laying down the require

ments for these buildings to realize that if the buildings have not been put 

very deep underground, the enemy ~ be able to design special missiles which 

earr.r UBUSU&l.ly large wameads for the specific objeeti ve of ·destroying these 

buildings. 'lhat is, when you put these buildings underground you challenge 

the enemy to destroy them, ani you shouldn •t be surprised if he reacts to 

that challenge, or at least tries to. 

Let us go on now to Type 2 deterrence --deterring the enemy from pro-

vocative behavior. In this case the requirements for our buildings may be 

much more severe. We must now try to make it credible to the enemy, to our 

allies, and to ourselves that if he is sufficiently provocative, we are 

willing to initiate a thermonuclear exchange ani strike him, and then 

accept his counterstrike. This means that we must be able to terminate a 
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war on terms which are satisfactory to us and our allies. Some of our 

headquarters installations at least must be able, then, to survive not only 

the enemy's missiles but even his manned bombers. Unless we have some such 

installations operating on the second or third day of the war, it is unlikely 

that we will be able to terminate the war under any reasonable condi tiona. 

It is rather interesting to note that in this particular case we may haw 

no research gap am no procurement gap in the sense that we have more and 

better equipment than the enemy does, and yet there may be a very large 

operational gap. We could even have a superb offense force; yet if our 

air defense and civil defense are inadequate tor accepting the enemy's 

retaliatory blows, we have an operational gap. 

SOJMt.illlles parochial people 119asure our o.f'fensi ve power, our power to 

regulate enear;y behavior, just in terms of the nUJBber, quallty, and opera

tional capability o.f' the o.f'.f'ensive vehicles we own. But actually our 

ability to regW.ate the ene:m;,r 1s behavior depends as auch, it not more, on 

our active and passive defensive capability as on our o.f'.f'ensive capabilities. 

Unless tbe ene:m;.r is incredibly careless, we cannot hope to destroy an oftr

vhel.m1ng •jority ot his force on the ground; therefore, unless w can 

alleviate or accept the retaliatory blow launched by his surviving SAC, w 

JUy be deterred .f'rom t%7ing to regulate his behavior. 

It you want headquarters buildings to surri.,. an at tack by JIU1IlD8d. 

bombers, they may haft to be much deeper and much stronger than it they are 

jut to surri.w ICBM'•• A JDanned bomber can carry a very large bomb and 

deliftr it '9817 accurately. It is o.f' course possible that you vill try to 

protect. these buildings with a certain aount ot aeti'ft defense against the 

boJibers it the buildings themselves are intrinsically Yery tough. 
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Let us now consider ~ 3 deterrence--deterrence against a continuous 

level of eveey provocation. It is clear that Type 3 deterrence cannot be 

expected to work 100 per cent of the time. 'lhe enemy will do at least 

moderately provocative things occasionally, and you will have to either 

acquiesce or react against them. However, there is a special type ot 

capability you can have which may regul.ate the provocateur ewn more than 

the mi.litaey threats we mentioned previously. This is an explicit capability 

for greatly increasing your strength veey rapidly. For example, in June 

1950 the United States was engaged in a great argwmmt as to whether our 

militaey budget should be 14, 15 or 16 billion dollars. Along C8118 Korea 

and Congress authorized 6o billion dollars--a fourfold increase. 

No matter what the Russians did in Korea, 'Whether they von or lost, 

that authorization represents an enormous mi.li taey defeat tor thea. Hov-

ever, it was almost 2 or 3 years be.fora the authorization was trans1ated 

into increased budgets and increased military power. It is ftl"7 valuable 

to have a capabili t7 to increase our expenditures, but this capabilit7 

becomes even more valuable if it can be done in a year or so. It the 

Russians know that if they allow international relations to deteriorate, 

ve will probably go into an effective crash progr8Jil, then tbe7 JllQ" be liDlch 

less willing to let international relations deteriorate. 

Some members of this audience may be surprised to learn that ma.u;y 

economists believe that we could, tor a short time, sperd about 200 billion 

dollars a year on defense without undue hardship. 'Ibis probabl7 represents 

less than 40 per cent of 'What our GNP would be under mobilization conditiODS, 

and I might mention that in World War II, at the peak, we spent 4S par cent 

ot our GNP on defense. And I think most of you realize that on the whole, 
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the population suffered little hardship. Such levels of expenditures would 

of course mean the temporary termination of non-military construction and 

production of consumer durable goods, but if the safety of the nation were 

clearly at stake, I think we would be willing to do these things. 1be 

probleJR is, of course, "Would we have the time to put in a useful program?• 

It takes a long while before you can spem these large amounts of money. 

You cannot build an adequate military systea oftrnight. In particular you 

Jlll8~~have a basic mi.litar,y establishment of the proper sort if you expect 

to be able to expand it within a year or so to the point where you are 

prepared to •tight• a war in addition to being able to deter one. 

I think it must be clear to everybody in this group that the various 

central headquarters are among the most basic components of ai\Y expanded 

system designed to •tight and:te:rm:inate• a war rather than "deter one." 

What I am saying is that when you are building a militar,y systa JlPN should 

not use the one-horse-shay philoso}ily' and build all components to an equal 

level of vulnerability. It is of course very ba4 to haw weak spots. '!he 

enem,y may exploit them. However, it is not tragic to have a few strong 

spots-particularly if there is an;r possibility that the rest of the system 

may be brought up to the same level. 

Therefore,- since these buildings should last 5 to 10 years, their 

vulnerability should not necessarily be equivalent to the moat "f''ll.nerable 

part of the rest of the current system but equal, possibly attar retro.ti tting, 

to the basic vulnerability you may possibly want during the whole tiJB period 

when these buildings will be used. 'l'be possibility ot the 200-billion-

dollar crash program I haTe just described should be considered. 

I would lib nov te mka s_. additional co .. nta on the vulnerability 

ot different ld.Dds of headquarters instal.latiODS. 'lhe following table shows 
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some or the weapons effects to be expected from ground-bursting a 1-megaton 

and a 100-megaton thermonuclear weapon. 

While the range from 1 to 100 megatons is a reasonably large one, it 

may not conr the entire region of interest. It is verr possible that 

Russian bombers could carry air-to-ground missiles with less than 1-megaton 

warheads, and in any case published reports have imicated that the American 

Minuteman and Polaris systems may, at least ini tiall7, carcy warheads 

smaller than this size. On the other hand, mile the idea of a 100-megaton 

weapon may strike most of this audience as rather extreme, it is not at all 

unreasonable to design against the possibility that such bombs may be 

developed and carried in the 196.5-197.5 time period. In fact, 100 megatons 

may not exhaust the upper range of the possibilities or at least specula-

tions. There have been several published references to the possibility of 

1000-megaton or begaton bombs (sometimes more accurately if pedantically 

referred to as g:lgaton bombs). 

If we do not harden any of our installations, it might be verr reason

able to suppose that the enemy will not bother to deTelop verr large bombs. 

But once we have built hardened structures of the sort we are discussing 

here, then we have challenged him, and if he can meet this challenge b7 

building 100-megaton bombs and the corresponding delivery systeu, then 

he is verr likely to do it. Enemies are like that; always spoiling and 

obsoleting a perfectly good design. There are restrictions on the maxilBUil 

size bomb that can be delivered practically, but very few technical people 

would bet that these l.illlits will be much below 100 megatons in 'the 196..5-

197.5 time period. 

The table g1 ves the estimated weapons effects. Let us now look at the 

resistance or some typical designs. The normal reinforced concrete building 
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Peak OVer-
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(Rock)? 
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that one builds in this country would probably accept 2- to 5-psi overpressure 

without being completely destroyed. However, the equipment inside lii8J' become 

inoperative at less than 1 psi because the typical building has weak spots 

such as doors which can be blown in, allowing the equipment inside to be 

damaged. 

Such a building is not even worth considering for a headquarters intended 

to survive attack. '!he next alternative is a blast-resistant abovegrouo:l 

structure. About the most resistant building one would design here would be 

for 25 psi. This might be all right for the immediate present, but even a 

few years is sure to make such designs obsolete. 

We can then go to nush basement-type structures. '!be practical ecoDOJd.c 

l.im1t here would be about 200 or 300 psi. For greater blast resistance ODB 

would want to go truly underground. I would judge even a .few hUDdred psi to 

be very marginal, but some people disagree with me. 

The next structure might be fifty to two or three hundred .feet UDder

groum. Except possibly .for ground-shock probleliiB, it is very likely that 

this kind or structure would survive hundreds ard maybe even a rev thous&Di 

psi, depending on the design of the cavities am tunnels aDi on the qualit7 

ot the rock. 

The next structure mi. gbt be 300 to 1000 feet undergroUDd. 'Drl.a would 

probably be in the thousarxis of psi range, ard even the ground-shock problea 

should be reduced. 

Finally, there is the really deep (about 2000 .feet) undergroUDd at:ruotun. 

'!his should not even haw groum -shock problems in the less than 1000-J)Si 

range, and it should be able to withstand a.lmost direct hits ot s.n. (less 

than 1-Hl') bollbs and near Jlli.sses o.f larger bombs. 
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All of the above vulnerability statements are just conjectures, but I 

have some confidence that analyses we have currently underway will corro-

borate most of the remarks I have made. 

We mentioned before that if one does not want to go all the way in 

reducing the vulnerability of headquarters structures, one might build in a 

capability for retrofitting. One way this might work in practice would be 

that instead of building a 100- to 200-psi subsurface basement-type structure, 

one might build the basic structure in tunnels hundreds or even tmusands of 

feet underground. Everything else, such as doors, ventilators, communications, 

etc., would be built to a 100- to 200-psi level. If later on one decided one 

needed increased protection, one could retrofit by changing these doors, 

adding additional harder communications, and even getting rid of the venti-

lators cempletely by using reactors for power. It should be noted that a 

building of this sort can still operate and perform its .function, even it 

all of the entrances have been caved in, it it can still coJIJDlUllicate with 

the outside world. Since communications can be made extraordinarily hard, 

it is essentially possible to make this building almost completely independent 

of the surface. 

I would like now to make a few comments on the role of theoretical 

calculations in the design of such a structure. If one has to choose between 

theoretical calculations and advice from competent people with relevant 

experience, there is no doubt that no matter how good the theoreticians are, 

one would almost always prefer to rely on experience. But, nobody today 

has experience in the structural problem raised by thermonuclear weapons. 

Very few engineers, even including those who have worked on protective con

struction, are fand.llar with the known weapons effects, particularly in the 

case of the deep underground building. 'Ibis means that one has to be careful 
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in applying peacetime experience to a building whose main usefulness is 

during a war. ~ are always having arguments with unsympathetic people who 

consider peacetime considerations overriding. 'lhe dominating consideration 

must be, "Does this structure do the wartime job it was designed to do?• 

'l'here are many kinds or calculations people can make. Some or them 

are extremely reliable because they depend on such trustworthy things as 

Newton's laws, conservation of mass, conservation of energy, etc. Others 

are reliable in the sense that they can indicate when a structure will fail, 

but they cannot say when it will survive. Solll9times the situation is the 

other way: ~me can say men something will survive such and such a condition 

but cannot say accurately when it will fail. 

Let me give some examples. It is quite likely, for instance, that the 

calculations that H. L. Brode of RAND has done on the transmission of sheck 

in tunnels can be done in such a way as to overestimate the effect ot the 

shock. Every loss be takes account or, undoubtedly' does oceur. However, 

it would be ditficult to get a close underestimate or the sa. thing because 

there may be loss aechanisms which were not taken into account and which w 

do not lmow about. 

'lheretore, Brode can make a calculation on the basis of which he can 

state with some reliability that a door should surd ve at a certain place 

in 'the tunnel. When he says it will fail, he canngt be nearly as certain. 

By contrast, Paul Weidlinger's calculations on the failure or tunnels 

are likely to have the other trouble. When he calculates that a tunnel fails 

by a certain mechanism, it very likely does; but he cannot be sure that the 

tunnel will not fail by some mechanism Which he does not understand or has 

not- allowed for. 
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It is this last type of calculatim which is most troublesone. It 

can tell you when you are in trouble, but not when you are sate. All that 

;you can do is to be as careful as you can, give full consideration to the 

phenomena involved, put in some insurance by over-designing (at least when 

it is cheap), and then hope for the best. We would like to do more but we 

s~ cannot--at least until we run full-scale tests. All we can do is 

just face the fact that to sone extent the working of our installation 

depends upon faith. However, as Jack 0 'Sullivan will point out when he 

discusses. the groum-shoek problem, "One can often by sui table design run 

away from the problem. n Wherever possible, this is a preferred solution. 

Let 11e finish by telling a little story which tries to illustrate that 

the subject we are considering today may, in the future, seem as glamorous 

as that of high-speed aerodynamics or missiles. About four years ago the 

Scientific Advisory Board to the Chief of Staff had what they called "a 

think session• in Brainerd, Minnesota. I was at that meeting. 'lhe first 

session started 1d. th a series of generals and scientists who got up and 

deliftred 1$- to 30-mtnute tal.ks on various aspects ,of the Air Force of the 

.f'uture. 'Dley discussed the new fuels, new radars, new electronic equipment, 

engines, baabers, missiles, atomic weapons, etc., but never a word about 

concrete ani reinforced steel or any substitute thereof. I also gave a 

talk which I started by saying, "There has recently been released a picture 

called 1S.AC. 1 1he ostensible stars are June Allyson ani James Stewart, but 

the real lead of the picture was without question the B-47 bomber. Now I 

811 hoping that 10 years from now we will find a new picture being released 

called 'SUC ·~trategic Underground Command." 

'Dle first scene of this picture might start out as follows: 
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Three fellows are sitting around a table playing pinochle in what is 

obviously an underground shelter. There is suddenly a terrific shaking. 

One of' the fellows gets up to look at a meter. 

'lhe other asks, "How much was it ?11 

The first says , "About 100 megatons • " 

The second says, "I can alwqs tell by the shaking." 

Finally the third one says with a great deal of' irritation, "Write it 

down on the morning report and sit down and deal. • 

During this entire scene, there would be a teletype operator in the 

background, calmly punching away at his machine and receiving :messages in 

reply. 

Now this is admlttedly asking for a lot, but I don't think it is in-

conceivable. In any case this is what we are aiming at. 
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Changes now rapidly taking place in modern weapon technology and 

warhead design demand a complete re-evaluation of the design procedures 

employed by architect-engineering organizations when considering protective 

construction. Peacetime procedures and criteria will be found inadequate 

for solving the problems we will face in the design of underground instal-

lations. 

It has been said before, but it needs repeating, that a revolution in 

military technology occurs every five years. Weapons change in two to 

three years, fighters and small missiles in three to six, and bombers and 

large missiles in four to eight years. If the designing civil engineer 

does not understand the significance of these changes, he will always be 

a few revolutions behind and his designs at best may be inadequate and 

expensive. In most cases the plans will be obsolete before they are off 

the drafting board. The engineer, therefore, must re-examine his peace-

time design criteria, scrapping that which is no longer usefUl for the 

peculiar conditions he will face, and develop new criteria to fit this 

new design era. This will not come easy because by training and experience 

we engineers are conservative and accept changes slowly. For example, con-

aider the prospect of changing a building code. I:f you are an engineer 

developing a new product which you wish to be accepted by the building 

code, you are impatient with any delay. If, however, you are the municipal 

engineer who must be responsible for the safety of the public in buildings, 

you will want to be completely convinced (and this may take years) that any 

change is for the better and that no safety problems are being slighted. 
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Any engineer who wishes to change our peacetime procedures must overcome 

similar inertia. Yet it is vi tal for our country that we push through 

these changes. You must be the engineer with the new product, demanding 

a building code change. 

I suggest that we re-examine some of our time-honored standards and 

approach our design tasks with a flexible mind. We must develop in the 

engineers a desire to think up new solutions, unusual solutions, even fan-

tastic solutions. As an example of this, I might refer to Dr. Brode's 

water door which will be discussed later in this Symposium. Dr. Brode 

uses ordinary water as a building material under condi tiona where the 

average engineer would ordinarily consider the use of steel or reinforced 

concrete. His use of water as a blast door to protect the interior under• 

ground areas from blast demonstrates that it is possible to use a completely 

different material to solve a standard engineering problem. An engineer 

must bring a free imagination to the drafting board when designing under-

ground installations. Otherwise his solutions will be forced adaptations 

of aboveground peacetime structures developed over past years for entirely 

different climatic conditions and use requirements. Atter the compromising 

changes are made for deep underground conditions, they certainly will be 

inefficient and most likely inadequate and expensive. 

As another example o:f approaching a standard problem in a new way, we 

might consider the blast-sheltering of airplanes. Sane years ago many o:f 

us in various parts of the country were investigating the possibility of 

protecting aircraft from high overpressures. MOst of us approached the 

problem by "beefing up• standard aircraft hangars for use either above -

ground or below with a ramp to provide hangar access. Thus, we were merely 

continuing the standard evolution of the aircraft hangar fran the farmer's 
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barn by making one more slow step forward. We ignored completely the 

most important element--the feasibility of designing a beam to carry high 

blast loadings of a length greater than the wingspan of the airplane. At 

this point William Burk proposed a novel solution. He designed a shelter 

in which the roof slabs bridged the width of the wing instead of from wing 

tip to wing tip. This was accomplished by wrapping the walls of an under-

ground concrete shelter around the planfoT;m of the aircraft and lowering 

the plane into the shelter through the roof by means of an elevator. The 

roof was fomed of horizontal sliding concrete doors. Thus, with relatively 

simple design the aircraft shelter was made feasible. 

The present practice when designing a "bard" structure is to strengthen 

a soft building to resist the high overpressures, then place it below 

ground. I maintain that such an approach is wrong. It is better to design 

a completely new building by rewriting the criteria, starting with the 

function of the structure, especially in its blast environment. In same 

cases such studies will show that it is possible to design a hard structure 

to resist a reasonable level of overpressure at a cost equal to that of an 

existing soft structure. While these two structures will perform the same 

functions, I do not claim that the floor area of each will be identical. 

This leads to a very interesting principle in the economics of underground 

construction. Construction cost depends roughly on size and volume. If you 

cut volume you autana.tically cut cost. Therefore, in addition to the engi-

neering duties of a designer, he also must be aware of the effect of con-

struction costs on the acceptance or rejection of a hardened structure. In 

some cases, if costs are ignored during design, the hardened structure may 

be eliminated in favor of an unprotected soft structure. The engineering 

designer must understand that cost is an important part of his solution to 
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the base problem. If he can build cheaply, then it is possible to buy 

more bases, missiles, or aircraft for the same amount of money. 

Since costs are important, and since they depend on space, the civil 

engineer and architect lacking experience and training in space-saving 

might employ as consultant a naval archi teet when designing underground 

installations. Ship designers make use of many space-saving tricks, such 

as the dual use of space; for example, an officer's living quarters serve 

as his daytime working office. The mess ball during the day is the movie 

theater at night. These designers also design in three dimensions: some 

items are hung fran the walls of the structure 1 while others are placed on 

the floor in the conventional manner--still other items are mounted above 

those on the floor in "piggy-back" fashion to make use of the empty volume 

found above most machinery in standard layouts. Ceiling heights are de-

signed to provide adequate sound insulation and ventilation, but not 

according to shore-type conventions. I do not recommend cramped quarters, 

for obviously the peacetime operating ef':f'iciency will decline, nor do I 

suggest that the above examples could be successfUlly used in deep under-

ground installations, but I do believe that serious investigation of' methods 

to eliminate waste space should be made. 

The civil engineer should approach his design problems w1 th the same 

ingenuity and :f'reedan of thought that the aircraft designer brings to the 

design of' a bCDber and the missile engineer to the missile, understanding 

that he is responsible for a very important part of' the military posture. 

If' a missile installation does not perform adequately, no matter how expen-

sive or sophisticated the design of' the missile, it will not arrive on 

target. 

In standard peacetime construction the engineer plans his structures 
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to work within the elastic limits of the materials and standard building 

codes. For architectural reasons he seeks to eliminate elements that sag 

and crack under loads. The engineer designing blast-resistant structures 

is not or should not be interested in such peacetime criteria for design. 

The ability of his structure to protect the vital functions of its contents, 

enabling them to perform their wartime missions, is the one design criterion 

which must be established. The wartime functioning of the shelter is the 

one important element in design. Such wartime performance standards will 

allow buildings to move, walls to tilt, roof slabs to bend and crack, pro-

vided the installation's fighting ability is not impaired. Moreover, in 

some cases we may wish same parts of our structures to collapse under the 

first enemy weapon. Thus we might design the tunnel entrances to fail on 

the first blast loading so that the installation may resist a significant 

number of multiple blasts. 

In shock:mounting equipment for use in ships, tanks, and other military 

vehicles, it is customary to design the shockmounting for individual units, 

test it in the laboratory, then install it in the vehicle and put it 

through a series of field tests. When failure is observed at any point, 

this element is redesigned to pass the field test. These tests give us a 

high degree of assurance that the equipment will operate as designed. The 

shockmounting of military equipment in shelters poses a different problem; 

here we must design the shockmounting for conditions which contain a number 

of unknowns. To provide for such unknowns, we must add numerous factors 

of safety. Laboratory tests provide some confidence in our design, but we 

have no means of truly testing the reliability of this equipment. 

When faced with such uncertainties, we may wish to solve the design 

problem by running away from it rather than meeting it head-on. Thus we 
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might consider the alternative of using the money budgeted for shock-

mounting for buying greater depth for the underground installations. This 

again is a survival versus cost problem. 

If we look at other fields of engineering, such as electronics and 

missile engineering, we will observe that the significant technical break-

throughs since World War II have been made by small contractors pushing 

ahead on small pa.rts of the over-all problem. In the field of civil engi-

nee ring, progress is much slower. Significant breakthroughs are quite 

rare, and the average engineer has no feel for the areas in which work 

should be done to be of use in the military program. For this reason most 

of the work in the field of protective construction must be led, financed, 

and programmed by the government agencies. This is p~obably not the ideal 

method because of the lack of flexibility required for proper research in 

the field of engineering. 

If we examine current procedures by which a hardened structure or an 

underground installation could be designed, we will find that the steps 

would be somewhat as follows: One or more men in a government organization 

are called upon to prepa.re design criteria to be used by an architect-

engineer firm for designing a base. The designers prepa.re the plans for 

the blast-protected shelter or underground installation, making use of this 

criteria. They submit the plans to the issuing agency 1 which in turn lets 

construction contracts. 

For peacetime construction this system is adequate. In general, we 

know what we want; we have designed and built similar structures in the 

pa.st; we have a good idea of what the finished product should look like 

and how it should operate. The architect-engineer's solution is quite 

sui table. This procedure 1 however, does not suit our needs tor the design 
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of underground installations. With few exceptions, the design of under-

ground installations is a new field in which clear principles and criteria 

are not available. The man who prepares criteria may be uninformed as to 

the interaction of his criteria with engineering design decisions. Some 

details--for example, the width of a room--may be nothing but a copy of 

an aboveground structure. Engineers in this audience will suspect that 

not one width of room is the proper solution, but perhaps some dozens of 

different sizes would serve the operational :functions adequately. The 

architect-engineer may :feel he must restrict himself to the dimension 

spelled out in the statement of criteria. Yet, room sizes, areas, and 

heights should not be based upon the :first solution that occurs to a 

planner. The architect-engineer must search behind the given criteria 

and offer suggestions for changing these criteria to provide better solu-

tions. He must consider the interaction of weapon effects, planning, 

design, and construction. This requires him to develop optimum shapes 

for underground installations with the aid of leading tunnel contractors 

and mining engineers, so that the contractor can use his men most e:f:fi-

ciently. This may mean same compromise, with the planner altering 

Ullderground installations to fit camnon construction techniques. 

The type of underground structure which we place in the underground 

chamber has an effect on the over-all construction time and cost. The 

designer must weigh a number of solutions to deter.mine a reasonably good 

design which recognizes the interaction of excavation and choice of under-

ground building. The number of :floors in an underground building is a 

function of the excavation cost and the building cost. Geology, too, 

influences the shape and layout of the underground areas; :for example, in 

a limestone area we might cut the ceilings of the underground chambers 
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flat, whereas in bard rock we might use arch shapes. Different excavation 

techniques would be used, and in turn, the building would be modified to 

fit the excavated cross-section. Geology would also influence the choice 

of the shapes and sizes of the excavated chambers. 

The engineer, while making preliminary studies, should also be 

examining the criteria provided by the manufacturers of the equipment to 

be installed in the underground buildings. He should convince himself 

that the manufacturer's requirements are necessary for proper operation of 

the underground equipment. His purpose should be to deter.mine the amount 

of flexibility available to him in design. The design of utilities, 

including the type of power-generating plant, the location of the oxygen 

inlet shafts for the prime movers and their relation to the air shafts 

required by the contractor for efficient drilling, blasting, and excavating 

of the underground chambers should be studied carefully to determine their 

influence on the over-all design. Many other facets of the general problem 

must be considered. Fran the few examples I have given you can see that 

the en.g:l.neer in the prel :1 mj nary planning will develop dozens of adequate 

solutions frcm which he must choose one. This may be the min::InnlDl solution, 

but not necessarily so. 

The engineer should provide the mon1 toring agency w1 th a minimum 

solution, making clear all the facts which he has collected and his reason-

ing on choices. The military planner should understand the m:fnimum solu-

tion, its cost and characteristics, as well as all the additional refine-

aents and betterments, together w1 th their construction costs and time, so 

that he may choose a proper ccmbination of minimum solution and betterments. 

This solution will not depend upon cost alone, but on DI8JlY facts known to 

the planner but not available to the ens;ineer. 
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The most important decision which an engineer must make in planning 

underground installations for warfare is in determining the functional 

plan. This includes sizes and length of tunnels, configuration and cross-

section of the underground area, depth of cover, etc. Since original 

planning is so important, it would seem reasonable to devote our best 

efforts to this phase of the problem. This remark will appear to be so 

obvious that you will wonder why it was made. Yet the speaker knows of 

cases in other fields of protective construction where detailed design of 

the hardened structure was started five days after awarding the engineer-

ing contract. Even in conventional construction, the planning phase is 

sometimes not given proper emphasis. This was pointed out recently by a 

report to the city of Toronto by A. D. Margison, professional engineers: 

In any capital undertaking, private or public, the major 
factors affecting value to be received for the expenditure 
to be made are rooted in the decisions made pursuant to 
the adoption of a functional plan. Frequently, inadequate 
attention is given at that stage while much subsequent 
attention is given to possible savings by economizing in 
construction methods, materials and workmanship. Atten
tion should be given to expenditure at all stages of an 
undertaking but the major savings ensue fran the initial 
establishment of that functional plan providing the desired 
results, having proper regard for all factors, at the low
est cost. 

In developing underground installations, it is important to define 

the problem. Part of the problem is the threat. Too often in the past 

the design of military structures was based upon the enemy threat at the 

time the plan was proposed, rather than that which would exist when the 

structure was completed. In same cases these structures became obsolete 

before construction was completed; therefore, we must clearly define our 

design problem. What is the purpose of our structure--what enemy threat 

are we trytng to resist--through what years do we Wish this installation 
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to survive? In formulating the general problem, we must consider the 

importance of the structure. If we plan to proteet a eentral eommuniea-

tions unit on whieh many weapons and fighting installations depend, whose 

destruction or elimination would cause great damage to the military pos-

ture, then this beeomes a prime enemy target. The designing engineer should 

be aware of this. He should understand the effort an en~ might make to 

destroy this individual underground installation. This will influence 

many of the purely engineering decisions he makes when designing the struc-

ture. 

The designer must determine what are the vital fUnctions of the 

installation whieh must be protected. He must separate from the over-all 

plan all those peacetime items not necessary for wartime operation. A 

vi tal element is one which is necessary for carrying out the wartime 

. fUnction of the base. Obviously some compromises must be made at this 

point. However, the engineer should have a elear understanding of what 

he is compromising. Some elements which are required only for peacetime 

operation might be plaeed in the underground areas because they add to the 

efficiency of the day-by-day operation of the installation, even though 

they would not be used during wartime. Under efficiency We .must consider 

the elements of habitability and cheerfulness of surroundings in which 

men will work during the peacetime period. 

The engineer must be briefed by the military offieer on many of the 

problems which are purely military and operational, and he must be made 

to understand that the success of a wartime mission in many eases depends 

upon his intelligent solution of architectural and engineering problems. 

Because his interest is in engineering design, an engineer will often rush 

into the design phase, following standard design techniques. Too often 
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engineers have no interest in military and operational aspects of the 

problems. 

An engineer must design into his structure a capability for increasing 

its strength. For a deep underground installation, this capability must be 

lim1ted to the tunnels, shafts, doors, and closures. You cannot increase 

the strength of the chambers in the underground installation. Therefore, 

it is well to locate the underground installation at a depth below ground 

sufficient to give the protection required to this area for the fUll life 

expectancy of the installation. This is an irrevocable decision. Once 

you dig the chambers, you cannot increase their strength. Your only choice 

is to abandon the structure and build a new structure. Doors which would 

be set some distance back from the entrance of the tunnel could be strength-

ened at a later date to meet an increasing enemy threat. Outside communi-

cations and the airshaft covers and the like also could be strengthened at 

a later date. 

This audience is familiar with the present procedure by which the Air 

Force awards architect-engineering contracts. Because of the interaction 

of many elements, such as mill tary planning, weapons effects, reaction of 

rock chambers to high blast loads, and others which are peculiar to a deep 

underground installation, it might be advisable to consider other methods 

for handling design contracts for deep underground installations. One 

method might be to consider the use of part-time advisory cammi ttees. Let 

me explain three ways in which such committees might be used. 

First, assume an architect-engineering fir.m is hired to design struc-

tures based upon the criteria provided by the client. The engineering fir.m, 

upon completion of its work, presents its plans to the advisory group for 

review. This sc::metimes results in a design which is pedestrian at the best 1 
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and at the worst could be wrong, requiring extensive re-work and changes 

with significant loss of time. 

Another way is for the engineering company to use the advisory cam-

mittee as consultants. In this case the engineering cam:pa.ny designs those 

things which it has done before and calls upon the consultants for specific 

answers to specific problems for immediate design use. This is probably 

the worst way to use an advisory group. The archi teet-engineering cam:pa.ny 

has no pressure on it to do a good job, or even to hire responsible people, 

because it assumes that it can get all its answers fran the consultant. The 

consultant is in the peculiar position in which he is only working on this 

problem part time. He 1s busy on other projects and other problems; there-

fore, in general, no one in either group is working on the over-all problem 

at any time. 

The third way, and in my opinion, the best way, is to use an advisory 

consulting group almost on a fUll-time basis--to assign to it real respon-

sibility for parts of the design, so that they may be able to carry through 

from start to completion that portion of the design in which they are truly 

expert. This means that good. thought is being put on the proper problem, 

and responsibility is being placed on the consultant so that we can be sure . 
that certain difficult portions of the general problem are being looked at 

by people w1 th the proper background and by the proper continuity of thought, 

and we 118Y expect that good work will result. It is possible that we may 

want to add another factor of safety here--by using a second group of con-

sultants to check the first group. 

""" It must be 118de clear that we need lii8JlY good. minds employed in new 

work of the type we are discussing. In this way we can solve the problems 

that are :f'acing us in the design of underground installations. 
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On the face of it, this title appears to be self-contradictory--since 

if a structure is deep enough underground no nuclear explosion effects will 

be pertinent to consider. The most likely phenomenon to have any infiuence 

deep underground would be the seismic signal.s--the nuclear radiation, the 

air blast, the the~ radiation all would be of no consequence. 

But any realistic underground complex for human occupancy on either a 

mili ta.ry or civil mission must have certain connections with the outside 

world. Provision will be necessary for normal ingress and egress, for venti

lation in normal circUJIStances (not during attack), for communi cations of 

various sorts 1 tor utili ties {power 1 water 1 sewage) aDd for eventual (post 

attack?) evacuation. So that none of these presents an Achilles heel we 

will briefly consider here those phenomena which may have significance from 

the standpoint of surface structures and equipnent as well as for the deep 

underground structures. 

We shall for illustration consider a one megaton surface explosion. 

When such a nuclear weapon is detonated, the nuclear reactions responsible 

for the impressive sudden release of energy create equally vast amounts of 

ionizing radiation. Only the gamma.-r&\YS and neutrons can escape the bomb and 

go to any appreciable distances in air. The other radiations and even a 

large fraction of the neutrons and gamma-r&\YS are absorbed in the bomb it

self or in the air immediately around the bomb. Where fission reactions are 

involved 1n the bomb, radioactive fission fragment p.uclei are created which 
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then contribute to the activity and doses over a long period of t~e--while 

the neutrons are generated immediately and disappear within a fraction of a 

second. 

The amount or intensity of radioactive effects is generally meaaured 

in roentgens or roentgen equivalents. A roentgen is a measure of the energy 

per unit mass deposited in a material by the ionizing radiations. 

A dose of 25 r or less does not cause serious biologic consequences in 

men. A dose of 450 r will kill 5~ of those exposed within a month after 

exposure, and a dose of 700 r can be expected to cause 1~ fatalities. 

Figure 4 illustrates the gamma-ray doses to be expected within two miles 

of a one Mr surface burst. Also indicated are the approxiate peak 

overpressures at these distances. 

Various materials can be used to shield against or to reduce these 

dosages. In Fig. 5 the thicknesses of scae typical materials are illustrated 

to show how much is necessary in order to cut the dose in half. Taking twice 

these amounts will reduce the dose to a quarter of its initial value, etc. 

Thus the 200,000 r at one/halt mile (200 psi) can be reduced to less tban 

one r behind nine tt of concrete or perhaps more realistically reduced to 

50 r by six tt of concrete, or by eight tt of earth. 

Virtually all the neutrons are created in the fission or fusion reactions 

within a microsecond and diffuse away in a few hundredtha of a second. Sc.e 

neutrons captured in the nitrogen in the air lead to further ~-rays--

( these gaDD&-rays are included in gamma-doses). Daage by neutrons cannot be 

measured quite directly in tel'JIS of ionizing effects--neutrons are neutral 

(uncharged) particles as the name implies, and so they cause ionization only 

indirectly by interaction w1 th eydrogen nuclei &Dd others. A ''biological 
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equivalent" must be included which indicates the neutrons to be somewhat 

more damaging {-1.7 times more) than their ionizing capability would illdi

cate giving a dose in "rem" {roentgen-equivalent-man). 

Neutron doses depend on weapon design {unlike gamma-rays which depend 

mainly on fission yield)--so only a typical case is considered here. The ex

pected doses w1 thin two miles of a one Ml' burst are shown in Fig. 6 along 

w1 th the gamma-ray doses and the approximate overpressures. Note the appar- . 

ent crossover where neutrons are more effective relative to gamma-rays at 

very close-in distances. This is a real effect since there are JD8.llY more 

neutrons than gamma-rays generated at the bomb, but the neutrons have a 

shorter mean free path in air--i.e. get scattered and absorbed faster than 

the gamma-r~s--so become relatively less important at increasing distances. 

In order to shield against these neutron doses we need material which 

will slow down the fast neutrons so that they can be more easily captured 

by nuclei. Light elements or elements of' low atomic weight are most ef'tec-

tive at slowing down the neutrons. The slowing down is a matter ot collid-

ing w1 th atomic nuclei and giving up some energy at each collision. If' a 

billiard ball were to run into another billiard ball it can lose a l.arge 

traction of its velocity or kinetic energy, but it it runs into a bowling 

ball it bounces off' w1 th almost the same velocity and gives the bowling ball 

only a slight nudge. Neutrons are slowed down most effectively in lzydrogen 

or bydrogenous materials such as water or plastics or wet earth or even con-

crete because the neutron and eydrogen have similar masses and so more near-

ly equal.ly share the energy ot each collision. 

When a neutron has been slowed down it is much more easily captured in 

a nucleus. A good shield must provide light nuclei f'or slowing down neu-
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trons and appropriate nuclei for capturing them. And since such captures 

otten lead to gamma-~ emissions 1 we will also need a certain amount of 

gamma-~ shield. For shielding against gamma ~s high atomic weight ele-

ments are most eftecti ve 1 so a compromise in the nature of the shield is 

usually necessary. 

Earth or concrete are fair compromise materials. About 10 inches of 

concrete reduces these neutron doses to l~ of their initial value--20 inches 

to 1; 1 etc. By adding iron_ punchings in modest amounts to the concrete 

mix--(iron being a fairly high atomic number element good for gamma-ra;y ab

sorption)--the shielding quality of concrete can be improved so that seven 

inches ot concrete will accomplish a ~ attenuation, i.e., 1o; ot dose 

transmitted. Further, by including boron compounds such as coleJD&Ilj.te which 

have very large neutron capture cross section an even more efticient shield 

can be constructed. 

These impressive surface doses can cause troUble to electronic equip-

m.ent--particularly transistorized circuitry--unless they are adequately 

shielded. However, an 18-inch shield can be adequate at the 100 psi point 

tor most such equipmento 

It is abundantly clear that a deep underground structure is not sub-

Jected to any measurable dose--and we need be concerned with initial; or de-

la;yed radioactivity only in so tar as it applies to surface connections to 

the underground complex. 

Fireball--The release ot one megaton ot energy (lol5 calories) in a 

tille IIIUch less thaD a lllill1onth ot a second and in a fairly slll&l.l mass and 

volume leads to telllperatures ot millions ot degrees, and mch ot the energy 

is in the tom ot radiation vbich dittuses out ot the bomb and into the airo 
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The radiation from such high temperatures is in the form of X-~s and ul-

traviolet light mostly--and these do not go to large distances in air~ ~he 

air iDmediately around the bomb is heated by absorbing this radiation to 

temperatures also in the neighborhood of a million degrees. Air at tempera

tures above 3001 000° c is quite transparent even to X-~s and ultraviolet--

so that the radiation fills up a sphere of air uniformly, w1 th nearly equal. 

temperatures everywhere inside and w1 th cold air outside. 

This isothermal sphere grows by this radiation diffUsion process tas-

ter than hydrodynamic shocks can move until it has cooled by expansion into 

a mass of air such that its temperature is about 3001 000° c. Then a shock 

forms and further expands the fireball by hydrodynamic motion. This shock 

is a ver,y strong shock--and it heats to incandescence the air that it en-

gulfs, although the shock temperatures are well below the initial interior 

temperatures. 

At the time the shock has decreased in strength to 1000 psi (.077 sec 

after burst), the blast radius is about 1500 feet for one megaton. In this 

short time the interior temperatures have dropped by a factor of ten to 
0 

around 100,000 C, and the apparent fireball temperature--i.e. the tempera-

ture of the shock front--is only 3000° c, and is beginning to become trans

parent. The surface of the ground then is covered with a hemisphere of high 

pressure and high temperature over an area 3000 feet across. The shock is 

so strong as to make the air luminous. Beyond here it begins to leave the 

luminous fireball behind--and as both shock and fireball further expand, the 

intensity of thermal radiation increases because the hot fireball becomes 

more transparent to visible light and is thus drained of its considerable 

store of heat energy. 
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This thermal radiation presents a hazard only to the surfaces of exposed 

structures or machines. At close-in distances as at this 1000 psi point, 

the air passing over it is super heated--rising to as high as 40,000° c and 

lasting for seconds--but at distances beyond the 100 psi point the air is 

not directly heated appreciably--and only the heat shining out of the fire-

ball makes the surfaces hot. '.l'he 50 psi point for one MT receives about 

1500 cal/cm2, and the 20 psi point gets about 4oo cal/cm2• About ~ of the 

total thermal pulse is over in less than 10 secon4a. As a result, although 

a relatively large amount of heat is deposited on the surface of exposed 

objects, it does not have time to penetrate to much depth and will be of little 

consequence to anything but the first few inches of concrete. Exposed steel 

may be ael ted on the surface but in thicknesses necessary to vi thstand the 

blast the heat will be dissipated without contributing significantly to 

structural failure. 

Thermal effects are of secondary importance to the deep underground 

structure. Only the design of openings, vents, and surface support 

facilities may be somewhat affected. 

Crateriy Rupture and Ground Shock-- Of considerably 110re interest to 

the deep underground installation are the phenc.~ana of cratering, rupture 

and ground shock. 

The origin of ground shock waves which will reach to ext~ cleptb.a 

of burial lies at the surface and presents a fairly ca.plez set of initial 

condi tiona. Tbe air blast wave, which I have briefly 4escribe4, supplies a 

respectable 1084 extra.ly quickly over a larp area of the groun4 surface. 

These pressures are tranaaitted down and out in the grouncl at rOUS}lly 

sei•ic velocities (several thousand feet per second) with decreasing aapli-
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tudes as the dissipative features of the soil aDd rock extract energy fran 

the wave. 

At the same time some considerable energy enters the grol.md directly 

from the expand1 og bomb vapors which carry impressive momenta and create ex-

treme pressures in a l1ra1 ted region below the bomb. 

The effect of the air blast is roughly that of a compaction force on 

the surface--like strikiog the surface with a huge circular disk--an expand-

1ng disk--and one with higher pressures at its periphery. The energy enter-

iog the ground tram the impact of the explodiog bomb mass is localized and 

acts much like the impact of a high speed pellet, blowing a crater out of 

the soil by eyd:rodyilamic action. 

Survival of an l.mdergrol.md structure is not contemplated within the 

crater--but is quite likely only a abort distance outside the crater. 

Beyolld the actual. crater wi.ll. be a region of crushing, ot pl.astic flow 

and permanent displacement--extetldiog as far as two and a half times the 

crater radius. Structures can survive in this region in spite of high 

acceleration forces and permanent displacements in the soil. 

Relatively small, resistant structures can roll with the grol.md sbock. 

The shock, being of loog wave leogtb and haviog lost some of the sharpness 

of its front, acts as an ocean swell would act on a cork float--shakiog it 

and moving it but neither tearing nor crushiog it with any high local 

stresses. However, a deep tunnel or cavity may be damaged by the spal.l re-

sulting from high stress developed if the wave retains any high frequency 

or aharp components. In general, the high frequency accelerations are damp-

ed more rapidly than the lower frequencies. Atter a grol.md shock has traver-

sed a considerable mass of earth it has lost its sharp characteristics, and 
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has greatest amplitudes and soil velocities 1n the region of one, two or 

three cycles per second beyond two or more crater radii. 

Relatively brittle or inflexible large or long structures like pipe-

lines may be damaged seriously out to as much as three crater radii. 

For one megaton surface burst the crater dimensions will depend on the 

nature of the soil and to some extent on the bomb. A representative depth 

Jlight be 145 ft aDd a radius ot 650 ft. The rupture zone may extend about a 

half a crater radius further 1n most soils. For a surface burst some ot the 

residual radioactivity will remain 1n the throwout 1n the vicinity ot the 

crater and lip and will constitute a serious health hazard to human activi

ty above ground tor a considerable period ot time. About half of the total 

radioacti v1 ty falls out within a few hundred miles--mostly downwind. The 

larger particles carried up 1n the wake ot the rising cloud formed by the 

hot remains of the fireball will tall back around the cratero These larger 

trapents and dust particles will contain llll1Ch ot the acti v1 t;y. 

Typical dose rates in the 1111!1E!d1ate area (within 10 or so miles) will 

1'Wl from a tew thousand r/hr in the first few· hours after burst to a tew 

hundreds at the em ot a dq. Total doses (integrated over time) atter 18 

hours may be in excess ot 3000 r over a thousand square miles. 

CJ.ear~, surviviDg nearby surface installations or support structures 

will not be habitable tor ~ bours after a megaton weapon surface burst 

even 1n extreme emergencies. 

For~ minutes after a surface buret, heavy clouds ot dust and dirt 

will be in violent turbulence over the aurtace. The strong updrafts in the 

rising stem below the cloud will carry &l.ott much crater material and drop 

it ae it reaches the "base ot the clou4 or exhausts ita upward 'RICaelltwa. Such 
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material ~ be of appreciable size and ~ constitute a rain of rocks and 

pebbles for many minutes. 

It seems fair to conclude that one should not be in a hurry to leave 

a deep underground structure after a surface or air nuclear explosion. 

DISCUSSIOlf 

MR. DAliA A. BEISOB (Rome Air Development Center, Griftiss Air Force 

Base, :New York): Have ;you negated the possibillt;r of Wldergrow:ld bursts aDd 

their effectst 

DR. BRODE: I didn't intend to negate this. I restricted attention 

here to a surface burst. We could also consider air bursts aDd the deep 

undergrow:ld bursts. It, however, we are goiDg to large-;rield weapons, depth 

of burial bas a decreasing ill.portance as the ;yield goes up because it scales 

to aaaethi.Dg closer to a surface burst. True, there ~ be ill;portant differ-

ences in the ground waves, if a burst is deep. In general, however, penetra

ting proJectiles do not penetrate more than scaething like fitt;r teet. ~s 

is not a ve-q large depth on the megaton scale ot distances, however, am. 

the pheDOIIleD& would be essentially the same as I have described tor the sur

face burst. I certainly would. not want to rule out the WldergrouDd burst. 



------------------



Fig.I-Surface burst vs underground structure 
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OUTSIDE CONTACTS REQUIRED BY NATURE OF MISSION 

Fig. 2- Underground installation 
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FIG. 3-0NE MEGATION- SURFACE BURST 

SEQUENCE OF PHENOMENA 

NUCLEAR RADIATION 

ISOTHERMAL SPHERE 

AIR SHOCK 

THERMAL RADIATION 

CRATER lNG 

GROUND SHOCK 

CLOUD RISE AND THROWOUT 

FALLOUT AND AFTERW INDS 

FIG. 4- GAMMA RAY .DOSE FOR ONE M EGATION 

-40 R AT 2 MILES (-10 PSI) 

-500 R AT I 1/2 MILES (-20 PSI) 

-10,000 R AT I MILE {-40 PSI) 

...., 200,000 R AT 1/2 MILE (~200 PSI) 
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Fig.5-Half-thicknesses for fission fragment gamma rays 

(y-dose) Neutron dose 

(""40 r) ""1/2 rem at 2 miles (""10 psi) 

("" 500 r) ..... 20 rem at I 1/2 miles (-20 psi) 

(I 0,000 r) ""I ,800 rem at I mile (-40 psi) 

(200,000 r) ""330,000 rem at 1/2 mile (- 200 psi) 

Fig.6-Neutron dose for one megotion 
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Fig. 9- Shock pressures as function of distance from 
point of 1-MT burst 

~----------1300 FT----------~ 
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Fig.IO-Schematic cross-section of typical crater, 1-MT burst 
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In the discussions thus far we have considered the importance of pro-

tecting our vital installations and people and how this can be done. But 

protecting the people is only part of the story. It they are to operate 

effectively they have to keep in touch with the outside world and vith each 

other to learn wbat is happening, evaluate the situation, reach decisions 

and carry them out. To do this they must have communications, not only be-

fore, but during and after the attack. 

What then are the prospects that they vill have themt As things stand 

todq1 they are not good. This is not to contradict others vho have pointed 

out that COliiiiUDications =.!:!!be Jade very bard. But this1 I want to empha

size, is a potential capability--something ve can achieve only if' ve vork 

hard to get it and are willing to pay the additional costs involved. It 

doesn't come from Just saying ve want it or from writing into specifications 

that ve "require" it. 

The reason for this is that the COIIIIIIUDications in this country were 

never designed with the thought that the u. s. might someday be a battle

field. But, in fact, this is precisely the kind of situation we face and 

we've got to take it seriously. Unless we do, the chances are that ccaauni-

cations nay turn out to be the weakest link in the chain. Perhaps this is 

one of the th1Dgs that General Twining had in llind vhen he said recently 

that "cCXIIIIUD1cat1ons is the weakest liDk in our 111.11 tary 's capab111 ty. 11 

Untortunately 1 Just recognizing the threat and taking it seriously 

aren't enough. People have known some ot these thiDgs for years ad I'm 
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sure that most or them are obvious to you. Yet the problem is still very 

much with us j in fact 1 it is growing more serious all the time. Probably 

the main reason is that our thinking just hasn't kept up with the threat. 

We're busy today solving 1955 problems when what we should be doing is 

looking ahead to 1965 problems. Another reason, of' course, is the fact 

that nobody gets very excited about communications so long as the install-

ations they served are sort: after all, why worry about communications 

when there won't be anybody around to use them? But these aren't the only 

reasons why communications vulnerability is still a problem. The whole 

subject has been characterized by a lack or facts and a contusion of' objec-

tives. Even the terms we use in talking about it are subject to widely 

ditferent interpretations, as you will see from some examples later. 

But, whatever the reasons tor not having made more progress on protect-

ing our communications, the time has clearly come to take another look at 

the situation, what it means, and what we can do about it. 

The first question we must ask ourselves is: What is the threat? 

This is easy to answer in a general sort of' way 1 but to do anything con-

structive we must start with a realistic and objective view of' the ene~ 

capabilities, the probable patterns that his attack might take, and the 

ef'f'ect on our communications. untortunately1 many past studies have been 

neither particularly realistic nor objective. Some have tended to think 

of' the attack in terms of' what we would prefer to have happen instead of' what 

the ene~ is capable of'; some have gone to the other extreme and imagined 

an attack so ferocious that the situation would be utterly hopeless. Neither 

of' these extremes is likely to lead to constructive action. 

In evaluating the threat we have to be clear what we are talking about. 
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Just wbat communications are we concerned aboutt Are we talking about having 

them survive the attack in the first place or restoring them later"l Some 

past studies have been unclear on these points. For example: Some studies 

have stated results in terms of the total de.mage to all facilities, including 

the "general service"for the use of the public. These results are interesting 

but hardly meaningtul to those whose networks are made up of private line 

circuits. The pertinent question here is: How does the attack affect each 

particular network'l There has also been confusion between survival, which 

means the ability of COIIID'lUnications to survive an attack, and restoral, which 

means the ability to reestablish cODBUDications it they are lost. Both are 

important, but clearly they have entirely different values to the user. Un-

less we are clear on such points as these our studies are unlikely to lead 

to constructive results. 

Fortunately, some excellent work bas been done recently which should 

help give a much clearer view at the nature and scope at the attack and its 

effects. Tbe mill tary services and the Department at Defense are evaluating 

enem;y capabilities aDd probabla patterns of attack. Other groups have stud

ied the effects ot weapons on various types ot cCIIIIIUnications plant such as 

pole li~s, radio towers 1 etc. Still other groups are setting up machine 

models to &D&lyze the e:f:fects ot various attacks on cc:matnications. All at 

these should contribute powerfully to a better understanding at just what we 

are up against. 

Arter w have naluate4 the threat, the Mat quast10D w IIUt uk is: 

what is the e:f:fect on our operations at losing ccaaunications'l Understanctins 

this relationship is absolutely essential to further action. It is easy to 

euvision operations which voul.d be attected ODly very slightly by a substaD-
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tial loss of communications. It is also easy to visualize operations in which 

even a minor loss of communications could result in utter chaos. It is inter-

eating to note that in either at these extreme cases there would be very 

little reason to concern ourselves about protecting communications. Either 

we would be so well off that there would be no point in it or we would be in 

such bad shape that nothing we could do would really help. Unfortunately, 

very little has been done to evaluate the interrelationship between communica-

tiona capability and operational capability. By and large, operations analyses 

and exercises have failed to take the effects at communications loss into ac-

count. It cannot be emphasized too strongly that much greater effort is need

ed in this direction. Unless we understand this point it is unlikely that any 

constructive efforts to protect communications will be needed. 

The third question we need to ask is : Wbat can be done to reduce our 

vulnerability? It turns out we can do four things. We can build duplicate or 

'back-up' facilities, we can harden the facilities we have, we can select our 

routes to avoid target areas, and we can diversify the circuits assigned to a 

particular network. No one o:f' these solutions will solve the problem by itself; 

we have to look at all four and then decide the best combination of measures 

to meet the requirements for a particular system. The first two--building 

duplicate facilities and hardening-- are beyond the scope of this discussion. 

I will, therefore, confine the remainder at ley' remarks to the other two 

measures: the avoidance of target areas and the diversification of facilities. 

These measures deserve special attention for they provide the main method by 

which we can protect the bulk o:f' our intercity long distance facilities. 

Furthermore they provide a promising way to achieve substantial reductions 

in vulnerability at a fairly moderate cost. 
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Before discussing these in detail. I would like to take a moment to 

recognize the current efforts of the commerical communications companies. 

The Bel.l System and Western Union have been working al.ong these lines for 

some time. These efforts are in the right direction and do credit to their 

wisdom and foresight. However, it is extremely unwise to assume that the~re 

efforts wil.l solve the problem. The COJIIP&Dies are bound by the terms at 

their service offerings to furnish service to all users at the lowest pos-

sible cost consistent with good service. They caunot engineer their plant 

to meet the special needs ot individual users but can only provide what 

they feel is essential. tor all. The users who have critical requirements 

must work out the special arrangements needed to give them the f'urtber de-

gree ot protection which they require. '!'hey also llllst be will.i.Dg to pq 

the extra costs associated with these special arrangements. 

Now let's turn to the specific methods at avoiding targets,and diver-

sitication. What can be done by avoiding targets! The answer: a good 

deal. Our commercial communications facilities are numerous and widely dis-

persed. The trouble is, as the circuits are ordinarily ordered they do not 

take advantage or these diverse routes but instead are likely to tol.lov 

main trunk routes. The result is that the "back door" routes which aYoid 

targets represent only a restoral capabil1 ty. What we need to do is to 

take advantage ot these avoidance routes to increa~re our surYival capabil

ity by specifying in advance that certain target areas are to be avoided. 

Turning now to diversification; what does this accCIIIIplisht It simply 

spreads the risk as it applies to a particular system. ot course, even it 

our circuits avoid likely targets, some risk remains. The idea ot diversi

fication is to apread this risk as it applies to a particular system so 
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that the loss ot a single route or key point will not be fatal to the oper-

ation ot the system. Most networks have many circuits, and while these are 

not completely interchangeable they can usually maintain essential service 

in a pinch. The details have to be worked out individually for each partie-

ular system since they depend in large measure on the kind of operation 

being conducted,where the circuits terminate, etc. 

In closing I would like to emphasize two extremely important points. 

The first is that achieving improvement in communications vulnerability 

takes hard work. There have been a number ot attempts in the past to solve 

this problem on a wholesale basis by establishing broad criteria applicable 

to all services. These attempts have almost always been disappointing. The 

plain fact is that to fully understand the effects ot communications loss 

~d to decide what to do about it we must take a careful look at each indivi-

dual system, perhaps in some cases each individual circuit. This sounds ted-

ious and it is. But we are convinced it ia the only effective way to get at 

the problem. Fortunately a number ot users vi th critical requirements have 

realized this and are beginning to work very effectively in this direction. 

The second point I should like to emphasize is that it is extremely im-

portant tor the uaera ot the services and the cCIIpiU:liea to work cloae~ to-

gether. There has been an unfortunate tendency in the past for each to as-

sume that the other would take care ot the problem. The users have often 

felt that it vas up to the companies to solve the vulnerability problem; the 

companies on the other hand have felt that it vas up to the users to specify 

what vas needed. As a result nothing vas done. Only the users can determine 

the need for protection; only the companies can determine how beat to pro

vide it and what it will cost. A solution can be reached only by their work-

ing together. 
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We would like nov to exawine brie~ some ot the probleas involved in 

providi.Dg protected c~icationa azJd electronic facilities tor auper-hal'd 

si tea of the types which are bei.Dg considered 1D this a~siUil. 

In general, the choice ot a design tor a ca..aJDications and electronic 

s;ratea will depend on the teaaibili t;r ot aeeting certain operating require

aenta incl\1dinl the abili t7 to protect the 87•t• against such thing& as 

p~aical ~e, aabotaae, radio J._1ng1 etc. In considering p!v'aical 

~e, the designer vill, in moat cues, vaDt to equalize the risk to the 

tel'lliD&l sites &114 to the ccaam:lcationa azJd electronics which serve thea. 

In other words, it ia a bad poliq to leave &D7 weak l1Dk8 in the overall 

87•t•. Kext, he will want to det81'111ne costa ot the possible c~mications 

and electronic aptas which he t1nds that he 111pt be able to use. 

P1n•117 1 his choice ot a apecitic apt• or a 111xture of 'YU'ious t;rpes of 

spteu voal4 be .ad.e on the basis of teu1bil1t;r as well as on the ~oua 

tJP8s of wl.DerabUities and the coats required to produce a a7atea with 

the required protection. 

Aa Jack came bu iDdicated, mat of the present 1and11ne &D4 ra4io 

cc.-urtcatiou qat.& are verr wl.Derable to dianption 'b7 p!v'sic&l. U.Ce 

trca ....,. attacb. '!'here are probl_. of weak uteuna atructurea and 

oveme.d linea on tel.epholae pol.ea. Ulllle!'fP'O\IDil cabl.e l.ines uaed 1D. the 

present telephone qat• are bl"CNNht &boTe groUDd at intenala in weak 

tac111t1ea such as repeater points, central otticea ill large cities, and 

at river croaai.Dp. We ~ theA be faced with a verr clitticult problea in 
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t171Ds to maintain c~1n2 cations atter an attack. 

What then can be done UDder these cirC\1118t&ncest Let us look for a 

ac~~UDt at soaae ot the tJPeS of bardened ccaponents vbich can be used tor 

protecti.Dg ca-»n1 catiODS aDd electronic systeas. All evidence tbat we 

have 1 iDdicates tbat the cables can vi thst&Dd ve17 bigh overpressures. 

A S004 eXIIII:ple ot .oclem cable desigD is shown in l'ig. l. ArourJd a 

solid. control CODductor is extruded. a thick lqer ot higb-JIOlecul.ar-veight 

poqe~lene with 5 per cent butyl rubber added. Over this a l.qer ot 

copper tapes is VOUDd to fora a coaxial core. l'i ve separate coatinga are 

then applied. to protect the cou1 &1. core. The outside d.iaaeter is about 

l-l/4 inches. A cable auch as this is not ODl.7 flexible but can aDd does 

take the treaeDdoua static overpressures ot 101 000 psi or 110re vbich exist 

in the deep parts ot the ocean. Since cables, if buried. Wldergrol1Dd1 are 

not subject to ~c loe.d:.ID8 of~ sipticant aaount, one Jli8ht expect 

that the;y could survive ve17 close to the crater ot a nuclear burst. 

Ot course 1 certain precautions should be taken in iDstalliD& cables to 

avoid breakage by earth's shear effects. Rock with possible sheer fractures 

sb.oul4 be b7,PU&ed. Also, loops or pigta1l.a 1111q be used. in the cable where 

it enters structures such aa Wlderground enclosures. Added protection -.;y 

be pined b7 provicliDg sutficient slack in the cable when it is laid. 

:rurthel'IIOre 1 it can be cOYerecl by saDd or other l.oose material before 

bU171Ds to give it turtber 1~ for aov•ent it bOIIbs hit nearby. 

lluholes muat be pl'\7V'icled at intervals in cable networks for serviciD& 

the sipal repeaters, aDd. for servici"8 aDd repairiD8 the cables ~elves. 

l'igure 2 shows a t1Pical clesip tor a hardened .aubole. _It has been plamled 

with the intent to protect electronic equiJ:aent used in the repeaters, such 
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as tr&D.Bistora &Dd capacitors, f'rom high overpressures as vell as f'1'CIIl radi-

ation damaae vh1 c:b aight occur 1n a bomb blut. 

MeaDs of' protect iDs still other types of' syst_., vhich llipt prorlde 

critical c,._ua1cations duriD& vartiae, are also beiDa eXM1•ed. This in-

eludes a vide variety of' possible cCJIIPmication techniques such as seiaaic, 

ultra-low trequenq-, llicrcnrave, scatter, satellite, and rocket cc:.-un:ications, 

as well as aircraft re~s. lfan1' of' these will be discussed 1n aore detail 

in the classified sessions to be held tc.:»rrow and the next clq. 

Scae of' these cc m1cation syat_. m&7 require verr large antenDa 

stNctures. Pipre 3 f'or instance, shows a possible desip f'or a bardened 

troposcatter antenDa, or perhaps a ground tel'lliDal antenna f'or a aatelli te 

relq cc:.-unication syatea uain& oniting chaf'f' or dipoles. '!he horn f'eed 

f'rom a wve guic1e wul4 be aupporte4 by heavy I•beUUI. The )U'Uolic re-

f'lectiDS dish, 30 tt. or 110re in dialleter, voW.4 be cODatrw:ted with steel 

plate l/2 inch or aore in thickness. The installation V0\114 be ll84e b7 

tacing of'f' a rock clif'f' &Dd driving rock bolts into it. The autezma diu 

VCNld then be raised into place &Dd welded to the rock bol.ta. A a;rcNt back

ina VOtll4 pl'OYide further support f'or the dish. It looks aa tllcN&h it~ 

be poasi'ble to desip this type of' antenna to vithat&Dd u .aeh u 200-pai 

static OYerpresaures &ad. eq,uiftl.eat ~c preaavee. 

Alao1;.)aer antenna desip which looks eYeD easier to ·ll&rd.ea is a -trix 

of' slot ADtennaa. It voW4 be COD&'trw:ted. tr. a m.ber of' slotted. vaTe 

pides tllllh-aounted in cODCrete and f'illed with a dielectric •terial vi'\la 

h1cb cc.preaaive· •treD&th· !rbis deaip baa otbtr lllllftll'tapa. fte direc'U.OD 

of' the ele~etic b--. CAD 'be ftried uaiD& eleetl'OJlic senn:ina te~s. 

Therefore, poaa1'blit1es exist f'or using it for~ J'lld.an u vell u 
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tor tixed.-beaa ~m:t cation qsteu requiriDg large antenna piDs. 

Still other designs involve the use ot retractable antennas stored in 

bazdenecl ail.oa with lle8D8 tor raiaiDg thea above grouDd. atter an attack. 

'l'hese, tben, are sc:ae of the cC~~pQnents which llipt be required tor 

cawnn1eatiou 8114 electl"'Dic sy-stems associated with a bardened control site. 

In addition to bardeDiDS, we can use dispersal to protect weak points 

in a coewunieationa a;rstea. We refer here in particular to cCBpOnenta such 

as antermaa 1 which IIU&t necesaa.riq be exposed to the atmosphere to tun.ction 

proper~. 

Consider 1 tor iDStance 1 a case in which we plan to use 1 sq 1 a bar4.ened 

UDdel'grO\IDd roca capable ot witbsta.nd1Dg perb&pa 1000-psi overpressures 

(Pig. 4). Suppoae &lao w tind that we can construct an underground cable 

bazdeaed to several thousaD4 psi which will be used to connect this control 

roca to u. aate:rma required. tor line-ot-s18):lt ratio ccawaDieations. However, 

suppose the antenaa cannot be hari.ened slltt1cient~ to protect it to the 

extent that the 'UDderground. roca is protected. All a result this antenna 

voulcl be the weakest point in the caaplex. Wbat can be done to illprove 

•tterat Under the cODditions vb.ich bave been outlined., a lloderate aaount 

ot aotenaa multiplicity &Dd dispersal otters a possible solution. 

SUppose we were able to barden the anteDDU scaewbat &Dd to locate a 

DUIIber of theta at sreat enoup distances trc. each other so that tl:le;r are 

1Ddependent.l7 vul.nerable--tbat is, so that one nuclear weapon can knock out 

DO 110re than one aotenna. 

By adding eM!l'P of these ae.i-bardened. anteDD&S, it is possible to 

-.ke 1 t as ditticult to destroy ~ of these anteDD&S as it is to destl"')" 

the hardened un4ergroun4 tend.Dal. site i tselt. Por instance, it cran be 
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d-.outrateel that three &Dtelmaa of ODJ.1' about 30-psi hardness, spaced at 

distaaces of 3 or 4 Jliles flWl a 1000-psi u:adersround. site, would haTe the 

SaM eaabined. survival probab1l1t7 as the UDdergrou:ad site itselt (1'1g. 5). 

fins voW.d be true regardless of whether 'bCIIbs were a:1Md at the UDdergroUDd 

site or at the &DteJmas. fins, then, is a ss..pl.e deaoutration ot the ad-

YaD'tacH ot aiDa ll1xed. aethocla ot protection. 

These s .. principles ca also be appliecl to protectiDa dispersed., s.-1-

1uLr4ene4 1Ndline cz unScaticms. For 1nstaace, st&rtiJI8 trca a b&1'd c~i-

cati• 'terii1D&l roca ve ~ be a'bl.e to provide a nuaber ot &ltemate routes 

tor -.ell critical circnd.t. The more 1D4epeDdeat~ vulnerable routes which 

are a44ed tor -.ell circuit, the less protection will be req,uired tor -.ell ot 

the routes in order to -.tntain equal protection ot the ciZ'C\11 t aa4 the tem1Dal 

Oa tll.e other baDil, in cues wlaere a DUIIber ot critical circuita ..... te 

tr. a ~·jcatioas center, or vbere aaD1' critical circuits aut be carried 

OD a ~s oatiou express reNte, it ~ 'be cheaper to -.iatain ...-,1. protection 

in tbe qstea 'b7 providiD& 1a&r4eaed circuits t1um 'b7 provi41D& .altiple ~. 

Por iutaace, al.tlloqh a liD4erp'cnm4 cable reNte, bard.ene4 to 1000 psi, J11Pt 

ca'ble J."CM'M veuld. proride ~ like 30 tiaes u ..U pl'Gteot1• u 'tiM 

lli01"0V&Te rcnrte. In other vor48, &n7 specific critical cirnits vwl4 JlaTe to 

'be carried. oa &'beNt 30 dispersed. 8Dil 1DdepeD4elltq ftlaerable llicrow&Te reNte• 

ot 2-psi ll&r4aess 1a ord.er to p:1n the HM pl'OtectiCID u 'tftNl4 'be pl"'Y1U4 

117 tile 1000-psi cable route. CODTerseq, on u ...-,1 risk 'basis ve woul4 

proliQq 1M v1 1 1 s nc to o&r1'7 30 u.s u ~ eritioal. cd.rcNits on tile aule 

1"R'te u • the lliorowan l'Rte. 
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To a~ze then., we see that, in order to protect vital ~-

cations circuits tor bard.ened sites, we mq have to resort to tbe ue ot 

-.u.y different types ot CCJIIIIm:l cation qat-. which are iD4epea4entJ¥ 

vul.Derable to tbe various aetbocla which could be ue4 to tiarupt thea. 

We will certai~ require bard.eniD& as well as diapenal.. B7 .-. such 

as tbeae it appears feasible to aeet tbe arowiDI vartiae threats to CCJIIIIm:l-

cations aDil electronic qat... 

DISCUSSION 

FROM THE FLOOR: Who makes the cable you shoved in the first slide? 

MR. ELDRIDGE: This cable is used for the transatlantic A.T. and T. 

circuits. It is manufactured by the Western Electric Compa.D1'. 
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Fig.4-Cutaway v1ew of underground site 
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!he purpose of this presentation is to discuss scae of the probJ.e.a 

tllat face the .u. or the acencY' seeld.Dg protection and to describe scae 

ot the solutions available. 

The person seeld.D& protec'tion is gene~ tra1De4 1D .....-at 
techDiques 8114 is rarel.1' aa operations researdl ~st, a scientist, 

ezagineer or architect. In all probab111ty he has heard of lliaes. Be 

tb1 nks of th• either as a paacea tor all ba1'd.eD.1Dg pro'bleu or he ..,-

be scared traa persOD&l bovledge ot aiDe disasters. 

Be has probabl.1' also heard of ga1n1DS protection t1:l.roush excaw.tions 

1D rock. Pro'bab~ his knowledge ot exc&'fttion .etltods or techll1qus is 

scawbat ft&Ue• 

We v1ll try' to show saae ot the interactions 'between the various re-

quirements ot such a person (or agency) and develop a feel tor the problEB 

presented by higb.-quali "t7 protection 1D the nuclear aDd ICBM: era. 

We clelivered a paper at the First RAtm Protective CoDstruetion Sp

posium two years ago. i'his discussion presentecl scae geDera]. thoughts on 

the availabU1t7 aDd use ot exis~ aiDe space. !he paper vas essati•'l7 

clesigned to treat iDdustrial. exploitation ot existil:lg II1De space. Since 

that time !be BAlD Corporation, as well as 11111tar;y aDd goverllllleDt apnc1ea, 

have studied protective construction possib~ ties. We have taken part 

1D JBaDiY ot these studies. Jreedl.ess to sq, our OWD ccmcept, both ot the 

probl• and its solution, has ch.aDsed mater1.a.l.q s1Dce tbe Pirst s,.;po-

sium. 
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:By wa;y ot introduction, we ahoJJld establish that both the Corps ot 

Eng:t neers aDd the :Bureau of Mines have investipted existiD& lliDe space 

in the lJD1 ted States, have catalogued such intol'lll&tion aDd evaluated the 

suitability of various lline spaces. In general, this int~tion is u.in-

tained. up to date. 

In a441tion, civil aDd a111tar;y studies ccmductecl by The RAID 

Corporation, which essentially treat the protection problem tram the oper-

ations viewpoint, se• to point to the tact that underground space 118¥ be 

extl'WaeJ.y val.uable--lliSht be COD.Sidered a uational asset. 

The an or agency seeld.Dg protection is interested in both existi.Da 

&114 new space 'UDdergroUD41 such as: 

1. :Bue.ents 

2. Tulmels 

3. Vaults 

4. caves 

5. Mines 

In tel'IUJ of new space, he .q be interested in: 

1. Semi-buried stru.ctures 

2. :Buried stru.ctures 

3. Excavations in rock 

This SYJBPOS iua is interested in either existiDs space in rock or in 

new excavated space in rock, due to the high protective potential available 

in rock. We are concentrating on hich-quali ty protection which is to be 

found at depths hUDdrecls of teet below the surface in seneral.l7 stl'ODg 

geol.ocical tomations. 

'lo iisauss existiD& aiDes properly, we IIUSt first take a look at the 

•1 »1 D8 iDdustr)r as a whole. filis iDdustr)r extracts several b1ll.ion tcms 



ot ore per ;rear. file maJority" ot the rock extracted b7 the min:f ns industr.r 

results troa surface operationa, strip aiDes aDti qurries. Onl.7 a portion 

ot the rock excavated 'by the m:Jn:Jns iDdustr;r results trca tunnelJ.Dg oper-

ationa. We are, ot CO\U'8e1 interested in the tunneuns operationa. We 

-.;r well be interested also in quarr;ring operatiODS insofar as such oper

ations might be converted to tunneling operations. b;r inducements ot one 

sort or azaother. 

ifwmelina operations can be sub-eli Yided into tvo categories: 

1. Jli&h-price ore win:J ng 

2. Low-price ore •1n1ng 

We v1ll discus each of tbeae aDti v1ll tr.r to ucertain how INitable 

exiatinl underp"OUDd. apace develops, u4 the reuons tor tb1a cleYeloplent. 

BiP-pric:e ore •1 n:i ns voul4 inc:lude gol.d llinea vbich haTe a product 

that sella tor $35 per CUDCe. lfhe lliDe operator•• Job is to extract and 

sell tb1a ore as econc:.i~ as possible. Bia aiD interest is 1a aintain-

ing a favorable ratio between marketable and un-.rketable rock extracted. 

Be searches CODt~ tor a pocket of h18h-ara4e ore in vbic:h all, or 

near}7 all, the rock r.GYed is .arketable. 

'the nrr nature of the operation results 1D extre.e17 ir1'eplar spaces 

&114 11q vell result in support prob~ 1D certain areas. Lqout8 of such 

llinea v1ll wrq extnM17 in te1'lls ot :roca size, c•ilJ.DI :be:s.pta, and. floor 

leTela. AD ........,., ot nell extJ:.es Jlisht· M &ol4 all4 silver maes in the 

Color84o area vbere ..U tuaneU nd4eal7 cleftl.op 1Dto enomou atopea, 

Hft1"&l. lllm4recla of teet 1ficle 8Dil aneral ~ ot teet Jd.P. fteae 

stope• are the apac:ea resultiDc trca extractioa ot larp pockets of biP-

gn4e ore. 
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The operator ot such a mine, due to the high price of his product, 

can live with J118.DY conditions that other operators with more marginal mines 

would be unable to support. It is not surprising that this kind of mine 

does not result in space that is useful tor the applications we are dis-

cussing here today. There are some exceptions to this statement--saae 

lead-zinc mines in Oklahaaa-Missouri--but it will generally hold true. 

As to low-price ore mining, we can take the exampJ.e ot limestone 

mines in the Midill.e West. Here the product is merely" crushed rock tor 

roadbeds and concrete. This normally has a sale price which varies (de

pending on the area) tram $1 to $2 a ton, or $2 to $5 a cubic yard. In 

this case the operation is generally marginal. 

The mine operator literally" caDDOt afford support problems or water 

problems. He is primarily interested in the extraction of fairly" large 

volumes ot rock at an extremely low cost. Since he cannot atf'ord support 

in terms of timbering or metal shoring, he w1ll build in large safety 

factors. 

Space resulting tram his excavations is normally regular in terms of 

roam widths and ceUing heights. Floors are level and in general the mine 

is self-supporting. It is not surprising that this operation results in 

suitable space that can be considered and evaluated as to relative suit-

ability or to a particular application. 

However 1 we must realize that each mine operator has a different 

approach to the extraction of his ore. 

Figure 1 indicates a floor layout of an existing limestone mine in 

the Missouri-Illinois area which shows pUlar irregularities, varying 

separations between pUlars--in s\DI11 various types of extraction tecbniques. 
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This JBight be contrasted with Figure 2, which is taken t:raa the floor 

plaD of another liaestone a1ne in the Ohio area. It daoDstratea a repl.a:r 

excavation procedure vi th J.arse voluae of residual rock support, &Dd this 

residual rock support is in a replar pattern. The space resulti.Da is 

aore sui table than that shown in the previ.OWI 1l.luatration. 

The ld.Dd of space resultiD& trca this •1n1ng technique results in 

areas s1•1lv to those shown in ll'1pre 3, a photograph of a t;ypical, 

average limestone mine. 

It is obTious that the quality' of the pzwtection aftil.able in II1De 

spaces is goiDg to depend to a great degree on the depth of the 111ne &Dd 

on the res1clual support left in the mine 'b7 the operator. Protection in 

II&IJY of these llines will va.ry frclll the low psi•s--5 to 20, tG lOO psi. 

~ lliaes lli&ht be fGUDd with characteristics in this protection race. 

A fev aiDes will, howner 1 be capable of provicliDg protection of 100 to . 

1000 psi. The protection ava1.l.able in aJq given ll1ne is soin& to depend 

scaevbat on the application to which the ll1ne is put. For exaaple, even 

a lov-eover Jd.De, relative~ close to the surface, 11q live a hiP 4esree 

of protection to a storage cache. 

Before discusin& the ad&ptation of II1De space, let WJ take a 1eok at 

acae of the d.itferent criteria tu.t JD11ht be eata'bliahed for ciTili&D &Dd 

m111tar.Y applications. We can unae that civil defense shelters voal4 

not be in tl:aaaelves a tarpt u4 that esaent1al.l.J' low clqreas of protectJaa 

~ lte n.ita'ble. In ci'Yil1an ue ve can DO~ expect a J.ars• stat1at1cal 

114'Ya1l'ta&e. ~tis, ..,._it cme facto:r.r ia located~~ tile tis

peraal of 't1ut nrtace 1Dbnr,y is l&rle. 

In telW ot civil.1aD applicatiou, t1ae 81eDC7 aeetiJI& pl'O'Mcti• vUl 
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be interested in the anticipated ef'f'ects due to the location of' the mine 

site tram the nearest prt.e target. 

On the other h&Dd., the llilitary -.n, it he goes underground, knows 

that his installation is a target in i tselt. He is consequently searching 

tor a h1sb degree of protection and a capability of surviving a no-warning 

attack as well as an attack with lllUl.tiple weapons. The military man will 

be interested essentially in operating units that must perform under attack. 

We can best describe the difference between a ciVilian &Dd a military 

application by discussing the exit problem. If a military unit survives and 

operates during an attack period, it is not as important tbat the personnel 

operating the UD1 t be capable of' exiting; military people can. be considered 

expendable. The function of the underground military installation, then, 

is to operate during the attack period. On the other band, the civilian 

application, whether tor housing of persons or storing ot goods 1 industrial 

tools, stockpiling of foodstuff's or critical material, tails it the per-

sODDel or material c&DDOt be removed after the attack or the war is over. 

We can see, therefore, that in the m111tar,y case it may be permissible 

tor entrances to close up &Dd be destroyed under attack as long as the in

stallation keeps operat1ng. In the civillrm case, some sort of' exit is 

required. The problem is lessened by the tact that the civilian applica

tion is not a target, wbile the riilitar,y is. 

To SUIIIII&rize mill tar,y versus civilian use 1 we can probably state that 

the military application--

o will always be the sole occupant of' the underground site j 

o must operate under attacks j &Dd 



o is itself a target. 

In the civilian application--
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o the use ot a single site tor multiple purposes is possible; 

o there will never be a requirement tor operatinS under 

attacks; and 

o it will only have to surv1 ve am. will not generally be 

a target. 

(This is perhaps an over-simplification, but will general.ly hold 

true.) 

USES OF MID SPACE 

Let us nov discuss uses tor the types of mine spaces ve are discuss-

inS· You han he&1"d of the problems of radio-active :Callout as discussed 

earlier by Berman l:ahn, as well as the illportance ot having a strategic 

evacuation capability. 

In J11aDY cues, depeDdiq on location, such a capability is available 

in existiD& llines. Pi$$sburgb., tor eXUI:ple, has approxillate~ 100 111ll1on 

square teet ot existing, readily accessible, sui table UDderground lline 

space within 50 Jl1les of the downtown area. other uses could certainly 

be warehou1D& or regi.OD&l stockpUiD&. Wa.rehousi.Dg or stockp111D& in 

tbls cue vw1d be to surri Te the war &Di be available to "get the wheels 

tumiD&" qa1n. Such tb'J nas as 1Dduatr1al stockpiles are beiq haDdled 

toc1a7 1n 111nes becauae this is 110re econamcal. Both petroleua &Dd equip-

aent are stored to a certain degree in UDdergrouDd. facilities tor this 

reason. 

It ve take a look at the sui tabill ty of aiDe space tor the installation 
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ot an industrial plant, say a factory, there are many types ot factories 

that could be installed at low cost in suitable mine space. 

The industri&l. plant manager will be less interested 1n the construe-

tion econaaics than 1n the wage al. tuation whea he goes underground. The 

wages ot his labor ~ be 10 tiJies the construction costs. Consequently 

this ~ well be a ~~&rginal application tor the 1Ddustr1al1st because he 

does not know what the wage situation is. 

Members ot the RAim study teams have "'iai ted Sweden 8lld. tis cussed 

this point vi th Swedish manufacturers who do operate underground installa-

tiona. They found no difference in the response ot labor to working 

underground it the underground tac111ties were comparable to those above 

ground. We caunot assure that this holds true 1n the United States as 

well. 

Another possible use is a civilian defense headquarters, poasib~ a 

regiOD&l. civil detense headquarters--which could house stockpiles of ~ 

&Dd MClical supplies, possib~ a radio station, and also double as a 

shelter. It would provide warning initial.ly, and assist dauged areas 

after attack. All such applications seem feasible 1n existiDg mine spaces 

of the type discussed. 

However, it we look at the problems associated with a military head-

quarters, or other possible m1li tary applications, the use of existing 

mine spaces does not seem practical. The criteria spelled out 1n tel'IIIB 

ot high degrees ot protection, no-warning attacks 1 mu1 tiple weapons -- is 

too IIUch to ask of a space that baa been excavated tor such an application 

by accident. It is possible that one or two mines might ·suit a m111tary 

headquarters 1n tel'IIIB of protection and operating locale. It this is so, 

it will be somewhat accidental. 
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Bow cau you adapt existing 1line space to some ot the ciTilian app11-

cations discussedt 

It we take the storage application, probably very 11 ttle adaptation 

or new construction is required. l1gure 4 is a pbotoaraph of an existi.Ds 

11.1De 1n the Jtansas area, p~ used as a camarcial storage tacili t7. 

You. v1ll note on this photograph that very 11 ttle treataent bas been Siven 

to the rock itself 1 aDd block walls have been used to separate the various 

storage areas. Other applications such as varehous1Dg tacill ties 1 stock

pUes ot all kinds 1 aDd civilian defense headquarters can be located 1n a 

converted II1De space w1 th m1n1•a treataent ot this ld.Dd. 

For example, Figure 5 shan min'JJDUil adaptation ot a m1De 1n Missouri 

wbere the owner bas constructed a garage 8Zid his own office bel.ov ground. 

You. will note the f1n1sh is asa:Ln ll1DiJa\D With use of block valls, exposed 

rock surtaces, lishts 8Dd coDdui ts attached directly to the rock. 

P'1gure 6 is a photograph ot the interior ot the ll:1ne operator's ottice, 

which aga1n is an example ot m1 n1JIUIII finish. Walls are directly supported 

b1 the rock, as is the ce111Dg. It is evident that, given the space, it 

is quite possible to put 1n such modifications tor very low per-squ.re-toot 

costs. Obviously, econoad.es cau result trc1a this ld.Dd ot adaptation. 

Where such eooDCDies are sufficient to outweigh the cost ot construction 

on the surface 1 you will t1Jid iDdustry apply1ng this approach. 

Where is such existing lll1ne space located! Figure 7 1Dd1cates an 

area ot the United States where the maJurit,- ot this t,-pe ot space is !D-

cated. There are scae exceptions. Genera.l.ly the area shown here repre

sents the l.1Jaestone belt of the country aD4 is dotted with l.illestone tunnel-
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1ng operations and limestone quarries. 

In tel'IIS ot sui table space 1 there are probably more than 4oo existing 

suitable llline sites representing more tban 6oo million square teet ot space. 

At least 100 million square teet ot the space available is in perhaps 10 

enol'IIOus si tea. This large 81110Ullt ot tloor space existing should not be 

contused with usable square teet resulting trom adaptation. This space in

creases at the rate ot approximately 50 million square teet per year. This 

could probably be increased by various federal or other inducements by a 

factor ot 2 to 5. It might be possible to order custom-tailored space out 

out with higher satety factors than normal and in regular usable increments. 

Bow do you go out and acquire a mine? Given the light distribution ot 

aiDe sites and the varyixaa suitability ot llline sites in general, it is 

relatively easy to decide that only a single site can serve the purpose in 

question. This is a pi ttall that should be avoided. 

The viewpoint ot the mine owner is tbat his space is ~ a sub-

surtace structure, that he will have to halt his operation, and he can no 

loxaaer count as part ot his capital the residual rock that he has in the 

space tor support. Be will try to sell the mine on a square-toot basis and 

u.y well ask tor something in the neighborhood ot 5<¥ to $1 per square toot. 

Be will not normall,y want to rent the space. 

The viewpoint ot the purchaser ot the space will be that be needs ~/~Otb 

ot the mine space available and that the mine operator has, tor all practi-

cal purposes, abandoned that space. Consequently the purchaser wants the 

space tor nothing, the a.ine owner wants the highest price possible. A 

solution may be tor the purchaser to get bids tr011 two or more mine owners. 

Comparing two or more existing lline spaces is very ditticult. They are 
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never identical. They va.rr 1D tel'll8 ot protection and. suitability. They 

vary 1n te1"118 of location vis-a-vis the operating locale. In all cues 

the purchaser IBUSt balance the ecoDOilies involved by use ot an existiDa 

lline against the cost ot excavatiDI a site tailormade to his neecla. 

It is worth noting that the civilian is in a much better position to 

negotiate tor such property than is the llili taey. The m.ili tary 1s 11111 ted by 

the rW.es &Dd reaul&tions pertaining to such purchases. The civ111an, on 

the other haDd, has more negotiation freedoa. 

Mine acquisition at reasonable cost is d1tt1cult and requires sa.e 

Let us establish hov the protection requtreaent develops &Dd tiacuss 

the T&rious factors that intluence the man or agency seeking protection. 

In particular, let us discuss this tl'Cllll the point ot view ot the llili tar;y 

headquarters. 

Essenti~ the requ1raaent tor protection results troll a calculated 

operaticmal need developed by an assessment of ~ factors 8Dd prepared 

by operations ~sts. The &Dal.yst realizes the -ani tude ot the errors 

possible in his calculations. Be therefore would like to illpose 011 the 

designers certain features which .ay well be essential to the proper 

solution. More of'ten tban not he never meets the designer. 

The tint teature of interest is flexibility--to design into the in

stallation a capability of acceptiDg chlmges in operational criteria at a 

tuture date • The seccmd teature desired is a capabill ty tor retro-ti ttiD& 

such installations--to so design the facillty tb&t JIIOditications, ft.riat1au, 

&Dd expe.naion of the facility can take place at a reasonable coat aDi in a 
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practical manner at azor time in the f'uture. The third item, which may 

well be the most essential ot the three, is a need tor speed. General..ly 

the calculations 118de by the operations a.n&J.yst, although in theuelves 

not establishing the requirement tor s~, may be in error. The need 

tor increasing construction rates may becaae acute at ~ time. Conse

quently, design should be such that it can shitt :troa low-gear or nor..! 

construction procedures to high-gear, high-speed construction aethods. 

Bow 1 all ot us know 1 particularly the engineers, that this sort ot 

requirement results in continual changes aDd. continual delqs. It is ex

traael.y difficult to complete &DY, design on this basis, particularly on 

time. It discourages the engineer, the designer, the drattsiiiB.D. However, 

it is something we must learn to live with. We cannot contuse design ditti-

culties with operational unusab111ty. In caaparison, the design ditticul-

ties are cheap. The fact that engineers may "tear their hair out" over 

contimd ng changes can never counterbalance the tact that installations 1 

prior to completion ot construction, may be m1usable tor lack ot design 

change. The unusabili t;y ot tacili ties ls due to rapid cba.Daes in ....,_. 

technolog;y 1 as has been pointed out b;y Berman l'ahn. in an earlier discussion. 

A friend ot mine at OCDM once told ae, "Every time ;you think you have the 

problem licked the bomb gets bigger or it gets here faster." Bis statement 

referred to an attempt to treeze shelter designs. 

It may well be necessary to increase engineering ettorts tor this type 

ot work and higher tees may be required. Mr. O'Sullivan in his paper men-

tioned the Jlaval Architect's approach, which is a very tine one. We do 

not know at this point how their tees compare w1 th the usual Arch1 teet-

Engineer-tees. 
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Let us nov discuss som.e of the design problems that face the engineer 

trying to solve the protective problem presented by an apney. The most 

important th1Dg that the designer llUSt understand is tbat he should design 

to el.1m1nate problems wherever possible, rather than to alleviate the con

ditions that are present with 8:tJ.'¥ given problea. For example, when you go 

undergrouud JOU have, to a certain degree, el1 m1 nated many ot the surface 

conditions which present problems to the designer ot 'buildi.Dp at or near 

the surface. You will hear discussed at this Protective Construction Syll-

posiua some ot the closure problema and how these problems can be el.1JII1-

nated by, tor example, oxygen generating and carbon dioxide absorption 

equipaent stored within the inst&Uation. You will hear discussions on 

heat sinks and nuclear reactors--all ot which, to a certain dearee, el.1.11i-

nate probleu rather than alleviate th•. 

Given a decision to harden a headquarters-type installation, there 

are~ factors to be considered. Here is a tabulation ot 10111e ot thea. 

They are subdivided essent~ into operational and vulnerab111 t7 factors: 

1. OPERA!IOBAL FAa.rOBS 

A. '1'!PB OF IIS'r.ALLATIOB 

B. OPERATIORAL LOCALE 

c. P.ROBCTIOII REQUIREMD'.r 

2. VULtmRABILI'n 

A. DEP.rB 

:a- COilUCliOIIS TO SURFACE 

c. o.tBJ5l1S 
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Certain items are ot particu1ar importance at this point. The deve1-

opment ot the protection requirement {Item. C under Operationa1 Factors) is 

ot priar,y illportance. It is here that the Operations peop1e measure their 

basic pwtecti ve situation. They must balance such things as the threat 

the ~ is capab1e ot putting on their operation. They must measure 

this ene1Q' capabill ty 8Dd the importance ot their own installation to the 

overall m1l.1 tary situation. Asainst this must be balanced the statist1ca1 

advantase represented by other similar instal.l.ations or s1m11ar systems, 

protected or unprotected. Atter ca1cu1ating things ot this kind they 

IIUSt l.ook at the budgets or tunds ava11ab1e to them., and particularly in 

tbia case they IIUSt weigh the poll tica1 factors and tr,y to tind some sort 

ot CCIIIIp~se between the u1tilllate operationa1 system. and a practicab1e, 

sell&b1e solution. 

It is easy to see that in deve1opiDg such an Operations ca1culation, 

J.arse errol"8 are possib1e. Prior to weHng a t1naJ. decision, qstea COSts 

.at be an1l.ab1e to thea tor COIIp81"1son. Consequen~ 1 they lllSt haw a 

tee1 tor the cost variance between usiDs existiDg \Uldergrouud space or 

deftlopiDc 11ft undergrouud space tor their particu1ar situation. 

Before cont.inuing with a discussion of how such decisions can be .&t, 

we 8hoDl4 11lte to establish SOE ot the adTantaces and disadT&Dtases that 

are present in c0Jip8ri.sons between existiDg UDdergrouud space and newly 

exc&Tated undergrouDd space. Certain trade-otts are required; consequently 

these ad'Y&Iltages and disadTBDtages should be c1early in ld.nd when eT&J.ua

tiDg the .uJ.tar;y headquarters protection question. 

Ez1st1Dg Mlnes 

Ad'!!!l!!ges 

1. Bish-speed 1nstallation ot taci11ty. 



2. Becluced costs possible. 

3. Generally, considerable excess space available. 

Disadvantages 

1. Fixed depth. 

2. Fixed interD&l. support. 

3. Consequently--fixed protection capab111 ty'. 

4. lixed location. 

5. Generally--inetticient space available. 

6. Acquisition ditticulties. 

7. Light diatribution ot possible sites. 

Bev Sites 

Ad:vu.t!§e• 

1. llore efficient apace. 

2. ID.creased depth &Dd protection available. 

3. ID.creased support can be prov14ecl. 

~. ~ possible loaations. 

DiA4w.ntaps 
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1. can be extreael.y slow, dependiDs on type ot iDstallatiOD &Dd 

desip. 

2. CaD be ext~W~e:Qr expensive, depeDdiq on 1;Jpe ot 1Dstallat1on 

&Dd desip.. 

With these i teu in 111Dd, the aaenq seeki.D& protectiOD caD proceed 

w1 th the naluation ot the :tactors 1Dcl1cated on the ou.tline ve an couicl-

eriD& here. 

IAt • • nov loo't at It• A UDder Vul.Derabill t7. 

lD ~ a t1xec1 ll1ne location w1 th a new site, ll8lll' tJ.'IId.e-ofta 
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are possibl.e. It is possibl.e to compare an existi.Ds mine with 200 tt ot 

cover to a new site in ~ the same location in which certain sacritices 

have been made 1D the space excavated to 1Dcrease the depth &Dd consequently 

the protection ot the installation. In a m1De we have a fixed-pillar si tua

tion. In a new site we can 1Dcrease the residual rock support to arq de

gree compatibl.e vi th the operatio:oal. requirement. An exampl.e ot such trade

otts might be to use extremely l.ow-cost 1Dterior housings in a tixed bud&et 

problem and apply most ot the budget to increasing tunn.el l.ength, 1n con

sequence using the available budget to achieve the highest quality pro

tection possible. 

As a result ot soae ot the studies we have participated in, we do Jaave 

a 1"0'\\gbl.y-outl.ined position on this sort ot thing. llormall.y on trade-ott& 

ot this k1Dd we would work &CIIeVhat bacltwa.rds troa a budget point, empl.oy

iDg minimum solutions wherever possible &Dd appl.y1Dg the •Jd•m &IIIOUD.t ot 

the tunds availabl.e to either increasiDg the depth ot the installation or 

to reduciDg the vul.Derabili ty ot the essential connections to surface. 

We teel tbat the last item to treeze in tel'IIB ot design is the access 

tunnel lengths, since this is the irrevocable decision. We can always re

intorce a structure inside a tunnel. at a later date. We would have to 

aba.Ddon it it we required add1 tional depth. There are three kinds ot access 

to such an instal.lation. · In all three eases the depth ot the installation 

is rel.ated to the access tunnel. l.ength. ·· 'D1e three k1Dds ot. entry are: 

l. Shaft 

2. In~l.ined 

3. Horizontal 

In the case ot the shatt entrance we have the aost etticient situation 

where by increasing the shatt length b7 one toot we increaae the depth. ot cover ot 
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the inatall&tion as a whole by one toot. Inclined access tunnels would be 

samewbat leas e:tticient and probab~ the ratio of increased depth ot cover 

to iacreased tunnel leDgth would be detel'lllined by the M.ld•nm slope vehi

cles can em:ploy. Probably this would not exceed a ratio of l to 4. The 

ratio in tbe case of horizontal access tunnels depends on the general to-

pography. We would not normally expect more than a 1 to 3 ratio. 

Average engineer:l.Dg cost for these different types of entries tor 

mixed forMtions varies tram $1000 per foot for the shaft, to $800 for the 

inclined, 8Dd $400 to $600 for the horizontal tunnels. 

It is important to DOte that with the liJiited knowledge available at 

this time on the effect of nuclear weapons on deep underground cavities, 

we employ this particular approach to try to ll&i.ntain a flexible design, 

pel'llitting some retrofitting at a later date. We consequently em.pbasize 

the illlportance of getting as much depth as possible now and as 11 ttle de-

pendence as possible on connections to the surface. We are not suggesting 

extreme depths or unltm::l ted use of a calculation that equates everything 

against depth. We are tal.ldng in terms of b¢D8 additional depth in 

quanti ties of hundreds of feet by means of increased tunnel leDgth. 

To SWIIIII&rize our approach, although many factors relate to the vulner-

ability of an installation, the two most important appear to be (1) the 

depth, and (2) the vulnerability of connections to the surface. 

In Item 2 c, we mentioned 11other" factors. These would include such 

things as tunnel spans, residual rock, shock mounting, interior housings, 

and type and shape of tunnel cross-section. 

All of these factors must be understood, cos ted, and analyzed w1 th a 

view to overall installation hardness. 
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We bave discussed some ot the possibilities ot existing mines. We 

bave discussed scae ot the choices available to the egency requiring umer

ground protection and we have attempted to go into the problem, in a minor 

~, ot the IDOdern control center. This type ot control center is an ex-

t~ special case. It actually is not a facility; it is rather a con-

trol. system with certain system requireaenta. 

Here is another outline on which ve have attempted to spell out saae 

ot the solutions available when considering the need tor a protected con-

trol system. 

5<llle 
Operational 
Sol.utiODS 

Dispersal 

Mobile System 

Bard Syst• 

Funds Available 

PROBLEM 
PR(J!EClED CD CE!fl'ER FUBc-.riOlf 

Sane 
Communications 

Solutions 

Multiplicity 

Local Protection 

Betvork Protection 

Radio Backup 

Some 
Construction 

Solutions 

Surtace Building 

Baseaent Structure 

Existing Under
ground Space 

Excavated New Site 

You wU.l note that there are three categories ot solutions available, 

falling in these areas--
1) Operational 

2) Cammmications 

3) Construction 

It you ~ze each of the solutions available you will note that a 

solution in one area has a direct effect upon a solution in another. For 

ex&llple, a decision to use a mobile system to achieve the degree of protection 
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required would materially affect both the communication and construction 

problems. It is a combination of solutions in these three categories that 

results in a hard system. 

If you carry this further and attempt to list all the various deci-

sions required to achieve an operational date, you will see that this sort 

of analysis and the interacting effect by- the three areas of interest 

spelled out here, run through all the decision-making prior to facility-

design and most of the decision-making during the facility- design. 

As an example, consider a typical decision for a hard operational 

system of the fixed base type in a new site. If we discuss the siting 

factors of such a system decision, we will see that the operator, the 

communicator and construction engineer are continually- forced to rely on 

one another prior to making a decision. The reasons for this are fairly 

evident. Where system design involves an operational item, in many- ways 

this type of system design compares directly to that required for aircraft 

development or surface vessel development, as pointed out by- Mr. 0 'Sullivan 

in his discussion. 

The interaction extends down to individual design increments. This 

can best be pointed out by the fact that one of the engineering papers to 

be delivered at the Symposium .is devoted to the interaction of utilities in 

deep underground installations. In the discussion of the interaction of 

utilities themselves it should be realized that most of the assumptions 

made for any utilities system will be determined by- operational and com-

munications requirements. It is not surprising that a fixed or frozen de-

cision in any single area of interest can materially affect costs in other 

areas of interest. There appears to be a need in the case of the protected 
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mili ta.ry headquarters problem tor an integra. ted team covering the fields 

ot comanmications, electronics, constructioD.J and operations research. 

We might well conclude tbat in this sort ot system development, the 

operations anal.yst is less ettecti ve w1 thout an electronics engineer 8.Dd 

a construction engineer at his side. The electronics and construction 

engineers wi+l be as ineffective without corresponding assistance or com-

plete understanding of the operational problem. 

gperational Decision 

1. Bard System 

2. Remote Location 

3. Operate as Inde-
pendent Unit 

PROTECTED CD CENTER FUNCTION 
TYPICAL DECISION 

Cawm1nications Decision 

1. Local Protection 

2. Multiple Protection 

3. Sott Network 

Construction Decision 

1. Hew Site 

2. High Degree ot 
Protection 

In conclusion, we should point out that inadvertently the construction 

design engineer can price this type of installation out of business. This 

does not mean that the problem disappears. It means that the operations 

analyst directs his studies toward other areas. If, due to high costs, he 

is unable tor poll tical or budgetary reasons to employ a fixed. base solu-

tion, he ~ well decide on mobile, semi-hardened control systems to 

solve his problem. 

Regardless of the viewpoint which establishes your interest in under-

groum installations of any kim, and regardless of whether this interest 

is in existing or new space 1 or in military or ci villan applications, we 

feel that it should be acknowledged. that such installations do not represent 
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a classical engineering problem. Although liiB.IlY choices are possible and 

many alternates can be presented, we must realize that this is a new 

problem. It is a problem peculiar to our age where rapid advances of 

weapons technology have obsoleted facility after facility prior to or 

at completion. We can only hope that the tools and mechanics can be 

developed to solve the problems posed by military and civilian operations 

in the ICBM era and that such problems will be solved in time. 





FIGURES 

1. Irregular floor layout, limestone mine. 

2. Regular excavation pattern, limestone mine. 

3. Underground space resulting from regular excavation. 

4. Mine space used for commercial storage. 
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5. Minimum adaptation of a mine for underground garage and office. 

6. Mine operator's office, underground. 

7. Map of major limestone area of United States. 
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Fig. 4 

Fig. 5 



Fig. 6 

Fig. 7 
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INTRODUCTION 

Large contained nuclear blasts impart tremendous forces to their 

immediate surroundings and these forces, becoming distributed in 

accordance with well-known laws of' physics, product damage in areas 

both near and remote f'rom the blast. Many qualities of' damage manifest 

themselves, and of' these, one of' the most esoteric is spalling --

separation of' rock -- frequently close to a f'ree surface, as a conse-

quence of' preferential partitioning of' the momentum of' the stress wave. 

The elemental principles of' the dynamics and mechanics of' spalling in 

soils and rocks are discussed here. These principles are then used to 

appreciate more fully the significance of' the observatioos of' ground 

movement at the Rainier blast. 

PROP AGATIOB OF TRABSIE!IT DISTURBAlfCES 

When a buried nuclear bomb explodes, the action of' the blast is 

not instantaneously transmitted to regiOD.s remote f'raa the blaat. Changing 

stress situations will be communicated through most materials at 

velocities of' several thousand f't/sec, the exact value depending upon 

the material, the type of' stress distribution, the state of' stress 

within the medium, and the various boundaries involved. In large earth 

masses, velocities of' two general types are encountered: 

The dilatational velocity, cl, the velocity of' propagation of' 

longitudinal waves in a medium of' infinite extent, is given by 
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3K ( 1-V> 
c1 : P(f+VJ 

where K is the bulk modulus; P is the density of the material; and v 

is its Poisson's ratio. Variations of K, P, andV with stress af':fect 

the value of c .l • 

Shearing displacements advance through a material with a velocity 

given by Ct 

where G ia the rigidity modulus. 

If the stress level is exceedingly high, the material will bebave 

as a fluid, having no rigidity, and transverse or shear waves cannot 

exist within it. Under these conditions, stress changes will be propa-

gated with a velocity, cf, given by 

cf= -/t" 

The state of stress will affect both K and P • Indeed, at the exceed-

ingly high pressures produced by nuclear blasts, changes in values ot K 

and P can amount to 30 or 4o per cent. 

A stress disturbance passes through a body in the form ot a trans-

ient wave ot particle motions. A point or infinitesimally small particle 

within the body will be subjected to forces which impart transitory 

motions to it. The instantaneous velocity, v, of such a particle is 

directly related to the instantaneous stress (J" at that point by the 

equation 0'= PC v 
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where c is the velocity of propagation, viz., c 1, ct, or cf, of the 

disturbance. Particle velocity 1n a longitudinal wave is parallel to 

the direction of propagation of the wave, moving along with an advancing 

coapressioDBl wave and opposite to an advancing tension wave. Particle 

motion within a transverse wave is normal to the direction of propagation 

of the wave. In a typical granite, a particle velocity of 3 ft/sec 

corresponds roughly to a stress of 1,000 lb/1n2• 

A typical disturbance, such as might bave been generated by an 

UDderground nuclear blast, is shown in Fig. 1. The particular parameters 

used in plotting the curve are selected for convenience. Bote that there 

is a one-to-one correspondence between stress and particle velocity. 

Whether time or distance is used as the abscissa will depend upon whether 

the phenomenon is viewed at all points 1n space simultaneous]¥ or at a 

single point tbrough which the disturbance is passing. ~ 1Datant&Deous 

velocity of propagation of any point on the wave depends upon the level 

ot stress at that point, being given by the expression 

C=hi0 
where (du/dE ) is the slope of the stress-strain curve at that stress 

level. UDl.ess the stress-strain curYe is linear, which is sel4oa the 

case, the ditteru:t poillta on the disturbance v1ll nmge in velocities. 

!rh.u the shape of the disturbance v1ll be continuall.y cbangjng as it 

.aves aloDg. In the particular case ab.ovn in Fig. 11 the vave would 

tend to steepen ita tront since the higher stresses would be traveling 

at greater velocities than the lover stresses. 

Bocb exhibit a vide variety ot stress-strain curYes. !ypical 
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curves for limestone and sandstcme are shown 1D Fig. 2. Bote that the 

limestene curve is concave downward, which means high stresses will 

travel at relatively low velocities. !he sandstone is concave upward, 

iJrr.plying that the high stresses wUl travel at high velocities. In 

limestone, the waves will tend to elongate and flatten out, with Just 

tbe reverse being true 1D sandstone. 

DlJIAMICS OF SPALLIIG 

Viewed siJrr.ply, a Mterial is said to spall when one see;.nt ot it 

parts and moTes ott troll another segment. This will occur it the 

velocity ot the one segment is greater than the velocity of the ether, 

as illustrated 1D Fig. 3. Stress waves, on reaching a tree surface and 

reflecting, are prone to give rise to this type of partition of veleeity 

or DIDDleD tum. Consider the semi-intini te body of Fig. 4, in which a 

stress wave of the shape shown is advancing toward a tree surface. 

Assume, further, that the stress-strain curve is linear. When a dis

turbaace strikes the tree surface, it will be reflected as a tension 

wave without change in form. Dae incident compression wave and its 

reflected tension counterpart will inter.tere w1 th each other as indicated. 

~ resultant distribution of stress within the body at a slightly later 

instant is shown 1D the rigllt•haDd drawing, the tension, AB, increasing 
. 

as the reflected wave 110ves to the lett. At so. point, the -.terial 

will no longer be able to support this tensicm; it will fracture; and a 

spall will fly ott 1 trapping much of the moaentum of the wave. 

'1'he stress required to rupture the Mterial is called its critical 

nol"Jial fracture stress,cr c• In •tala, this fracture stress 18 exceed

ingly high, corresponding to cliftereatial particle velocities of 100 to 
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200 ft/sec. In roeks, the stress is quite low, being in the neighbor

hood of 500 lb/m2 (1 to 2 tt/see particle velocity for granite). The 

critical normal fracture stress is an extremely important mechanical 

property of the material and is the factor which governs parting of the 

material. Bote that two factors are important in describing spalling: 

the shape of the stress wave, and the critical normal fracture stress. 

Determination of the thickness of the spall is a simple geometrical 

problem, provided a c and the shape of the wave are known. Thickness of 

spall will be equal to ~ the distance within the wave that corresponds 

to a decrease in stress equal to cr c. 

Multiple spalling occurs when the stress level vi thin the wave is 

more than double the critical normal fracture stress of the material. 

In such cases, several juxtaposed and parallel spalls are generated, as 

illustrated in Fig. 5. These arise in the following way: assume that 

the first spall is generated in the manner just described. The remainder 

of the wave will suddenly find itself impinging on a freshly created, 

free boundary surface. The result will be the formation of another 

spall. This process will repeat itself until the stress level of the 

wave has been reduced to a value less than ac• In the case illustrated, 

the thicknesses of the two spalls are vastly dif'terent. The first 

spall is quite thick because the leading portion of the wave is rela

tively flat. The subsectuent abrupt decrease 1:n stress thins down the 

second spall. 

As pointed out earlier, underground blasts can give rise to dis-

turbances of a wide variety of shapes which continually change as they 

propagate. Four idealized shapes are illustrated 1:n Fig. 6. In view 
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ot the strong dependence that the thickness ot the spall bas upon shape 

ot disturbance, it is apparent that each particular shape ot disturbance 

generates its own characteristic spalls. Given the shape ot the wave and 

the fracture stress of the mater1al1 it is1 ot course, possible to 

describe precisely the character ot these spalls. The silllplest shape to 

consider is the sawtooth curve 1n the upper lett-hand corner ot Fig. 6. 

This shape does not ditter appreciably trom that ot the disturbance 

produced 1n the consolidated tutt 900 tt trom the Rainier shot. (See 

Fig. 7.) 

ID'LUEBCE OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES OK SPALLS 

The tensile strengths, compressive strengths, ca.petenc1es1 and 

BDisotropies 1n mechanical properties range widely 1n rocks and aoUs. 

The foregoing section described &palling tor the very particular ai tua-

tion where the rock is perfectly elastic and isotropic. It was also 

tacitly implied that the material c<:>uld support a compressive stress 

greater 1n magnitude than the tensile stress it could support. In real 

situations 1 such an ideal circUJDStance will not obtain. Com;pare now the 

three dittering situations shcnm. 1n Figs. 8, 91 and 11. 

The first ot these, Fig. 8, illustrates the spalling vb.ich v1ll 

occur when a sawtooth wave, ot length X and maximwa stress <701 strikes 

the free surtace ot an elastic material haYing a critical normal fracture 

stress ac 1 which is between 1/2 and 1/3 ot u0 • Two spalls are thrown 

ott. Both are ot equal thickness 1 8 given by 

but ot ditterent velocities 1 the piece to the right haYing the highest 
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As the detached spalls move to the right they will becoae separated by 

an amount which is easily calculable using the aboTe equations. 

Figure 9 Ulustrates what v1ll happen under siJiilar circUIIStauces 

when the material is incompetent, incapable of supporting any tension 

whatsoever. It is assumed, however, that a compressional wave will be 

translli tted without cbaDge in form. As soon as the wave reaches the 

free surface, the material will begin to flake ott. The velocities of 

these first flakes will be equal to 2v0 where v0 is given by 

(J 

Vo== "W-

Each bit of flaking absorbs a small portion of' the .,..ntua of the 

incident wave. 'fhe reaining portion of the 1Dc1dent wave will continue 

to advance against the freshly-created tree surface, fl a)'ing ccmtinuing 

so loag as aay portion of the wave re•ein•. The velocity, vp, ot any 

aall particle will be given by 

Vp = _!!_ 
PC 

where cr is the value of the stress at the tront of tbe 1Dcident wave at 

the time the particle leaves the surface. !'he initial thic:lmess of the 

flaked-ott -.terial will be 1/2 A • The flakes themselves will appear as 

a cloud of debris, the rear portion of which is atatiollary aDd the tront 

JIIIOV1.ng forward with a velocity 2v0 • Thus the extent of the cloud of 

debris is continually increasing, its forward portiGil becoaiDg less c1eDse. 
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The situation tor incompetent rock or soil is examined in a 

little more detail in Fig. 10. Here are compared the displacements of 

points w1 thin a competent, elastic solid which does not spall and au 

incompetent EBB which flakes off~ Dote that in the coapetent solid, 

the two points, A and B1 eventually undergo the same displacement but 

do not do so simultaneously. The reason their total displacements are 

the same is simply that the material does not fly apart, and such II.USt 

therefore be the case. The incompetent material behans differently. 

Point A initially acquires a velocity which is maintained so that A 

moves farther and farther away from C. B moves along at a somewbat 

lower velocity. If the free surface of such a mass were horizontal, 

the restraining force of gravity would affect the JIB.terial so that it 

would be brought to rest. These two drawings illustrate graphically 

the primary reason why daEge is so much greater in unconsolidated soils 

and unconsolidated material than in solid rock. 

The action of the wave on a series of Juxtaposed slabs is Ulus-

trated in Fig. 11. The Joints between the slabs are asswaed to be 

perfect trans:mi tters of compression but possessing no streqth in ten-

sion. Each slab is of thickness L. On strik1ng the tree surface, the 

incident wave w1ll be refl.ected, with the reflected portion proceeding 

backvard (into the le:f't) 1Dto the right.ost slab. When the vave reaches 

the first Joint, the rightllost slab will fly off, trapping in it the 

:momentum in the wave back to a distance 2L. The velocity of this slab, 
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The second slab will then be carried otf 1D a similar fashion with a 

velocity given by 

and finally, the third slab vi th a velocity 

THE RAIBIER SHOT 

It was observed in the Rainier shot that one or more large slabs 

of consolidated tuff, or rhyolite, situateCL about 900 ft above the 

blast, as illustrated in Fig. 12, rose to a height of 9 in. and then 

fell. From these data and accelerometers placed in a vertical hole 

situated directly above the blast, it was possible to make a reasonable 

guess ot the shape ot the stress wave which reached this top layer ot 

rock. The most probable curve is shown in Fig. 7. The leading portion 

of this curve approximates the sawtooth waves whose actions have been 

discussed above. In Fig. 13, the wave is redrawn as a stress vs 

distance plot and shown approaching the free surface of the rbyoli te. 

The specific gravity ot the rbyoli te was taken as 2. 7. The maximum 

stress in the wave is 11 500 lb/in2, corresponding to a maximum particle 

velocity ot 7 tt/sec, it we take an average velocity tor propagation ot 

a wave of 6,000 ft/sec, close to the measured value. Such a wave would 

produce three spalls of equal thicknesses in a material having a tensUe 

strength of 500 lb /in2, a value reasonably close to that which might 

be expected for rock of this type. The three spalls would move away 

with initial velocities, 5.8 tt/sec, 3.5 ft/sec, and 1.5 tt/sec. 
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Gravity would slow these slabs down so that the total excursion ot the 

top slab would be 7 to 9 in. Taking a somewhat lower tensile strength, 

say 250 lb/in2, several more, but thiDner, slabs would be generated. 

!he thickness of the consolidated tutt layer was 230 f't. It seems likely 

that the entire slab probably moved as a unit with add1 tional spalling 

taking place in the material below. All of' the observations made are 

entirely consistent with what ca11 be predicted f'rom an appreciation of' 

the elements ot spalling. The two most important parameters needed are 

the shape o'f the wave aud the 'fracture strength ot the rock. In most 

situations, the rock will be stratified so that it will come off in 

layers of thicknesses preselected by Bature. 

In cODSidering the possibility of' d.allage, it should be noted that 

the effect ot grav1 ty restricts substantially the liiO'YeJDeD.t of' rock, 

primarily beca\18e the velocities involved are so low. Spalling produced 

on the walls aud ree'fs of 'bmnels and other undergroUDd openings will 

not have the mol.lUying effects o'f gravity. 
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DISCUSSIOI' 

MR. CABL L. Jl)~ (University ot California., Berkeley, California): 

Bow were the stress waves wlaich you. 8hoYecl tor l.illestone 8Dd sandatone 

detel'llinedt 

PROJ'.ISSOR RDIEIIARr: 'fhose were detel'lliDecl by the Bureau ot JUnes., 

&Dd tbq were detemi.Decl statically. !here bave been, ot course, a great 

deal ot data o'btained by various people. I th1Dk perbapa the aoat actiTe 

worker in this tiel4 aa tar aa o'btain1n& SOOd quantita-tive da'ta is con-

cemed 011 'the vq in which stress waves bebave aa they travel tbroush 

rock is Dr. Dnall ot the Bureau ot JUnes. 
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FIG. 3-DEFINITION OF SPALLING 
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All underground rock, as a result of nature, is in a state of stress, 

and any opening created in this rock produces additional stresses in the 

rock surrounding the opening. Failure of the rock surrounding the opening 

will occur if the stresses in the rock exceed the ultimate strength of the 

rock. Thus, the problem of designing safe, stable, underground openings 

is twofold, (1) the determination of the ultimate strength of the rock and 

( 2) the determination o:r the maximum stresses in the rock surrounding the 

opening, regardless of the source of the applied stress, that is, static 

or dynamic. 

First consider the problem o:r the ultimate strength of rock. Labora-

tory tests can be performed on small samples of rock to determine such 

quantities as compressive strength, tensile strength, modulus of rupture, 

elastic constants, Poisson's ratio, etc. If these quantities are to be 

of value in the design of underground openings one must assume. that these 

laboratory results can be applied to the in situ rock. Experience has shown 

that laboratory-determined strength properties predict fairly accurately 

the in situ strength of the rock, but that laboratory-determined elastic 

properties do not agree very well with in situ elastic properties. Further-

more, one must assume a criterion of :failure for rock. The criterion of 

:failure that is often used is based on the maximum stress theory. That 

is, rock will fail in tension when the tensile stress exceeds the tensile 

strength of the rock as determined by a standard flexure test on a sample 

of the rock. If the tensile stress in the rock is small the rock will 
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faU in shear at a value of compressive stress equal to the compressive 

strength or the rock as determined by a standard compression test on a 

sample of the rock. 

To show the variability of the properties of rock the data given in 

Table 1 has been assembled. The strength and elastic properties of rock 

vary widely f'roa place to place in a given mine and from mine to mine and 

from rock type to rock type. Because of this fact, good sampling pro

cedures should be used in studying physical properties ot mine rock and 

su:tticiently large satety factors should be employed in design work to 

allow tor the spread in the physical property data. The main purpose 

for this table of data is to show the almost complete overlap of physical 

property data for the various rock types. Just naming the type of rock 

does no1i specify the strength and elastic properties of the rock. These 

properties can only be determined by testing procedures. 

DeterainiDg thea -.xilllUJil stress in the rock surrounding an underground 

opening is a more difficult problem than that of determining the ultimate 

strength ot rock. As yet there has not been developed a completely satis-

factory gage and method tor measuring directly the absolute static stress 

in rock. Recent developments in Europe are encouraging, especial.l.y the 

work ot the Bngl.ish and Swedish in connection vi th stress gage de_velop

ments. Uaually one JIWJt resort to analytical or model testing methods 

for estilating rock stresses. To apply these methods requires m&king 

asSWIIptions about the rock medium, the opening, and the state or stress 

prior to mining. Only coapeten1i rock should be considered for protec1iion 

purposes. Competen1i rock is defined as rock which, because ot ita physical 

and geological characteristics, is capable of sustaining openings vi'thout 
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T A B L E 1. - Pbysical properties of mine rock. 

GRAHITE MARBLE S.AliDSTOlfE LIMESTONE 
~sical Banse Range Range Range 
Property Median Median Median Median 

Apparent 2.6-2.9 2.7-3.2 2.0-3.3 1.4-2.9 
specific 2.65 2.8 2.3 2.6 
gravity 

Compressive 20 - 50 1 - 34 4 - 32 1 - 38 
stre~ 30 19 14 19 
lb/in. x.l03 

Tensile 3- 11 8 - 10 0.1 - 5 3 - 6 
stre~h 5 8 1.5 5 
lb/in. x102 

Flexural 1- 6 2 - 3 o.4 - 4 0.3 - 4 
streng~ 
lb/in. x.l03 

3 2 1.4 2.2 

Young's 1 - 13 1- 12 0.8 - 8 o.4 - 13 
modulu~ 6 4 9 2.8 8 
lb/in. xlO 

Longitudinal 6 - 18 8 - 18 5 - 15 4 - 19 
bar ve1oci t~ 11 15 9.5 14 
tt/sec x 10 w 

I 
1\)!;.lj 
0'\ I 

1-JIW 
W'l..n +:"" 
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the use of any structural support except that offered by the pillars and 

walls lett 1D the course of mining. 

Any study of the structural stability ot underground openings is 

simplified it competent rock is sub-divided in two groups - massive rock 

and horizontally-bedded rock. Massive rock is assumed to have relatively 

uniform physical properties over large areas in all directions, is compar-

atively tree from stratification and, hence, approaches the condition ot 

a perfectly elastic, homogeneous, isotropic medium. Typical examples are 

massive intrusives such as granite or diorite, massive extrusives such as 

basalt or rhyolite, some massive metamorphic a such as mrble &Dd quartzite 

and saae thick-bedded sedimentaries. 

Horizontally-bedded rocks include most of the sedimentary rocks and 

some of the stratified, metamorphic rocks. As the boundary between hori-

zontal strata are planes of weakness, openings formed in bedded rock usually 

are mined with a relatively smooth, flat root. 

Three types of static stress fields are usually cODSidered when 

stuc:'ly'ing the design ot underground openings, BDd these\ are illustrated in 

Figure 1. In the following discussion only static stress fields will be 

considered. !he state of stress represented by A would be expected to 

occur at shallow depths, near vertically tree surfaces. !rb.e state ot 

stress represented by B would be expected to occur in geologically undis

turbed rock over wide rages ot depth. The state of stress represented 

by C could occur at great depth, in semi-plastic rocks or in geologically 

disturbed rocks where tectcmic forces are still active. 

To simplify the problea still further, only opelliDga which are long 

compared to their cross-sectional dimension will be considered. 1!le 
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cross-sectional shapes of these openings will be represented by circles, 

ellipses 1 ovalo ids 1 and rectangles with rounded corners. In addi tion1 it 

the stress distribution along the length of the opening is assumed to be 

uniform and independent of the length1 the problem of determining stress 

distributions reduces to one of plane strain and J1JB.7 be solved as a hole 

in a wide plate subject to a two-directional stress field in the plane 

of the plate. 

Considerable e.xperiaental and theoretical work has been done in this 

field and the results published. Without going into details, some of 

these results are summarized below. 

Consider first single openings in a massive rock. Such an opening 

can be represented by a hole in a wide plate. The maximum stresses 

developed around these openings are concentrated near and tangent to the 

boundary of the opening, are independent of the elastic constants of the 

medium and independent of the size of the opening. For convenience, 

stresses in the vicinity of an opening are expressed as a multiple of the 

average applied stress existing outside the zone of disturbance 1 commonly 

termed stress concentration. For an applied stress field of t;ype A the 

critical tensile stress around openings is usually about 1 aad occurs at 

the center of the roof and floor of the openings. The value of the 

critical tensile stress is not affected a great deal by the shape of the 

opening lNt is a.:Uected strongly by the type of stress field. Usually a 

confining stress greater than Sy/ 3 will elim:1nate critical tensile 

stresses for most gpenings. Figure 2 shows for tne A applied stress 

field1 the critical compressive stress concentrations for various-shaped 

openings as a tunction of the width-to-height ratio of the opening. 
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Ovaloids and rectangles with rounded corners are preferred cross-sectional 

shapes if the width-to-height ratio is greater than ~~ and elliptical 

cross-sectional shapes are preferred if the width-to-height ratio 1s ~ss 

than ~. 

Figure 3 shows f'or type B applied stress field, the critical com

pressive stress concentrations for various type openings as a function 

of' the width-to-height ratio. Again ovaloidal or rectangular cross-sections 

are preferred if' the width-to-height ratio is greater than 1 1 and elliptical 

cross sections are preferred if' the width-to-height ratio is less than 1. 

Figure 4 shows similar data for the case of' type C applied stress 

field. Here the circle or ovaloid is the preferred cross-section shape 

regardless of' width-to-height ratio. 

The second prob~em to consider is the ef'f'ect of' having two or more 

openings underground wbich are parallel to each other and separated by a 

wall of rock. This problem has been studied both theoretically and ex-

perimentally. The pertinent results that one obtains from these studies 

are summarized below. 

The stress fields around two or more parallel openings add together 

to give increased stress concentrations if the thickness of' the wal~ 

between the openings is ~ess than one diameter of' the opening. Further-

more, as the number of' openings increases, the maximwa stress concentration 

increases rapidly at first and approaches an upper limit. Figure 5 

illustrates these facts f'or the case of' equal-size, equally-spaced circular 

openings. The conclusion to be drawn from these data is simply that in 

designing underground openings for protection the spacing of' rooms should 

be such that the pillar width is equal to or greater than the room width. 
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If' this eri terion is used then the stress distribution around each room 

is not affected appreciably by the presence of the other rooms, and 

critical stress concentrations can be calculated as f'or single openings. 

The third problem to consider is the ease of a bedded formation where 

the bed thicknesses are small compared to room width or height. In this 

ease the boundary between different beds is an inherent plane of' weakness 

and bed separation can and does occur. Therefore one must consider the 

additional stresses set up in the roof rock as a result of having a 

gravity-loaded slab of rock over a span equal to the room width and 

clamped at the edges by the vall rock and the rock above. Experience 

has shown that the behavior of roof slabs of this type can be predicted 

fairly accurately by the use of simple beam or plate theory. Figure 6 

shows the relation between slab thickness, span length and strength 

(modul.us of' rupture) as given by beam theory. From this set of curves 

one can conclude immediately that unsupported underground openings in 

thinly-bedded formations are not too satisfactory for protection purposes. 

If one must place protective underground shelters in bedded formations 

one should, if' possible, select those formations that have bed thickness 

of several feet or more and which are composed of fairly strong rock. 

The fourth problem to consider is the stress distribution that occurs 

when two or more openings intersect. Very little theoretical or ex:peri-

mental work has been done on this problem. Intersections between openings 

could easily be sources of high stress concentration and therefore some 

attempt should be made to design openings so that additional support is 

obtained at cross-intersections. 

How one can approach the problem of designing underground openings 
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for protection has been described in very general terms. Al.so scae of 

the more important results that have come from stress analysis studies 

have been pointed out. This paper is concluded with a description of a 

possible layout of openings that should satisfy some of the requirements 

for underground shelter. The only consideration given to the possible 

use of the underground space is that space is required. If the use of the 

space also dictates the design of the space then these cases would have 

to be considered individually. 

Figure 7 gives a possible plan for floor space layout which satisfies 

most of the requirements from a stress anal.ysia point of view. The rooms 

are long ce.pared to their width because less likelihood of taUure results 

1f floor area is increased by increasing the length of the room rather than 

its width. Each room is provided with at least two exits. Each room is 

separated froa the next one by a rib pUlar whose width 1s greater than 

the rooa width. Booms are staggered alODg Jl&iD entries to el1m1nate cross-

iatersections. The entries to each room are made small to elillinate large 

unsupported areas at intersections. Only a few ro-. are shown, however 

this pattern could be extended 1n all directions as desired. The ah$pe 

ot the croas-sect1011 of each room could be ovaloidal or rectaD&uJ.ar with 

rounded corners and arched root. The height of the r0011 is asau.d to be 

between l and 2 ti.Jaea the width of the room. Un4er these cedi tiona the 

-.xiaml compressive stress concentrations around the roeaa prebably would 
,, 

ut exceed 3.0 tor an applied stress field~ type B, that is, 

s.,. = p f!7. and ~ = Sy / 3. Maxiala tensile stress concentratieu for th18 

c0Dd1tion should be leas 0.3. If such a deaisn were used at a depth of 

1000 ft 1a ... siTe rock haTiag an averap ca.pressive strellgth ot 151000 
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psi and average modulus ot rupture ot 1500 psi the estimated maximum 

tensile stress around the room would be 300 psi and the maximum compres-

sive stress would be 3000 psi. The estimated safety factors considering 

static load only would be 51 both tor tension and compression. 'rhis 

means that the static working stress on the rock is only 1/5 ot the 

average ultimate strength ot the rock. Thus 4/5 ot the ultimate strength 

ot the rock is available to vi tb.stand dynamic loads or to take care ot 

rock detects. 

Some ot the important problems which should be studied or solved to 

aid in developing better methods ot designing underground openings tor 

protection are the tollov1ng: 

1. Three-dimensional stress analysis ot intersecting openings. 

2. Development ot a stress gage tor measuring static rock stress. 

3. Development ot a strain relief method ot determ1n1Dg absolute 

static stress 1n the rock. 
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DISCUSSION 

MR. ROBERT L. LOOFBOOROW: I would l1ke to ask a question, Wilbur, 

because I think it will be brought out in one ot the later sessions. Would 

you care to cOJBent on the ettect ot the smoothness ot the valls in regard 

to stability that you obtained? 

DR. OOVALL: Well, this is a very big question. All the laboratory 

work and model studies are based on the idea ot a perfectly aooth vall. 

It you have a circular hole which has been ld.lled in rock, you will have a 

very smooth surface. UDder these conditions, we :t1Dd both troll theory and 

experiment that our max1p!111 stress concentrations are located tangent to 

the boundary. It we plot the stress distribution under a load ot this type, 

JMx1•m stress concentration is three and it drops ott to one as you move 

awa:y f'roa the hole. 

Some results are com:1Dg out ot the European countries, where they have 

stress gauges and strain relief methods tor estimating the stress on a rock 

in an actual underground :mine. 1he stress starts at the boundary, goes up 

to some point, and then drops ott. 1he explanation tor this is that in 

m1 ning an opening, you do not have a smooth surface bu.t create cracks in 

the rock. You do not completely break the rock up and it can support some 

load, bu.t not too 111eh load. It actual.l.y does some supporting. Max1mm 

stress is reached at some point, then, f'arther out around the detects around 

the opening. I do not know whether we want to get a smoother opening or not. 

From some ot the results com:1Dg out ot EDgland, it seems to Jlle that a tew 

f'raetures around the opening are helpt\11. It keeps the JMx1•m stress con

centration down. 

MR. WILLIAM BROWlf (RABD Corporation): Dr. tuvall, you mentioned ear-

lier that the elastic properties are not the same in situ as you f'1nd thea 
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DR. DUVALL: They are not. We have determined this in two different 

ways. In a limestone mine where we have a slab of rock over an opening, we 

have sampled the rock and measured Young's modulus, in the laboratory. 

Then, we have gone out to the mine and loaded the beam with air pressure 

above it and flexed it, taking measurements of deflection in order to get 

a Young's modulus of the slab. These values do not agree. We can take the 

same samples and break them in the laboratory and get a rupture modulus. 

We can load the roof slab with air pressure until we break it. They break 

at approximately the same stress • The strength properties seem to check 

out here, and the elastic properties don't. 

Another case where the elastic properties disagree very badly is in 

connection with the dynamic work that I have been doing where you actually 

measure the strain waves from explosions. You take small samples of rock 

in the laboratory and measure the bar velocity. From the bar velocity, you 

have to estimate what the free median velocity would be in situ. Then, we 

actually go out and measure this. It does not agree at all. It can be off 

by a factor of two very easily. I do not know why. It is very disturbing 

that we cannot do this, but this is the way life is. 

l-m. JOHN GILL: You had a statement there about the stress around the 

opening. I believe you said it went out a distance of the diameter of the 

opening. Is that right, or is it the radius of the opening? 

DR. DUVALL: The diameter of the opening. 

MR. GILL: I have two questions. The first question is how is this 

determined, by actual strain gauges or what? 

DR. DUVALL: Well, you can do this theoretically, or you can do it in 

model studies using photo-elastic models or actual rock specimens. We have 
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done all three. By the time you are out one diameter, you are usually down 

to where the stress is only 5 to 10 per cent of the applied stress. 

MR. GIIJ..: I might suggest that you might be out two diameters if you 

want to reduce it to zero. You might go down to zero. 

DR. DUVALL: Well, I thought this too when I was doing my elastic work. 

But when I started putting multiple openings in a plate, I found that I got 

very little increase if they were just one diameter apart. Take, for 

example, the circle. The stress concentration for a circle is three; and 

if you go to an infinite number of openings, I think the maximum value you 

get is 3.27 if the spacing is one diameter. Actually, this is a remarkably 

small increase when you consider you have gone to an infinite number of 

openings, which means that the average stress on the pillar is doubled. 

MR. EDWIN JOHNSON: What type of modifications will you get in your 

stress due to plastic flow as a function of time? 

DR. DUVALL: What modification will you get if you have plastic :flow? 

Well, I think plastic flow is a lifesaver in mining because we have sharp 

corners in mining and things like that. We should have very high stress 

concentrations. Plastic flow must assist us. I do not have proof of that 

except that we do not get failure where it looks like we should. We must 

be getting some type of' flow in the rock. 

CAPI'AIN JENSEN (Civil Engineer Corps, United States Navy) : Dr. Duvall, 

being in the Navy, where often the right hand does not know what the left 

hand is doing, I suspect that the same thing may occur in the Bureau of 

Mines to perhaps a more limited extent. A few years ago, I was in the or-

ganization of' the Director of Naval Petroleum Reserves. I went to Rifle, 

Colorado, several times, where the Bureau of Mines was doing a good deal of 

work for the Navy in connection with oil shale research under Lloyd Guthrie. 
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Strain gauges were used a good deal down there. I wondered whether you were 

familiar with this and whether this information has proved to be of value. 

DR. DUVALL: I was familiar with it. I was in on that work. Yes, it 

has proved to be of value. It did not turn out like we thought it would. 

If you are going to simply use strain gauges as a method of strain 

relief, you have to come up with a better means of mounting the gauge to 

the rock. This is one problem. You are underground, and you have moisture 

conditions. If you can dry it out and get the gauge on, then you have to 

get in around the gauge some way or other to cut the rock. Actually, the 

way it turned out, we had mounting problems and gauge problems. I still 

think that some type of strain relief method has a good chance of success. 

I do not think it is simply a strain gauge on the bare rock. 

I mentioned the Hast Gauge and the Potts Gauge. Don't ask me how 

these gauges work, because I am not sure myself; but what they are doing 

looks very good to me. They are drilling a hole in the wall or wherever 

they want to measure their stress. They are putting in some kind of gauge. 

It may be a crystal type. They put the gauge in, and they put it under a 

fairly high stress so that it makes contact maybe in three directions. 

Maybe they are going to measure the change in the size of the hole in three 

directions, under fairly high stress. Then they will come in with another 

drill bigger than the original drill and drill out the hole, leaving a 

cylindrical core of rock. Once this is drilled out, then the inside hole 

expands. The gauge measures the expansion of this hole. From that expan-

sion, they can compute back to what the original stress was if they know 

the elastic constant of the rock. 

Now, these ideas look good to me. There is a whole field of work here 

for people to understand how this works and develop the right type ot ~· 
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I th1Dk we in this country should be doing more ot this work. We are just 

getting started on this type of work ourselves at the Bureau ot Mines. It 

we are going underground tor protection, I th1Dk there could be a whole lot 

more people working on the ftuvJamental problems of this type rather than 

Just the Bureau of Mines. 

MR. 'f. L. WBI'.rE ( COBID.ercial Shearing and Stem ping Calpa.Dy', Youngstown, 

Ohio): I bave been designing st:r:uctures tor support of undergrou.Dd open1Dgs 

tor a good -.ny years. We bave noticed that there are residual stresses in 

the rock. In the design of structures tor undergrou.Dd protection., I VODd.er 

it these residual stresses that lligb.t exist vouJ.d be aggravated by' the shock 

waves f'urnished by an explosion and it that would be dangerous to tbe strw:-

ture. 

DR. DUVALL: All I cans~ is that the ~c load would add to it. 

I carmot quite see how you could aggravate it. You would just add to it. 

~s is the principle of superposition of stresses. '!bat vas what I vas 

pointing out in the static design. From static design, we have certain 

stresses on a rock. We should know what the stresses are it we are trying 

to design tor protection. We shcA:ll4 know how D11ch additional. load can be 

put on top of the load we alre~ have there. 

MR. WILLIAM W. PLEASANTS (RCA, loborestown, New Jersey}: Your proposed 

layout there showed a sharp corner where these tunnels intersect. Yet, you 

have emphasized a number of tillles that these are points of stress coneentra-

tion that should be avoided. 

DR. WVALL: Yes, I didn't take too 111ch tillle in drawi.Dg this. I do 

not think a sharp corner in the horizontal direction would be as detrilllental 

as a sharp corner around the opening. 
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Figure I. Three assumed types of stress fields. 
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Rock bolting {root bolting, suspension support, shin plasters, etco) 

as a systematic means ot ground support bas, w1 thin the past 10 years, come 

into widespread use 1n coal, aetal, and nonmetallic mining and tUDDeling. 

The extent of the utilization of this recent development as a method of 

support can be v1s\l&l1zed by the statement of the United States Bureau of 

Mines that in 1958 approximately 4o million root bolts were used 1n llining 

over 218 million tons ot bituminous coal. 

'lhe concept ot tasteniDg loose ground to unbroken and apparently 

solid ground is probably as old as mining itselt; aDd occasional. use has 

been reported tram~ every mining region 1n the world. As a means 

of systematic support over large roof areas, rock bolting waited until the 

advent of efficient mechanized mining aDd the development of dr1lls aDd 

dr1ll.1ng methods gave it the impetus it needed to become acceptable to the 

mining industry and to make it economically feasible. 

'!he first published reference (Fig. l) is an account of tests made 1n 

the coal mines of Upper Silesia before the first World War. (l) In the United 

states during 1920-30, 1n several underground limestone and lead mines 

(galena 1n bedded limestone), developed the practice of bolting rock 1n lo-

call ties where roof heights were excess1 ve. Plates holding s1Dgle bolts of 

the slotted t;ype, called "shin plasters, " were used to fasten loose ground 

to ground that vas obviously secure. '!he st. Joseph Lead ~~ which 

deserves a major portion of the credit for the pioneer work 1n bolting, ex-
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perimented with and adopted structures composed of several bolts having a 

common ehannel-section bearing plate {Fig. 2). (2 ) When bolts were angled, 

it was found that an arched area above the open1Dg was compacted and stood 

well without the support of vertical timbers. Roof heights over 30 tt are 

common in these lead mines 1 and this new support system resulted in consid-

erable economies which permitted the mining of ores that would otherwise be 

uneconomical to reach. 

In a series of articles in Colliery Ellg1neer(3) in 1945 and l91K>1 

T. s. Beyl1 a Du.tch mining engineer, proposed a method of supporting roof 

in the coal mines by the use of vertical bolts hav1Dg expansion-shell 

anchors. Beyl 's method vas based on experiments he made ·in British mines 

during Worl.d War II. 

In 1947, c. c. c~ I chief engineer of the Consolidated Coal c~ I 

adopted a variation(J.a.) of the st. Joseph lead C~ method to a section of 

the No. 7 mine near staunton, DJ1nois. By Couwq's variation, instead of 

using channel-section bearing plates, wooden beams were hel.d against the 

roof by roof bolts, thus supporting a shale "rash" approximately 36 in. in 

thiclmess by secur1Dg it to a competent limestone bed. The roof bolts were 

used in addition to the conventional timbering system used in this mine. 

Concurrently with the ~ experiments the Bureau of Mines, United 

states Department of the Interior 1 experimented success1Ull.y w1 th bolting 

in combatting the "roof cutter" hazard in the coal mines of northern West 

Virginia and central Pennsylvania. The Bureau, favorably impressed with 

the long-established safety record of the st. Joseph lead~ and rec

ognizing the potential of the roof bolt as a means of roof support, decided 

to advocate bolting as a means of accident prevention. (5-7) Consequently, 
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twelve field specialists and a research group of' tour engineers were appoint-

ed to assist coal mine operators with roof problems; and in 19501 six addi-

tional engineers were added to provide similar services to metal and non-

metallic mines and tunneling operations. 

PBINCIPLES IIWOLVED 

The applications of' rock bolting and conventional timbering bave a ba

sic difference in concept: Successful rock bolting depeDd.s upon being able 

to make ground self-supporting by consolidation; whereas, with conventional 

supports it is assumed that the ultimate failure of' the ground is inevitable 

and preparation is made to support it within certain limits after it has 

ceased to be self-supporting. 

In practice 1 there are two methods of accomplishing reinforcement of' 

rock in place. The first is t.hroush the use of' a rod having an anchoring de

vice on one end and a rigid bearing device (Fig. 3) on the other eDd. lll&in-

taini.Da tension sufficient to ccmpress the interveni.Da ground to the extent 

that motion between the included laminae or jointin& planes is lessened. In 

this method the rod between the anoboring device and the bearing plate is 

not in direct contact with the walls of the drill hole unless a partial fail

ure of the intervening ground takes place. Although this method provides am-

ple reinf'orceaent f'or most groUDd1 it must be bome in m1Jld that its effect-

iveness is entirely dependent upon the ability to maintain tension between 

the anchoring device and the bearing plate. This is brought out in Panek's 
(8) 

experiments with models loaded in a centrifuge demonstrating the necessity 

of' constant compression within the laminae of' the beam if the loading is con-

stant. Thus, 1 ts pel'II&Dency is largely dependent upon the efficiency ot the 

fastening device and the creep or plasticity of the rock bolted. 
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'fhe secoDd aetbod is through the use of conti.Duoaa taateniDa devices, 

or through the use ot bolts ceaented or grouted their entire length and cir-

cumterence. 

The latter type of bolt is especial.ly useful 1D situations where the 

a1n cc:aponent ot the load applied is normal to the direction ot the iutalled 

bolt or where, because ot creep or plastic tlow 1 it is difficult to ma1Dta1D 

constant tension be-tween a tasteDiD& device and a beariDs plate clur1Da the 

expected lite ot the opening. IlluatratiODS are the support and stabiliza

tion ot steeply pitchiDg walls ot slopes or sbatts, and in horizonta.l.l.y-bed

ded rocks that have too DDlch plasticity to ettect efficient point anchorage. 

Another illustration is 1D driving~ the softer rocks, such as 

shales, where spiling is necessary although it is undesirable to disturb the 

ground by the action ot driviDg the spUea. Bere the method is to drill 

holes at a tlat angle in the skin area in advance of the face and ceraent tu-

bular bolts into place under low pressure. 

The practical aechauics ot cementing bolts into the rock has not re-

cei ved as llllch attention in the United States as it deserves 1 ma.inl 1 because 

such bolting involves a greater cost per bolt and its necessity is sometimes 

obscured through temporar,y success with the first method aentioneCI. above. 

However, this method has been successfully developed in the Scandinavian 

countries, and two variations were introduced in the United States (Figs.4, 

5,6). 

The wooden bolt developed by Sterling Lanier, Jr., bad the s811le prin-

ciple in mind, and it received considerable interest tor a time in coal min-

ing because ot its low cost. Experience bas deJilODStrated that it is useful 

under certain unique circumstances in compacting walls and arches 1 but its 

tensile strength could not be properly utilized tor beam bu1l.d1ng. 
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~e consolidation and cementation o-r soft or traetured groaDd by the 

Joosten method or variations ot this method (1D:tUsion of sodium. silicate 8Dd 

cal.ci1111 chloride to tom calciUDl s111cate) and by iDfllsion ot other resins 

8Dd glues UDder pressure,. are receiviDg considerable attention at the present 

tillle. (9) It should be pointed ou.t that the applicatien of these methods is 

depeDdent upon dril.l1ng holes into the ground which is to be streDgtbened, 

&Dd tbat the inJection ot the solutions or glues ca be expedited through 

the use of bolts, particularly the tubular-type bolts, which also act as a 

temporar,y support dur1Dg the t1lle required tor the solution to set or harden. 

Relationship to Structural J'eatures 

Rock bolts are installed in undergrow::ld openings on the basis of the 

relationship of structural features and the p~sical properties of the rock. 

Otten, detailed geological mapping ~ be necessary to determine the emplace-

ment of the bolts. J'ollowing are some specific cases that have been encoun-

tered: 

Case 1. - Opening cuts a fault (confined to a single fracture) striking 

N (at right angles to the opening) and dipping 700W, which is toward the face. 

The f'ault zone is 12 to 36 in. wide, consisting mainly of gouge with occasion

al angular fragments up to 3 in. in size. The hanging wall and footwall of 

the fault are solid without associated fractures. Assuming that the main ob-

Jective is to keep the fragments in the crushed zone :f'roll coming out of the 

roof, the best procedure would be to set lagging in a close pattern across 

the fault zone and hold them in place by bolts. The bolt in the fault hang

ing wall could be vertical,; the one in the fault footwall would have to be 

slanted to avoid anchoring in the fault zone. 

It the main obJective is strengthening the hanging wall and the foot

wall, the procedure would be to pin the walls together by slanting bolts bear-
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1Dg on the footwall and anchored 1n the hanging wall of' the f'ault. This pro

cedure may also have the ef'f'ect of holding the c~ and fragments in the 

crushed zone 1n place (Fig. 7). 

Case 2. -Assuming a fault as 1n the first case, but the fault zone 

is 50 f't wide. The f'a.ult zone is well crushed and characterized by gouge 

and angular fragments from l/4 ino to 3 f't 1n size. The primary problem here 

is to obtain good anchorage f'or the bolts 1n solid ground in order that they 

may be used to tie in wire mesh, lagging, or some of' the larger angular frag

ments. Conventional bolts having a llmited area fastening device are al~s 

d.angerous in such ground, and the saf'est bolt is one of the type that is ce

mented. Future chemges 1n roof-bolt anchoring devices may result in bolts 

that will anchor in even the sotter material. 

Case 3. - In horizontally-bedded rocks where wide~ spaced joints are 

encountered, the best procedure is to pin the joints together with the bolt 

anchored in one stratum ballging wall and bearing on the other. The bolts 

should be anchored in solid rock above the roof (Fig. 8). 

Case 4. - In sedimentary or metamorphic rocks dipping into the face 

of' the opening, the roof may be held by slanted bolts. The bolts should be 

of sufficient length so that they cross a bedding plane or bedding planes 

and tie together separate strata or a series ot thin ~ers. The bearing 

area of each succeeding bolt should be located so that it overlaps a part 

ot the stratum or strata in which the preceding bolt is anchored. The area 

of' overlap is measured tram the projection of the point of anchorage in a 

plane parallel with the bedding. The walls ot the opening 118J be bolted in 

the same manner. 

Case 5. - AsaUIIliDg a variation ot Case 4, vhe:Nb7 the dippiDg strata 
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are broken by irregular joints. The joints are limited in their continuity 

and as f'ar as can be seen are characteristic of' only certain strata within 

the opening. The blocks created by the jointing tend to slip out ot the 

root and walls, and the strata are weak, requiring biDding at the bedding 

planes. Alternating slanting and vertical bolts JDa\Y otten solve this prob-

lem. The slanting bolts overlap the anchorage areas of' the vertical bolts. 

All-vertical bolts may be employed in this case if' the bolt can pass through 

one or more bedding planes. Extreme care must be exercised to be certain 

that all strata where the joints occur are being bolted. 

Systematic Support 

Over the years the Bureau of' Mines and the more responsible coal-min-

ing companies in the United States have found in 1'00111-and-pillar m1n1ug that 

the most effective root support in combattiug roof'-tall injuries is a sup-

port that is instal.J.ed on uniform centers. 

This method is more or less 1DdepeDdent of' the judgment of' the miner, 

which ordinarily is otten influenced by the appearance of' the root~ o:t.ficial 

visits, and the pressure of other work demands. It is a method that provides 

support by a pre-arranged plan~ which is based on knowledge of the roof con

ditions and on long-term experience and application of the basic principles 

ot support. ('lhe support system 1n reality becomes an integral part of the 

mining, such as applied to successful long-vall mining.) Too o:f'ten in room-

and-pillar m:fning the amount of root support varies and is pr1mar1~ the 

reason tor the wide discrepancy between root-tall accident rates in favor 

ot E11rope over the United states. Bol.ting in sed1JDelltary deposits is an 

application of unif'orm-center support that is particular~ adaptabl.e to 

mechanization, because it can be installed at the face tittiDg into the 

cycle, thus not 1mpediDg the operation of m:fn1ag equipment. 
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When using uniform-center support in the average mine, perhaps only l 

of' 10 bolts (or props) installed is celled upon at a given moment to actual• 

ly contribute to the support of the roof. If load distribution could be cal-

culated within a reasonable degree of accuracy, it is probable that more ef

ficient bolting patterns could be designed, eli.Ja1nat1ng ~bolts now usedj 

however, heterogeneity of rocks has forestalled such attempts to date. It 

is known f'rom experience that the more ef'f'icient patterns from the accident

prevention standpoint are those wherein the spans between the bolts placed 

1n a given area of' exposed roof' a.re approximately equal both laterall.y and 

longitudinally. 

Bolt Lengths for Beam Building 

The length of the conventional bolt is usually determined by the fol-

lowing factors: 

1. Available anchorage horizon 

2. Available headroom 

3. Span of' roedWS\Y to be supported 

It is not al.WS¥S practicable to determine from these factors a common 

formula for calculating the correct length of' the bolt, nor can it be a.ssua-

ed that the bolting will al.~s be 100 per cent efficient, wherein the 

strength of' the compacted beam woul.d V!J.rY directly with the square of' 1 ts 

thickness. Consideration must also be given to ~steresis of' the compres-

sed rock column, slippage of' the anchorage, and a:ny significant flexure that 

occurs 1n the roof rocks before support is applied. 

Of secondary importance is the consistency of' the individual rock '18\Y-

ers when compacted, provided that the anchoring device is so seated that it 

will, without slippage, bear a load consistent with the yield strength of 

the bolt. 
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Root bo1t1ng in beds where the coal thiakness is 1ess thaD the desired 

1ength of bolts presents the problem of using sectional bolts, thereby in-

creasing the cost. 

Use of Safety Timbers or Jacks 

The Bureau of Mines 1 as a matter of policy, maintains that a an 

should never be permitted. to work under unsupported roof. Safety Jacks, tim-

bers 1 or posts should be set before any worker advances beyond the last row 

of bolts. SUch devices should be set before bolts are removed and wherever 

additional bolts out by the face are needed for the protection of the drill-

ers or bolters. 

MlmiODS OF IHm'ALLATJDN 

The method of installing roof bolts depends on the type of bolts, ~·-

ical properties of the roof rocks 1 and the type of drilling equi~t avail

able (Fig. 9). 

Installation of slotted-type bolts requires some type of compressed-

air-operated percussion tool to anchor the bo1t by driving the bo1t over the 

wedge within the borehole, such as a hand-held drill or a stoper {Fig. 10). 

~e use of the stoper or other leg-type drill is more favored, ov1ng to the 

relative inef'ficiency and ineffectiveness of hand-held drills. 

~e anchoring and preloading of expansion-type bolts are both accom-

plished by the tightening process. As the headed bolt is turned, a tapered 

expansion plug is puJ.l.ed down into a shell, which, in turn, expands aDd an

chors itself against the side of the hole. This is accomplished by either 

an air-operated or hydraulic-driven impact wrench or by a pOrtable rota.ry' 

drill used to drill the bolt holes. ~e drills are usu~ mounted on self

propelled equipment and operated either electrical.ly' or hydraulical.ly'. At 

the Internaticmal. Niekel Colllrpeey's mines(lO) this operation is done by fitting 
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the stopers w1 th extension handles which act as a ratchet when the drU1 

rotation begins to hesitate. 

Vertical. vs Angul.ar Bolts 

'lhe Bureau ot Mines used the system adopted by the st. Joseph Lead 

COJII!)8nY' as a basis for its or1ginal specifications and early trials. '!his 

system embraced the use ot holes drilled approximately at an angle of 6o0 

with the horizontal.. As the cost of dr:tl.11ng angular holes is somewhat higher 

than that tor vertical holes, the latter became the more accepted practice. 

ADgular bol.tiDg is now used in places where d:ifficul.ty is encountered in 

hold1Dg the root with vertical bolts. 'lhe practice, though mre costly, is 

particul.arly recommended at intersections and other points where additional 

support is needed. '1he probably valid expl.anation by stress ana.:cysts is 

that there is a greater l.ikelihood. of anchoriDg such bolts in a compression 

zone where the rock is least l.ikely to be altered by the mining operations. 

Dr. Graebach makes a logical case for angling bolts where rock mvement can 

be expected. (ll) 

Torcple Specifications 

ExperieDCe in using root bolts in underground mines has shown that to 

insure good root control the bol.ts shaul.d be installed or prel.oaded as soon 

as possibl.e a:tter the roof is exposed, to m1n1m1 ze the sag of the root. 'lhe 

amount of this prel.oad is limited by- the strength of the bol.t or the strength 

ot the anchorage, whichever is l.ess. F.roDl a safety- standpoiDt the strength 

of the bol.t shaul.d be considered to be DOt p-eater than the 7ielcl l.oad of 

the bol.t. ~ strength of the anchorage w11l. vary and therefore should be 

deter.m1Ded tor each m:1De. 

It is cOIIIIDOJ1 practice to determ:lne the amount ot prel.oad on a bol.t by-

use ot a cCIIIIIDerC1al-type 1Ddicat1Dg torque wreDch (Fig. ll) • ihis device per-
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mits a direct reading of the torque applied to either the nut of a slotted

type bolt or the head of an expansion-type bolt. ibe reading is taken while 

the nut or bolt is turning. ibis reading can be converted to pounds of load 

by use of a torque-tension relationship which has been determined in under-

ground tests. Underground investigations using l-in. diameter slotted-type 

bolts (Fig. 12) showed that the torque-tension relationship was approximately 

Ito lb of load for each tt/lb of torque applied, prov:Lded that reasonable pre-

cautions are taken to minimize undne frictional effects. ibe accuracy of 

the relationship was ! 27 per cent. For exat~g?le, a torque of 26o tt/lb ap

plied to the DU.t will produce a bolt load of 10,000 ! 2, 700 lb 90 per cent 

of the time (Fig. 13). Slotted-type bolts are usual.l.y iDstalled at a pre-

load of approximately 101 000 lb, prov:Lding a factor of sa:f'ety' at 21 because 

the yield point of a l-in. slotted-type bo1t is approximately 20,000 lb. 

Numerous underground tests using various combinations of 5/8-in. diam

eter headed expansion-type bolt and shell assemblies showed that the torque

tension relationship for both the regular (SAE 1020-1025) and a high-strength 

(SAE 10l,o-1045) bolt vas approximately 50 lb of load for each tt/lb of 

torque applied. ibe accuracy of these relationships is ± 3l 8Dd 34 per cent, 

respectively (Fig. 14). For example, a torque of 1:J) ft/lb on a regular 

bolt Will produce a load of 6,150 ± 11 910 lb 90 per cent of the tiE, and 

a torque of 175 tt/lb on a higb.-strength bolt will prochlce a 1084 of 

8,050 ± 2, 750 1b 90 per cent of the time. ibe relat10DSh1p is val1d up 

to 130 tt/!b for a regular bolt and up to 175 tt/!b for a high-strength 

bolt. It is not adv:Lsable to exceed the above torque vallles when 1l1stall

ing 5/8-in. bolts, because application of torques greater thaD these will 

tend to adversely affect the yield point of the 'bolts. 1b.e &'ft!'8ge yield 
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point of the regular and high-strength bolts tested was found to be m, 170 

BDd 131 88o 1b respective~. 

AJJ. of the af'orementioned tests were made with materiaJ.s in the "as-

received" condition. 1be use of lubricants or hardened washers between the 

mrt and bolt will inerease the torque-tensim relationships mentioned., and 

the limiting torques would probab~ be JllllCh J.ower. (l2,13) 

Allchorage of Bolts (l4-J.6) 

Anchorage with either type of conventional bolt is accomplished through 

pressure exerted on the side of the hole. The etfecti veness of the anchor-

age depends on the hardness of the rock at the anchorage point, the diameter 

of the hole in relation to the diameter of the fastening device, the in-

stal.lation procedure 1 and the efficiency of the bolting materials. The 

ideal anchorage is one that supports loads up to the yield load of the bolt, 

with a minimum amount of anchor slip. Anchor slip is defined as the move-

ment of the wedge and of the bolt or the expansion shell with respect to 

the side of the hole 1 or movement of the expansion plug w1 thin the shell in 

the case ot an expansion-type bolt. 

Underground tests have been made to determine the effectiveness of 

the various methods of anchoring bolts aDi to detemine the factors that 

vary the effectiveness (Fig• 15). 

Tests of l-in. diameter slotted-type bolts anchored in firm sa.adstone 

and shaJ.e mine roof showed that (1) anchorages could be developed in either 

rock that would withstand loads up to the yield load of the boltsj (2) the 

shape of the slotted end of the bolt affects the ease with which the bolt 

can be anchored; (3) aJ.l bolts for which the driving distance was more than 

1.25 in. produced. satisfactory a.nchoragesj (4) for the group of bolts that 
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was satisfactonzy anchored, the anchor slip was unaffected by the type o-r 

bol.t but was considerably larger in shale than in sandstone; and (5) the 

bolt expansion--that is, the amount the wedge expands the prongs in excess 

of the diameter of the hole--also influences the effectiveness of the an-

chorage. 

Results of anchorage tests by the Bureau of Mines of four makes of 

3/4-in. diameter (Fig. 16) headed expansion-type bolts and assemblies show 

that the anchorage etf'ecti veness ot three ot the makes ot shell was indepen-

dent of the installed l.oad, the fourth make of shell developed a better an

chorage when installed at a load of' 81 000 lb1 and to obtain maximum anchor-

age ettecti veness a given shell should be installed in the small.est dialleter 

hole that will accommodate it. The results also Show that defo~tion 

of' the expansion plug influences the anchorage. With two makes ot pl.ugs a 

l.arger displacement was shown tor each added increment ot load. A relation

ship between average displacement and increase in bolt load (above the in

stalled load) was established from test results. This relationship can be 

used to estimate the anchorage effectiveness of bolt-and-shell assembl.ies 

anchored in other rock types with different installat:Wn procedures. 

For comparison w1 th 3/4-in. diameter shells 1 underground tests were 

made on various combinations ot 5/8-in. diameter headed expansion bolt-and-

shell assemblies. Five makes of expansion shells and two types of bo1ts1 

regul.ar and high-strength, were employed in the test. The shel.l.s were an

chored in the same sandstone and shale as the 3/4-in. shells. In the major-

ity of tests, until the bolts yielded, 1oad-d.isplacement curves were simi

lar to those for the 3/4-in. shells. In almost every instance the strength 

ot the anchorage was much greater than that of the regular or high-streugth 

bolts. 
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Anchorage displacement, as shown by Fig. 171 tor a 3/4-in. diameter ex

pansion-type bolt is three times that o:r a slotted-type bolt anchored in 

sandstone and twice that when anchored in shale. 

Applied Bolting 

From the standpoint o:r utilization, rock bolting can be divided into 

tour distinct classifications, as follows: 

1. Suspension. P1.Dn1ng a loose piece o:r rock to ground considered 

self-supporting. 

2. Beam Building. Used principal.ly in rectangular open:l.Dgs. The prac

tice of using bolts to cause a series of beds with little or no bond to act 

as a monolith. Stresses are counteracted by the increased resisting value 

ot the beaml.ike structure. 

3. Reinf'orcement of' the skin area of' an opening to provide a4ditional 

support to counteract the effects ot tens1le1 compressive, and shear stresses. 

4. Bein:torcement of walls aga1Dst stresses that are ~ or dom:t-

~ shear, 8Zid against compression. 

Supension Bol.t1Dg. This type ot bolting is the p1"''tot7,pe ot modern 

rock bolting and is of'ten called a "sh1D plaster." It is used with DO par

ticular pattern to secure s1Dgle pieces ot loose or questionable mater1.al 

1n areas othervise considered self-supporting. Su.ch bolts shcNld1 ot course, 

be stroDg aa4 have eaoagb. anchorage to support the est1111ated weisht ot the 

loose groaDd with a safety factor ot at least 3 to compensate tor uncerta1Jl

ties of anchorage and load. 

Bea Bn11d1as. Two aspects ot this class ot bolting shoa.ld be C01US14-

ered. 'Dle t1rst is that root bolts aq be used 1n strat1t1ed 8Zid loosely 

CODSOl1c1ated rocks to biDd them together so that collective~ they act as a 

s1Bgle beaa rather thaa a series of' separate beas. Secaad1 with the bolts 
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that now are considered conventional (slotted and expansion shell) an UJ'l• 

desirable disturbance of the strata is brought about by action of the bolt 

at its anchorage. This occurs because to anchor these bolts proper~ (so 

that the anchorage will develop the 1'ul.l strength of the bolt) requires ex-

ertion of a tremendous thrust against the rock forming the side of the drill 

hole. This thrust acts normal to the long axis ot the drill hole and tends 

to create a fissure in the rock at the place ot anchorage. This tis sure ex-

tends pa.rallel to the bedding planes and to the mine root surta.ce. In pat-

tern bolting1 these fissures trom the individual bolts connect and form a 

continuous weak horizon1 separating the constructed monolith f'rom the rock 

above. Tberetore1 with these bolts it is important that no dependence be 

placed upon the hallging or "suspension" of a weak shale by drilling a tew 

inches into a massive and strong formation above; the bolts should be long 

enough so that the total. thickness of the resul.ting monolith renders the 

beam self-sufficient. 

Approximate~ 8o per cent ot the bolting being done in horizontal.ly

bedded mineral. deposits is in the category of beam building (Figs. 18 aDd 19). 

Reinforceent of the Skin Area ot an Opening. The necesai ty tor this 

use of the roof bolt comes from two causes: (1) ~e stresses about mine 

openings (and in this connection it should be kept in miiid that most rocks 

are very weak and unreliable in tension) and (2) the irregular shape ot an 

opening made by conventional tunnel-driving methods and the fracturing and 

shattering in the sides ot an opening caused by blasting incidental to tun-

neling. 

If an opening is being made in rock that has eJ10U&h inherent strength 

to wi thst&nd the load ot the superimposed strata &Dd it were possible to cut 

exactly to a semicircular "A" line (Pig. 20) 1 no artificial support would be 
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required. Bovever, where explosives are used this is not possible; the blast-

1Dg produces a jagged break line ex_posiDg and open1Dg the bedding or the 

jointiDg planes, and prodllces tractures that extend into the back and ribs. 

~ore, the actual arch line llllSt be considered to be outside ot the maxi-

BIDil overbreak or "B" line, and the rock between the "A" and "B" lines ma:y 

require artiticial support. ~e radius ot this "B" line depends upon the 

effect ot the explosives on the beddiDg or jointing planes. In ettecti~ 

supporting this type area, a bolt whose penetration is the difference in 

radius between the "A" line and the deepest penetration ot the overbreak 

Dlltiplied by 2 appears to otf'er a satisfactory factor ot sa.t"ety and is rec

OJIDIIPI"'Jed. (15, 16) 

When an opening is made, the most intense stress is encountered with-

in a short distance of or at the skin of the opening. The effect of the stress 

decreases as the rib walls are penetrated; and it is safe to ass\Dile that at 

a distance in the rib, equal to the long cross-sectional dimension of the 

opening, the stress effect is negligible. 

Skin stress can be either tensile or compressive and is variable in 

that the resultant tension or compression is determined by the degree of 

arching, the ratio of the vertical load to the horizontal load, and the or

ientation of the principal axis of the opening to the direction of the acting 

loads. Of these factors the magnitude of the horizontal load on the opening 

is always unknown. Consequently, there is never the assurance that the back 

or roof wall will not be in tension. However, where the roof is in tension 

it is definite that a relatively short distance from the surface the rock is 

either under compression or at best a very low tension. Relatively short 

rods, rarely longer than 6 or 8 :f't, will reach rock in which it is compara-

tively safe to anchor any loose ground that is at the surface of the opening. 
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~s is borne out by the published inf'o;rmation on large-bore tulmel 

driving (Fig. 21) of the Bew York Board of Water Su.pp4 and in the drift and 

crosscut experience of the Anaconda Copper CoiDpaDy' in its :&J.tte, lbltana, mines. 

When slough1Dg or spelling occurs about the skin surface of an arched 

opening, owing either to excessive skin stress or to weathering, bolting has 

been found to have defini. te value in compacting and reinf'orcing this skin 

area. Although the conventional slotted-type bolt vas used success:f'ul.ly tor 

this purpose in the Bureau of Reclamation Jhchesne tunnel in Colorado, it is 

believed that a bolt Wich fills the entire drilled hole vou1d be more e:f'ti-

cient. ~s appears to be the best application that has been fOUDd thus tar 

for the wooden bolt developed by sterling Lanier, Jr. ~s bolt is used in 

the Dq m:lnes(l7) in the Coeur d'Alene district to stabilize the sld.n area 

of arched drift openings in a loosely-consolidated quartzite. It voul.d 

not be feasible to attempt to anchor a steel bolt 1n this rock using azq 

fastening devices DOW on the market; moreover, it should be noted that at 

least two-thirds of the bolt length bears against the circumf'erential area 

of the drill hole. 

In coal mines the wooden bolt vas used to good advantage to reinf'orce 

wa1.l.s that are weakened because of the incidence ot soft c~ seams 1n the 

coal beds, as in Sakug mine in Austria, iron-ore ribs 1n Lorain, and to 

reinf'orce the valls (ribs) of openings in the room-and-p1llar mining of 

thick coal beds (14 to 30 ft) 1n Utah. 

When the sld.n surface has deteriorated, but a good anchorage tor steel 

bolts still exists underneath, it is a common practice to use steel screen 

1n lieu. ot lagg:lng to prevent fUrther progressive sl.ougb.ing ot side valls. 

At the Lake Shore (lS, l9) and Macassa mines in the Kirkland Lake gol.d-
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mining district of Ontario a.nd in the Sunshine mine of Idaho, steel rock 

bolts are utilized in combatting the hazard of rock bursts. This is being 

done tram two standpoints: 

l. To compact the skin areas of arched openings 1 attempting to sup

ply enough additional reinforcement so tbat the opening itself is not the 

weakest portion in a. mass of ground being subjected to extraordinary loads 

{Fig. 22). 

2. Where it appears inevitable that a rock burst will occur during 

the active life of a drift or crosscut, bolts are used to support a. cushion

ing structure intended to restrain the flying rocks {Fig. 23). 

Reinforcing Walls to Resist Shear and Compression. In shafts or 

steeply pitching stopes there exists the problem of resisting a load resul.t-

ing from hundreds of feet of a.n unsupported vertical span. What is needed 

is a bo1 t that will better constrain motion in a vertical direction. The 

conventional bolt will resist shear stresses a.tter the ground starts to move, 

but onl,y a.f'ter ground failure when the load can no longer be considered sta-

tic. Failures of this type have been experienced both in the United States 

and Canada. 

Bevertheless, where the unsupported apan is not too high, the effect 

Of strain resu1t1Dg f"rom the verticaJ. cODg;lOllent of this column has been com-

batted effectively with the ordina.ry' sl.otted-t;ype bolt. !Ihis action vas 

described by v. D. O'Le8.1"Y'{20) in his paper on roof bol.ting at the Anaconda 

mines at Bu.tte {Fig. 24): 

Study of the hanging vall seemed to 1Ddicate that heavy blocks of ground 
moved al.ong the joints in a sl1d1Dg, downward fashion. !Ihis movement set 
up a shearing stress along the contact between the ore and the hangfng
vall rock, so that the ore vould be dragged down and eventually fall. If 
the sliding movement 1n the hangfng vall could be temporarily stopped 
untU the fill vas placed against it, it seemed reasonable to suppose 
that stopes cou.ld be operated without timber. Rock bolts proved to be 
the answer to this probl.em. 
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The slotted-type bolt is being used successfully in several other ore-

mining districts in the United States and Canada to compact the walls of 

cut-and-fill stopes where the vertical distance between the back and the 

fill is not excessive.(lO) 
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MR. ROBINSON (Northrop Aircraft): I woul.d like to ask what the 

typical length would be c;>f these bolts. I saw 4 ft and 6 ft on the slide. 

What is the longest length you have ever used? 

MR. THOMAS! The longest bolt, as far as I know, is about 35 tt; the 

shortest, in a coal mine, is about 32 to 35 in. 

COLONEL ALLEN (North American Air Defense COIIDID&nd): I had some 

comments relative to the effectiveness of roekbolting tor defensive 

structures. Lest I am putting some wrong information together, I am 

recalling an earlier presentation that described the wave length of nuclear 

earthquakes (Raleigh waves, I suppose) of something like 1350 ft , the 

so-called Ranier shot. That was loaded with rhyolite that had a tensile 

2 strength of something like 500 lb fin • I am not sure of that. 

PROFESSOR RDEHAR'l': That is right. 

COLONEL ALIEN: I recall another paper by Dr. Duvall of the Bureau 

of Mines. In the behavior of these blocks, the spalls with that tensile 

strength, spalled in pieces that were about 250 ft thick. It does not 

seem to me that any technique of rockbolting such as we understand it can 

be at all helpful in maintaining the integrity of underground structures. 

Another fallacy occurs to me. That is that the very place that you 

would anchor these rockbolts are in the areas of higher perturbation and 

higher disturbance in the plastic and ruptured zones in nearby crater 

areas. I am only offering these comments, sir, because I am not clear in 

my mind whether my observations are correct. 

MR. THOMAS: I am not sure that they are. At the same time, I know 

that the roof bolts are being used in several of the existing underground 
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so-called maximum security stations. 

PROFESSOR RINEHART: The thing that troubles all of us in these 

situations is that there are so many qualities of failure. I once tried 

to become an expert in failure. I discovered that there are so many 

different qualities of failure that it was difficult to become an expert 

in that field. As far as static failure is concerned, mine openings and 

that sort of thing, I think there is no question but that roof bolts have 

proved themselves. 

Now, if you are talking about spalling of large slabs 35 ft to 120 

ft thick, you are not going to have roof bolts that long to hold things 

together. You have to be ingenious about many of these things, you know. 

DR. BRODE: Rockbolting is equivalent to placing beams or structural 

lining around a cavity. The fact that wave lengths are thousands of feet 

long and spalls are hundreds of feet thick (if such can be called spalls) 

for nuclear burst ground shocks is very encouraging from the standpoint of 

maintaining the integrity of an underground structure. Like Noah's Ark on 

the ocean--if the waves are long compared to the size of the Ark the waves 

may have huge amplitudes and still be no threat to the hull or its 

occupants, but if the waves are of wave length comparable to the dimensions 

of the craft, besides shipping a lot of water, the Ark may actually break 

up. In the same way, an underground structure will be most vulnerable to 

wave lengths comparable to the dimensions of the structure. For high 

frequency components of the wave, therefore, for wave length elements 

shorter than the gross dimensions, considerable spalling could be expected, 

but against this mode of failure rock bolting should be very effective. 
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Since bolting down the whole overburden is impractical, there is 

slight danger of exposing the buried ends of rock bolts to strains 

significantly different from the rest of the bolted region, therefore, 

bolting in much greater depth than the span of the cavity appears to be 

neither necessary nor particularly practical. 
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(All Figures courtesy Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the 
Interior, unless otherwise noted.) 

1. Drawing from the first publlshed account of bo1ting in coal mines. 
Trials in Upper Silesia prior to World War I. 

2. Pattern bolting with 8-foot-long slotted-type 6o-degree angled 
bolts using 4-inch channe1s as bearing plates to compact thinly 
bedded roof strata. 

3. Typical anchoring devices in use in the United States. 
Upper rows are three varieties of expansion shel1. In lower row 
are two varieties of slotted steel bolts and the wooden bo1t 
used by Lanier. 

4. Roof sewing involves these steps: (l) Drill hole 2 to 3 m. deep. 
(2) Insert wire rope. (3) Insert vent pipe. (4) Insert short 
pipe connected to grouting pump. (5) Insert Silex plug. 
(6) Grout hole with concrete gun at 300 lb. pressure. 
Engineering and Mining Journal, Sept. 1953. 

5. The Perfo System. 

6. The Super-Grip Bolt. 

1. Structural Features - Case l. 

8. Structura1 Features - Case 3. 

9. Rotary dr111 designed especial.ly for bolting in flat sedimentary 
beds. · 

10. Driving bolt over wedge with stoper. 

11. Various types of torque wrenches. 

12. To~ue-tension relationship for l-inch-diameter slotted-type 
bolts in sandstone and shale. 

13. To~ue-tension relationship of 3/4-inch-diameter expansion-type 
bolts. 

14. To~ue-tension relationship of 5/8-inch-diameter expansion-type 
bolts. 

15. Relationship between slip and driving distances for l-inch slotted
type bolts anchored in sandstone. 
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16. Relationship for estimating anchorage effectiveness of 3/4-inch 
bolts. 

17. Comparison of anchorage test results for l-inch slotted-type 
bolts and 3/4-inch expansion-type headed bolts. 

18. Mechanical loading pattern bolting using 6-foot-long vertical 
slotted-type bolts (laterally and longitudinally with respect 
to the direction of roadways) to support a thinly bedded shale 
roof. Tennessee Coal and Iron Division, u. s. Steel Company. 

19. Pattern bolting with l-inch 8-foot-long slotted-type bolts with 
link mesh screen to control light sloughing. Howe Sound Company. 

20. Bolting applied to tunneling. 

21. Tunnel roof support. No. 5 mine ties and angle washers are shown. 
View is upward along line of tunnel. 

22. Use of rock bolts to compact portions of the skin area in antici
pation of extraordinary loads. 

23. Use of rock bolts to support a cushioning structure to contain 
flying rock so as to prevent injury to personnel. Lake Shore 
Mines Limited. 

24. Bolting ore back to hanging wall. The Anaconda. Company, Mining 
Department. 
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Before discussing the problems of instrumentation in the underground 

area, we should examine for a moment the purpose of such instrumentation. 

The experimenter is tempted to consider the data he produces as the end 

product 1 but this is far frOID the ca.Se. In a mediUII such as the soils 

involved in protective construction, it is patently impossible ever to 

saass enough data by direct experiment to cover any reasonable traction of 

the cases which will be encountered. 1be experimental data ~m&t be used 

as a base for, and/or as a check on, predictions derived frca analytical 

procedures. But the analyst is faced with a staggering number of possible 

parameters, so that, even if he knew them all, even the modern computer 

would be overloaded with some of the simpler problems of wave propagation 

in the earth at high stress levels. At the best, then, he IIUSt caaprcaise 

by ignoring some of the characteristics of the medium which he knows do, 

in fact, exist, and hope to approximate the real case with his s1mplified 

solution. It is here that the experimental data serve both as a starting 

point and as a check upon the ultimate results. In the meantime they 

serve the designer, who JDUBt go ahead and design structures this year, 

as typical sets of inputs 1 frca which he takes a flying leap to a prediction 

of inputs in the case of interest. 

The experimenter .wt not forget 1 however 1 tba.t he does not know to 

wb&t use his data •Y eventually be put. Data taken years ago are repeateclly 
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being reworked tram new viewpoints--it those data were not preserved in 

their "raw" form, much of their value may be lost. 

Underground instrumentation used in weapons effects tests is largely 

for the specific purpose of describing the transient effects observed in 

the tree field or on or in underground structures as a result ot a larce 

explosion, usually nuclear. There is another branch, that of the measure-

ment of the characteristics of the medium, which we :may consider brietl.y 

later. 

The present techniques used in the primary application are predomina.Dtly 

those of remote recording, as a function of tble 1 ot the phenomena detected 

by gages at the points of interest. The systems used in transmission and 

recording ot the data are, on the whole, satisfactory and well proven. 

They involve almost universally the use ot some type of Wire transmission 

of carrier-frequency signals modulated by the basic transducers, With 

direct recording on recording oscillographs and/or wide-band frequency-

modulated recording on Jagnetic tape 1 tor subsequent play-back tor 

examination and data analysis. Typical installations will involve from 

40 to 150 channels of data recording in a single recording shelter. There 

baa been practically no use of signal-frequency transmission or ot radio 

telemetering of signals in this field, nor is it considered likefY that 

such will be used Widely. '1'he maJor problems in transmission an~ record.ing 
J 

are the protection of the equipment from blast, shock, and radiation, and 

the protection ot electronic circuits tram the transient electrical sigDals 

experienced at zero time. These problems have been solved satistaatoril.y 

tor most applications by obTioua means, but JllU8t be considered in the 

planning ot each expert.nt. 
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In general, we feel that newly-developed sensing devices shou1c1 be 

compatible with existing proven transmission and recording systems Wherever 

possible. 

There bas been some use of passive (recoverable) self-recording gages 

of several ·types, particularly in the field of structural response, but 

their use is limited by the problems of recovery. 

In the department of basic transducers, the favorite is and bas been 

some form of balanced variable reluctance transducer. This includes three• 

terminal half-bridges and variable dif':f'erential transformers and tbe like. 

Strain-wire type variable resistance bridges such as SR-4 strain gages and 

bonded or unbonded strain wire transducers of other types have been used 

successfully. However, they must be used with caution, because of' their 

lower sensitivity and consequent low signal-to-noise ratio, and because 

of' their greater sensitivity to damage by electrical transients. Variable 

resistance devices based on potentiometers have been found applicable 

where the motions sensed and the forces available are adequate for their 

actuation. There has been practically no use of variable capacitance 

transducers--they usually require a very high carrier frequency to keep 

their impedance moderate, and this complicates transmission over long lines. 

Whatever the basic principle of the transducer, it serves to modulate 

a carrier signal which is generated at the recording point, or locally gener-

a ted, and which is transmitted to the recording point over three- or four-

wire shielc1ed cable. This cable is usually buried to protect it troaa blast 

and thermal effects, and from pre-shot traffic. 'l'lle latter constitutes a 

real hazard, even on the remote islands of the Pacific Proving Grounds. 
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Turning now to the meat of the problem, the phenomena of interest in 

the underground free field may be classed as (1) input loading, (2) soil 

stress, (3) soil strain, and (4) soil particle motion. These are all 

obviously interrelated., but their relationships are not simple. At the 

levels of interest, the earth is far from a linear, elastic medium, and 

is never homogeneous. The variations of these phenmena along the travel 

path (with depth, for instance) depart markedly from those predicted by 

elastic theory. Fortunately, this departure is usually in the direction 

of greater attenuation of peak values and a general degradation of wave 

form, but c011plex changes are introduced by retraction and reflection 

trom changes in soil character. The input loading ma.y be considered as 

being air pressure in all cases, but with surface or underground shots 

part of it may be at such a level that its measurement is illlpossible--any 

physical gage will be destroyed. Outside the crater, air pressure gages 

of adequate range and response time are c011111ercially available, and measure-

menta of air blast have been made successtully up to the very edge of the 

crater of a large surface shot. 

As the loading penetrates the medium it has the form of a stress wave, 

initially identical to the input pressure, but rapidly modified by geometry 

and by dissipation. Stress measurements are the "stickiest" of all. Since 

stress is a tensor rather than a vector, tul1 description of the stress at 

a point requires five or more independent measurements. With real gages, 

this requires that they be closely enough grouped to be considered as being 

at one point, but far enough separated that they do not interfere with one 

another! Granting this as a possibility, or assuming that the measurement 

of one stress tensor is adequate, the gage must be matched to the medium 
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and must be installed so that it does not disturb the characteristics ot 

the medium. This is a large order! One form of stress gage bas been used 

rather extensively, nevertheless. It was originated by Professor Carlson, 

of the University of California, and consists of two rigid circular plates 

joined at their periphery by a flexible seal, forming a "sandwich" with a 

thin layer of fluid between the plates, with a pressure transducer sensing 

the fluid pressure. When ideally installed, the fluid pressure is a measure 

of the stress tensor along the axis, but serious difficulties have been 

experienced with the use of this gage in the free field, dit:ficulties shared 

with any sUbstitutes therefor which have been suggested to date. 

Another type ot •asurement has been used in lieu of a stress gage. 

This consists of measuring the transient pressure at the bottom of a 

fluid-filled hole 1 or in a :fluid-tilled sealed cavity in the earth. In 

general., the interpretation of the data obtained has not been very satis-

factory. 

The stress at any point in the soil results 1n a strain, not, however, 

proportional to stress since the soil is usually. non-linear and/ or subJect 

to viscous or plastic :flow. Strain gages using spans ranging :from a few 

inches to many teet have been used with reasonable success by several 

agencies. The longer ones measure integrated strain, or relative displace

•nt. The shorter ones are uually taken to represent the strain at their 

mid-point. 'l'hese, however, sutter 1'r<lll the disadvantage that if they are 

installed in a ....U hole they ... ure tl!le strain in the backfill, which 

-.y be ditterent trc. tbat of the adJacent :fol"'ll&tion. !'o attach thea to 

the UDdistar'Mcl sou, it is necessary tor a an to install tba, cal.lin& 

tor a large hole vhich represents a large distur'baDce in the M41•1 even 

after baakt1111Dg. 
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!be stress wave passing a point results in a transient motion of each 

soil particle. This motion can be described in terms ot particle accelera-

tion, velocity, or displacement as a :fUnction ot time. Mathematically, 

these are rigorously related. The preponderant majority of experimental 

measure.enta ot 110tion on weapons effects tests have been ot acceleration. 

Reliable accelerometers are cc:maercially available, and they appear to 

su:tfer little :trom installation problems. When efforts are made to derive 

particle velocity and displacement troll acceleration data, however, errors 

ot integration becaae iJBportant. This is largely because a typical record 

ot acceleration as a fUnction of time shows a large first pulse ot short 

duration followed by small, lower frequency events which are equally 

important, especially to terminal velocity or peak displacement. Superb 

resolution and dynamic range in the acceleration measurement are required 1 

therefore, tor uaef'ul determination ot velocity and displacement by inte-

gration. 

Ca.erc~ available velocity gages sueh as moving-coil sei8111011etera 

are too lild.tecl in b'equency response and dynamic range tor this use, and 

other types are cc.pl.ex and expensive. A new JIOdel is under developaent, 

but t1el4 teats to date bave not been definitive. 

When tbe UDClerground stress wave illpingea on a structure, a very 

cc:aplex interaction ot forces natural.l.y occurs. It no deliberate isolation 

is prori.decl, the gross. motion reaeaablea closely tbat ot the adJacent tree 

tielcl, eapee1al.l7 in terms ot displ.ac ... nt. !he bigber 1'req•nq ccaponenta 

ot acceleration -.y 'be 110ditie4 conai4erably. Forces on, and relati-.e 

motion ot, structural ca~pC>nents are very depen4ent on .any factors 1 1Delu4ing 

tbeir 8'tittDe88 &Dil .... 
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Instruaentation tor measurement ot structural loading and respooae 

resembles that tor the tree field. On massive structure walls, a stress gage 

flush with the wall measures the loading at that point satistactor11y'--vhetber 

it can be taken to represent an average loading depends on conditions. In 

the case ot flexible structures, the available gages represent an undue 

discontinuity in the wall. 

Structural response can be measured by a combination ot acceleraaeters, 

etc., and strain or relative displacement gages. In this connection, use 

has been made ot scratch gages measuring peak relative displ..acelllent as 

back-up to dynamic instrumentation with considerable success. 

Another type ot gage being used fairly recently, both tor structural 

motion and tree-field motion, is a reed sage showing the shock spectrum ot 

the motion to which it is subjected. Since this is a type ot scratCh gage, 

it must be recovered to obtain the data, which limits its usefUlness in 

tree field studies, but its results are directly meaningful to tbe structural 

engineer. Similar results can be obtained trom other recordings onl.7 by 

rather complex analyses. 

An important factor in the development ot prediction methods is the 

knowledge of the characteristics of the medium. Some ot these can be obtained 

from static tests on soil samples, but they do not compl.ete the picture--

dynamic characteristics are needed. others can be calculated !'rom tull-scale 

test results, but they may be ambiguous and in any case apply only to the test 

region. Seismic measurements are a relatively cheap and easy method tor 

measuring some elastic characteristics, but they measure only the initi&l. 

modulus, for instance, which may be somewhat different from tbat at high 

stress levels. They have usefulness however, which woul.d be improved by 
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reliable methods of deriving shear modulus or Poisson's ratio. 

In SUJmD&rY, then, the problems of instrumentation in the underground 

area are only reasonably under control. T.be capability exists for obtaining 

much usef'ul data, but there are several definite needs. Without much regard 

for the feasibility of filling them, they include: 

1. A tree-field stress gage which can, in effect, be installed without 

disturbing the medium. 

2. A structural loading gage which can be applied to flexible structures 

without creating an undue disturbance to the structure or the fill. 

3. A particle velocity gage with good low-frequency response and 

adequate range. 

4. A particle displacement gage of the same specifications. 

5. A soil strain gage which can be installed at depths in a small 

hole with good assurance of proper connection to the undisturbed soil. 

6. Techniques for adequate measurement of dynamic characteristics of 

soils, to be used on samples and/or in situ, covering stress ranges of 

interest to protective construction. 

Those involved in the field are not ignoring these needs. Work is in 

progress or proposed on all ot them, I believe, with the possible exception 

of the first, and the responsible agencies have indicated their interest in 

providing the necessary support. 

I am sure that in this short presentation I bave omitted several items 

of interest or importance, and corrections, additions, or questions are in 

order. Thank you. 



DISCUSSION 

MR. E. G. PETERSON: One ot our previous discussors mentioned some 

wind velocities that were in the crater and the vicinity thereof in a one 

Mgaton burst. I think it was 41 000 knots. Bow, maybe they haven't experi-

enced that 1 but what ettect does that bave on instrumentation measurements? 

You said you ba4 some u.ediately in the bottom ot the crater. 

MR. SWD'r: I believe the tigure given vas 4oo, not 41 000. Tbat is 

still high. Obviously 1 the blast is going to carry the soil away in the 

heart ot the crater. There is a very serious problem in mounting air 

pressure gages so the;y will survive in this region. It is a problem 

particularly to make sure that the cable itself is not thrown awa;y, but 

this is solved by using high-pressure cable aDd bringing it in deep enough 

underground. !he air pressure gages must ot necessity not be overtaxed 

it they are to survive. '!'here is scae question as to the validity ot the 

•as~nts at this velocity. However, it the 'batfles are :made large 

enoup. and tbe air duct is taken at risbt &Dgles, it should measure the 

static overpressure. 

MR. BOB MRAS (Planning Research Corporation): Wbat was the band on 

JOV cUimela tor carrr1DS J0\11" intor-.tion'l 

MR. SWD'.r: Well, ot coarse, this is a generalization. !he pre}IODder&Dt 

-.JoritJ' ot th• are zero to 300 cps. !bat is not onl7 011rs, but those uae4 

1D the tiel4. In a tew cues, it is necessarr to go to hisher frequencies 

in re8p)DM. Ot courae, with piezoelectric tJPes ot gages, it is neces8&17 

to sae:titice the lov treqaenc;y &D4 go to 101000 cps. 'l'be prepon4eraDt 

-.1ority have been toand satistactor;y at traa zero to 300 cps. 
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DEVELOPING A PIEZO-ELECTRIC STRESS GAGE 

THE PIEZO-ELECTRIC EFFECT 

W. E. Schmid 
Princeton University 

If a crystal of some material like Rochelle salt, barium 

titanate or quartz is cut normal to certain axes, the opposite faces of 

197 

the crystal slab thus obtained will develop a difference in potential when 

they are subjected to a normal stress. This phenomenon is called the 

piezo-electric effect. The equations which govern this piezo-electric 

behavior are: 

- --E=SU+dEr 

p = d a-+ kEf 

rd = 1 oEr + OP 
!j:;{ 0 t at 

~Zi = 1 a2
{ 

~ v2c ot2 

The symbols used denote the following: 

E = normal strain Ef = field intensity 

u = normal stress P = polarization 

s = elastic constant k = susceptibility 

d = piezo-electric constant id = current density 

v c = ; __ ...;:;1;..._ __ v. p s 
c 

= velocity of wave propagation 

Pc = density of crystal C = displacement in direction X 

and x and t are coordinates of space and time. The bar over a quantity 

denotes that it is a function of time. 

Thus, if such a crystal slab is subjected to a normal stress, it 
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will exhibit strain as well as a difference in potential between the two 

parallel faces (Fig. 1). This potential difference may be picked up, 

amplified and used to determine the stress which is exerted through the 

crystal at any instant of time. 

Conversely, if a cyclical potential difference is impressed 

upon the opposite faces of such a crystal, the slab becomes strained and the 

crystal will start to vibrate with the frequency of the applied potential 

difference. This effect is called electrostriction and may be used to 

generate stress waves of known frequency and intensity. If these stress 

waves are measured at a distant point, their attenuation may be determined. 

THE MEASUREMENT OF STRESS 

Most conventional measurements of stress in a body, be they 

resistance measurements or any other type, are actually measurements of 

strain multiplied by a modulus of elasticity or a modulus of compliance. 

Such methods of stress determination are possible and relatively simple 

for static stresses if the body is linearly elastic. For transient 

stresses, the dynamic modulus of compliance has to be properly determined. 

Difficulties and uncertainties arise if the material exhibits nonlinear 

elasticity or visco-elastic behavior and if the stresses are of a trans-

ient nature with high frequencies. 

The ideal stress gage is a gage which (a) measures stress as 

directly as possible, (b) has an instantaneous response, (c) has as little 

mass and as few moving or straining parts as possible, and (d) has the 

same stress-strain characteristics as the material itself. 

It is obviously most difficult to develop an ideal stress gage 

which satisfies all these conditions simultaneously. And because of 
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requirement (d) 1 there can be no unique ideal stress gage for all materials 

but only, at best, a good gage for a particular type of material. It is 

our opinion that in rocks, and possibly soils, the utilization of the 

piezo-electric effect for transient stress measurements may come close to 

meeting the ideal requirements as stated above. 

Although the piezo-electric effect has been known for several 

decades and has been used extensively in the communication industry, its 

utilization for the measurement of stresses is a relatively recent 

development. One reason for this seems to be that the profession has been 

preoccupied with the measurement of static stresses. The piezo-electric 

effect does not lend itself to the measurement of static stresses nor to 

that of transient stress waves with less than 5 to 10 cps, because the 

electric charge generated leaks away either across the piezo-electric 

crystal or across the amplifying tube. But for higher frequencies and 

with the proper choice of crystals, a piezo-electric stress gage may come 

very close to the ideal conditions. 

FIElD STRESSES AT A POINT 

The measurement of stress at a poi t due to a dynamic disturbance 

somewhere else allows us to determine the at enuation as well as the 

propagation velocity of the resulting stress -or shock wave--if the 

magnitude and time of the disturbance wn. If neither of these is 

known, we still may determine these quantiti s if we measure the synchron-

ised stresses at two distant points. Thus, or the design of protective 

underground structures, the measurement of f eld stresses becomes very 

important. Since a complex spectrum of pres ure, shear and surface waves 

results from a single disturbance at a point, the complete state of 
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stress must be determined at any instant of time. Stress at a point is a 

tensor quantity having 9 components, 6 of which are independent. 

The normal stress a- on a plane normal to the direction "N" is 

given by the following equation: 

2 2 2 
a-N = a-xl + a-yHl + a-zn + 2 Txy 1m+ 2 T xz1n + 2 T yzmn (2) 

where 11 m, n are the direction cosines of N to the x, y and z directions, 

and the a-'s and T1 s are the respective normal and shear stresses. 

If the directions x, y, z are the principal directions, the 

shear stresses are zero and Equation (2) reduces to: 

a-N = a- xl2 + u .. ym-2 + a- zn2 

Looking at an arbitrary cartesian coordinate system "A" with 

axes 1, 21 3, we may designate the direction cosines of the direction 1 

to the x, y, z directions by lA, mA and nA. The direction cosines of the 

remaining directions 2 and 3 may be obtained by a cyclical shift. 

X y z 

J 

2 

3 

The same applies for a second coordinate system "B" with the 

directions 41 51 6 and the direction cosines ~~ ~and ~ (Fig. 2). 

4 lB rna ~ 

5: ~ 

~ 6 

If we now measure the stress in three orthogonal directions 11 

21 3 and again in the directions 4, 51 6, we can establish the previous 

relationship for each at the six directions giving: 



2 
CT1 = CTxlA 

2 
CT2 = CTx!fJA 

2 
CT3 = crxnA 

2 
CT4 = crxlB 

2 
CT5 = CTx!flB 

2 
CT6 ::: CTX~ 

2 
crymA 

2 
crynA 

2 
cry1A 

2 
CTylllB 

2 
crynB 

2 
crylB 

2 
CTznA 

2 
CTz1A 

2 
crzmA 

2 
CTZ~ 

2 
CTzlB 
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CTzina 
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(3) 

Assuming the orientation of system "B" with respect to system "A" is 

known, we may write: 

lB = fl (lA) 

~ = f2 (mA) 

~ = f3 (nA) 

Furthermore, the following relations must hold: 

2 2 2 
1A + mA + nA = 1 

2 2 2 
J.B+m.s+~·l 

(4a) 

(4b) 

Hence, the measurement of the six components of stress CT 1 

through 0"6 a~lows the determination of the canplete state of stress at 

a point with the help of Equations (3) and (4) at any instant of time. For 

this purpose then, a synchronized time record of the signal from each of 

6 piezo-electric gages becomes necessary. 

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Since the period of the stress cycles may be not more than a few 

milliseconds, the recording apparatus must be responsive to pulses of 
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extremely short duration. This practically eliminates mechanical 

recorders because of inertia effects. On the other hand, field equipment 

should be relatively rugged, simple and light. Therefore, at the moment 

it is considered best to record the amplified signal from the crystals 

on magnetic tapes or drums. These magnetic tapes can then be used 

directly to provide the input to an electrical analog computer which 

determines the magnitude and direction of the principal stresses 
t:T ' X 

a-Y' u according to Equations (3) and (4) (Fig. 3). This procedure z 

has the additional advantage that the input speed may be adjusted to the 

optimum operating frequency for the analog computer. 

DETAilS 

Figure 4 shows the details of a piezo-electric pressure gage 

used by the British Road Research Laboratory to measure dynamic stresses 

in compacted earth fills under moving loads. The sensitivity of this 

gage was ~-03 psi with a range of 150 psi. It had a waterproof insulation 

for 101 000 meg ohms. The signal was picked up and put on an oscilloscope 

and recorded by a camera. Figure 5 shows the tentative design of a pilot 

gage to be used in laboratory and field tests at Princeton University. 

Schemes for arranging the two orthogonal coordinate systems "A" 

and "B" along whose axes the six stress components are measured are shown 

in Figs. 6a and 6b. Figure 6a would be at a point where there is free 

access for installation of the gages; Fig. 6b is for the installation of 

gages at the bottom of a drill hole. 

In conclusion, it may be stated that there is an urgent need for 

the development of a reliable and rugged, yet simple and responsive, 

d;ynamic stress gage. We hope and believe that a piezo-electric gage may 

meet these exacting requirements. 
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COMMANDER CHRISTENSON: I was wondering how you calibrate that last 

gauge since you apparently cannot apply a static pressure to it. 

DR. SCHMID: Well, you can always calibrate it by dynamic pressure. 

You could calibrate it, for example, resting it in a cylinder in which 

y~ induce vibrations. You can, of course, also correlate that by theo-

retical computation, getting the stress from the piezoelectric constant. 

PROFESSOR RINEHART: Are there any more questions! 

MR. T.L. WHITE: I am interested in the frequency response of your 

analog computer. 

DR. SCHMID: I am afraid I cannot give you the answer as yet because 

we are just in the developnent stage of it. That is a very good question. 

It will certainly have to be looked into very carefully. 
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Fig. I- Piezo-electric crystal under transient stress 
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A and B ore fixed systems along whose axes the normal stresses 
Oj ore measured to give the orientation of the floating 

system C i.e. the principal directions x,y and z 

Fig. 2- Orthogonal coordinate systems A, Band C 
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Fig. 3- Schematic diagram of stress gauge and data evaluation 
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Diameter: 
Thickness: 

3.00 in. 
0.645 in. 

Thickness of crystals: 0.50 in. 
Compression: 6.45 x I0-8 in/lb/psi 
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Fig. 4- Detail of Piezo-electric stress gauge 
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Fig. 5- Cross section through gauge 
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Fig. Go-Stress measurement; free access to gages 

Fig. Gb-Stress measurement; gages in drill hole 
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Consulting EDgineer 
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Bote: fid.s paper was not presented at the Second Protective Construction 
S1Jl.P08ila at SaDta Monica, California, March 21t. to 26, 1959; but is subllit
ted on request tor inclusion in the Proceed1Dgs of that Conference. 

It bas been general.ly agreed tbat in event ot an attack upon this 

llation by' a foreign power, certain c:ritical facilities and personnel would 

need to be protected by being housed in WJdel'gl'OUild st:n&Ctures of such 

depth as to awid destruction by nuclear explosions. Since the United 

States is a 'ftrT large nation aDd critical tacili ties are located at ma~V 

points where topogra:ph1' and geology may va.ry conaiderab~, cODdi tiona at

tectiDg site selection aDd design of protective structures u:r also var,y 

Where a cr1 tical tac111 ty ~ be located in or Jlear .aunta1noua ter-

rain it voal4 s- tbat the problems and expense of providi.Dg Ulldergrowld 

shelter voul4 be -.ch less tban where the tac111t;y voulcl be locatecl in 

l.eYel. territor,y. In either case hoveTer, the probla. ot t'JDCU na a sui table 

~ ot rock in which to constl'\lct the shelter may require considerable in

Testigation. 

In mantainous areas the shelter could probab~ be located at or aboft 

the leYel ot 81U'l'OUDd1ng grouDd.. This would reduce probleu ot ent17 &Dd 

supp}J" 1 aad clraiDage aad ventilation. Level or near~ level road~• coal4 

al.lov cl1rect trauter ot supplies aDd equi}Sellt tro1a tNcks. GI'OUIIl water, 

coad_..te, and liquid wastes coul4 tlov out by gravity. 

Power reqv.i~ta tor necessar,y serrtces voul4 be least ill this type 

ot 1Dstallatioa. When a tac111t;y is looatecl in a tlat area, shelter voul4 
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have to be provided below grade 1 and. the probleiiiS ot supp~ 1 entry 1 aDd 

drainage would be auch more ditticult. M&lch 110re power would be required 

tor operating elevators, pumps, etc. In addition, it is possible that gas 

problems, viz., etban.e, •thane, sulfur dioxide, etc., could be 110re acute 

in this type ot shelter. While it is like~ that air condition1Dg llight 

be aployed, aDd a alight increase in air pressure above atll0apher1c used, 

the pel'llissible pressure for an extended period would baTe to be Ter,y low 

&D.d could. not be high enough to resist intiltration ot noxious gases or 

ground water 1 at the leTels necessary tor protection. 

SOM speakers discussed location ot UDdergrouDd shelters in large in

tact II&Bses ot rock, and described desigD aDd construction ot shelters 

ba'viDg tloor ~ts s1m1Jar to JliD.es, tor reasons ot speed in excavation 

8.DCl reduction in probleu ot root support. 

The suggestions are SOOd it such areas can be tound, w1 t1l the possible 

exception that intersection points ot corridors or twmels should be ll8de 

as small as possible. otherwise higher rock stresses cou14 occur at these 

points 1 both in the root aDd the p1ll.&rs. ActuaJ.l7 1 it is not l1ke.l1' that 

large intact -.saea ot rock v1ll exist at sui table depth within reuOD&b.q 

accessible distance ot everr tacil1 t7 neediDs ·protection. 

Depth should be kept to the •1n1.. required tor aatet7 1 because ot 

depth problema, ~some ot which are .antioned above. 

It is probable that few 1 it aD:¥ 1 ideal ccmdi tiona will 'be to\Ud at aD:¥ 

au1table location. Bear.q all rock v1ll haTe fissures, Joints, bed41Ds 

plaaea, etc., alona which 1110'181lent 1111\Y occur aDd water lllll' tra'ftl. Arf¥ 

plana lllllde ahotlld conte.,plate the existence of ncb meabaD.ical detects 1n 

the rock as vell as scae possible chaical alterations wbich are also not 

UDC~D. 
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Hatural rock at depth is usually UDder stress 1 aDd plastic movement 

due to release ot stress ._, result in the development ot cracks and spall-

1ng over a period ot time. This condition is frequently found 1n tunnels 

where the excavation period extends tor a year or more. Several exaaples 

ot rock excavation were described 1n which root bolts held the rock 1n 

place 1 and speakers told ot tunnels where no supports ot any ld.Dd were used. 

It should be remembered that these excavations are under static load, where

as the protective structures UDder consideration here~ be subJected to 

severe dyDamic loads. Rock is heavy 1 and even su.l.l pieces falling can be 

very d.aDseroua. D811188e resulting t:raa taJH ng rock could be disastrous,. 

At beat it coul4 reduce the uaetul.ness ot the shelter, and llight result 1n 

shelter at a time when it would be vi~ needed. Consideration ot costa 

ot constructing, equipping and ll&iDtaiDiDg protective shelters UDdergi."O\IDd 

should indicate that sui table root supports would not be a maJor i tea of 

cost, and the risks involved 1n omitting them may not be worth the rel.a-

ti ve:cy sraall saving. It the shelters are built they should be made as sate 

as is possible. 

The shock wave resulting t:raa a nuclear explosion woW.d travel saae 

distance through the ground, and undoubtedly would be noticeable at the 

protective structure. It may not be practicable or even possible to build 

shelters c0111.plete:cy beyond range ot the shock wave. It is 110re realistic 

to consider their location as sOIIIeWhere beyolld the d&Dgerous region. It is 

probable that the wave would travel farther through hard rock than through 

softer rock or sott ground. The important thing is to be able to absorb 

the shock vi thout damage. 
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Theret'ore 1 saae resilient •terial t'or support would seea to otter 

better protection than a more brittle material. Steel would 1108t 111re-q 

pertom better than any other structural material. 

Another illq)Ortant el-.ent ot the protective shelter is the access cor

ridors. These J1JAY be tunnels, where the shelter is in IIOtiDta1nous territo171 

or shafts where the shelter is located in flat country. In either case 

several corridors at various locations should be provided to avoid the pos-

sibility ot' the shelter being cut ot't froB the outside by collapse ot the 

cOIIRUDication corridor. These tunnels or shafts would have to penetrate 

zones ot sott grouDd and unstable and weathered rock, any ot which could be 

wet, and would require adequate support to prevent collapse UDler Dlmllal 

ccmditions as well as UDler attack conditions. Their locations voul4 have 

to be such that it one or more were destl'OY'ed or serious~ damaged, othere 

would be available tor escape tram or serrtce to the shelter. 

Rema1 ning in a contined space under unaccustcllled coDditiODB would be 

a very great strain on many people 1 and the strain would be greatly 088-

gerated by a knowledge or suspicion that good and adequate root aupport 

had not been installed. Any rock t'all, however slight, could create un

certainty aDd even panic among those in the shelter. UDder CODditions ot 

threatened attack, amd.eties would be great, nerves would be teuse, conse

quent~ protective shelters should be such as to inspire confidence. This 

should be kept in m1Dd when considering design tor such structures. 

Insot'ar as actual design is concerned, information would be needed on 

anticipated shock loads, ainiJIIDI aDd. max:l•lll l1a:1 ts ot rooa width, the llin

imum required wall and ceil.ing heights, aDd the total tloor space reqllired. 

With this information the writer could make suggestions tor root aDd wall 
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Supports :tor access corridors could also be devel.oped when size and 

load requira.ents were knovn. Ground conditions tor 'the corridors would haTe 

to be as81aled peDding selection ot au actual site. 
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1. Small tunnel supported with steel liner plates. Tunnels may be of 
various cross sections and sizes with this type of support. Also, 
vertical shafts and inclined tunnels commonly employ these plates for 
holding the surrounding ground. Grout, pea gravel, or other material 
is pumped behind the plates to fill any open spaces which might be 
caused by the excavation operation. 

2. Small tunnel, approximately 11 by 11 ft 1 using steel liner plate 
support. Note staggering of end joints and the butted end joints 
which transmit membrane forces effectively. 

3· Sewer tunnel with liner plates and H-beam ribs. Note the monorails 
which carry 10-ton loads on a moving crane, indicating the great 
strength of this type of support. 

4. Double lane highway tunnel in massive broken rock. Support consists 
of 10-in. WF beams curved to semicircular shape resting on sill and 
short posts with steel liner plates between ribs. Note that length 
of liner plates parallels axis of tunnel. 

5. Double lane highway tunnel in thinly bedded sedimentary rock. Support 
consists of 8-in. WF beams with lagging spanning the spaces between 
ribs. This tunnel was later lined with concrete. Width is approximately 
32 ft. Steel is capable of resisting heavy shocks of explosions as the 
heading is blasted to advance the tunnel. 



--------~~ 
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The subject tor discussion this morning is site selection for deep 

underground construction. Six presentations have been arranged, as shown 

on your program. I will open the session with a discussion of a number 

of factors found to be particularly significant based upon experience of 

the Corps of Engineers during many years of investigation, study, planning, 

and construction in this field. 

PLANNING FACTORS 

Site selection for a deep underground installation must include con-

sideration of a great many factors not usually involved in the selection 

of sites for conventional facilities. These turther add to the difficulty 

in finding a completely acceptable site. They are very likely to be out-

weighed by other considerations unless those responsible for planning aDd 

guiding the site selection are tully cognizant of their implications. 

(Fig. 1.) 

CarefUl appraisal of the many requirements which generally develop in 

connection with site selection is of highest importance. A glance at Fig. 

1 should furnish a graphic illustration of the many--and sometimes contra

dictory--requirements involved. I have purposely jumbled these items to 

better illustrate the nature of the initial problems facing the planner. 

They will be placed in a more orderly sequence, later. You will note the 

frequent dollar signs in this figure. They are not there to emphasize ad-

ditional cost for a deep underground facility--we must expect to pay more 

for the additional protection we gain by going underground--but they are 
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there aa raiadera that ae-1n11 7 iDsipiticaat req,ui:x eaenta which are 

taken tor arantecl 1D conTentional tacili ties will 1188l.l3' increase the coat 

of acweral. different teat11rea when placed aderp-ol~Dd. I bave 1D II1D:l such 

items u apace requireaenta--for equ:l.}aeD't, for vehicular traffic, for opera-

tiona which are not essential to the fUnctiooing of the facility in time 

of e.eraeney, 8Dd for d1D1.Dg &l!d sleepirls :taeili ties which caa 8Dd should 

be on a tar 110re austere basis than norma.:L17 expected 1D coDYentional. fa

cilities. .A4ditional rock excavation, power, air conditioning, water 

storage, aDd other features will be required 1D addition to the space re-

quirelllel'lta, al.one. 

I'Ac.roJS IJII'LVDCilfO DECISIOB 

The decision to plan for--or to construct--a deep UDdergroUDd. 11111 tary 

1Datallat1on -.;:r b&ve to be made l.oDg before specific site selection can 

be acc-.pliahed. Figure 2 illustrates acae of the possible steps in this 

pJNm1ng, i.e., ~sis ot the tunetion, lliasion,aad illportance of the 

:tae111 t7 1 eya:J.uation ot all other Jle&1lS ot assuring reasoD&ble cbaacea ot 

S\11"Yival1 the Justification tor uing deep underground ccmstruetion (in 

lieu o:t other types), 8114 ti nal 1 y 8D indication ot desired protection 

(depth o:t cover, blast pressure, eheical, biolog1cal1 fallout, or other 

req,uir.ents). Under current Departaent o:t Defense 1Datrw:ticms, the de

gree ot protection JBUSt be baaed upon a target &D&J.7aia usiDS anticipated 

ena;y eapab1l1 ties u to we&pODS 8l.ld deli very syst.... I Jlipt add that 

the "Justification" at the end ot this stage :mq be on:cy in the m:1nd of 

the Serrice, Agency, or Cow-end responsible for the installation. Each 

project D1Bt be careful.l.7 worked into the overall plan of the Department 

ot Defense. Evaluation of the factors shown on Fig. 2 and the decisions 

reached a:tter their evaluation can have a profound effect upon the choice 
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ot sites1 as well as coat1 construction ditficulties aDd 11ltimate ettect

iveness ot the 1Dstal.lation when coapleted. It is high]J essential that 

during these 1D1. ti&l plan•' ng stages, JII&XiaUIR use be 118de ot experts 1n 

such specialized fields as weapon ettects, vulnerability, probabilities, 

protective desip1 m1 n:Jng teclmolos71 geoloSJ 8Dil illterpretation ot geo

losic conditi~ plant layo\\t1 8Diineering1 desisn, aDd construction. 

m.A!riOB OP PLADDG F.A.c.roBS 'fO CHOICE OF SITES 

Pigure 3 shows an illustrative eDapl.e ot an WK\ergrouud site. The 

~ta listed at the bottom ot this figure are representative ot 

those vbich aiSbt be tumished to those charged vi th the selection &Dd 

reet'l tuaation ot sites baaed upon decisions reached as a result ot the 

initial plun1ng. All ot these1 ot cou.rae, will DOt be applicable to 

each or to all types ot iutallationa. I have prepared this figure 1n 

order to e.pbaaize a tw ot the tactora 1 1Dd1cated by aster1aka (*) 1 vbich 

V&1'1'IUl't verT caret.! cona1deratioa1 during the plun' ng as well as during 

the ai te selection phases. 

Pirst1 depth ot rock COYer. It is verT easy to apec1fr hlmdreds ot 

teet ot COYer 1D the iaterest ot poeater protection. It is not easy to 

t1Dd. sites wld.ch will satiaty' this cond1tioa. fte J.eDath ot bor1s0Dtal 

aoceas twmela _,. 1Dcr.ae aenral. lmDdred teet tor eacla ad41 tio-.1. ·1.00 

ft ot rock COYer att&i necl. ftia ooW.4 1144 .alrl' tliDus&n48 ot clollara to 

the coat. Alld it m8¥ DOt result 1n .,re tban a -.u increUe iB Oftral.l 

aurri.Y&l pro'babilit;y vbell tile relative wlllerabili'Q' 41ataacea tor ltotll 

rock ~e u4 air blut a.-p an care~ vei8)ae4. I _,. 'be oball--
oa rq atat.eat alKnlt incrM.aed leacth ot access ttmnela tor 1111141 tio-.1. 

cc:rnr. Bonnr, •• ve COD&icler certain 1Dev1tule nq1d.reMDta nell u 
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access, proxt.ity to airfields and base facilities, and possibly certain 

special pographical or tactical require.nts for the installation, I 811 

sure you wUl admit that we will not be able to site very -.ny installations 

in locations such as the Grand Canyon, The Royal Gorge 1 or other areas where 

almost vertical cliffs -.y be found. 

A second factor which warrants special consideration is that of space 

requirellents. Experience bas shown that the total cost of providins space 

in new underground installations 11ay be frca two to four times the cost of 

providing space in unprotected buildings of conventional construction. 

We can, therefore, get a much greater return for these extra dollars if 

we liait the facilities, space, and special acca.odations required to 
' 

be provided underground to only those of critical operational essentiality. 

In coDDection with the investigation, consideration, and selection ot 

specific sites, I want to ellphuize, again, the necessity tor a careful 

evaluation of the relation ot cover and access. To attain IIB.Xiaua cover 

at a relatively flat site by use of steeply sloping access tunnels will 

adcl to the cost and tille required for excavation. Drainage and utility 

ainteD&DCe problems as well as operational cost will be increase4. At 

a 10 per cent grade 11 000 ft of access tunnel would be required to attain 

an adclitiOD&l 100 tt ot cover, and this is a mighty steep grade. Six 

per cent will usually be lt.i tiDe--this would require 1700 f't per 100 f't 

of depth. Deep vertical sbatt entl'8DCes are costly and tiM consw.ing to 

construct 1 require ele"Y&tors 1 are 110re wlnerable to being blocked. &Dt1 

will, in any instances, eeriously restrict construction &114 opera1;10D&J. 

access. It is, therefore, desirable to seek terrain vbere acoess to the 

requ1recl ctepth of cover C&l1 be •ttainecl 'by •us ot relatiwly aorizontal 
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tunnels of minimum length. The requirement for and advantage of two access 

tunnels are, perhaps, obvious. To reduce the possibility of having both ot 

these blocked by the same attack requires a reasonably large separation ot 

the portals. A through-type tunnel such as illustrated will provide some 

advantages in relation to blast effects within the tunnel. This will usually 

require at least one of the access tunnels to be longer than the minimum 

necessary to reach the desired cover, and terrain should be chosen to best 

fit this requirement, if practicable. 

CHECK LIST 

Figure 4 shows a suggested check list of factors to be considered in 

connection with site investigations. These are grouped under two phases. 

First are those factors which should be considered and evaluated during the 

initial planning phase for the purpose of elimination and selection ot those 

sites considered suitable for more detailed engineering investigations. 

Second are those factors which should be considered during the more detailed 

engineering studies upon which final recOJIIIlendations would be based. Several 

important factors are indicated by asterisks(*). For example, consider the 

possibility of using an existing mine. Surveys o'f existing mines were con-

ducted jointly by the Corps of Engineers and the U. s. Bureau ot Mines frca 

1947 through 1952. Investigational, engineering, and cost studies were made 

by the firm of Guy B. Panero, Engineers, under contract with the Chief 

of Engineers in 1947 and 1948. These and subsequent studies and ex-

perience during the past ten years in connection with military planning 

and construction activities indicate that where existing mines are available 

and sui table for the required use, they could be adapted at great savings 

over the cost of new excavation. This saving could possibly amount to as 

much as one-fourth to one-third, based upon general order-of-magnitUde 

costs for the rock excavation portion of a new underground installation. 
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Acceaaibili t:y ia an important factor, both froa a construction as well 

as an operating standpoint. Significant coats may be incurred in providing 

access to re.ote sites, particular~ it heavy vehicles or large volumes ot 

trattic or rail tacill ties are required. 

A source ot water.,- prove to be a very critical factor. If a atreaa 

ot depeDdable tlov ia close by or it wells of urple capacity can be drilled 

at the site, the requireaent tor protected storage of i.D4ustr1al or cooling 

water caD be reduced. The dissipation ot heat during the continued opera-

tion ot a protected underground installation atter loss of outside tacil-

ities baa proven to be a ditticult probl• and can require coat~ UDder-

ground apace tor cool.ing-water storage. 

The necessity tor support facilities should not be min1•1zed. Avail&-

bUi t:y of an existing base near the ai te will reduce the extent--and coat--

ot providing such facilities in connection with the underground installation. 

It proxillit;y to an existiD& base is made a reg,uirement, the latitude in 

choice of suitable sites ll8iJ' b• narrowed cODSiderab~. In fact, almost any 

sui table site requiring a large 8110lmt ot rock cover will like~ require 

support facilities in addition to the primar,y underground installatien. 

Prel1•1""-17 cleaip studies should be made to contim the adaptability 

of the tacili ty to the terrain and to pel'llli t reliable coat estimates. Ex

ploratory core drilling ia also essential prior to final site selection, 

since it coul4 Ter:f well 1Ddicate the necessity tor modification ot as8UIII8d 

excavation plaDs, facility ~nt to suit the rock strv.cture, or 

the necessity tor clitticult aDd costly rock support. 

The remaining factors OD this check list require little explaiaation. 

It is obvious that DO site will aatist;y all ot thea. Bowever, I eazmot 
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cmtl'Miphuize the ill,portance ot pod Jlldpent iD assigning relative weights 

to these factors appropriate to the mission ot the facility--ad. the care 

with wbich each possible site is eval.llated apiDSt these tactora. ODly by 

such a procedure v1ll it be possible to make SOUD4 re~ations on tiDal 

site ae1ection. 

I bope this presentation has 1Dcreue4 J'OU' ud.eratau:Uag ot a least 

... ot the aipitic&Dt tactora to be ccmaid.erecl iD CODDecticm vi th site 

selection tor deep UDdersz'OUDI). 1D8tallatiou. In conclusion, I voul4 like 

to e.pbas1se the tollowiDs tin CODSid.erationa, which I teel are ot utllc)IJ't 

s..portauoe: 

1. Can:r.al. •01'MD1D& ot apace am. protectin requiralenta durin& the 

illitial. pl amrl Dg pl'aue. 

2. .Appreciation ot 'tbe rela'tioD ot 4ep'tb. ot COYer1 aooeaa, site con-

41tiODS1 tUDctiOD&l req~, utilities, aDd. n:pport taoilitiea to the 

.....uab1li't7 Uld choice ot situ. 

sip 41lrilla the illitial pJ •m ag aDd. 'the site ael.eo'tion phases. 

4. Jeceaa1v tor aploratol7 core 'boriDp tor each site cou14erecl 

aa4 4et:I.D1teq prior to tiDal cboioe ot site. 

5. JwlpeDt iD useaaiD&tbe relatin ill,portuoe ot the ftriou re

~ iD te1'U ot the opez'lltiODal lliasion Ul4 ~1ft enl.uatioD 

ot -..b potatial site ap-1•at eacJa ot these ~· u a 'ba81B tor 

ti-.1 aU.et1oa. 
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MR. PENTAGOFF (Los Angeles District, Corps of Engineers): Would you 

emphasize the importance of portals and tunnels in site selection? 

MR. KIRKPATRICK: If you are referring to the condition shown in 

Fig. 3, I have tried to show the desirability of selecting a site where the 

topography is sufficiently steep and the geology such that tunnel portals 

may be developed at the required depth of cover without long sections of 

open cut or the added cost of constructing cut-and-cover concrete sections 

leading to the rock portal faces. If we cannot find a site which will 

permit developing portals at locations such as shown here, or if the 

entrances must be placed in the toe or flatter portions of the slopes where 

the material and geological structure will not permit development of a 

stable tunnel portal, unnecessary costs will be incurred. That brings up 

the importance of geological studies. 

DR. JAMES ARMSTRONG: I think you made a statement that underground 

installations are always more expensive than surface installations. Do 

you mind saying from your experience what the factor is when the geology 

conditions are favorable? 

MR. KIRKPATRICK: Two to four times, depending on the facility. 

DR. ARMSTRONG: Two to four times'? 

MR. KIRKPATRICK: Yes, sir. This is a very difficult thing to answer. 

Everybody who read my paper before it was presented had a different answer. 

MY two to four times factor is intended to indicate the increased costs 

incurred by going underground with a complete facility. You are going to 

build a communications center, let's say. If it is above ground we would 
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usually build it on a base, and we would include the cost of the building, 

the equipment, a connection to the power line, water supply system, and a 

driveway from the road or street, etc. Now, that cost let us assume to be 

on the order of $15 per square foot for the building. The equipment might 

bring it up to $30 per square foot. 

If we go into an underground site, it will not usually be built on a 

base. It may have to be in same rather remote area. We will most likely 

have to develop a water supply system. We will have to put in roads and 

site improvements. We have to excavate chambers in rock. We have to 

construct something within those chambers. By the time we are through, we 

will have spent for this facility anywhere from two to :four times the cost 

of the conventional facility above ground. 

No one wants to make the comparison on this basis, but to neglect the 

additional features which must be provided by going underground is risky. 

You have to pay for these facilities and this should be considered in 

planning. It is somewhere on the order of two to four times. 

We have made planning studies in which we found we could adapt 

existing mines for general storage purposes for $10 to $12 per square foot. 

A storage warehouse building, above ground, may cost about $6 per square 

foot. In that case, the comparison is very low but it is still nearly two 

to one." 

MR. ROBBINS (Burns & Roe) : What about the ratio of time schedule'? 

MR. KIRKPATRICK: That's a good question. Rock excavation costs more 

than common excavation. It costs more partly because it takes more time to 

accomplish. 

I think I pointed out that if shafts are required for entrances, the 
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accessibility is limited and we must construct at least one entrance before 

we can accomplish much. If we have to excavate several hundred thousand 

square yards of rock from a site, it will probably take at least a year to 

do it. Until that rock excavation is accomplished, we construct the building 

or install equipment. A conventional facility could be started without 

waiting for the underground excavation. Even after the excavation is done 

additional time would be required above that required for a conventional 

faeili ty. I would say the underground _might take twice as long. 

MR. NORTON (Geological Survey) : We are talking about deep underground 

installations for protection against megaton weapons. Is a hundred feet 

the minimum we are considering? This is the figure you mentioned. 

MR. KIRKPATRICK: No. I'm very sorry. I didn't mean to give the 

impression that a hundred feet was a minimum depth. I was stating additional 

lengths of tunnel required to attain an additional hundred feet of depth. 

Several hundreds of feet would be a more likely figure. 

It would depend upon the size of megaton weapon, damage distances and 

probability of survival against a certain delivery system. Tbe figure 

would generally be more than a hundred feet. I didn't mean that to be a 

limiting figure. 





FIGURES 

1. Possible requirements in underground site selection. 

2. Evaluation of site selection factors. 

3. Underground site plan and requirements. 

4. Check list of factors affecting site investigations. 
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In considering how I might contribute to this Symposium, I was con-

cerned that anything I might say would be redundant with what others would 

cover in a more expert fashion. Thus, it seemed to me best to present our 

experience on certain underground projects, and then to comment on various 

aspects of the over-all problem of developing secure and useful facilities 

underground. I shall also include some remarks on how one may reach design 

decisions in the light of the complex burgeoning technology being presented 

in this Symposium on the one hand, and remaining areas of uncertainty on 

the other. 

I would begin by referring to certain photographs of a major under-

ground excavation for a project for which we served as architect-engineers. 

Before introducing the pictures, however, I would emphasize that the rock 

encountered was a lineated greenstone which, from indications of extensive 

borings (and in fact as encountered in actual construction), was as good 

for this type- of project as one is likely to encounter. 

Figure 1 is a photograph of the excavation for a 32-ft wide access 

tunnel leading into the underground chambers. It serves to illustrate, as 

do the other photographs, the discontinuities in the form of joints and 

planes of weakness in rock formations, which are as significant and perhaps 

more significant in determining the behavior of rock along the periphery 

of an excavation than stresses which might prevail in a homogeneous elastic 

medium. You will note in the photograph that the tunnel is parallel to the 

strike of the lineation and therefore to tbe planes or weakness of the rock 
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formation. On the left side of the photograph, the periphery of the ex-

cavation is perpendicular to the planes of weakness. Though the roof sur-

face is very jagged, it is structurally sound and required a minimum of 

rock bolting. On the right side, however, the periphery of the excavation 

is parallel to the planes of weakness. This brings about a condition which, 

in the event there is a joint system perpendicular or at an angle to the 

planes of weakness, will produce large slabs that may fall into the exca-

vated area. Since cross joints always exist to some extent, the possibility 

of dangerous slab falls is evident. For this reason you will note exten-

sive rock bolting on the right-band side of the tunnel roof to tie such 

slabs into rock above. 

One important principle of underground construction is clearly evident 

from this photograph. Underground excavations should be oriented as nearly 

perpendicular to the strike of major joint systems or planes of weakness as 

possible. It is clear, for instance, that the roof of this tunnel would 

have been stable with much less rock bolting if the tunnel had been perpen-

dicular to the alignment adopted. Actually, the tunnel gave access to 

chambers of much greater width which were perpendicular to it and therefore 

to the strike of the lineation of the rock. Thus, the wide chambers were 

oriented to best advantage, and the roof of the narrower access tunnel was 

adequately secured by roof bolts as illustrated in the photograph. 

Figure 2 is another photograph taken of the same tunnel but from a 

different direction; the principles outlined above are clearly illustrated. 

Figure 3 is a photograph of the upper one-third of a wide and deep 

chamber for which the lower two-thirds had not yet been excavated. The 

upper heading had been excavated by use of a full-face jumbo mounting hori-
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zontal pneumatic drills. Costs were typical for underground tunneling. The 

lower two-thirds, however, was excavated by the utilization of wagon drills 

in a fashion similar to some quarry operations and at much less cost than for 

ordinary tunoeliog operations. This is one of the reasons multi-story rock 

chambers can be excavated more economically than single-story chambers. 

The right-hand side of this photograph again illustrates a lineated rock 

form$tion and, in addition, shows the joints which cut across the planes of 

weakness and form the boundaries of potentially dangerous rock slabs. 

Figure 4 is a photograph taken from approximately the same point as 

Fig. 31 but after the lower two-thirds of the chamber had been excavated. 

The unstable rock noted in Fig. 3 would have been in the upper right-hand 

corner of the roof of the finished chamber; however, much of that rock was 

removed. This illustrates another basic point in achieving stable roof 

conditions. Where massive slabs of rock are cut off in one direction by 

planes of weakness and in another direction by existing or potential joints, 

they should be scaled or blasted down. Rock bolts should not be used to 

support rock that appears about to fall. Such rock should be removed and 

rock bolts used to reinforce the most stable roof that can be created. 

Figure 5 again illustrates rock discontinuities. On the lower right-

hand side is a small slippage zone or fault which, because it is crossing a 

wall, is not dangerous. However, certain slabs in the roof which are 

clearly bounded by planes of weakness were blasted down before rock bolts 

were applied. 

The photograph also illustrates how not to and when not to rock bolt. ---- ---
Rock bolting should be carried out as soon as possible after rock has been 

excavated and the roof has been scaled. In this case, because of certain 
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contractual limitations and difficulties with funds, it was necessary to 

scale and rock- bolt a roof some time after its original excavation. This 

procedure required the high platform shown in the photograph and is unwise 

from the point of view of both cost and roof stability. 

Figure 6 is a photograph of a completed underground rock chamber with 

all potentially dangerous rock scaled down or otherwise removed and with 

the roof strengthened and supported by rock bolts on relatively close 

spacing. On the right-hand side of the photograph is the excavation for a 

cross chamber which was oriented at 90 deg to the main chamber. This 

cross chamber was the same width and height as the chamber illustrated. The 

long spans of the vaults created by the intersection of such wide chambers 

are particularly vulnerable to unstable rock conditions. Though no trouble 

was experienced at the intersection illustrated in this photograph, con-

siderable rock at other intersections had to be removed above the theoreti-

cal pay-line in order to achieve stable roof conditions. For this reason 

we recommend that, if possible, intersections of wide underground rock 

chambers be avoided. 

The completed chamber roofs illustrated in all the foregoing photo-

graphs have now stood approximately eight years. There have been no rock 

falls or indications of weakness. 

In the light of our experiences on the project shown in these 

illustrations and on similar projects, we have formulated certain additional 

suggestions with respect to an over-all approach to the development of 

space and structures underground. Some of these principles can best be 

illustrated by referring to Fig. 7. 

With respect to a roof support, it is our concept that at some dis-
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tance above the zone of rock damaged by the blasting process is a stable, 

natural arch, much stronger than any that would or could be created by 

structural support. Where spans are reasonable--up to 45 tt or ever 50 ft. 

--in good rock, the rock below the natural arch may be supported by rock 

bolts. Since the natural arch is nearer the periphery of the excavation at 

the haunches than at the crown, the rock bolts will generally be shorter at 

those points. You will observe in Fig. 7 how the length of the rock bolts 

increases progressively up to the center of excavation. It should be noted 

that, because of spalling that may be eXPected in the event of a shock, 

wire mesh should be attached to the rock bolts to prevent small p1eces from 

falling. 

Because of the immense strength of the natural arch above, the 

strength of steel in tension, and the compression introduced into the rock 

structure by the bolting process, we believe that rock roofs, up to the 

spans I have indicated, with rock bolts, will provide at least as much 

security as can be achieved with structural support from below. As a 

matter of fact, such structural support, if introduced, would be designed 

only to sustain the weight of rock between some natural rock arch above 

and the periphery of excavation. 

Depending upon the rock encountered, however, at spans above 50 ft 

the length of rock bolts may become impractical and structural support may 

be required. This, of course, will substantially increase the cost of con-

struction. It is clear, therefore, that the span of rock chambers should 

be established at the minimum consistent with effective and efficient 

utilization by the occupying agency. 

Figwre 7 illustrates the great economy to be achieved by multi-story 

construction. Certain elements of cost are fixed regardless of the number 
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ot stories--the relatively high cost ot excavation ot the initial adits, the 

cost ot rock bolting and wire mesh, the cost ot unusable space in the root 

arch (although much of this is used tor ducts and other utilities), and 

the cost ot unuaable space in the crawl space beneath the first floor 

(which is necessary it cbanges in utilities are to be made couveniently to 

respond to future needs) • When the cost ot such elements must be applied 

against a single story, the per-square-toot cost of useful space in under-

ground construction is veey high indeed. When fixed costs can be prorated 

against three floors, the cost per square toot of useful space is substan-

tially reduced. 

If this is so, one may wonder why four or even more stories would 

not be desirable. It seems to us that there must be some reasonable 

limitation to the height ot unsupported rock walls and that good judgment 

indicates three stories to be the soundest approach. It should also be 

pointed out that three stories makes a veryreasonable relationship between 

width and height of rock chamber and permits a compact economical arrange-

ment for such mechanical installations as air conditioning, water distri-

bution, electric distribution, plumbing, and the like. 

Some further remarks may be in order with respect to the over-all 

configuration of underground installations. These I can best bring into 

focus by referring to Fig. 8, which is a hypothetical layout of an under-

ground facility. At the lower part of the figure is the access tunnel, 

unobstructed by blast protective devices. The latter are provided in 

chambers at 90 deg to the access tunnel and should, therefore, not be 

exposed to such reflected pressures as would occur if they were at right 

angles to the advance of a shock wave. The portals of the two access 

tunnels should be as near 18o deg apart in orientation as possible. 
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The configuration illustrates a series or 45-rt chambers and one 5o-

rt chamber connected by 32-rt wide chambers, thus avoiding the long-span 

vaults at chamber intersections. The configuration also illustrates bow 

requirements ror greater chamber width ror special purposes may be met. 

Note also the extensive excavation ror water storage that may be required 

ror both domestic use and industrial cooling during periods or isolation 

rrom outside utilities. 

In the particular layout shown in Fig. 8, normal vehicular circulation 

is via the two-lane access tunnel rrom the right. The access tunnel from 

the lert is adequate ror a single lane of motor vehicles. It would, however, 

be used ror that purpose only in emergencies. During normal use, it would 

be separated from the two-lane tunnel by an air barrier and would be used 

as the intake tunnel for air. Such an arrangement avoids the necessity for 

a separate air-intake shart, which in some installations may cost as much 

as $300,000 to $5001 000. 

In closing, one further comment may be useful with respect to cost of 

underground construction as compared to cut-and-cover construction. Certain 

elements of an underground program are fixed, regardless of the extent of 

the userul space created. These include access tunnels, exhaust shafts, 

blast protective closures and devices, decontamination facilities, water 

supply, water storage for emergency periods when outside utilities are 

interrupted, a power plant, communication equipment, and kitchen and dining 

facilities. If costs of these necessary elements in an underground program 

are prorated against a small amount ot useful space, the cost ot an under-

ground facility is very high indeed and may be so ~that a more reason-

able solution can be achieved by cut-and-cover methods. When the amount of 

useful space to be developed is extensive, however, the fixed costs, when 
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prorated, do not become prohibitive and an underground installation becomes 

the desirable solution. Thus, it is impossible to generalize about the 

relative economy of underground rock construction and cut-and-cover con-

struction. The proper solution will depend upon the extent of the useful 

space to be developed and the intensity of overpressure to be designed 

against. 
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CAPTAIN E. TATOM (NORAD ): Mr. Douglas, did I understand you to say 

that mountain sites could not compete with the cut and cover at 200 psi? 

MR. DOUGLAS: No, at twenty-five psi. 

MR. BIEDERMAN: On these natural arches that you think are above the 

arch that is established, how much higher do you think these are? 

MR. DOUGLAS: I think, for a roof spanning 45 feet, it may be ten to 

fifteen above, depending upon the rock itself. 

MR. PFAFF (Burns and Roe): You say borings do not always tell the 

story. How extensive a test program would you undertake or recommend 

before locating the tunnel? 

MR. DOUGLAS: Well, actually, that depends on the site. I can say 

that in two sites we have dealt with, two miles of borings have not been 

too much. I think it is important, as the design evolves, that the test 

borings be in two phases: A first phase to get a general idea of the site; 

then, if the site appears desirable, a second phase based on tentative 

layouts, including borings along proposed tunnel alignments (horizontal 

borings which can be carried up to 2,200 feet), and some vertically-

inclined downward borings, which permit the use of the bore-hole camera. 

This camera will be described today. It is immensely useful in determining 

the orientation of the joints, plane of weakness, etc. 





FIGURES 

1-6. Photographs of tunnel in rock excavation. 

7• Typical sections--multiple-story building. 

8. Plan of 45'- and 32'-wide intersecting rock chambers. 
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Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 



Fig. 5 

Fig. 6 
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'D1e depths we are contemplating in construction of underground tacili-

ties scarcely tickle the earth's crust. Problems that develop do so because 

our operation represents a sudden and alien iDipact on tbe crust. 'l'his intru-

sioil can result in seemingly mysterious reactions as we dig deeper and deeper 

--gushes of water at hundreds of pounds-per-square-inch pressure, sudden 

teaperature rises, explosion of slabs from tunnel walls, heaving of the floor 

toward tbe root, cave-ins, buckling of heavy steel I-beas, and viscous flow 

ot wall rock. 

Bone of these represent construction illpossibilities if approached with 

forewarning. 'l'bey have been faced and sUl'llOunted for literally hundre4a of 

years. And, we have the advantap of aodern-day construction methods and 

recently-evolved geotechnical theories. One interesting new factor is that 

a single high-velocity neutron knocks a~ out ot their lattice site. Scae 

rock is structure-senaitive to this disruption and its elastic strength thus 

is Ulpaired. '!his •ana locating 00 (underground) facilities below such 

radiation ettecta if the surrounding rock is critical to such ~r. 

Except for this concern 1 and thanks to rock •chanica pioneers as 

earl.7 as 18901 and to larp UG inatal.l&tions currently constructe4 tJuoousb.oat 

the world, the geotechnical theories and experience are availabl.e to aolft 

~ ot our current UJ proba.&. 
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GEOI'ECHNICAL INFLUENCES 

Among the important geological influences on UG design are: 

1. Geological structure. In this case we include the European "tee-

tonic accident," a self-descriptive term that includes faults, folding, 

shearing, and similar disturbances to strata. 

2. Seismicity or earthquake activity. 

3· Water--one of the greatest of all UG troub~emakers. 

4. Petrology--that is, what kind of rock is it, how did it get there, 

and what is its condition. 

5. Geomorphology--the shape of the land surface and how it was form-

ed; this makes it possible to unravel the subsurface picture. 

These few terms, in effect, cover many textbooks, so here we only out-

line. 

Geological Structure 

Geologic structure concerns the position or attitude of the various 

layers that constitute the earth's crust. Because forces continuously act 

within the earth and because of the tremendous differences iD. the proper-

ties of these constituents, there is practically every imaginable crustal 

distortion. 

Folds. Any1:me who has seen photos of the human brain will recall the 

intricate 1 apparently random convolutions of the brain surface. These con-

figurations can be compared to the shape of the crustal layer where we ex-

cavate. Rock may be folded as tightly as pleats on a closed accordion, or 

gently as waves on a balmy day. The type of folding influences the exca-

vation method. (Fig. 1.) In highly disturbed beds, the full-face method 

might produce excessive overbreakage1 heavy supports, or complete collapse. 

This situation might require a modified Belgian method wherein the excava-
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tion starts along the arch line and progresses no further than the spring 

line before placement of supporting arch ribs. Where rock is stable and 

not too brittle but there are considerable variations in rock types and 

pressures, the Austrian method of starting to excavate near the invert and 

gradually stoping upward might be applied. In driving through bedded or 

schistose rock, the tunnel should be orientated in the direction providing 

maximum stability; that is, with the long axis at an obtuse or 90° angle 

to the strike of the beds (Fig. 2c). The same criterion can be used in or-

ientating with respect to joint or fissure systems. The degree of folding 

also influences the stress distribution in tunnel walls. 

Faults. Occasionally, crustal stresses become too great and the fold-

ing gives way in massive tears termed faults (Fig. 3). The fault surface 

can be smooth, folded, or gently curved. It can be broken into a series 

of smaller faults that, if numerous and close together, form a shear zone. 

The rock within can be a miner's nightmare if it is ground into clay or 

dust that is permeated by water--the entire mass becomes fluid and at depths 

of only a few hundred feet the fluid force can crush 12 x 12 in. timbers. 

Faulting may bring incompetent rock into the tunnel zone. For example, 

a recent tunnel into solid granite suddenly encountered soft shale with gas 

and water. Fortunately the contractor was forewarned because of prior geo-

logical studies. 

Faults often can be found by surface study. Nature constantly 

strives to level the earth surface; thus, major irregularities such as 

narrow valleys should become suspect, as highly sheared rock is easily eroded. 

Of course not all river valleys indicate faults, but they merit exam-

ination if over an underground site. Abrupt offsets in otherwise continuous 

strata are the textbook example of faults. Any highly folded region can be 
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expected to contain numerous faults. 

Joints. A close companion of faults are joints (Fig. 4). When a 

brittle rock such as granite is stressed, it may fracture into more or less 

regular patterns. This stress can develop from orogenic (mountain-making) 

force or from the tensile stress caused by the cooling of the molten rock. 

The pattern often breaks the rock into rough rectangular blocks. If moun-

tain-making forces repeatedly act on the rock mass, the pattern may be con
~ 

siderably distorted. For example, V-shaped joints (Fig. 5) are not too un-

common under these conditions. Or the pattern may be completely random, in 

which case the fissures generally are termed "fractures." 

Fissuring can control the ultimate shape of the excavation if adequate 

supports are not provided (Fig. 6). Secondly 1 movement caused by residual 

stress or seismic activity may take place along the fracture lines because 

they represent planes of weakness. However, fracturing can be used to ad-

vantage j it can provide a convenient method of shaping the excavation or 

act as a path of non-resistance for relieving major rock stress before the 

tunnel enters this stressed zone; thus major fall-outs or rock bursts do 

not occur. 

Aseismic Design Factors 

The mention of stress relief generally brings to mind questions con-

cerning the influence of seismic activity. If feasible, it is advisable to 

locate the structures in a region of minimum seismicity. Although the 

Bikini tests scarcely affected seismographs, major earthquake shocks often 

Jump the needles off the chart. Thus, it is easily inferred that the for-

ces involved in earthquakes are too tremendous to be resisted by man • s puny 

structures. If a deep excavation were located astride a fault in a seis-

mically active area, a tremor might move rock in opposite directions along 
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the fault. This actually occurred in a railroad tunnel in California where 

the rails were driven into the tunnel walls (Fig. 7). If the underground 

chambers can be located between fault zones, serious destruction might be 

avoided, although a severe shock might create a new fault zone. 

Residual Stress 

A current problem is the relation between seismic activity and residual 

stresses as evidenced by rock burst and bump phenomena. Does the quake 

induce unrelieved strains in the crust that ultimate~ produce rock bursts 

in a minet To date, despite intensive study, the answer is negative. NQ 

relationship has been shown between occurrence, or even frequency, of rock 

bursts or bumps and earthquakes. Yet, it is general~ agreed that the 

bursts are caused by stored stresses in the rock. They occur without warn-

ing unless microseismic detection gear is used--and this has been ineffec-

tive in predicting bumps. CUrrent experiments in South Africa indicate a 

possibility of at least reducing frequency of bumps by drilling 10-ft long 

holes at 5-ft centers into the working face. Light charges are exploded to 

shatter the rock and thus reduce stresses near the face to zero. These 

stress phenomena lead direct~ to the problem of residual stress and result-

ing stress relief. 

When the earth crust is contorted without failing by faulting or frac-

turing, stresses produced by the tectonic forces have to be gradually dis-

sipated1 and thus a quasi-storage of tectonic energy occurs in the surround-

ing rock. When man excavates into this stressed mass, the rock suddenly 

finds the opening a convenient place to go, and forthwith goes! ,requent 

relief by bumps or sudden popping of slabs from walls occurs at depths be-

low 500 ft, and the frequency increases with increasing depth. Such strain 

relief also is seen in deep canyon walls (Fig. 8) or quarry excavations. 
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In large underground excavations, residual stress can be a major prob-

lem oving to the magnitude of tbe force. In Galt Mine in Canada, tensile 

stresses up to 3000 psi were measured. In Australian underground powerhouse 

construction horizontal pressures in excess ot vertical ones resulted in 

cracking of massive concrete ribs supporting the root, with the crack pat-

tern at the arch haunch and top of the cro~ demonstrating tensile forces. 

Detrimental stress relief sometimes can be avoided (Fig. 9). UG exca-

vations should be situated as far as possible from highly disturbed strata, 

particularly tight folds, intrusive zones, or feathered fractures, which 

generally indicate concentrations of unrelieved stress in or near them. 

High stress concentrations also can be caused by improper pillar spacing, 

too rapid an excavation with too slow a placement of supports, tunnel sec-

tions with relatively square corners (Fig. 10) 1 placing small openings near 

large ones, or introduction of sudden temperature changes within the cham-

ber that, because of different coefficients of expansion in mineral 

constituents, result in the stressing of the rock. 

Measuring Devices. The problem of proper design to avoid these prob

lems is difficult because of the lack of suitable tools to measure residual 

stress and accurate theories as to its origin. Efforts are being made to 

obtain quantitative measurements of residual stress and its lateral extent 

from the tunnel wall. One method used to date consists of SR-4 strain 

gages cemented to excavation walls, relieving the rock by boring a core 

from around the gages and then recording the resulting strains (Fig. llc). 

This method has proved sufficiently accurate to permit the construction of 

pressure tunnel linings with a minimum of re-steel in two different loca-

tiona in the United States. 
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Also deserving special attention is the use ot geophysical methods. 

Recent seismic tests in the 20-ft diameter Clear Creek Tunnel (U. s. Bureau 

of Reclamation) indicated zones of variable rock strength extending outward 

from the tunnel periphery, although there was no coincident change in rock 

type. There were four definite velocity layers that ranged from 1700 tt/sec 

within 3 ft of the wall, 3950 ft/sec 3 to 10 ft away, to 181 300 tt/sec 18 

ft away. These layers are within the stressed zone created by the exca

vation (Fig. 12 ). The lower values probably represent the Trompeter Zone--

the area of rock actually fractured by excavation stress--whereas the high-

er values are in a zone of unfractured but highly stressed rock. It ap-

pears that rock undisturbed by the excavation was not encountered or, more 

possibly, was masked by the peak velocity layer at 18ft. The total influ-

ence of the excavation can vary in extent depending upon tunnel diameter, 

depth below the surface, intensity of residual stress, and proximity to tee-

tonic accidents. For example, at depths of 1200 to 2000 ft, the Russians 

found this influence to extend 325 ft beyond the working face. 

Influence of Rock Type. A current defect in tunnel stress analysis 

is that it does not incorporate influence of rock type on the stress dis-

tribution (Fig. 13). Admittedly this failure is partially attributable to 

lack of knowledge, but its possible effects certainly should not be ignored. 

Statistical analysis of same 200 tunnels has shown a slight relation be

tween percentage of overbreak {a value that is believed to provide a quali-

tative measure of rock strength and stress) and tunnel diameter or size 

(Fig. 14). This same study is inconclusive as to rock type vs overbreak 

primarily because of the lack of petrographic data for the tunnels analyzed. 

Despite these meager results, experience certainly bas shown tbat a slight 
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idea at the type at rock to be encountered is desirable before proceeding 

with tunnel operation. 

Underground construction experience shows that the support type defi

nitely ~ depend upon the rock type; a dense hard granite usually provides 

a tar cleaner section with a minimum at supports than does a soft, platy 

shale. In the latter case, shale can be indicative at high-stored stresses 

that woul.d slowly push down columns and walla in the chamber. Dr. Duvall has 

describe4 the influence at rock type on the effectiveness of rock bolts. 

Columnar basalts can create a hazardous tunnel because at their complex 

Jointing and etten severe fracturing--not to mention their potential as an 

aquifer. Chalk and soft calcareous rocks are not otten thought at as desir

able UG sites but the Germans successfully placed entire manufacturing 

plants in huge chalk chambers prior to World War II. 

Elastico-Plastic Effects 

It is a whim of nature and a frustration to the tunnel designer that 

there are such diverse reactions. The clue to these reactions occurs in 

recent rock mechanics research. Rocks with high plasticity can be expected 

to react like chalk when excavated. Brittle rocks, those with high elastic-

i ty but low plasticity 1 would react like basalt. The theories to explain 

these reactions will have to be developed by rock mechanics research. Many 

theorists start with a one-line assumption that the rock mass is isotropic, 

homogeneous, and elastic, and they further ignore nature by considering a 

semi-infinite mass. They then proceed to extend their theories to decimal-

point accuracy. This approach is so remote from reality that the modern 

rock mechanics researcher goes back to the one-line assumption and finds 

that he has not only an aeolotropic material, but one that can be elastic, 
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Until rock actually fractures under stress it should be ana.J.yzed as 

an elastico-plastic material; tbat is, when t.he iaposed load exceeds tbe 

elastic strength, t.he specillen will react plastically until ultilllate failure 

occurs. Under triaxial ccapression1 IIB.rble appears to flow and actually 

increase in volume; high pressures at great depths may cause brittle rocks 

like granite or basalt to react plastically and even flow. A miniature 

analoQ occurs in laboratory tests: ~n the test load reaches a value where 

the stress-strain relation is no longer linear but still below the ult1lllate 

failure point, and the load is suddenly released, the rock does not return 

to its original size. 'l'be aaount of' this hysteresis or set decreases with 

repeated applications and releases of' loa4s. '.rhus, it is found tbat these 

repeated load applicatiol18 below the ultiate failure value increase the 

elastic strength. 'l'his seems to indicate tbat the work-hardening of' •taJ.s 

also can occur in rock. 

Once the rock does fracture 1 however 1 it can theoretically be aasuaed 

to respond like sruaJ.ar material. '.fo overs111plif'y1 this :fractured _.. 

•18bt be regarded as &D&l.osoua to a S&Dd pile and &D&J.yzed by soil •chanica 

theories tb.at relate cohesive strength and interD&l triction to the overall 

shear strength. '.lbis •thod of' analysis applied to rock still is etlibeyonic1 

elM to insufficient research. However, the application of' this &D&J.ytical 

•thod will require detel'lliDation of' the intel"D&l. friction developed 'between 

:trapents. 'Blat is 1 the inf'luence of rouch surfaces of' the 1nd1 viclual. 

frapents plus their partial interlocking will 'be consi4erably greater than 

analogous influences tbat occur on a aicroscopic basis in soil agrep.tes. 
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Rock !ype vs Excavation Methods 

Rock type also has a considerable influence on the cost of excavation 

methods. Soft rocks such as shale and tuff are most efficiently blasted 

with low-cost1 low-velocity explosives like the nitramons; the hard, brittle 

rocks are efficiently shattered by high-cost, high-velocity explosives such 

as 4o or 6o per cent dynamite. 

Studies also indicate direct correlations between rock type and dril-

lability--that is, the type of blast-hole rig used and the speed and bit 

wear in such rigs (Fig. 15). Drillability is affected primarily by crystalline 

structure and the nature of the fracturing. Hard rock composed of tightly 

interlocked angular crystals will drill slower and cause higher bit wear than 

rock with rounded crystal contacts, weak cementing material, or altered con-

stituents. A rock containing both hard and fibrous minerals is one at the 

most difficult to drill. Extremely fractured rock or dense granites or lime-

stones usually are most efficiently drilled by percussion rather than by ro-

tary rigs. The latter would be satisfactory in shales or similarly sott but 

cohesive rocks. Rock containing minerals with vastly different coefficients 

of expansion can be effectively penetrated with Jet-piercing rigs that burn 

oxygen and petroleum base fuel. These comments illustrate a tew uses tor 

microscopic study of rock prior to construction operations. 

Petrofabrics 

Recently attempt has been made to use petrofabrics or rock texture to 

estimate strength properties (Fig. 16). This method has progressed sutti-

ciently to prove that it can minimize the need for extensive laboratory load 

tests. The microscope will disclose the nature of contacts between minerals 

or grains and their orientation, the type and distribution of cementing ma-
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Of major importance are the contacts and their orientation (Fig. 17). 

A rough parallel orientation in the minerals can be extrapolated to mean 

slabbing tunnel walls and excessive shattering when blasted. Conversely, such 

rock may not be explosively influenced by residual stresses, because the or-

ientated contacts represent planes of weakness that will permit gradual 

stress relief by slippage along these planes (a seemingly plastic reaction). 

Interlocking contacts may indicate rock difficult to shoot but having easily

controlled blasting effects with minimum of overbreak (Fig. 18). Also they 

are indicative of high strength and thus minimum support. On the debit side, 

however, this interlock prevents the gradual relief of residual stresses; 

thus, explosive rock bursts can occur. 

Strain patterns in crystals may indicate residual stresses, but to date 

no way has been found to use this as a quantitative measure of the forces 

(Fig. 19). It can be postulated that the tectonic forces creating the strain 

were applied normal to the long axis of the patterns; thus, there might be 

less stress relief effect if the tunnel axis is orientated normal to the 

pattern. Fractured, rounded contacts, or poorly cemented crystals may cause 

excessive shattering under blasting and little or no resistance to high re-

sidual stresses (Fig. 20). 

Weathering 

Another phase of petrologic study is the effect of weathering (Fig. 21), 

which has been found over 650 ft below the ground surface. In deep tunnels, 

weathered rock that is saturated or under high lateral pressure may flow into 

the tunnel or require steel liner plate supports. Since such material would 

react plastically or like a soil, it could be expected to interfere with tun-

lk.: ... -'>:;Yes._ analysis, based on elastic theory. Hard granite can completely 
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deteriorate to a cohesionless mass of sand or sticky clay and may be over-

looked since it can superficially resemble the unaltered rock. An example 

of this was recently found in a tunnel about 450 ft underground. The wall 

rock appeared to be good granite, but when struck with a geology hammer the 

point was embedded almost one inch in clayey material. There was no surface 

evidence of the existence of this altered zone. 

Other weathering effects can occur when a rock stratum is exposed dur-

ing its geologic history. The surface will weather and erode; additional 

beds will be deposited and deeply bury this eroded surface. When encounte~ 

ed in tunnels, such unconformities warn or different rock types above and 

below the old weathered surface, alteration of rock adjacent to it, and the 

possibility or ancient buried channels that contain highly pervious material 

and possibly water. 

Weathering or alteration of the contact between sound bedrock and 

fault zones or intrusives (Fig. 22) may create the need for heavy support. 

This alteration can result from the high temperatures accompanying the in-

trusion, from heat generated by the faulting stresses, or because the con-

tact provided a seepage path for groundwater or deep-seated water. 

Air slaking of rock when freshly exposed is another weathering pbenam-

enon. This continual flaking is common in moist, soft, or clayey shales or 

silt-stones, but occasionally occurs in altered granite or schists. The de-

terioration can be caused by the rapid evaporative effects or surrounding 

air currents or by a reverse process wherein excessive moisture is forced 

between constituent minerals by capillar,y or ionic action. Unless control-

led by protective coatings (Fig. 23~deterioration can progress to consid-

erable depth. And, protection is vital when concrete is to be bonded to the 

rock surface. 
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Most tunnel contractors will agree that water (Fig. 24) is one of their 

biggest headaches. It also is to the engineering geologist; only an iDDo-

cent new graduate would dare to offer a quantitative estimate of' flows to be 

encOUDtered. Qualitative estimates can often be given, however, such as: 

"The flow will not affect construction;" or "Large volumes may completely 

shut down the Job so protective measures should be taken." The geDeral cri-

teria presented here contain the proverbial salt grains, as their absence or 

preaence seldom are completely indicative of' potential subsurface conditions. 

Generally, it is advisable to locate the excavation above the ground-

water table or intersect it where good drainage can occur. Thus, water 

trouble would result only from moderate surface seepage or the occasional 

and unpredictable tapping ot a deep-seated spring. Dried-up spring deposits 

at the surface ~ indicate active flows at tunnel grade. Thel"ll&l.l.y active 
, 

areaa such as Paricutin in Mexico would indicate deep-seated cold or hot 

water or even steam. Permafrost zones often carry unfrozen water courses. 

Surface valleys BIB¥ mean faults and faults may mean water trouble at tunnel 

level. Locating a tunnel, without adequate investigations, beneath surface 

bodies of' water can be a losing gamble, as was sadly illustrated when the 

Motf'at Tunnel was driven through the Continental Divide in 1930. The bore 

was about 2000 ft below one of many lakes near the top of the Divide; there 

is no fishing in this lake now because a wide shear zone acted as a conduit 

between the lake and the tunnel. 

Extensive fractures may indicate water problems it there is a source 

of' supply. Igneous rock often provides good water wells because of exten-

sive underflows through fissures. Cavernous limestones and basalts of'ten 

carry actual flowing streams (Fig. 25). Tunneling through permeable sedi-
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mentary rocks may be somewhat wet if there is a source at supply. 

Sometimes a tunnel can be safely located below a perched water table 

because an impervious strata seals ott the underlying tum:lel (Fig. 26). In 

this case, or where the table is held below tunnel grade by an impervious 

strata, there exists the possibility of a break-out into the tunnel owing 

to hydrostatic pressure. 

Rock Temperature 

Excavation at considerable depth also should be preceded by study of 

expected geothermal gradients ('Fig. 27). The rock temperature roughly in

creases at the rate of 1° Centigrade per 100 ft at depth below the surface. 

This gradient is inexact because it is influenced by surface relief, air and 

ground temperatures, difference in thermal conductivity at various rocks, 

and the dip of the strata because conductivity of rock is greater parallel 

to the bedding. The vertical strata in Gotthard Tunnel resulted in a gra-

dient at 154 ft whereas the flat-lying beds intersected by the Simplon Tun-

nel resulted in a 121-ft gradient. Fissured or highly porous rocks tend to 

decrease the temperature gradients because of their sorptive properties, par-

ticularly if cool surface water penetrates the fissures. UDder mountain 

peaks, rock temperature increases at a much slower rate than under valleys. 

TemperatUre conditions are not to be ignored because in deep tunnels 

more costly air-conditioning facilities may be required, not to mention dis

comfort during construction. At Tecolote Tunnel in California, 16o0 heat 

resulted in the miners being transported to the face in mine cars filled 

with cold water. 

Permafrost 

A converse temperature problem is met in Arctic-type terrain as a re-

sult of permafrost, a zone where subsurface temperatures are at or below 



freezing for a periGd of at least 2 years. Permaf'rost zones are known that 

have a vertical extent in excess of 2000 tt. And, because of extensive glaci-

ation normal to such terrain, overburden soil may be hundreds of teet deep. 

The top of the zone, or permafrost table, can be at or near the grc>und surface 

and may show a peculiar polygonal pattern (Fig. 28 ). Sad experience in surtace 

construction in the Arctic indicates possible tunnel problems. The mere pre-

sence of a surface bu114ing without heat can raise ground temperatures sutfici-

ently to thaw permafrost. If the thawed material is relatively impervious 

soil, it may be over 200 per cent saturated and the building slowly sinks tram 

view! Notice the gaps below the walls and tilted frames in Fig. 29. Perma-

frosted rock or dry or pervious soil probably would not be troublesome, other 

than its influence on temperature control in the UG site. However, if ice is 

the cementing agent in a fractured or fragmented rock, excavation collapse can 

be expected when the permafrost thaws; frozen water-courses in fissures are not 

unusual and would be trouble-makers if thawed by the construction or operation 

conditions in the tunnel. 

The most successful method of combatting permafrost problems is the 

passive one wherein the disturbance to the permafrost regime is held to an 

absolute minimum. Heavy insulation or even refrigeration may be required it 

operations involve above-freezing temperatures. One ot the most serious 

problems in permafrost-area work is maintenance of portal cuts. When the 

portal area is stripped of vegetation to start excavation, the permafrost 

thaws because the natural insulation is removed. Thawed permafrost soil 

literally presents a sticky construction problem--the ground actually flows 

and heavy equipment will bog down or completely disappear! 

Incident to this problem is the construction of UG sites in snow and 

ice fields. The military work in Greenland and Antarctica indicates the 



feasibUity of this, but constant maintenance is necessary because of the 

constant creep and subsequent closure of snow tunnels. 

Portal GeologY 

A necessary adjunct to UG site analysis is a geotechnical study of 

access or portal areas. A major factor is the possibUity of landslides 

(Fig. :30 ) or snowslides and rock falls. These can cause construction delays 

or later can result in bl.ocking of access to the permanent install.ation. It 

is not feasibl.e here to discuss stabil.ity analysis methods for open sl.opes 

cut from rock or soil. However, in our situatt.on, the analysis should 

introduce loading factors that will compensate for the concussion and 

vibration forces of nucl.ear bl.asts. 

Rock falls can be caused by excavation operations or seasonal freezing 

and thawing. The stability of any open slope will be affected ~Y seismic 

shocks. Another probl.em pecul.iar to our study is that the extremely high 

destructive force of a nuclear blast could disturb surface topography sutfi-

cientl.y to divert surface water courses into the access areas of the UG sites. 

I:RVESTIGATIOB METHODS 

Because the technical literature has excellent coverage of geologie 

subsurface investigation methods, only a few pertinent ones are discussed 

here. Rotary core dril.ling is one of the most efficient methods and its ef-

fieacy is directly proportional to the diameter of the hole (Fig. 31). The 

NX (2-l/8 in. core) is the minimum size desirable, whereas the best are man

sized shafts as large as 6 ft in diameter drilled by special rigs {Fig. 32) 

or exploratory tunnels. One of the most important purposes of these holes is 

to evaluate joint and fracture systems. Large shafts or tunnels can be used 

also as a base for dril.ling holes at various angles for complete exploration 

of the UG site. Whether the core is 2-l/8 in. or greater diameter, it can be 
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used for laboratory tests; also the core hole itself is valuable because, as 

discussed in Mr.Nesbitt'spaper, a camera can be lowered into it to take or-

ientated photographs of in-situ jointing conditions. A modification of the 

TV camera suitable for examining the interior of bore holes is also available. 

There are indirect subsurface investigation methods such as geophysics. 

Seismic or resistivity equipment can locate faults, determine rock types, 

permeabilities, depth of weathering, and bedrock surface contours. The resis-

tivity method has been successfully used to locate deep fracture zones 

(Fig. 33 ). The seismic method has been used to measure elastic moduli in situ, 

as there is an empirical relation between velocity of seismic wave propagation 

and the density and elasticity of the rock (Fig. 34 ). This application 

still is so new that considerable correlation is needed with other types of 

field and laboratory tests. The maJor correlation difficulties arise be-

cause the geophysical test is a dynamic method, whereas the laboratory load 

tests are static (Fig. 35). Aa a matter of illterest, at present no two test 

methods appear to correlate. The maJor problem is to determine which method 

provides the anaver most applicable to the proposed design, and if' the re-

sults are subject to interpretation by empirical formulas based on the theory 

of elasticity. 

A poillt in this regard is the use of laboratory triaxial shear tests 

(Fig. 36). In these, the rock specimen can be placed under sillult&Deous 

axial and lateral stress and either load can be varied at will. It provides 

a laboratory simulation of in-situ lateral presaures at great depth. The 

bogey factor is that the load& cauaed by residual atresaes that are known 

to occur at depth cannot be added. They cannot becauae, as yet, efficient 

meuuring instruments have not been developed. It is found, however, that 

even 1f' the effects of residual stress are disregarded, the analysis of 120 
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triaxial tests shows that the lateral strain rapidly increases in proportion 

to axial or vertical stress and exceeds it at depths within our realm of 

consideration. 

CONCLUSION 

The final and most important factor in investigations is to present 

the results in a manner understandable to those not holding higher degrees 

in geology. It seldom is desirable to use decimal.-point accuracy because 

the only homogeneous thing about nature is heterogeneity. Basically, the 

problem is to accumulate adequate and correct geotechnical data by the cam-

bined efforts at engineers and geologists. UG site problems, in reality, 

involve only two relatively new concepts--unusual disturbance of natural 

conditions owing to the extremely high forces developed by nuclear weapons, 

and the use of a science still in labor pains but at inestimable value when 

born--rock mechanics. This birth will permit us to, one, minimize the dis-

turbance to natural underground conditions, and two, find out what these 

conditions are before we start! 

DISCUSSION 

MR. LARS DE JOUNGE (Sandvik Steel, Inc.): You mentioned a tunnel 

6 ft in diameter and 1, 200 ft in depth. Where was that? 

MR. JUDD: This is not a tunnel but a shaft. It is in South Africa. 

It is a ventilation shaft fer one of the mines. A similar one has been 

reported in Brazil. 
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Fig. 32 
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Yesterday we had a lucid presentation of the techniques to be followed 

in determining the suitability or unsuitability of underground sites. Today 

we have heard of some of the realit.ies that the site selector faces. 1 was 

impressed with the pictures presented by Walter Douglas1 particularly with 

that one site, in which many problems we will face in all sites were well 

reviewed. We might say (and I think Mr. Douglas will agree with me) that 

in that specific site we bad better than average conditions. Perhaps a 

better example ot the ideal site was the massive sandstone that Bill Judd 

showed tor one ot his tunnels, which comes as close to being a homogeneous 

a.terial as we could expect in this type of work. 

Now the geologist is faced with the job of using all the available 

literature and a.ps applicable to a site, executing an economical drilling 

program, and finding you a site which comes somewhere near the requirements 

which were set forth yesterday. He has to be sure that the drilling exposes 

all rock structure which is either favorable or unfavorable to the project. 

The groundwater conditions which could be a problem in the design of the 

structures must be disclosed early in the exploration, and in greater detail 

as it progresses. He has also to be certain1 in the course of his investi-

gations1 that he has an adequate water supply for the underground installation. 

There are many other problems of that nature which these chaps 1 some of whom 

are here today, will have to answer as they start looking for sites. I sm 

sure it is superflous to say that the ideal preliminary site study cambines 
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thorough aerial photoanalysis with a ground reconnaissance. 

MY comments will be confined to a tool which will aid the geologist, 

once a site has been selected, in disclosing conditions which affect the 

orientation of chambers and the location of tunnel portals. This instrument 

is the "ItX" borehole camera. The Corps of Engineers has been using the 

camera since 1952, when we investigated a fault in the foundation of Folsaa 

Dam, a condition which to a large degree eluded identification by the usual 

methods of foundation investigation. 

~ device surpasses other cameras designed for photographing interior 

surfaces of pipes, wells, and conduits in its capacity for obtaining 

continuous undistorted cylindrical color pictures of water-tilled or dry 

borings. 

Tbe usefulness of the camera is at once apparent. To the geological, 

mining, and civil engineer alike it signifies the end of considerable 

guesswork with respect to underground conditions which could not be identi-

tied by conventional core-drilling methods. 

Research and development for the first camera and projection equipment 

were conducted by the Engineering Research Associates, Division of Remington 

Rand, Inc., under the technical supervision ot, and in accordance with plans 

and specifications furnished by, the Geology Branch, Office of the Chief of 

Army Engineers in Washington. Subsequent modifications of the camera lower-

ing device, transporting equipment and special field tools were made in the 

Corps of Engineers' Ohio River Division Laboratories in Cincinnati. The 

background of this development is interesting. 

Among the more difficult foundation problems involved in the construction 

of concrete dams and underground structures are those which result from bedrock 

imperfections that escape disclosure by conventional exploration methods. 



These illlperfections trequently are ot sutticient .agnitude to introduce 

coatly changes, especially vhen their presence is discovered only atter 

foundation excavation is well in progress. Bedrock tlavs most frequently 

camoutlaged may be ruptures resulting troll the eno:raous stresses to which 

rocks bave been subjected, or they may be planes or zones of weakness related 

to chemical alteration and underground erosion. Obviously, detailed 

information on their location, dimensions and structure is important, as 

these factors can attect the stability of a structure and the security of 

lite and property in its enviroraent. 'fheir discovery and appraisal entail 

extensive sUbsurface exploration. 

At present the most economical exploratory tool available to geologists 

and engineers is the small-diameter diamond core drill by means of vhich 

cores ot the foundation bedrock are recovered tor examination and testing. 

All too frequently, however, these samples tail to disclose ainor foundation 

flaws that may be of major importance before a structure is completed. As 

a result, the small diameter drillings are supplemented generally by more 

reliable, but much more costly, shafts, tunnels, or large-diameter calyx 

drill holes which permit the investigator to exaaine the foundation rocks 

in place. It was to reduce the number and cost of these expensive and time-

consuming investigations, as well as to obtain more complete information 

on rock structure tram the smaller borings, that the "BX" borehole camera 

was developed. That it has been eminently satisfactory in accomplishing 

that purpose is demonstrated by its success on a large number of flood 

control, navigation and power projects of the Corps ot Engineers. On a 

number of dams it has been used before and after construction, to determine 

the effectiveness ot pressure grouting ot foundation openings. On others 

borehole photography has been used to determine foundation grades, and length 

and orientation of foundation anchors. 



In addition to locating and photographing a deep foundation f'ault zone at 

Polsaa Dam, the pictures recorded delicate changes in rock coloring, 

:f'raetures as s-.11 as 1/100 of' an inch, and the surface of' the groundwater 

table. A ccapass, visible in each picture, permits orientation of' all these 

features on a unique cylindrical projection screen. Since the materials in 

fault zones are generally too sof't to be recovered caapletely by the small-

dta.eter core drill, their investigation, and the orientation of' the fault, 

in the past could be acccaplished only by tunnels 1 shaf'ts 1 and costly -.n-

size calyx borings. At Folsaa the camera came to the rescue in tille to 

elilliDate a number o-r calyx boriags by producing f'aithf'ul color-picture 

records of' saae twenty saall-dia.eter holes. The camera bas also been used 

successtull.y in locating cracks in large concrete structures. 

Externally, the camera unit is a simple stainless-steel tube (Fig. 1) 

33 inches long and 2-3/4 inches in diameter, with a circular quartz window 

{e) not unlike a miniature lighthouse window, located five inches above the 

lower end. Internally 1 the principal elements include an oil-damped compass 

(o) which supports a hollow and truncated conical mirror (n). The latter 

is situated inside and directly opposite the quartz window 1 and thus 

comprises the "eye" of' the camera. The hollow and truncated construction 

of' the conical mirror makes the underlying ccmapass visible to the 15 DID 

CUller& lens (k) located a short distance above the mirror. A high-voltage 

circular flash-tUbe (m), midway between the cone mirror and camera lens 

and actuated by a current-pulsing device on the camera lowering rig, 

sillul.taneously illuminates the boring and exposes the film to the bright 
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mirror image. Directly above the lens is a conventional 16 mm moving-

picture camera (h, i, j), with motor and spool drive synchronized by the 

same pulsing circuit which actuates the flash tube. A power condenser 

and relay unit (g) contacts the top of the camera unit. The camera is 

designed to make 16 flash exposures per foot of boring. Thus with a 1-

inch section of drill hole exposed at each flash and with 16 exposures 

per foot of boring, sufficient overlap tram picture to picture is obtained. 

Suspending the camera from the ground control mechanism is a three-

conductor cable, armored externally by reverse-lay, preformed, steel wire 

which prevents cable tWisting. The tensile strength of this cable is 

2700 pounds. 

On the ground surface the camera is controlled by a lowering device 

(Fig. 2) which consists of a pay-out reel (c) With a capacity for 500 feet 

of camera cable, level-Wind control (b) for the cable guide reel (h) 

geared to a 16-notch pulsing wheel and depth counter (i and j), hand-crank 

and gear drive (g) to the cable pay-out reel for lowering and raising the 

camera. Attached to the lowering mechanism is a small power supply cabinet 

(a) which transforms ll7 volts a.c. to three d.c. circuits of 450, 50 and 

50 volts, respectively. The highest voltage is transformed to 15,000 volts 

in the flash tube circuit of the camera; one 50-volt circuit is connected 

to the camera motor drive and synchronizing relay; the other 50-volt 

circuit provides the synchronizing pulse. When a film is completely 

exposed, the individual pictures are projected and studied as a series of 

separate still photoflash images, and not as a moving picture film. 

Pictures are taken during the ascent or retrieving of the camera, 

inasmuch as cable tension is more constant and the motion of the camera 

steadier. A "dUDIItY camera" of the same weight and dimensions is lowered 
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and retrieved before risking the real camera in the boring. Since the 

camera pulsing-wheel is geared into the crank and gear-drive of the cable 

reel and guide reel, the tfme interval between picture exposures is con-

trolled by the speed at which the hand crank is turned. Best results are 

obtained when the exposure interval is 2/3 of a second. With a capacity 

tor 25 feet of 16 mm film, 75 feet of boring may be photographed continously 

before reloading is necessary. Later models will have a fila capacity for 

photographing 100 feet of boring. 

1'he camera is designed to withstand a hydrostatic head of 500 feet. 

Pictures obtained in dry and water-filled borings are equally good. 

All of the camera equipaent is portable into any site where diamond 

core drilling equipaent can enter. With the aid of temporary cribbing and 

leveling screws (d) attached to the frame, the ground control •chanism 

can be leveled and made ready for operation a few minutes after uncrating 

ot the equipment at the site. A portable 117-volt a.c. sasoline generator 

supplies the necessary electric power, when other sources are unaV-ailable. 

Figure 3 shows the device on which you examine the pictures. It is a 

modified Eastman Recordak Model "PM" microfilm viewer. On screen ,PS you 

can see a plane image about 3 in. in diameter. There is also the cylindrical 

viewing screen CS. Located on top of the cylindrical screen is an adjustable 

azimuth scale which rotates as a table and has a central. circular window with 

two paral.lel lines between which the coapass position of each picture may be 

aligned. By rotating the azimuth table until the compass arrow is centered 

between the window lines, the orientation of each feature on the cylindrical 
' 

projection is obtained. 

When a spool of film is mounted at FS, you just turn on switch FD and 

the pictures start moving. They can be seen on screen PS when mirror AM is 
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in recu.bent Position 11 on cylindrical screen CS when .All is in the 45° 

Position 2. 

Picture detail is such that you can see f'ractares of a huDdreclth of 

an inch either in plane 1Jaa&e as the lena sees it, or in cylindrical fol"'l. 

Figure 4 is an artist's exact reproduction of tbe plane &Dd cylindrical 

1-.ge pictures of a llinutely fractured zone in granitic rock. !be 15.25 

Cll (5 in.) diameter of the cylindrical screen peraits the viewer to ex&lline 

each cylindrical picture of tbe borehole at approx~tely double scale. 

Inasau.cb. as considerable light is lost in proJecting the fila 1aage through 

the conical prism and thence to the cyl1ndrical di:t:r'uaion screen, the latter 

is used solely for reading the dip and strike of geologic structure and 

for obtaining the undistorted dimensions of various textural and structural 

details. For the majority of his borepb.oto logging the geologist uses the 

plane screen where bright natural-color pictures 1 shoving minute structural 

and textural details 1 can be analyzed. 

I like this picture (Fig. 4) because it is an example of Jll&llY' instances 

in which similar zones of rock were not recovered in drilling, and consequently 

labelled as "void" or "opening." In this particular case fracturing which 

prevented core recovery extended for two f'eet. Until the camera was used 

the geologist could not be sure whether he was dealing with a fault, rock 

opening or fracture zone. The camera revealed a condition entirely amenable 

to consolidation by cement, and consequently a satisfactory foundation without 

deeper excavation. 

Figure 5 is another example of' the detail which the photographs will 

show. This is a limestone traa Missouri with an interfingering bedding 

plane. The inside of' the "doughnut" is the top of' this conical mirror view. 

The outside of' the "doughnut" is the base of the conical image. The conical 
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mirror of tbe c._ra is a periscope in the hole. They eye looking down on 

this mirror vould give you a doughnut-shaped image of this nature. The 

figure shovs the vavy bedding structure 1 which was she&l'ed ott in the core. 

Here 1 it is preserved perfectly. 

Figure 6 is the ccapl.ementary cylindrical 1llage of the vavy bedding 

keys seen in J'ig. 5. Boring operations, of course 1 sheared the keys, and 

the detail interlocking of one bed with the other, which is illportant in 

structural considerations, vas totally obscured. Here it was obtained vith 

a relatively starple device. 

ll'1gure 7 shows how ef:f'ective our :foundation grouting was at Table Bock 

Dam in Missouri. I am sorry I do not bave the pregrouting views. It we ha4 

a color slide 1 a pink tinge which we put into this grout could be detected 

in the darker areas. These are diagonal :fractures dipping at 35 degrees 

trOll the vertical, about 35 tt below the base o:f' the dam. The closeup study 

o:f' this and silllilar pictures showed the original openings to be thoroughly 

grouted. Prior to the camera, core drilling to check the e:f':f'ectiveness o:f' 

grouting was not always reliable. Figure 8 is the complementary cylindrical 

View. 

Yesterday we saw a possible application o:f' borephotography in connection 

with deter.aining the e:f':f'ectiveness o:f' the grout seal placed behind the 

saucer-shaped antenna structure :f'or an underground communication center. 

Perhaps the greatest contribution o:f' the new camera is its capacity to 

deter.mine the orientation, structure, dimension, and composition of rock 

:fractures 1 and to identify these :f'eatures early in the investigation. The 

core samples, taken :f'rom 3-in. holes drilled with the best supervision, 

o:f'ten leave the geologist in doubt as to whether sample losses are the result 
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of shear resulting from drilling, or natural openings and cleavage not 

related to drilling operations. 

For the design of large structures knowledge of the in situ condition 

of the bedrock is extremely important. Until we developed this camera, 

the only device we had was the man-size calyx hole, illustrated at the 

conclusion of the last paper. These large borings cost anywhere from $50 

to $200 a foot, whereas the "NX" hole can be drilled for $5 to $15, depending 

on the depth. The cost of photography in such holes ranges from $1 to $3 

a lineal foot. 

The geologists in the Corps of Engineers who have been trained to use 

this camera have also been trained to discern conditions in the photographs 

which indicate the need for supplementing borephotography with exploratory 

sbatts or tunnels. The camera cannot solve all problems. It has saved the 

public many thousands of dollars as an exploratory tool' during the past five 

years. Its use is routine on many of the Corps of Engineers projects at the 

present time. The patent is owned by the Govermaent. 
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DISCUSSION 

MR. LARS DE JOUNGE {Sandvik Steel, Inc.): What is the price? 

MR. BESBI'l!r: I am glad you raised the question of price. I could 

give you the manufacturers' names if you want to jot them down. One is the 

Engineering Research Associates, Division of Remington Rand, Inc., St. Paul, 

Minnesota. The other manufacturer, equally interested in getting invitations 

to produce cameras, is the Republic Engineeri~ and Manufacturing Caapany, 

Snelling Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota. 

Now, I cannot give you the cost. The cost of' the development of' this 

successful camera was in the order of' $20,000, a great amount of' which was 

research. The optical elements of' the camera are the most expensive. 

Perhaps there are $21 500 to $3,000 worth of optical and electronic materials 

in the camera and lowering device alone. 

I am not quoting a price because this is not an assembly-line job yet. 

The first few that will be delivered will naturally come for a higher price. 

I do think that if the number of orders increases (and we currently have 

inquiries coming in from all parts of the world: Australia, South Africa, 

and other areas), such increase could favorably affect the price. 

BRIGADIER GENERAL J. E. GILL (ADC 1 Colorado Springs, Colorado): You 

talked about going down vertically. Can you go horizontally? 

MR. NESBITT: Tbat is a good question. I mentioned the importance of' 

horizontal and oblique holes. When using oblique holes, the camera's 

compass will operate at angles up to about 22 degrees from the vertical, 

and it will be modified to work at steeper angles. It is limited to 22 degrees 

from the vertical right now. That is the maximum at which tbe compass will 
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:f'lmction. !bat doesn't •an you could not use the camera in a horizontal 

hole tor obtainiDg soae information on the dimension and spacing ot joint 

planes. In such cases the camera could be forced to the end ot the bore 

with rods, and retracted in the usual manner. 'Dlis is a llinor design 

problem which we have asked both these manufacturers to iron out. '!bey 

can have a compass in the next c&Mra flexible enough to read azry angles 

between vertical and horizontal. It is very important that you drill 

oblique holes for the camera if your rock structure and cleavase are such 

that vertical holes are iDadequate. 

BRIGADIER GEDRAL GILL: You still need gravity. 

MR. JIESBI'.Pf: Yes, for vertical or oblique holes gravity, controlled 

by the cable wheel, lowers the camera. You are working against this 

weight as you bring it out, which -.kes tor a saoother operation. We invari-

ably lover the camera to the bottaa before takins pictures, run a few teet 

ot leading film ott 1 and then proceed vi th the photography. 

The camera control device has a depth counter, as does the projector, 

which counts in hundredths ot teet. This little film box, right bere, 

says, "Chief Joseph Dam, dUDIIly 26o.55' to 18o.55'; camera, 26o.oo to l8o.55 •." 

When I put this on the projector, I set the counter at 26o.oo feet, and I 

read picture depths in ascending sequence as the views go past that projection 

screen automatically. 

The projector, incidentally, is a modification ot Eastman Kodak's Recordak 

PM Microfilm Viewer. You can use it with or vi thout the cylindrical. screen 

which, in earlier periods of picture analysis, is an aid in orienting structure 

and learning the relationship between the cylindrical and plane image projections. 

We have used the camera to trace grouting in foundations and minute structure in 

all kinds of rock. 





FIGURES 

1. Borehole camera. 

2. Camera lowering device. 

3· Film projector. 

4. Plane and cylindrical image pictures ot a minutely fractured zone in 
granite. 

5. Interfingering bedding in limestone. 

6. Cy11ndr1cal image ot bedding shown in Fig. 5. 

7. Borehole photograph showing effectiveness ot grouting. 

8. Cylindrical view ot grouting shown in Fig. 7. 
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Alit ADJUSTABLE MIRROR 

CR CENTERING CONTROL 
CS CYLINDRICAL SCREEN 

DC DEPTH COUNTER 
FD FILI\t DRIVE 

FOCUS CONTROL 
FILM SPOOL 

PA PRISM ADJUSTOR 
PS PLAIN SCREEN 
SM 1-2 STATIONARY MIRRORS 

BOREHOLE CAMERA FILM PROJECTOR 

Fig. 3 

BORE PHOTOGRAPH IARTI ST' S CONCEPT) 

, SECTION OF I MAGE ( bl SHOWN ON IMAGE (a I 

(a) (b) 

c 
Cylindrical (a) and plane-image (b) bore photograph of undisturbed 
fracture detai I in gneissic granodiorite, 80ft. below foundation 
of Chief Joseoh Dam, Columbta River, Washington, U. S. A. Image (a) 
two-thirds.natural SCflle. Note reversal of fracture positions and 
dil? res~lt1ng fror.~ rr•sm~t1c proJection of film image (b) to cyl i.n-
dr•cal 1mage (a). · 

Fig. 4 



Fig. 5 

Fig. 6 
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Fig. 7 

Fig. 8 
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As many of you may know, Holmes & Narver has the responsibility for en-

gineering at the Nevada Test Site of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

In this capacity, there has been a requirement for predicting the distances 

at which there would be various degrees of damage to tunnels from under-

ground nuclear explosions and for design of linings which would provide for 

safe re-entry following tests. Last fall, preparations were being made at 

the Nevada Test Site for the series of tests known as Operation HARDTACK-

Phase II. At that time, there had been only one nuclear explosion in rock. 

This was the Rainier event at the same location. 

Since Rainier constituted the principal basis for establishing damage-

distance criteria for HARDTACK-Phase II, I will describe briefly the re-

sults of this test. It was planned and conducted by the Lawrence Radiation 

Laboratory (then called the University of California Radiation Laboratory). 

The device bad a yield of 1700 tons or 1.7 kilotons of high explosive and 

was exploded on September 19, 1957, at the end of a tunnel driven into the 

side of the mountain. The self-closing configuration at the firing point 

is of particular interest and is shown in Fig. l. You will see that the 

distance between the firing chamber and the nearest rib ot the tunnel is 

25 ft. The tunnel at this point was designed to be closed by the rock push-

ed outward by the explosion before the blast could travel the greater dis-

tance around the loop. This configuration achieved its purpose. 

The geology of the mountain and the profile of the tunnel are shown on 

Fig. 2. The explosion occurred in Tos7, which is described as "bedded tuft, 
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mostly loosely cemented and • sandy. •" Of general interest are the cap of 

welded tuff or rbyoli te about 250 f't thick, the various layers of bedded 

tuff' and the one layer of welded tuff, TOS6, and the limestone basement 

rock, Dd. The vertical depth of burial was 899 f't and the nearest point on 

the sloping face was 790 ft. The tuff weighs about 125 lbs/cu f't and has a 

compressive strength of 5000-10,000 lbs/in2• 

The explosion created a cavity 55 f't in radius and the rock was crushed 

out to a radius of 130 f't, as determined by subsequent borings. The theoreti-

cal shock pressure vs distance is shown in Fig. 3. The indicated l:lmi t of 

crushing would be slightly less than 1000 (bars) or about 14,500 psi. This 

is greater than the strength indicated in laboratory tests of a specimen 

without lateral support. The fact that the material would have a degree of 

lateral support in place and the fact that rock in c011110n with other 

materials probably has higher strength under high rates of strain JIJB.Y account 

for the difference. 

The tunnel was about 1 ft high and 8 tt wide and of rectal'lgular shape 

with roUDded corners. At a radial distance of 200 f't it was completely col

lapsed, as shown in Fig. 4. Spalling continued to a distance of 4oo f't and 

the condition at this point is shown in Fig. 5. Beyond 4oo f't, the amount 

of spalled material amounted to only a few cubic yards and there was no 

damage beyond 500 f't. The corresponding scaled distances for a l kiloton 

yield are obtained by dividing the above distances by the cube root of 1.7. 

On this basis, no lining to resist explosive damage would be required at a 

scaled distance greater than 420 ft. At scaled distances less than 420 tt, 

linings would be required with progressively increased strength. For explo-

sions of other yields, the distances would be multiplied by the cube root 
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Fortunately., results of an extensive series of high-explosive tests 

in s&Ddstone., gran1 te., aDd 11mestone were available. These were CODducted 

by the Corps of Engineers in Utah and Colorado trom 1948 to 1953 with the 

assistance of the Colorado School of Mines., the Bureau of Mines., and the 

Ensineer Research Associates of St. Paul., Minnesota. There were tests at 

several scales with a ma,Yi DlllDl weight cf charge of 3201 000 lbs of D'l at 

tull scale. The corresponding horseshoe tunnel was 30 tt high. No linings 

were used in any tunnels. Information on quanti ties of rock broken traa 

the tunnel surfaces and kinetic energies imparted to the rock were avail-

able from these test reports. It was appreciated that there were 4ifterencea 

between the effect of nuclear explosions and those trca !ll'.r1 but it was 

felt that by a correlation of high-explosive data fro. tests in sandstone 

with nuclear data from Rainier., use:f'ul. criteria could be provided. On this 

basis., design loads for tunnel linings at several scaled distances were de-

veloped in terms of quanti ties of rock detached from the back and ribs by 

the explosion and the kinetic energies imparted to the rock. It was realized 

that there would be heaving of the floor but it vas felt that it woul4 

be easier to muck out this material and re-~ the track than to attempt 

to resist this action. 

The following principles were considered to be important in the design 

of tunnel linjngs for re-entry: 

(1) The lining should be a yielding type which would be less likely to 

lose its supporting capacity by buckling or brittle failure. 

(2) Blocking or cribbing should be used to support the rock and resist 

its detachment rather than have it thrown off and strike the lining. 
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(3) Greater support would be requirecl where UDWJU&l geoJ.osic aituatiou 

were eacoantered. 

It appeared that no practical linings could be designed to survive at 

a scaled distance ot less thaD 168 tt, corresponding to the 200-tt distance 

tor Ra.1nier 1 at which there was CCIIIplete collapse. 

The details ot the design criteria and procedure developed t1'CIIl the 

high-explosive testa have a m.1.l1 tary classification and cannot be discussed 

here. The design employed tor the larger dritts is shown on Pig. 6. As you · 

see, steel continuous rib-type sets were used, held in position with spread

ers. Theae were 6-in. wide flange 20-lb sections. Wood lagging, 3 x 12 in. 1 

was placed outside the sets or between the flanges. Blocking was specified 

all around on 2 - 6-in. centers. The spacing ot the sets was varied to pro-

vide the required strength to support the broken rock and resist the impact 

forces at selected scaled distances trom the explosion. Beyond a scaled dis

tance ot 420 tt, no blast damage was anticipated. However, in some cases 

safety during construction and sate use following ccmpletion required that 

a lining be provided. Therefore, the same sets were employed 6 tt on centers 

with lagging at the back and as required tor the ribs. 

Figure 7 shows the design for the smaller dritts. In this case sets 

were 4-in. wide f'l.ange 13-lb sections. 

Having designed the tunnel linings according to the best available in-

formation with JII&DY questions remaining as to the best criteria, it was ap-

parent that the knowledge in this field should be improved by participation 

in the tests. Accordingly, a test proJect was developed tor observing ettects 

on the tunnels and recording response ot the sets. This was Project 26.131 

"Evaluation ot Nuclear Effects on Tunnel Support Structures," with Mr. A. A. 
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Lee 1 Mining Engineer 1 of our organization supervising the proJect. This 

participation was under the general direction of the University of California 

Radiation laboratory with Dr. Roger Preston as Program Director. The proJect 

was approved by the Test Manager on Septsber 3, 1958, and accelerated 

preparations were made for participation in BARD!ACK-Pbase II. In general, 

the following was planned: 

(1) Determination of d.amage and changes in alignment by before-and-after 

observations and surveys. 

(2) In unlined drifts, observation of rock 110veaents and deter~~ination 

of fly rock velocities by high-speed .otion picture photography. 

(3) Meaaureaent of transient deflection of selected seta by use of 

deflection gages &D4 by higb-speed motion picture photography. 

!he transient •asurements Jielded acae qualitative intomation but 

the 110tion picture photograp~ was not successfully accoapliahe4 tor reasons 

beyond the control of the engineer reaponaible tor the proJect. The ~e 

o'baervationa 1 however, will be extremely useful aDd ac.e of the 110re 

interesting results will be described. 

The Logan event on October 151 19581 provicled 110re interesting ~e 

intor-.tion than any other teat in the aeries. 'l'he total energy release is 

eatt.ate4 at 4.5 kilotons ~ 1 kiloton. !he plan and profile of the tunnel 

are ahovn an J'ig. 8. The device vas exploded at the encl of Ul2e.02 vitb 932 

tt ot rock cover. Four sand'ba& plup were usecl as ahwn1 an4 the lack ot the 

aelt-cloaing configuration used tor Bainier appeared to result 1n greater 

~ 1n the direction ot the -.in drift. !his voul4 not be unexpected aa 

the tour sand'ba& plugs could barclly be as ettective as the Rainier con-

figuration in assuring a a,_trical ettect. 'l'he actual. aa,..etry vUl not be-
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come known until tree-:f'ield measurements of' e:f':f'ects have been reduced aDd 

anal.yzedo 

Figure 9 shows the general plan of' Tunnel Ul2e. The dri:f't used :f'or 

Logan, Ul2e.021 bad no lining as there was no requirement :f'or imm.ediate re-

entry. Following the explosion, this dri:f't was completel:y collapsed up to 

the Junction w1 th the main dri:f't aDd beyond into the main dri:f't to Station 

19+60. This damage is shown in Fig. 10. Referring again to Fig. 9, a re-en-

try dri:f't bas now been driven for recovery of scientific equipment to a 

point 24o :f't :f'rom the firing point. The :f'ace of the excavation in the old 

Ul2e.02 dri:f't is of great interest. The appearance is that of' a newl:y exca-

vated face. There are no cracks aDd the rock is compressed so as to form a 

solid mass, at least equal in density and strength to the or1g1nal. Sandbags 

could be seen in the :f'ace in sections and the soil in the bags bad been com-

pressed so as to resemble so:f't sandstone. UntortuDatel:y, photographs are 

not yet available. 

A stack of lead bricks bad been placed in front of' the alcove 156 :f't 

:f'rom the firing point to shield equipment. This stack of bricks bad been 

moved as a unit 90 :f't down the tunnel and was found standing on end. There 

is no 1nd1cation of melting ot the lead but the bricks are tused. so that 

the stack :f'o:rms one welded mass. 

Bow let us consider damage to the main dritt trcm the junction of 

Ul2e.05 toward the portal. The first l4o :f't of the tunnel to Station l.&f2o 

was very heavily damaged. The 11 n1 ng was designed for safety during construc

tion o~. Observation led to the belief that this section would have col-

lapsed in a manner CCJIIlp&l'&ble to that for Rainier at a distaDce ot 200 tt 

except tor the support of' the lining. The radial distance t:rca the tiring 



point to Station ~8+20 was 820 f't. This voul.d be a scaled distance of' 500 ft 

compared with 168 f'or Rainier. 

In this section, the rock with broken lagging and damaged sets vas re-

moved and a new lining was installed. The conditions following this work are 

shown in Fig. ll at Station 19+20. 

Severe damage extended f'ram the outer limit of co~~pse about ~50 :rt 

towards the portal to Station 16+70. Sets were badly distorted and buc~ed 

portions extended into the opening. The obstructing portions of' the sets 

were cut out by torch. Repairs such as the replacement at broken lagging, 

shoring, and blocking were accomplished as re-entry progressed. The rock in 

the floor had heaved, distorting the tracks. All broken rock vas mucked out 

and a single track vas ~id in lieu of' the two which had been there 

previously. For safety, a new lining vas placed inside the old f'rom 

Station 18+00 forward. In the remaining portion at the main drift 1 damage 

became progressively less toward the portal. This type of' damage ended 

about 1200 f't f'rom the firing point at Station 14+00. 

at particular interest, however, were two areas of' damage.vhich were 

closely re~ted to the local geology. At Station ll+701 approximately ~900 

ft from the firing point, the upper stratum of' tuff' moved along a bedding 

plane about 2 f't toward the portal with respect to that directly underneath. 

This is shown in Pig. 12. The movement res~ted in telescoping of' the track 

and lining, as shown in Pig. 13. A similar situation existed at the bedding 

plane at Station 6+50 at a distance of' 24oo f't from the firing point. In 

this case, the slippage vas about 3 ft. 

The location of drift Ul2e.05 is shown on l'ig. 9· This drift vas ap-

proximately 9 f't high and 8 f't vide and was lined with steel sets and timber 
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lagging as shown previously. This lining extended out to Station 6+4o and 

was heavily duaged as shown in Fig. 14. Lagging bad been broken in many 

places and sets were distorted. The floor heaved from 1 to 4 ft and some 

rock dropped to the floor from the back and ribs. After mucking out, replace-

ment of broken lagging and re-laying track, sate access was provided. Beyond 

Station 6+4o there was no lining and the drift was heavily damaged and 

nearly completely filled with debris, as shown in Pig. 15. 

Pending further analysis, the unexpectedly heavy d~~e to this drift 

can be accounted for by the asymmetry ot the explosion and the fact that the 

compressive pulse struck the drift from an angle approaching the perpendicular, 

which should be much more effective in producing damage than in the case where 

travel is along the axis ot the drift. 

The Blanca event occurred on October 301 1958. The 23 kilotons ! 3 

kilotons device was detonated in the Ul2e.05. Referring to Pig. 91 it had 

been planned to explode it at Station 9+14 but because ot the partial col-

lapse ot the unlined section ot this drift, it was exploded near the end ot 

the lined section of the dritt at Station 5+97· There was maJor collapse to 

a distance of about 850 ft from the tiring point. At Station 19+30 in the 

Jl&in drift, the lining was squeezed into a space about 3 tt in diameter as 

shown on Fig. 16. Por re-entry it was necessary to blast, excavate, and 

provide a new lining. 

There was a further thrust ot about 3 ft along a bedding plane at a 

distance ot 1500 ft and additional movement at a distance ot 2200 ft. These 

were the same locations at which slippages occurred in Logan. 

Summarizing experience in HARDTACK-Phase II, I believe that the general 

concept ot design of yielding-type linings for re-entry after nuclear 
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tests was proven to be valid. In the Logan event, linings were probably 

exposed to loads greater by orders of magnitude than those for which they 

were designed. There was collapse in the main drift to Station 18 + 20. 

Otherwise, linings survived in severe damage areas without collapse. 

Repairs could be made with relative ease as the type of lining lent itself 

to such action. 

The heavy damage from the Blanca event is interesting but is less 

significant in relation to design because of the changed location of the 

firing point. 

Since the completion of the tests last October, we have been giving 

considerable thought to the improvement of design criteria. Fig. 17 illus-

trates the pattern of tangential stress around the opening with the pulse 

traveling down the axis of the tunnel. Stresses have been normalized so that 

the maximum combined static and dynamic tangential stress is equal to unity. 

The static tangential stress was computed for the amount of rock cover 

with a horizontal component of one-third the vertical. The values of stress 

around the opening in terms of the free-field stress were obtained from the 

Corps of Engineers Manual on Design of Underground Installations in Rock. 

In the case of the dynamic stress pulse, the vertical and horizontal forces 

were taken as one-third the pressure obtained from Fig. 3. Using this as the 

free-field pressure in the plane perpendicular to the axis of the tunnel, 

the stress was computed for selected locations around the opening, using the 

above reference. 

Since the critical area is at the bottom of the horseshoe Where the 

section is rectangular, Rainier data would be applicable. At 4oo ft where 

continuous damage ended, the pressure was 210 (bars) from Fig. 3. This would 

result in a tangential stress at the lower corner of 3920 psi. Adding this to 
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the static tangential stress at the same location, 1715 psi, the total stress 

for incipient failure would be 5635 psi. This is consistent w1 th the com-

pressive strength of the rock from laborator,y tests of 5000 to 10,000 psi. 

A similar investigation was then made for the situation where the com-

pressi ve stress pulse comes in from the side. The same static stress pattern 

would be applicable. The dynamic stress pattern was developed. for a horizon

tal stress equal to the free-field stress and vertical component at back and 

floor equal to one-third of the free-field value. The maximum. total tangen-

tial stress occurs at a point about one-tenth of the distance from the cor-

ner toward the center of the floor. Subtracting the static stress at this 

point from 5635 psi, the remaioder is 4750. Dividing this by the appropriate 

factor for increased stress at this point, the corresponding free-field stress 

would be 148o psi or about 100 bars. Extrapolating, the distance for this 

pressure would be 8oo ft. In other words, for this material the distance for 

incipient failure is twice as great for the wave striking the tunnel at right 

angles as for the case where it travels along the axis. The above study is 

of general interest only but may be a beginning to the solution of the prob

lem of relating free-field data lmd. tunnel damage criteria. Some of the un-

certainties are as follows: 

( 1 ) The actual value of the compressive stress pulse and its shape 

are not well known. 

(2) With high strain rate, the rock in CODIIIOn with other materials 

probably has greater strength. 

(3) The strength of the volcanic tuff varies through wide limits. 

( 4 ) The assumption of homogeneity used. in developing stress patterns 

is not met in practice because of bedding planes, Joints, and other varia-
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(5) Blasting for the tunneliDg operation does some damage beyom the 

limits of the excavation. 

The stress pattern illustrated in Pig. 17 points up the possible bene-

fit of a circular drift w1 th a circular lining. Stress around a circular 

opening would be more uniform and the lining would have greater strength. 

rraa a construction viewpoint, however, this shape would be less convenient 

than the horseshoe shape. 

Further information is needed on behavior ot rock in unlined sections 

of tunnels when exposed to damage from nuclear explosions. This would pro-

vide better insight as to the requirements for design. Also, the relative 

performance of yield :1 ng and rigid types of lining of circular and horseshoe 

shape is required. If there are to be no more nuclear tests, high-explosive 

tests with model tunnels with proper charge scale relationship to obtain an 

appropriate wave length are a distinct possibility. 

There is a great deal yet to be learned in regard to design of tunnels 

to resist nuclear explosions. Holmes & Narver was confronted w1 th an i.DIIled-

iate requirement for predicting damage aDd designing linings. Our experience 

in HA.RIYrACK-Pbase II contributes to the state of knowledge in this field and 

results were reasonably successful. Complete analysis of data in relation to 

free-field measurements, not yet available, should point the wa:y to improved 

design. 





FIGURES 

1. Bainier pre-shot tunnel configuration. 

2. Geologic protile ot Rainier tunnel site. 

3· Theoretical shock pressure vs distance, Rainier shot. 

4. Collapse ot tunnel 200' trail tiring point. 

5. ])a.Diage to tunnel 400• tran tiring point. 

6. Tunnel design tor larger drifts. 

7. '1\Um.el design tor smsl J er dritts. 

8. Plan and protile ot tunnel tor Logan shot. 

9· General plan ot tunnel Ul2e 1 Logan shot. 

10. '1\Um.el damage, Logan shot, station 19+60. 

11. Logan tunnel, station 19+20, atter da1aage repair. 

12. Movement ot rock strata due to Logan explosion. 

13. Telescoped track and tunnel lining. 

14. Damage to tunnel lining, station 6+40. 

15. Tunnel damage in unlined section beyond station 6+4o. 

16. Constriction ot tunnel lining in main dritt. 

17. Tangential stress pattern around tunnel opening. 
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Pre -shot tunnel configuration in region of detonation. 

Fig. 

PESCRIPIION OF BEDDIK;S 

Welded tuff; rhyolite to quartz latite 

Bedded tuff; mostly loosely cemented and ··sandy"; 
1 ight gray to grayish brown 

Welded tuff; light gray to brownish gray 

Bedded tuff; well cemented; light yellow green 

Bedded tuff; well cemented; light gray to buff, acxae pink 

Bedded tuff; well cemented; red at top and bue, pink 
to buff interbeds 
Bedded tuff; mostly light gray to buff 

Bedded tuff; purplish to pinkish red 

Limestone; hard, dense, crystalline; aedlta to clark aray 

Profile of tunnel site with geologic characteristics. 

Fig. 2 
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XIO XI03 

RADIAL FROM DEVICE (FEET) 

'Eotimate from theory of ohock pressure vs radial distance. 

Fig. 3 

COLLAPSE OF TUNNEL AT 200 "FT 
FROM FIRING POINT 

Fig. 4 



DAMAGE TO TUNNEL AT 400 FT 
FROM FIRING POINT. 
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Fig. II 

Fig. 12 



Fig. 13 

Fig. 14 
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Fig. 15 

Fig. 16 
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DP.l'RODUCTIOB 

·En'ECTS Q1i' EARTliQUAKES OK TUDELS 

c. M. Duke and D. J. Leeds 
Respectively, Professor of Engineering and 

Associate Research Engineer, 
University of California, Los Angeles 

An effort is made here to summarize and generalize the available intor-

-tion on earthquake damage to tunnels. Four reaaooably well documented 

cases are presented, along with supporting and indirect evidence. The details 

ot the failures and ot the geology are less CCIIIIPlete than is desirable, but 

the facta available appear to warrant several useful generalizations. The 

original sources cited may be consulted by those wishing to study the data 

in detail. 

EXPERIEICE IB CALD'ORIIA Aim .JAPD 

Central California, 19()6. In the San Francisco earthquake at 19()6 there 

were two damaged tunnels on the narrow-gage Southern Pacific Railroad between 

Los Gatos and Santa Cruz. 'l'he 6200-tt tunnel at Wright Station was crossed 

by the San Andreas fault and the 5700-ft tunnel directly to the south was al-

so damaged, but to a somewhat lesser degree. Sbaking at the surface over 

the tunnels was very intense, designated 10 on the Rossi-Forel scale. Dam-

age to the tunnels themselves, Table 1, consisted at the caving-in at rock 

- from the roof and sides 1 the breaking in flexure of upright timbers 1 and the 

upward heaving of rails and breaking of ties. Both tunnels were blocked at 

a number of points. 

The tunnel at Wright Station suffered a 4.5 ft transverse horizontal ott

set where the fault cut it (Fig. 1). '!'his same movement wrecked the Morrell 

house which stood above the tunnel and on the fault. 'funnel damage was 
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greatest around the offset &Dd at the several locatious where parallel tis-

surea were in evideuce. 

The rocks in the Wright tunnel looked like sandstones and Jaspers ot 

Franciscan age. 

Other twmela OD the S&Dta Cruz-Loa Gatos line were UDd••ged, except 

for two cases of broken timbers. Hew tunnels UDder construction OD the ~-

shore line, in southern SaD Francisco, were uninJured. 

Toqo Area, Japan, 1923. The great 1923 earthquake damaged about 25 tun

nels, Table 21 in the vicinity or Tokyo, principally on the Izu aDd Boso pen-

insulas which are the mainland areas closest to the epicenter. The damage 

is attributed to shaking, as no case of faults intersecting the tunnels is 

known. Most of the tunnels were concrete or brick-lined, with depth of 

cover, character ot rock, length, and other features varying over a rather 

wide range. Particularly heavy tunnel damage occurred in the Odawara-Atami-

Hakone region, which suffered the highest intensity of' shaking. Beyond the 

isoseiamal corresponding to approximately 50 per cent of' houses collapsed, 

tunnel damage apparently was insignificant. 

Figures 2 through 6 illustrate the destruction in two selected cases. 

Damage varies from fractured portal masonry through cracked linings to cave-

ins tram root &Dd sides. 

T&Dna, Japan, 1930. The Tanna Tunnel, coDDecting Atami and Mishima, was un

der construction during the Izu earthquakes in 1930. The T&DD& fault inter

sected one of' the drain tunnels which extended ahead of' the main tunnel 

heading, causing a transverse horizontal offset of 7.5 ft at a distance of' 

about 2 ft beyond the maiD tunnel heading (Figs. 7 and 8). The only damage 

to the tunnel was a few cracks in the walls. But in the village ot Karuizawa, 

situated on the TaDD& basin 160 meters above the tunnel, 55 per cent of the 
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dwellings were thrown down, and 40 per cent of the houses were destroyed at 

the nearby villages of Ta.nna and Hata. SUrface displacements on the fault 

occurred over a distance of 15 kilometers. 

The Tanna basin is a lake deposit of sandy clay and boulders, about 4o 

meters deep, overlying andesite and a.gglanerate through which the tunnel 

passes. 

Kern County, California, 1952. The Kern County earthquake of 1952 severel.y 

damaged four tunnels, Table 3, on the Southern Pacific Railroad near Beal-

ville, about 15 miles northwest of Tehachapi. This was the region of largest 

observed ground fractures associated with movement on the White Wolf fault 

(Figs. 9 and 10). In all, there were 15 tunnels between Bakersfiel.d and 

Tehachapi, and those outside of but adjacent to the area of ground fractures 

suffered slightly, to the extent of opening of construction joints. The 

railroad in this area was built about 1876, with timber lining in the tun

nels. Reinforced concrete lining 12 to 24 inches thick was installed later, 

without removing the timber. Rock around the four damaged tunnels was a fair-

ly easily excavated decomposed diorite. 

Tunnel No. 3, originally 700 ft long, was heavily damaged at its Teha

chapi end, 200ft of which was daylighted after the quake (Figs. 11 and 12). 

At one place the buckled rail extended under the concrete wall, indicating 

that the wall had raised sufficiently to permit this. While ground cracks 

were not found directly over No. 3, an active fault crossing the tunnel was 

found during daylighting. 

Large surface cracks (Fig. 13) were found above No. 4, which was 

badly shattered (Fig. 14) and subsequently daylighted for its full length. 
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Tmmel wo. 5 vu nry heaY~ daagecl (1'1&· 15) but vas recaatnctecl 

without dayU.ghtiD&. Cracks u4 holes appeared in the grOUD4 abwe1 aDCl 

rock aDd soil :rrca these cracka :tloved into the twmel.. 

Broken 11D1Dg cc.priaed the daaae to wo. 6 (Fi&· 16) vhich vaa 4q-

l.ighted. llo substantial surface craekiDs vas noted ewer this tuzmel.. 

'.rbese twmels were in the resion ot heaYiest ahakins1 Modi:riecl Mercalli 

Intensity XI, but cl.early the exteasive a-ge vu priar~ 4ue to their 

l.ocation 1D the taul.t zone. 

J'ukui 1.948 aDd Hokkaido 1952. At K'UIIIlsaka, north ot Kanazu, the portal ar

arches ot a brick-lined tunnel were partially tracturecl in the 191t8 lu.kui 

earthquake. Also in this earthquake, a l.arge concrete culvert vas badly 

cracked at midl.ength. 

In the 1952 Hokkaido earthquake, minor cracking was induced in the walls 

ot one concrete-lined and one brick-lined tunnel.. 

Fault movement at the tunnels was not involved in the above cases. 

Mines aDd CaYea. Durins the Sonora earthquake ot 18871 an engineer vas 1D 

a m1De at Tcabatone 1 Arizona. He :telt Yiolent ahakins aDd observed amall 

rocktal.la1 but no collaps1Ds1 down to several hundred teet ot depth. Most 

stapes were untillbered. Damage on the surtace consisted ot falling plaster 

and chillneys1 and shi:rtins ot engines OD their tat.mdationa. 

In another cue, 1D llines at Butte aDd Barker, Molltana, the 1925 earth

quake was hardly noticed by those underground but was :telt at the aurtace. 

The August 221 19521 Kern COUDt;y aftershock vas reported not to have 

been felt by a party 1D Crystal Cave, Sequoia, but to have been sharply felt 

by persons outside the cave. 



There appears to be a possibility tbat rock bursts at W1Gwatersr&Dd, 

South Africa, may be triggered by releases ot energy at points in the mine 

ecaplex away i"rom the bursts. 

Experience oi" Calii"ornia yeDeies. Corzoespolldenee i"rCIIl W. M. Jaekle1 Chiei" 

Engineer, Southern Pacific Comp&QY, reveals that, except i"or the 1906 and 

the 1952 eases, no damage or disturbance to Southern Pacii"ic tunDe1s has 

been caused by earthquakes. 

The Los Angeles Department oi" Water aDd Power operates the Owens Valley 

Aqueduct, which includes 142 tunnels totaling 43 miles in length. The Aque-

duct vas completed in 1911, and no tunnel damage due to earthquakes has oc-

curred. The Elisabeth Tunnel, i"ive miles long, crosses 3000 ft at the San 

Andreas rii"t zone at a depth of up to 1000 ft. It is inspected annually; no 

earthquake damage has been found to date. 

The Pacii"ic Gas and Electric Company has experienced no significant 

earthquake damage to tunnels in its 40 years of experience with 73 tunnels, 

unlined and concrete lined, totaling 119 miles in length. 

The above experiences are significant in view oi" the fact that Califor

nia has experienced severe earthquakes in 1915 (Imperial Valley) 1 1925 

(Santa Barbara), 1933 (Long·Beach), 1940 (El Centro), 1952 (Kern County), 

and 1954 (Western Nevada), in addition to the great earthquake or 19()6. 

Et'i"ect or Depth below Surface. Several Japanese investigators have measured 

amall earthquake motion at some depth and siJilultaneously at t1;le ground sur

race. Omori ( 1902) waa the i"irst to make such measurements. llaau determiDed 

the ratios of displacements of 14 earthquakes at the suri"ace above !1'amla 

Tunnel and in the twmel at 16o meters depth to be 4, 2, 1.5, 1.2 i"or periods 

0.3, 11 21 5 see0Dds1 respectively. The ground vas lake deposita at the sur

face aDd andesite and aaJ.Cllllerate at depth. Saita and Suzuki i"ound that the 
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maxillum accelen.tion at the surf'ace ot a 68-ft layer ot alluvium was three 

to five times that at its base contact with diluvium. Inouye found that 

short-period waves (ripples) observe4 at the surf'ace were larael.y absent at 

a 9-meter depth. 

Carder ot the u.s. Coast aDd Geodetic Survey recorded approximate~ 

equal amplitudes ot m1crosei8118 at the aurf'ace aDd at 5000-ft depth in Home

stake Mine. Microseiams were ot 4- or 5- second period. In a later study, 

earthquake P-waves ot 1-secODd period were recorded at 300-ft depth with 

twice the amplitude recorded at 5000-ft depth. 

Recently 1 Ka.Dai bas made sigD&]. proaress in this field. Be operated 

seiamographs at depths ot 01 1501 3001 450, aDd 6oo Jl8'ters 1D a copper lliDe 1D 

Hitachi and recorded a very large number ot amall earthquakes. The il"OUDd 

is paleozoic rock, with some weatheriDg near the surface. The ratio ot sur

face maximum displacement to that at 300 meters depth vas about 6 at the 

mine and about 10 at a school 6 kilometers a~ on alluvium. Earthquakes 

whose average period ot incoming waves was close to the tree period ot the 

surface layer caused these maximum ratios, but mny earthquakes occurred tor 

which the ratios were as SDB1l as one-third ot the above. Be also found 

that the period at the short-period waves (ripples), found on surf'ace seis

mograms but not underground, corresponds to the predCIIlinant period ot the 

surface layer; the ripples dominated the surface record when the incOIIing 

waves contained camponents with period equal to that at the ripples. These 

tindiDgs support quantitative~ the theoretical amplification tormul.aa ot 

Sezawa and Ka.Dai. 

Qualitatively, these researches demonstrate exper1meDtall.y the follow-

1Dg effects ot depth: 



1. At short periods, eurtace dieplacqents are larger thall WMlergrGUIICl 

d.ieplacneuts. 

2. 'fhe ratio at surface to UDdergrOQDd diaplacaent depeDd.a oa the 

type ot grouDd. It i8 greater tor alluT1ua thaD tor weathered rock. It 

~ reach a value ot at least 10. 

3· Far wave periods OYer cme 8ecoDd1 the ratio beca.ea COIIp&ratiw:q 

aal1.1 approach1Dg unity as the period 1Dcreues. 

4. There ia a particular average period ot 1Dcca1Dc vavea tor which 

a ginn type ot grOUDd rill provide a maxinua ratio at surface to UDCJ.ergrouDd 

displacement. It the average period ot 1DcCII1Dg waves ia DOt approximately' 

equal to this particular period, the ratio w1ll. be -terially aal.l.er. 

1. Severe tunnel damage appears to be inevitable when the tunnel i8 

crossed by a fault or fault fissure which slips during the earthquake. 

2. In twmela away trCID fault breaka1 severe damage -.y be done by 

shaking to lin1Dga aDd portals and to the surrounding rock, tor twmels iD 

the epicentral region ot strcmg earthquakea1 where construction is ot -.rgi

Dal quality. Subatantial reinforced-concrete liniog bas prwed superior to 

plain concrete 1 JII&Bonry 1 brick, and t:llllber in this regard. 

3· TuDDels outside the epicentral region, and well-constructed twmels 

in this region but away from fault breaks1 can be expected to sutter little 

or DO damage in strong earthquakes. 

4. While it would seem reasouable that competence ot the surrounding 

rock would reduce the likelihood at daage due to abaking1 1Dadequate caa

parative evidence is available on this point. 

5· Within the usual range at destructive earthqUake perioda, iDtensity 

at shaking below ground is less severe than on the surf' ace. 



TABIE 1. CElft'lW. CALIFORUA 19()6 

TUDEL 

Wrights Bo. 11 
SaDta Cruz 
Mts ., Cal.it. 

DESCRIP'l'IOJI 

SPRR Narrow Gage 
6225 • long, sill
gle track. 131 

wide. Recon
structed. 

Wrights No. 2 57201 • Recon
near Glenwood structed. 

e 

LIIIIlll 

Tiaber 

Timber 

DAMAGE 

Overhead caviDg, 
crushed timbers, up
heaved ra1ls. Broken 
ties. Of'fset 4-1/21 • 

At surtace: hou•e 
split 1D two, other 
ott foundation. 

GEOLOGY 

Sandstone and 
Jasper 1 l'ranei•can 
age. San Andreas 
fault crosse• ~· 
frOID north portal. 

Broken tillbers. Root Bot cut by fault. 
caved. Damage froa 
shaking only. 

e 

DEP.rll C1l 
COVER 

702' 

678• 

e 

~\" f 
+=-rbv. 

'{'p 
\J1 
\0 
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TABLE 2. TaCYO AREA 1923 

TURDL DESCRIPTIOB LIMIRl DAMAGE GEOLOGY DEPrH C6 
COVER 

Terao Yokohama Line Cracked brick portal. 

Hichigama Yokosuka Line Landslides at entrance. 

Taura Yokosuka Line Interior clear. Looae aurtace 50' 
Landslides at entrance. rock. 

Bumama Yokosuka Line Cracked brick portal. 

lokogiri-Ya-. Honjo Line Concrete Walls fractured 
slightly. Some con-
crete sloughed ott. 

Kanome-Yua Atami Line Entrances buried. Boulders in 
Masonry portal. slide. 

Ajo Atami Line Landslides at entrances 
damaged masonry portal. 

';Cf 
VI ?'VI 
+'"" VI +'"" 
VI\() I-' 
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TABLE 2. TOKYO AREA 1923 (Cont. ) 

0\f\) ~ 

crt=: 
\J1 

TUDEL DESCRIPl'IOlf u:ram DAMAGE GEOLOOY DEPI'H W 
\0 

COVER 

Ippamatzu Atami Line Masonry Cracks in masonry 
portals. Masonry 
dislodged near ~loor 
in interior. 

Ra&oye (f) A\emi Line Interior cracked. 100' 

Komine Atami Line Rein- Destroyed; RC blocks 5-20' 
~orced tilted; ceiling slabs 
Concrete caved in. Formed 

section cracked. 

l'udu-S&D Atami Line Cracked masonry Thin, loose 6o• 
portal. Clear in- material on 
terior. hillsides. 

Meno-1Callliama Atami Line Masonry Partial collapse. Loose rock. 55' 

Yonegami-Yama Atami Line· Masonry Minor interior masonry 165• 
damage. Cracks near 
portal. 

e e e 
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TUNNEL DESCRIPTION 

Yonegami-Yama Atami Line 
No. 2 or 
Shimoma.ki-Yama 

Happon-Matzu Atami Line 

Nagasaha-Yama Atami Line 

Hakone No. 1 Tokaido Main 
Line 

Hakone No. 2 Tokaido Main 
Line 

Hakone No. 3 Tokaido Main 
Line Twin 
Tunnels 

e 

TABlE 2. TOKYO AREA 1923 (Cont.) 

uNim 

Masonry 

Brick "nd 
Concrete 

DAMAGE 

Portals closed by 
slides. Deformed 
interior masonry. 

Badly cracked interior. 
Buried by slides. 

Some interior fractures 
in brick and concrete. 

Interior cracked 

Undamaged 

Interior cracks, ceiling 
collapse near portal. 
Masonry portal damaged. 

GEOLOOY 

Loose material 
on steep slOpe. 

DEPTH OF 
COVER 

95' 

65' 

300' 

200' 

150' 

e 

'l:u 
\)1 ?'~ 
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TABLE 2. TOKYO AREA 1923 {Q_ont._)_ ~~~ 'f\ ... 
V1 

TUNNEL DESCRIPriON LINING DAMAGE GEOLOOY DEPrH CF 
\() 

c~ 

Hakone No. 4 Tokaido Main Collapse ot loose 16o• 
Line material. Entrance almost 

completely buried. 

Hakone No. 7 Tokaido Main Buried entrance. Fissured faulted, 100' 
Line Twin Landslides. Interior weathered rock. 
Tunnels collapse. 

Yose Chuo Main Line Shallow portions Soft, fine grain 65' 
collapsed. Daylighted. rock. 

Doki Sobo Line Brick Very shallow, collapsed~ 

e e e 
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TUDEL 

R8JilUY& 

Mineoka-Yama 

DESCRIP'l'IOB 

Hojo Line, 
Boso Peninsula 

Ampo Line, 
Boso 
Peninsula ( t ) 

e 

TABlE 2. TOKYO AREA 1923 (Cont. ) 

LDmfG 

Brick C~ond 
ConCrete 

Masonry 

DAMAGE 

Cave-in. cracks vith 
10" displacement. 
Larldslide. 

Cracks and bulges 1n 
masonry from earth 
pressure. 

GEOLOOY 

Some basalt. 
Geologic Map 
shows deformed 
and destroyed rock. 

DEPTH C8 
COVER 

250' 

e 

'( 
"'T' 

VI l" VI 
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TU:tmEL 

S.P. No. 3 

s.P. Ro. 4 

s.p. Ro. 5 

s.P. Ro. 6 

e 

DESCRIPriOR 

100•, daylighted 
to 494'. 

334•, daylighted 
and bypassed. 

1170' rebuilt 

361•, day lighted. 

TABLE 3· KER1I COUlf.rY 1952 

LIRIRG DAMAGE 

Faulted, wrecked. 

Wrecked, fault cut. 

Fault cut, wrecked. 

Fractured. 

e 

GEOLOOY DEPl'H C6 
COVER 

Decomposed diorite. 
Fracture not noted 
on surface. 

150' + 

Decomposed diorite. 125' + 
Surface cracks. 

Decomposed diorite. 225' + 
Cracks to surface. 
Glory holes. 

Decomposed diorite. 50' + 
Ro surface cracks. -

e 
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nfmODUCTIOB 

B. M. Revmark 
University of Illinois 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the general nature of the prolt

lea of blast-resistant design in tel'IIS of the analytical •tbod• that Jligb.t 

be used. I am concerned with what Dr. Fritz Zwicky calls the "morpholOQ' 

of the problem, • its general •shape• and character 1 rather than with the de-

tails of particular analytical methods. 

There are some very good reasons for being interested in the general 

type of problem rather than in the individual detaUs. One of the most 

important is the fact that the problem is not clearcut and definite--the 

size, aiming point, and effectiveness of the weapons we design against are 

not known 1 and even if they were 1 the precise magnitude of the loading 

produced on a given structure cannot be determined accurately. Moreover, 

the precise resistance Characteristics of a given structure are not known 

in advance. The difficult part of the design is really the selection of one 

of several alternatives, and the rough proportioning to decide which of 

these alternatives should be pursued f'urther. Too often little attention 

is paid to the preliminary design because so much attention is felt to be 

needed in so-called "exact" analyses. 

Let me be more explicit about the relation between analysis and design. 

For a given structure with known properties and a definite loading or series 

of loadings, the analysis of the structural response is essentially a simple 

problem in mechanics, although sometimes tedious and lengthy. One may often, 
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but DOt allftl¥s1 proceed to a satisfactory desip b7 IIGClif)'iD& the propor

tiou of the structure 'based. on the results of an ~sis, &Dd then re

aal\YziD& the structure (tor a IIICditiecl loet11 ns, it necessary) 1 until a 

structure is obta:1Decl tor which the respoue is a4Jud&ed tolerable. But 

•desisn" is baaica.l.ly the choice of the first structure to &.IJ&4rze J ADd 

it this is cleverly and appropriately done 1 the a.na.J.ysis ~ even be un

necessary 1 or is done only tor the sake of completins the record. 

Actual.ly 1 this sort of deaip should be done tor several different 

types of structures, even it very rousbly 1 in order tbat the rel&ti ve 

coats and difficulties of construction can qui~ be ccmpe.red, and the 

proper coDtiguration decided upon. 

In view of the uature of the probl• and because of' the J1a8111 tude of 

the uncertainties associated. with it, h1sh precision is not required. It 

ve relax our requirements of precision ve may otten achieve a simple and 

rapid estimate of the required structural strength to vi thatand the g1 ven 

eDTiromaental condi tiona. 

In the quick survey which follows of the general relations SOVerning 

dynud.c structural response 1 attention has been focused on idealized &Dd 

conventioD&l.ized ch&racterizatiou of the problem. This should not be 

taken to illlp~ that other :tactors are unilllportant. Construction practices, 

the fabrication of Joints and connections, and the multitude of details 

that constitute sood practice in the buildins of' structures of steel, con

crete 1 earth or other materials, are extremely im.poriiant and lBUSt not be 

overlooked. Time does not pend. t further consideration of these matters 1 

however. 

In wbat follows, attention is si ven briefly to loading, to structural 
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resistance, aDd to dynamic response relations. Finally acme general con-

elusions are drawn as to the most significant design parameters. Because 

ot the nature ot the design problem it is desirable to concentrate on the 

structural paraaeters that are 110st directly uaetul and most conveniently 

estimated in advance. For this reason the discussion is ooncerned w1 th 

the following structural parameters: 

. 1. The effective "resistance" of the structure, measured in tel"'l8 of 

a pseudo-static pressure applied in the same general manner as the blast 

forces. 

2. The effective period of vibration of the structure when it oscil

lates in a mode corresponding most nearly to its shape as it approaches 

failure UDder blast cODditions. 

3. The ductility factor, or the ratio of the maxi•1• desirable de-

flection to the 4eflection at first general yielding. 

The corresponding load1 ng pa.raaaters are: 

{a) The peak applied dyDallic pressure, measured in the same units 

and acting on the saae area as the effective resistance. 

(b) The effective duration of the load pul.ae, considered as a tri-

angular load-tiae curve. More general cases of loading can, however, be 

considered. 

The a1a of the discussion is to relate the required resistance to 

the required peak loading1 in tel'IIS of the ductility factor and the ratio 

of the duration of the load 1 ng to the ettecti ve period ot vibration. Al

though this gives a quantity which is a measure of the required structural 

strength UDder pseudo-static condi tiona, it is detel'lllined by the dyDamic 

nature of the probl• and it does not involve any really inadmissible 
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simplification of the actual dynamic situation. 

It turns out for most cases where high peak loadings are considered, 

say even more than 30 psi, for megaton-range weapons, that the required re-

sistance is not appreciably different :from the peak loading. There are 

same notable exceptions, however, where extremely large flexibility or 

deformability is built into the structure, when the required resistance 

can be considerably smaller. For such cases, which are characterized by 

a relatively short duration of loading compared with the effective period 

of vibration {of less than 0.3 to 0.5) it is most convenient to concen-

trate on the energy absorption of the structure rather than on its strength. 

With no more than this very rough guide it is often possible to design a 

structure satisfactorily ab initio, without having to change its propor-

tions materially after a more detailed analysis! 

LOADING 

The type of overpressure time curve developed in a blast is shown in 

Fig. 1 by the solid curve labelled Ps· This curve can conveniently be 

replaced by a corresponding linear curve varying from a maximum pressure 

p to 0 in a time t slightly less than t • For most structures it is so s 0 

convenient and not inaccurate to neglect the negative phase of the blast 

beyond t
0

• The dynamic overpressure or "drag" pressure is shown in the 

same curve in relative proportions for a relatively small strength shock by 

the curve labelled pd. It also can be approximated by a triangular 

pulse having a duration somewhat less than the pulse length for the sideon 

overpressure. 

When the blast engulfs a rectangular structure above ground, it is 

diffracted around and in part reflected from the surfaces of the structure. 
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It a.lso subjects the structure to draC forces. '!he pressures exerted on a 

structure are dependent on the shape of the structure. As a rough measure 

ot the pressures, there are sbovn in Figs. 2 and 3 the net pressures on 

the front and the rear, respectively, ot a rect&DgUl.ar building. '!he diMD

sion S in these figures is the shortest distance trom the center of the 

bottom of the front face to the nearest point on the building where the 

pressures can nov away trom this point. The quantity U in the figure is 

the shock velocity. The net force exerted on the building is the difference 

between these tvo curves, and can be roughly app:roxilDated by a triangle. 

The force on the front waJ.l of the structure can a.lso be approximated by a 

triangle which would be one having a peak value pr, and a duration which 

would correspond to an extension of the upper line in Fig. 2 down to the 

axis. It the period of the element that we are considering is relatively 

short compared with the time, 38/U, the •c~earing time," then this siDgle 

initial triang:Le is an adequate representation of the load. It the period 

of the element is long, then we must give consideration to the latter part 

of the load. For a co~umn or a small e~ement the ~itt~e spike from zero 

to 3S/U is so short compared with the rest ot the curve that we can ne~ect 

it and consider the column or other e~ement ~oaded entirely by drag forces, 

which correspond to a linear dec~ from the peak drag force to zero in a 

time corresponding to the effective drag duration. In either case, for an 

above-ground structure it is adequate to use a design loading which 

corresponds to a triangle, as shown in Fig. 4. For a diffraction-type 

building the triangle starts w1 th the ret~ected pressure pr and drops to 

zero in a time t 1 which corresponds to somewhat longer than the clearing 

time and is very roughly given by the re~tionship: 



L + 38 
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Por a draS-type bn1Jd1ng a s1•1la:r tri&DSle may be used as a loadiD& 

varyi.Dg trca a peak intensity of pressure pdo, the initial drag pressure 

.Utiplied by the drag coefficient, and varyiDg to zero in an effective 

time td which is the e:ttective duration of the drag force. 

A 1110re complete discussion of the loading on rectaDgu.lar structures 

and other shapes of structures is given in Refs. 1, 2 and 3. 

:ror UDdergrouDd structures the peak pressure on relatively sball.ow 

buried structures J~J~q be considered the peak sideon overpressure, and 

the duration can be taken as the e:ttective triaDgul.ar duration, ts, as in 

Fig. 1. For arches and dames either above ground or underground the 

loa.diDg is 1110re complicated. A recCIIJIIIImded design procedure for such 

structures is given 1D Ref. 4. 

STRUCTURAL RESISTANCE 

The relation between load and deformation, or between resistance and 

deflection of a structlu"e or a structural element, may take tmy of a DUIIlber 

of forms. It is convenient to define the structural resistance r in the 

same terms and in the same units as the external loading p. The relation

ship between r and the deflection x may take the form shown 1D Fig. 5( a). 

Here a curve is shown for a relatively brittle structure which fails 

before much plastic deformation has developed, and for a ductile structure 

which reaches a sort of general yielding. 

Conventionalized resistance deflection curves are shown in Fig. 5(b) 

for a structure which bas an increase in resistance after yielding, or a 

• 
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"work hardenina" structure; an elasto-plastic structure which has a uni-

fom plastic resistance atter yielcl1Dg; and two unstable structures which 

bave a decreasins resi tance atter yiel.d1ng begins. One of these actual.ly 

decqs 1n resistance to zero value. Such a structure might bave a heavy 

vertical 11188S in which the deflection produces add1 tional mcment due to 

the eccentricity of the vertical mass and essentially destroys the resist

lACe ot the structure to carry further lateral loading. 

A conventioD&lized resistance curve tor a fixed end beam is shown in 

Fig. 5 (c) 1 where the initial part of the curve corresponds to the situ

ation up to yielding at the ends 1 the next part corresponds to the devel-

opment of a larger .aaent at the m1d.dle w1 th a constant 110111ent at the ems 

equal to the ;yield moment, and the horizontal part of the curve corresponds 

to the l.1ll1 t loading of the structure. 

Figure 6 shows a more general resistance displacement curve tor an 

actual structure and an effective elasto-plastic relationship which approx-

~tes the actual curve. In general, almost any resistance curve can 

be approximated by an elasto-plastic curve consisting ot an 1n1 tial straight 

line 1 not necessarily the same as the 1n1 tial straight line part of the 

actual curve 1 and a horizontal second part which preserves the total area 

under the given curve and also the area at or near the yield. value for the 

approximating curve. The elasto-plastic curve is characterized by three 

pa.raaeters; namely the yield resistance q 11 the yield displacement xy 1 

&Dd the MXiWII displacement x• which is equal to the quantity l.l x 7 where 

l.l is the ductility factor tor the structure. It should be noted that in 

the replacement curve the yield deflection is not the actual value at 

which yielding begins 1 but a sort ot etf'ecti ve or equivalent value. 
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The yield resistance tor most materials is increased because of the 

speed of loading ettect 1 and -.y generally be taken tor steel and rein-

forced concrete about 25 per cent higher than the normal static value or 

certa1nly 25 per cent h1gber tban the Jll1n1mum specified static yield value. 

The ductility factor f'or various structmrea ranges f'rca slightly 

greater than l tor brittle structures to values ot the order ot 20 to 30 

tor very ductile structures. In most cases 1 however 1 for long duration 

1 oading campared w1 th the period of vibration ot the stru.cture 1 the pre

cise value of the ductility factor does not matter so long as it is in 

the range ot 3 to 5 or greater. 

It is :;ossible to plot trcm a curve such as Fig. 6 or tor 8D1' actllal 

resistance displacement curve a diagram which shows the energy absorbed 

by the structure against the displacsaent of' the structure or structural 

element. For the initial elastic part the energy C\U:ve is a parabola and 

and it is concave upwa.rd so long as the resistance of the structure does 

not decrease w1 th deflection. The curve rises, of course 1 but tends to 

be concave downward when the resi tance is decaying, or in the uaatab'le 

range of resistance. Such a curve is shown in Fig. 7. 

ENEBGY RELATIOlfS 

There are two cases where an exact relationship can be derived for 

the peak dynamic force to be applied to a structure having a given resist

ance. These two cases correspond to (1) a situation where the dynamic 

force rises suddenly to a maximum value and remains constant tor all 

deflections of the structure; and ( 2) the case where all of the force is 

applied as an impulse before the structure deflects appreciably. The 

first of these cases corresponds in Fig. 7 to a line such as OB drawn trom. 
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the or1ain1 h&'Y'iD8 a CODBtaDt slope corresponcUng 1;o the ma;x1._ ~c 

force p • ~ work done on the structure b7 the ~c force is, of • 
course, tM torce Pa .Utipliecl b7 the detl.ection, 8Dd a stra:l.&ht line 

thraqh the or1Sin represents ldlis qwmtity. Where it intersects the 

C\U"ft the absorbed eneray is eq11&1. to the extemal erutr&Y 1 aad ve have 

the url•a detlect1oa x produced in the structure • 
• 

In the secODd inatance ve caD consider that the illpulae I tna the 

load'ins is applied to She structure 1n such a WS¥ that the Masea of the 

strwrture acquire an 1nstaDtaDe011s velocity. The U8ll1 tude ot the iD&taD

taneous velocity at each mass is equal to the 1Jipulse divided by the 

M.SS. J'rcllll this one can der1 ve the tact that the kinetic eneri)" of' 

each mass is equal to the square of the 1Jipulse d1v1cled by twice the mass. 

By snJWD'ins these values one can arrive at the total kinetic energy and 

plot it as a quantity of input energy such as at F in Fig. 7. A straisht 

horizontal line drawn tram this point 1 such as J'C 1 will intersect the 

eurve at en absorbed energy equal 1;o this 1ni tial kinetic energy 8Dd will 

th~ref'ore give the MX1•a displacement x~ produced by the iDlpulsi ve 

loading. The max'ima•• detlection can also be obtained for the situation 

where a long duration load. is ccmbined with en initial illl;pul.se. Here one 

draws a line of constant slope equal to the magn1 tude ot the long duration 

load 'i ng traa a point such as G 1 that corresponds to the eners;y of the 

initial impulse. 

There are some minor points to be considered with this kind qt gra

phical solution. The most important of these is the fact that in an un-

stable resistance curve 1 it is possible that some particular point on the 

curve such as E cannot be reached by a line drawn trom a. particular point 



on the vertical axis auch aa G v1 thout such a l.1De pas sinS through aoae 

intel'M41ate point of the eners1 displacement curve. This situation mere-

1¥ aeana that the curve troa the 1D1 tial start iDS point taDgent to the . 
eDei'IJ absorption curve, u at D, is the one that shoul4 be used, as all. 

detlections bqoDd this point v1ll be produced by a loMing inti.D1tea1•lly 

sreater that the one corresponcUna to a tansent intersection. 

Relationships are g1ven in Ret. 1 tor a.nal.¥tical relationships which 

deftne the aeae B1 tuation as is described in the curve in Fig. 7, tor 

the case ot an elasto-pl&stic resistance. In this reference a general 

a.pirical result is developed which is applicable to other than infinitesi

-.1~ short or infinitely long durations of loadiq also. 

A piot of the dynamic relations obtained by exact solutions tor a 

trianplar pulse loading on an elasto-plastic system is shown in Pig. 8, 

and more accurately in Fig. 9. In Fig. 8 the plot is in terms of tbe 

atio of the yield resistance to the applied peak force, and in Fig. 9 

the inverse of this is plotted, name~ the max1Jilum pressure on the struc-

ture divided by the yield resistance. The curves ot Fis. 9 sive relation-

ships UIOD8 the following tour quanti ties: 

x.Jx,. or ductility factor "'' which is shown on the scale on the 

lei"t haDd side of the fipre. 

t 4/'f or the ratio of the duration of a trie.ngul.ar load pulse to the 

ettective period of the structure, shown as the abscissa. 

P.,/fty1 which is the ratio of the peak pressure applied to the struc

ture to the effective yield point resistance, measured in terms of' pressure. 

Lines of equal values tor this ratio are shown by the 11nes which slope 
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t,J'r, or the ratio of the time at which maximum defl.ection is reached 

to the effective natural. period of vibration. These are shown by the 

dashed l.ines sl.oping generally down and to the right on the figure. 

In general., tor rel.ati vel.y short durations, or in the region where 

the sloping lines bave a nearly constant slope equal to that at the lett band 

side ot the figure, impul.se governs the response. It can be seen that 

this is the case tor durations ot l.oading l.ess than about one-third ot 

the period of vibration for el.astic structures, and exte:Dding to l.onger 

durations, up to two or three times the period of vibration, tor structures 

in which a l.arge amount ot pl.astic energy is absorbed. In this region of 

the chart energy absorption governs the structural response. 

On the right hand side of the figure, where the l.ines of equal. ratios 

ot resistance to peak loading bave a horizontal tangent, the l.oading is 

ettectivel.y very long, and the required resistance of the structure is 

very nearl.y equal. to the peak l.oad1ng. It can be seen that tor ductility 

ratios greater than about 2 and l.ess than 20, it the duration is more than 

about five times the period of vibration, the required yield resistance of 

the structure is approximatel.y equal to the peak dynamic peak pressure 

applied to the structure, w1 thin less than a 25 per cent error. 

For 110re compl.ex l.oading curves it is possibl.e to use the same chart 

w1 th a reasonabl.y accurate degree ot approximation by d1 viding the l.oading 

into a series of tria:ogular com,ponents as in· Fig. 10 and using the relation-

ship: 
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In this equation Fn corresponds to the ratio Pn/qy if' the particular 

loading Pn with its particular duration were the only force acting on the 

structure. A more detailed explanation of' this technique is given in 

Ref'. 5. 

Where more accurate cal.culations are desirable, numerical. techniques 

are available f'or -.king such calculations. A summary and description of' 

a group of' techniques that may be used either tor hand computation or w1 th 

a high-speed. digital. computer is g1 ven in Ret. 6. 

REBotnm 

When e:ay structure is loaded. and reaches a maximum deflection, it has 

energy stored in it and tends to deflect backward or in the opposite direc-

tion. This tendency exists even in the case when there is still same 

forward. loading acting on the structure at the time it reaches its ma.x1•UD 

deflection. In gene~ the rebound is elastic, al.though in the case of' a 

reinforced concrete structure, if the rebound is very large and sutticient 

steel in the reverse direction is not provided, there may be an inelastic 

part of the rebound. Consideration must be given to this situation partie-

ularly in design of reinforced concrete structures. Where the structure 

is in the impulsive loading region, the rebound resistance must be equal 

to the forward resistance in general, but for the long duration region of 

the charts shown in Figs. 8 and 9, the rebound resistance may be considerably 

less. In no case should it be less than about 25 per cent of the forward 

resistance. 
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DISC0:3SI011 

MR. ROSS CASH {Moffatt & Bichol, Ensineers 1 Lo.-g Beach, Calitomia): 

You Mntioned tbat the chart you showed in one ot YOtU" slides vas aY&ilable. 

Where is tbatt 

PBlFISSOR IIEWNABI: The cbart is available in a paper tbat I pablished. 

in Transactions 2! ~American Society 2! Civil !nglneers called "An 

Engineering Approach to Blast-resistant Design• aod1 in 110re detailed fora, 

in a nuaber ot technical reports that have been issued in variou.s places. 

One ot the latest is in a guide issued by the Secretary ot Defense. 
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BLASl vtJL1IliRABILl' OF DEEP tDIDERGROOID 
FACIIJnBS AS AWIC'mD BY 

ACCESS AliD VD.r:tLifiOll OPDDGS 

Edward Cohen 
Associate, J=enn & Whitney 

CODSUl.ting Eng.1 neers 
Kev York, New York 

It it were possible to build deep underground installations without 

openings to the s~aee, the hardness o~ the facilities would be controlled 

only by the integrity ot the underground rock chamber and the ability of' 

the interior construction to w1 thstand the efiects o~ ground shock. Once 

openings are provided, the possibility o~ the entrance ot blast pressures 

thrCQ&h the open1np into the interior must be considered. The statement 

i• otten made that this condition severely limits the ultimate hardness of 

what •Y be an otherwise invulnerable f'acili ty. I hope to ind:l.cate that 

with careful design these l.1llitations can be overccae, although consider-

able expense 'IIIAY be inVolved in sa~e cases. 

It the level o~ protection for design is set at a lower level than 

the potential hardness of the underground. chamber 1 as located and con-

structed1 retrofitting of air intakes and closures at a lateT date can be 

readily accomplished. However, i~ the potential hardness of' the underground 

chamber is too low, retro~itting is almost impossible. For this reason, 

planning of deep underground facilities should not be controlled, in terms 

of hardness, by the limitations of existing closure systems. 

Openings ~ be divided into two broad classifications, those which 

are open only intermittently to allow the entrance of personnel or equip-

ment, and those which must remain open continuously for ventilation or 

similar purposes, except during passage of' the blast wave. 
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PERSODEL AID EQUIFMD'l EliTlWICES (l) ( 2 ) 

The bardness problems created by the f'irst group can be readily over-

ccae by dividing all such entrances into a series of' pressure locks with 

electrically interlocked blast-resistant doors on both sides ot each pres-

sure lock, as shown in Fig. 1. The interior f'acil1ty is then continuously 

closed of'f' f'ran the surf'ace through the personnel and equ1pnent ex:L ts and 

entrances. The blast doors in these passageways can be made nearly as hard 

as· the underground f'acil1ty itself'.. In add1tion, it "lfJ8.Y' be desired to make 

the passageways themselves "f'a11 saf'e" at some specific pressure level. In 

~ cases 1 such as at c:CWISm posts 1 the cost of' personnel and equ1poent 

doors used f'or pre-shot operation and maintenance can be kept to a m2n1wum 

by not requiriDg that they operate af'ter an attack, only that they remain 

hard and protect the interior f'rall repeated attacks. Personnel access 

f'ollowing an attack would be through small-diameter tunnels with blast 

covers or doors also arranpd in pa:l.rs in "saf'ety locks" and interlocked. 

The noza.l passageway doors and the emergency tunnel doors can be readily 

protected against thel'lllal and nuclear radiation e:N'ects by additional con-

crete thickness. 

Because of' the saf'ety locks 1 the time to open or close the doors does 

not a:U'ect the hardness of' the installation and is determined as a :f'un.ction 

only of' operational convenience. The type of' door used will be a f'unction 

ot the design requirements. Personnel doors have been designed and tested 

at peak pressures up to several hundred ~ per square iilch. The f'ollow-

1ng types of' doors have been tested at the Bevada Test Site: f'lat and arch 

steel plate, welded wide-f'lange sections, vault, (3) and reinf'orced con-

(4) ) crete (see J'ig. 2, a, b, c, and d • Any c4 these, as well as DWIIerou& 
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other designs, can provide adequate protection UDder proper conditions. 

Emergency exits ma:y be closed ott by dGaed or dished, built-up or 

flat steel plates in regions up to the friDses of the fire ball. A typi-

cal design, which bas been tested at a high pressure level, is shown in 

Jig. 3. For veey high pressures, solid concrete plup -.y be used. DepeDd

ing on the weight of the door constru.ction, mechanical assista.Dce will be 

required tor post-attack opening. This equ.ipaent JIIUst be positive and 

simple. Apin, speed of operation is ot minor importance, UDl.ess it is 

anticipated that these exits ma:y be used for personnel ¥1r1ng exterior 

repairs during the attack period. 

Ollce structural adequacy is assured, the problems in the design ot 

large- and heavy-e9J.liiJil8Jlt access doors are pr1ma.rily concerned with auto

matic operation. '!'his is within the range ot conventional design practice 1 

as ill.ustrated by heavy shielding doors tor reactor facilities, or the 

300-ton movable roof sections which are currently being constr1.1cted tor a 

peacet:l:ae aud1 torium proJect. ( 5) 

For deep underground facilities which, except tor surface openings 

and passageways, are adequate to survive directly overhead surface bursts, 

the passageways should all be arranged to fail saf'e by assuring that they 

will be blocked by their own collapse at a loading which is less than that 

required to collapse the doors (see Fig. 4a). Fail-sate battles ma:y also 

be built into the tunnels tor the same purpose, as shown in Fig. )f.b. 

Although pat ot the blast wave will enter the passageway prior to 

closure of the opening by the debris frail the tail-sate tunnel section or 

battles, the major part of' the wave Will be excluded. It then becaaes 

practical to design the tunnel beyond the blocked opening with sufficient 
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J.eD&th, volume, &Dd lta:f't'lJ.Jig w at'telluate the blut aD4 lla:lt the preaaure 

acting em the blast doors to a value ccmaiateD't with the door hardness. 

Obviously, this approach is ecmna1caJly uaetul onq when the additicmal. 

cloGr hardeD1ng is more expensive thaD the :tail-sate devices and additional 

tUDDellng1 or when reasonably cOIIlplete protection is needed. It may 'be 

cCIIbiDed with ccmsi4eraticma o:t' blast attenuation 1n tunnels and other 

ways ot atta1n1ng these results 1 which are covered in this s;yapoaiwa in 

the }laper by Dr. H. L. Brode on shock wave attenuation 1n tunnels. 

I't 1 at sc:ae tuture date, it were decided to retro:t'it the passageways 

t0 a higher pressure level, the doors aDd bat"f'les could be strengthened or 

replaced. It should be noted tbat the fail-sate battles or twmels are 1n 

a time contest or n.ce with the shock wave to reach the unpretected openiJag 

to the UDdergreund chambers and lllllSt caae very close to w1nn1ng the race. 

This is one cue in which overdesign or excess strength can be very danger

ous. It can be seen that with the above approach, lllllltiple attacks are not 

ot great significance tor openings for intermittent use. 

vuriLATION OPDIRGS 

Let us now consider openings in the second category 1 those which muat 

remain continuously open except during passage of' a blast wave. 

For short-duration blast waves, devices such as baffles, mutf'lers, etc., 

which restrict the openings and retard the passage of' the blast wave 1 are 

partiall.y effective when used with plenums of adequate size. For long-

duration waves, tor such facilities as small personnel shelters where normal 

non-operational air requirements are small and alerts are of short duration, 

sand filters ms:y be usetul in the attenuation of the pressures. In "Opera

tion Plumbbob" ( 6) a cubic meter of coarse sand placed over air intakes 



all.cnfed ~a 0.2-pai pressure rise 1D a 1200-cu f't chamber at a peak 

1Dc14at pressure em the g:reud ot 115 psi. ot course, it .ut be ~ 

that the 4uration ot the positive phase vas cml.y' 0.2 sec. With this ttpe 

ot tUter, the pressure cent1Dues to increase throu.ghou't the positive 

phase. For aegaton veapou the pressure rise would be higher. 

Where large voluaes ot air auat be b&DdJ.ed during nomal operation, 

po~~itive closures are needed which, UDder nomal operating coa41ticma, do 

not untuly obstruct the air :passage; these obstructions vould 1Dcreaae the 

pressure losses 1D the syatea, 1Dcreaa1ng the ventilation power reflUire-

.enta. Various blast valves ot this type bave been developed during the 

put tea yean. These closures are ot two types, blast-actuated (depend

i.D& em 'the blast pressure to close it) and reaote-actuated. 

In pr1Dciple1 a 'blast-actuated valve can be aade ccapletely blast 

tipt by extending the required blast travel path autticiently to allew 

the valve to close bef'ore the blast reaches the 1Dter1or, as shown in Fig. 

5. In Fig. 5a the blast path to the cbamber entrance is increased by 

increasing the duct length; as an alternate, the expansion chamber ms:y be 

used to delay the blast. In Fig. 5b the sleeve valve is located so tbat 

it is exposed directly to the blast before the blast reaches the valve 

opeDi.Dgs through the ducts. In this way, closure is made bef'ore the blast 

C41D enter the i.nlet to the interior f'acill ty. 

Although the· valves which will be discussed are not completely blast 

tight, it must be remembered tbat there are ditterent ways to approach the 

ideal seal and that tbe ideal way may not necessarily be required 1n par-

ticular cases. However, it does appear tbat positive sealing is possible 

if' it is required. 
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The va.J.ves which will be discussed do not exhaust all the possibili-

ties. In fact, lii&DiY new designs are being proposed and studied and new 

ideas are always needed. Three such valves are shown in Fig. 6. Figure 

6a is a ball-check val.ve(7) in which, under the action of a blast, the 

suspended ball is driven forward onto the spherical seat, closing off the 

duct. Figure 6b is a swing-check valve(S) which can be designed to be 

hand-operated or blast-actuated. Figure 6c shows a sleeve-type val.ve which 

is driven down under the action of blast to close off the ports. Another 

possibility being reviewed is the feather-type valve which may be adapted 

frail camaercial practice for certain types of blast valve applications. 

Most of these valves may be either single- or double-acting. It is impor

tant to note that metal valves and moving :parts must be protected frail 

thermal effects and all openings protected fran debris when considering 

high pressure levels resulting tram an attack with high-yield weapons. 

For present valves, closing time under blast conditions and the size 

of the orifice will determine the volume of the expansion or plenum chamber 

behind the valve which is necessary to limit the pressure rise to any 

specified maximum value. The closing time for a poppet valve depends on 

the area and shape of the disk, the magnitude and distribution of pressures 

acting on the disk, the mass of moving :parts, disk travel distance, and 

restraining or friction forces. ~s made with the objective of decreas-

ing closing time may adversely affect the strength of the valve or resist-

ance to normal air flow. A short closing time must be obta:fued by malri ng 

the valve disk diameter and disk travel as small as possible consistent 

with the low pressure drop required under normal ventilating conditions. 

In addition to providing protection against the positive-phase pres-



sures, the valves should be latched or double-acting for protection against 

negative-phase pressures where the installation is subject to damage traa 

this effect. 

Although field tests of blast valves are described below, caution 

should be used in interpreting the effectiveness of valves fran test results 

unless exterior pressure-time curves are available. The relationship be-

tween the interior and exterior peak pressures obtained from field tests 

on these valves may be misleading where the blast wave was non-ideal. In 

tests where this was the case, the valve~ have closed long before arrival 

of the peak pressure and at a pressure which was only a traction of the 

peak. 

In 1950, at the u.s. Army Chemical Warfare laboratories, developaent 

work was begun in connection with the instrumentation of' a CBR shelter for 

the Corps of' Engineers at "Operation Greenhouse"{9) to develop a device 

which could protect the filter f'rom blast effects. The device, desipated 

the E4 valve {later Ml), is shown in Fig. 7, a and b. At the normal air 

flow rate of 300 cu tt/min a light plate sustained by a spring pemitted 

the air flow to pass around the plate and through the perforations in the 

bed plate. Under pressure 1 the light plate seats on the bedplate, sealing 

off the system to further flow. The E4 is equipped with flanges for inter

connection with standard pipe {6-in. blast side, 5-in. protected side). 

This valve was successfu.lly tested at "Operation Greenhouse" and was one 

of the earliest developments in this field. 

Following "Operation Greenhouse" the work on antiblast closure devices 

was discontinued by the Chemical Warfare laboratories. Soon thereafter, 

the Office of the Chief of Engineers in1 tiated a developDent program to 
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assess the relative •r1t of other types ot pressure-reclueilag MCllaDiD8 

such as rock grUl.a 1 "auftlers 1 'battles, pipe tees, etc. 'Blese prejeeted 

'blut-cJa.peniDg mecban18DI8 were pe.rt1all.y evaluated on the shock tube at 

Aberdeen ProY:LDg Ground aDd field-tested at Be"Yada Prcw1ng Ground 1D 

"Operatic U,pshot KDothole •• (lO) It vas cODClud.ed that a qjielt-actiDI 

cloeure valve wu1d provide the best blast protection tor a veat1lation 

system. The data associated with theM valve are shown 1D Table 1. 

late 1n 19541 the Chemical Corps vas requested to ~P two prototype 

civil defense shelters 1D "Operation Teapot. •<4> !he subsequent develop-

aent work prepared one non-mecbaniea.J Jy ventila"ted shelter and a second 

aecbanically ventilated shelter. These shelters were evaluated at Bevada 

Proving Ground 1n early 1955. 

In the non-mechan1eally ventilated shelter, pressure gages both ahead 

ot the filter system and 1n the shelter proper showed zero pressure read-

ings. 

The E4 valve performed well in the mechan1cally ventilated shelter 1:n 

preventing daJE.ge to the blower motor 1 filter 1 elbow and air register 1 and 

the anti-back-draft valves. The peak incident pressure was 100 psi. 

In 1956, develo:paent of the El9 valve(ll)(l2) was initiated by the 

Chemical Corps on the request of the Bureau of Yards and Docks. The objec

tive was an antiblast valve having a rated flow of 6oo cu tt/mill for use 

with pressurized types of CBR shelters. 'l'his valve is shown in Fig. 8, a 

and b. 

Additional design requirements of the Bureau of Yards and Docks were 

as follows: 

1. Mode of actuation: blast actuated 
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Table 1 

BIAEJr VALVE DESIGlf CRITERIA, PH!SICAL DATA Alm TEST RlstmrS 

Valve ••••••••••••••••••• 
Naninal size 

Valve body 
•••••••••••• 

E4 (now Ml) (Fig. 7) 
6 in. 

Diameter •••••••••••••• 16-1/2 in. 
Weight •••••••••••••••• 330 1b 
Material •••••••••••••• cast steel 

Disc 

MaxiDDma side-on bl.ut pressure • • • 100 psi 

Rated air tlow ••••••••••••••••••• 300 cu tt/atn 
Pressure drop at rated tlow • • • • • • 1 in. water 

Inlet area ••••••••••••••••••••••• 28.9 sq in. 

Open area through valve • • • • • • • • • • 26.8 sq in. 

Ratio valve/connection ••••••••••• 0.93 

Seat opening ••••••••••••••••••••• 18, 1·1/4-in. 

e 

Diameter •••••••••••••• 10-5/8 in. 
Travel •••••••••••••••• 1 tn. 
Material • • • • • • • • • • • • • • aluminum holes 

6, l-in. ho:J.es 
Weight of moving parts • • 1 lb 

Protected side duct area • • • • • • • • • 20 sq in. 
Seat gasket material • • • • synthetic rubber 

Field tests 
Date ••••••••••••• March-JUDe 1953 
Location •••• ••••• Nevada Proving Ground 
SuDIDary of data • • lhown below 

Incident Protected Closure Ma'ld•m pressure Total 
pressure Mounting chamber time in chamber leakage 

(psig) positi()~ {cutt) (msec) (psig) (cutt) 

20.3 vertical 87 unknown 0.3 2 
'.ttoo 

~!i 
Vl\01-' 
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2. Method of re-opening following the blast: manual 

3· Design overpressure: 50 psi 

4. Rated flow of 6oo cu tt/min: less than one-in. water gage 

Shock tube tests were conducted on the El9 by Ballistic Research 

Laboratories at Aberdeen Proving Ground, and a single prototype was evalu

ated under field conditions in "Operation Plumbbob. n(6) The data associ-

ated with the El9 va.l:n are shown in '!'able 2. 

The ftl.ves shown in Fig. 9 were ·designed and constiUCted by Arthur D. 

Little, Inc., under contract with the Of':f'ice of Defense and Civilian 

Mo'b111zation and fabricated in 121 16, and 24-in. Dadna1 sizes. 

lflWiliDa1 Rated Max1Jmm Side-on 
Size Air Flow Blast Pressure 
~in.) ~cu ttLminl ~l!il 

12 6oo 1 100 

16 1200 1 50 

24 2500 1 50 

!he Talves 11J1J.Y be equipped with a reaote-operated pD.eUDBtic cylinder 

a~ tor closing the valve prior to arrival of the blast. Closing 

:ma.y be acccaplished b;y using a photo-electric relay exposed to the fireball 

for triggering the air cylinder. The air cyliDder is designed to hold the 

Tal.ve closed apjnst a nesative pressure ot 5 pei. The data associated 

with the ODCJI valve, as obtaiDed in "Operation PlDmb'bob 1 " are .shewn in 

Table 3. (6) 

The OCE valve (Fig. 101 a and b), which was developed by the Corps ot 

Eng1DMra aDCl has 'beeD used in muaerows 1D8tallations, is a reaotel;y opera

ted poppet, rated 5000 cu tt/min •xbn1m capacity with approxilatel;y l-in. 
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Table 2 

BLAST VALVE DESIGN CRITERIA, PHYSICAL DATA AND TEST RESULTS 

Valve •••••••••••••••••• El9Rl (Figs. 8a and 8b) 
8 in. 

Valve w /housing 
OVer-all dimensions •• 21-1/4 x lB-5/8 x 17-3/4 in. 
weisnt ••••••••••••••• 130 lb 
Material ••••••••••••• steel 

~rd~a 
0 

Size ••••••••••••••••• 2, 4 x 15-1/2-in. doors at 30 
Travel ••••••••••••••• 2 in. plus 
Material • • • • • • • • • • • • • aluminum 

Weipt ot moving parts • 1 lb per door approximately 

Seat gasket material • • • neoprene sponge ru.bber 

Maximum side-on blast pressure • • 50 psi 

Rated air tlow •••••••••••••••••• 6oo cu tt/min 
Pressure drop at rated flow ••••• o.4 in. water 

gage 

Inlet area •••••••••••••••••••••• 50 sq in. 

Open area through valve • • • • • • • • • 6o sq in. 

Ratio valve/connection •••••••••• 1.2 
Seat opan1ng •••••••••••••••••••• 105 sq in. 
Protected side duct area • • • • • • • • unrestricted 

Field test (El9 valve, predecessor to El9Rl, with 30° door opening) 

Incident 
pressure 

(psis) 

64 

Date •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• JUDe 1957; Priscilla Shot ot Operation Plumbbob 
Location •••••••••••••••••••••••••• Nevada Proving Ground 

Mounting 
position 

horizontal; 5 tt 
below gradeJ ted 
by 8-in. steel 
pipe aDd tee 
weatherhead 

Protected 
chamber 
(cutt) 

194 

• • shown below 

Closure 
time 
(uec) 

Maximum pressure 
in chamber 

(psig) 

0.32 

Total 
leakage 
(cutt) 

4.77 

Average 
leakage rate 

(cu tt/sec) 

';C~ 
\)1 Y'J, 
\OV1-!='" 
~\OP 



Table 3 

BLAST VALVE DESIGN CRITERIA, PHYSICAL DATA AND TEST RESULTS 

Valve ••••••••••••••••••• ODCM (A.D. Little )(Pig. 9) (b) Me.ximum side-on blast pressure • • • • 50 psi 
Nominal size 
Valve body 

•••••••••••• 16 in. Rated air flow •••••••••••••••••••• 1200 cu tt/min 

Diameter •••••••••••••• 23.5 in. 
Weight •••••••••••••••• 76o lb 
Material •••••••••••••• ductile iran 

Disc 
Diameter •••••••••••••• 16 in. 
Travel •••••••••••••••• 2.38 in. 
Material •••••••••••••• aluminum 

Weight of moving parts • • 31 lb 

Seat material ••••••••••• ductile iron 

Field tests 

Maximum pressure drop • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 in. water 

Inlet area ••••••••••••••o••••••••• 120 sq in. 
Open area through valve ••••••••••• 123 sq in. 

Ratio valve/connection •••••••••••• 1.03 

Diameter of seat opening •••••••••• 13.75 in. 

Protected side duct area •••••••••• 182 sq in • 

Date ••••••••••••• May-October 1957 
Location • • • • • • • • • Nevada Proving Ground 
Summary of data • • shown below 

Incident 
pressure 

(psig) 
Mounting 
position 

Protected 
chamber 
{cutt) 

Closure 
time 
(msec) 

Maximum pressure 
in chamber 

-.....l.l(p~ig) 

Total 
leakage 
(cutt) 

Average 
leakage rate 

(cu tt/sec) 
63 
8 
7·9 
3.9 

vertical 
vertical 
horizontal8 

horizontal8 

Z75 
Z75 
13.2 
13.2 

31 
35 
35 
78 

4.6 
lt-.4 
8.1 
4.6 

97 
93 
8.2 
4.7 

Remote actuation: started in 90 msec, closed in 50 msec; total closing time = 14o msec 
8 SubJect to reflected pressures. 

e e 

3130 
2650 

e 

~'ff 
(pi\) \.)I 

'{'p 
\Jl 
\0 
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water gage pressure drop, and may be used for air intake or exhaust service. 

The Tal.ve is closed by the seating of a 16-in. diameter disk traveling 

through a distance of 4 in. 

The valves may also be used, without the remote devices and comprea-

sion spring release for closing, as blast-actuated poppets. These would 

be blast-actuated valves with spring-closing for exhaust and spring-opening 

for intake applications under normal operation. 

Several of the valves in battery may be used for large air flows as 

shown in Fig. lOb. Triggering of the valves to initiate closiDg is accom-

pliahed by explosive capsules fired from a remote nuclear attack detection 

control station. The ilapulae of the charge provides sufficient torque to 

rotate the camshaft, thereby trippiDg the locking mechaniam which mintains 

the Tal.vea in their open positions. This action simultaneously releases 

the cc:a.pression of the closure springs, seating the valve disks. Band 

operation is through reduction gear for opening and closing. Studies aimed 

at the further iDlproveaent of blast valves are currently in progress. 

The intake closure shown in Fig. 11 is beiDg used on a current proJect 

and el1m1nates the need for multiple ports and caaplicated mechanisms for 

large air requirements. The 4-tt 6-in. diameter steel plate vent door, 

14 in. above the opening, moves through a distance of l2 in. before con-

tacting and compressing the seal material in closing. The door opening is 

2 ft above grade and the remainder of the structure is underground. The 

door is closed by remote actuation of a pneumatic system, with 300 psig air 

forcing the cylinder down. Closure time is about 1-1/2 sec. 

The valves shown in Fig. 6, b and c, may be readily adapted to remote 

actuation. 
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Remote-actuated valves are dependent on external sensing devices. The 

Signal Corps has developed a pair of instruments that are sensitive to 

thermal and :1nitial sa-a radiation(l3) of a distant nuclear explosion and 

that will react electrically to trigger shut the protective closures. This 

syatell is tu.n.ished by- the SigD&l. Corps as "Radiation Detection and Alarm 

Syatem, AN/FJW-l(V)." A blast pressure detection device designed by 

Ballistic Research Laboratories and available as part of the sy-stem is 

usetu.l where the direction of blast travel is predetermined. For example, 

the blast-sensitive unit might be set at the portal of a tunnel or at the 

top of a shaft to actuate a valve a given distance on the interior, as 

shown in Fig. 12. 

The use ot reaote-e.ctuted valves eliminates certain problems and 

creates others. One of the new considerations is arrival time. It can be 

seen {Fig. 13&) that a closure time of abou.t 200 lDSec is acceptable for a 

hardness of 300 psi for a 1-megaton burst but not for smaller weapons. 

'1'hus, an over-all design criteria based on a 20-megaton or greater weapon 

may- be conservati'Yft tor structural design, shock lBOUl'lting, ·etc., and still 

be iDadequate tor closure design, the arrival tillle for a given pressure 

level tor aaller weapons being much shorter than for larger weapons. 

When the arrival time gets too short for efficient blast valve design 

ot a given size, the path of the blaet •Y" be extended, particularly- in 

deep undergi'GWld installations 1 by- placing the blast valves at the bottca 

or interior end of the veatilation shaft, as shown in Fig. 12. 

Arrin.l tiM ay also be too long UDder scae circuutauces. For 

e:rample, for an activator sensitive to theiW&l or pJIIII& radiation at the 

2 peig incident pressure frca a 20-megaton weapon, t.lle valve vou.ld be closed 
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50 sec before arrival of the pressure and remain closed tor at least 12 sec 

during the positive pbase 1 for a total button-up time ot at least 62 sec. 

The button-up time is increased by about 45 sec if the negative phase dura

tion is added (see Fig. 131 a, b 1 and c). 

When necessar;y 1 the arrival time portion of the button-up period •Y 

be greatly reduced or el1m1nated on both intakes and exhausts. In addi

tion, as described below 1 exhausts can operate continuously through the 

negative pbase. 

For installations where canbustion-type equipaent, such as diesel

electric generators, must operate continuously, it is sometimes possible 

to draw combustion air fran and also exhaust into the interior of the 

hardened structure. However, except in extremely large structures, it is 

desirable to m1n1m:fze this type of operation. Blast-actuated valves can 

be used on the cOIIlbustion air intakes to el:fm:fnate the arrival time trom 

the button-up period. 

Similar devices may be used to permit the exhaust gases to exit prior 

to the actual arrival of the blast wave. Dur:f.ng the positive phase the 

duration of pressures greater than 2 psi will not exceed appron.&tely 15 

sec for weapons up to 20 megatons (Fig. 13b). Dur:f.ng this period exbauat 

gases DIWit be exhausted to the interior or to a protected plenum. Dur1Dg 

the negative pbase (Fig. 13c) 1 <4 ) exhaust gases may be exhausted to the 

aurtace through an autaaatically throttled open1ng which will maintain a 

positive pressure at the eDgine exhaust 1 as required to sustain operation 

{Fig. 14). It the negative phase pressures, which do not exceed 4 psi, 

are not critical, the throttling davice can be el1m:fna.ted. 

Althoqb it is theoretically possible to el1•taate even the positive 
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phase "button-up" tiJDe on exhausts b;,y exhausting at high pressure thrOI1gb 

a chamber, as shown in Fig. 15, the power requirement and added equipaent 

costs make this prohibitive in JllOSt cases, even though the system -.;,y be 

arranged so that the additional paver requirement occurs only under attack 

or during tests. 

Another problem associated with remote-actuated valves which occurs 

under multiple attack design criteria is the hardening of the exposed 

electronic detection system, including sensing devices, equipment, and 

circuits. This deserves serious study in any hard installation design. 
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INTERLOCKED TO ALLOW ONLY 
ONE OF THREE TO BE OPEN 
AT ANY TIME 

ELECTRICALLY INTERLOCKED ENTRANCE 

Fig. I 
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Fig. 2a -Tension arch type blast door 
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Fig. 2c-Vault- type door 
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(a) POSITIVE SEALING BLAST ACTUATED VALVE 

INTAKE~- ... 
/ ' \ 

TO FACILITY 

(b) MODIFIED SLEEVE TYPE VALVE 

Fig. 5 
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Fig. 6 
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Fig. 7a 

I~D MODEL 
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(I) HOUSING 

(2) INLET PIPE NIPPLE 

(4) CLOSURE ASSEMBLY MOUNTING GASKET 

(5) CLOSURE ASSEMBLY 

(3) CLOSURE ASSEMBLY MOUNTING BOLTS (6) LOUVER DOOR 

(7) LOUVER DOOR HINGES 

RATED CAPACITY - 600 cu ft / min 

RESISTANCE AT RATED CAPACITY - 0.4" W G 

OVERALL WEIGHT - 130 LB 

INLET PIPE CONNECTION - 8" STD PIPE 

PLATE TRAVEL TO CLOSE- 30°, 4" RADIUS 

DESIGNED FOR 50 PSI 

APPRO X WEIGHT OF EACH LOUVER DOOR - 0.8 LB 

E 19 VALVE, INLET AND DATA 

Fig. 8b 
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Since any underground installation must bave openings to the outside 

world for normal and probably frequent daily access 1 their influence on 

the vulnerability of the complex needs some consideration. 

The destruction of the surface opening itself need not cause disrup-

tion of the underground operation and need not trap the occupants it multi

ple entrances are provided. Such multiplicity would depend on both the geol-

ogy and location ot the site and the nature ot the mission. In general a 

sufficient number of openings should exist and should be so located that a 

single mul timegaton explosion cannot destroy more than one of them1 aDd so 

tbat the probability of blocking all ot them is remote in view ot the ex-

pected or proJected threat. A large number of openings should not be impor-

tant to such a deep underground complex unless its military mission re

quires ready access to the surface at all times--since otherwise the open

ings would not represent attractive targets and would not be subJect to 

specific attack. 

An opening which winds up in the crater ot a large-yield surface ex-

plosion could not be counted on tor useful e.xi t or entry for a long period 

ot time--since it would be collapsed and rubble-tilled aDd would be highly 

rad.ioacti ve. 

An opening exposed to 1000 psi might be expected to be still there af

terwards. In any case an important question is: when an opening is exposed 

to pressures in the thousands ot psi wbat kind and wbat strength ot shock 

will travel- down the tunnel and f1Dd its ~ into the interior? 
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aDd scale it by the c:ontemplated yield since such a CNrVe refers to a burat 

in air which decqs rap~ both :t.rora the three..diweusicmal expanaion into 

a rap~ increasiD& volume of air aDd traa the heatiDS of this air. In the 

twmel case we :tl&ve the anal.OSY of a ahock tube--a one-dimensional expan-

sion--for which the rate of decq of the abock overpresaure JliSbt be expec-

ted to be very slow. 

Even in the shock tube there is a certain amount of dee&¥, however, 

as the -shock is diaaipated by beating the air in the tube aDd by loasea to 

the valls throush a bouDdar,y ~er fomation. 

A siDrpl.itied linearized equation tor ahock wave attenuation in a tube 

(used by Bhargava in his thesis investigation of the effect ot wall surface 

roughness) is as follows 

B(ll.P ) is the cbazlge or decrease in shock overpressure in psi s 
C is a "constant" of proportionality 

AP 
8 

is the 1n1 tial shock overpressure 

u is the particle or mass tlow velocity behind the shock 

U is the shock velocity 

L is the length of tube traversed 

D is the diameter ot the tube 

K is the equivalent wall roughness dimension 

This is not a very useful equation tor quantitative evaluations over 
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l.&rp l"BZIPS ot arq ot the n.riables--iD tact the cout&llt C cllaD&es trca 

"" 0.02 tor a -.,otll w.ll, to "" 4 tor p.lvaaizecl pipe, to "" o.4 tor rouah

..... :p~ ill erier to tit tae data. Bevertblless, tbl 41rectioa &114 1'0\1P 

-.ai'twles ot ettects is MAle clear: 

1. Attelwaticm is •re rap14 tor stroDpr shDcka (LSPs) &114 (u/u). 

2. T.be atteauaticm is aa illcreasiDC tullcticm ot tuJmel lagth. 

3· Dale attuuaticm is ellhauced to an m,ortant extent 'b7 rou&)mess 

.-nnatually a alloclt peters out 1D a tube just f'roa aucla attenuations • 

.U a 8hDck progresses alo~~g t11e tube a 'bow:1dar7 layer &rOW belrl.D4 it--this 

bouiMJar7 layer will ChoU Off the lam1 nar flow vi th turbulent floy tiM.J 1 y • 

:lYeil 1D a cleaa, 111100th hard·l!B.lled shock tube the tlov :bas become choud 

b7 tDe 'bolmdary layer growth in a tube lellgth ot less than 500 diameters. 

For a ti:rteen foot SIIOOth-liB.lled twmel that would. correspoDCl to a mile aDCl 

a llal.f'. JIDwever, it is not necessary to go tlaat tar to get rid of serious 

s:bock ettects. That rather represents a limitiDg distance to which one could 

propapte a al!aoclt 1D an ideal. tmmel. 

Saae ex;pert.nta.l evi.dence of the shock decay in a four 1Dch shock 

tube is ahoWD. in Fie• 2. Here tlle SIIOOth stainless steel tube sbows a re-

auction 1D shock pressure of a third 1D a length of 150 tube diameters, i.e. 

a pressure loss 110re or less proportioM.l to the 1D1 tial shock strength, as 

the previ.ous approximate fol'mUla iDClicated. These data were :f'urnished by 

Dr. Peter Rose of AVCO. :ror lowr shock strength, a S0111evhat similar set of 

results wre produced by J. D. Day of BRL using a two ft tube. These are 
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Another attenuating effect of equal importance is the de~ of the 

peak shock overpressures due to the tini te duration of the wave. When a 

spherical blast wave enters a tunnel its front is followed by a flow field 

ot exponential.ly dec¢ng pressure. 

I have carried out some preliminary calculations of this effect, ig

noring the wall losses. The particular geometry considered is that ot a 

strong (1000 psi) shock wave passing over a tunnel mouth at right angles 

to the tunnel axis--rather than running head on into it. This choice was 

made both trom the staDdpoint ot computatioD&l. simplicity and trom the con-

sideration that since such a case would be somewhat more favorable it could 

near]¥ al~s be arranged that a head-on incidence ot blast at the opening 

could not occur. It would be good sense where possible to avoid construct-

ing a portal so that it faces a likely target area. 

It wall loss attenuating effects are ignored and the entering shock 

is ot intinite duration then the blast should travel uncJ1m1n.ished down the 

tunnel--being still 1000 psi af'ter thousands of teet ot travel. We have 

seen that the wall loss effects cause important reductions even in a tew 

hundred teet and cause nearly complete destruction ot the shock in less 

than 1-l/2 miles tor a 15 ft tunnel. 

Here we see that the finite nature of the blast pulse would attenuate 

the shock equally fast--as the shock decays from a peak of 1000 psi at the 

portal to 100 psi af'ter a mile. Since in both cases we have used ideal con-

d1 tiona--in any practical case these combined degrading inf'luences can be 

expected to reduce an entering shock, by a factor of 10 ( traR 1000 psi to 

100 psi) within a couple of thousand feet, only. 

Figure 4 shows somewhat graphicall¥ the case described, name]¥ a 10 
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Mr burst at a distance such that the tunnel portal is subjected to 1000 psi. 

The curves across the top illustrate the advance aDd decq of the air blast 

pressures g1. ven in psi and distance from the point of burst in thous&Dds of 

feet. 

The tull thousand psi does not penetrate far into the tunnel, in fact 

8oo psi is only 130' inside. The reason is tba.t the tull strength of the 

peak is not maintained down the tunnel at right angles to the now alona 

the surface--only in the pseudo-static flow case would tba.t be possible. 

By the time flow is well established in the tunnel the outside pressure is 

down to less than 500 psi. As the shock progresses down the tube further, 

the rapid decq of pressure behiJJd the tront erodes the peak overpressure 

itself 1 thus between l8oo f't and 4900 f't the peak over-pressure drops a 

factor of two from 200 psi to 100 psi. 

A similar dee&\Y occurs when the portal peak overpressure is 3000 psi. 

The peak overpressure drops to 1000 psi within 500 f't, but drops less rapidly 

therea:rter. The crossover between the tunnel pressure and the surface 

pressure versus range occurs at about 1250 ft. 

The time depeJJdence of these tunnel pressures is rough:cy exponential, 

as is the outside pressure. 

To shorten tunnel requirements and insure positive safety from air 

blast, doors or other shock attenuating or absorbing devices will probab~ 

be advisable. A door at the portal is unattractive for at least two rea

sons: (l) It must withstand the highest expected portal overpressures 

while a door somewhere back of the opening need withstand considerably less. 

( 2) If the portal itself lies in the crater, the door will be destroyed be

fore f'ultilling its mission--and the tunnel/ will be exposed to high over-
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pressure shocks. 

llountiDs doors well back in the i;lmnel protects the door trca Cl"ater

ins action thua preserviD& the interior ot the UDdergl'OUDd. CCIIplex vhUe at 

the same t111e beins required to w1 thstal:ld 80MWbat lover overpresaures. 

A door vbich blocks the twmel, however, will be subJect to peak ove:r-

pressures considerably 1n excess ot the incident tuzmel. shock. On DOmal 

reflection a 1000 psi shock JUIIlps to 8ooo psi 1 a 3000 psi shock would go to 

351 000 am. 100 psi shock becomes 48o psi. A 10 psi shock only goes *'> 25 

psi, but in all ot these reflections in the confines ot a tUDDel the re

tlected pressures do not decq rapidly, ~ rather l1lte the 1n1t1&1. pres

sure pulse. So a simple door blockiDS the tunnel DIU.St face pressures sever-

al times the expected incident pressures. 

By various schemes 1 these bothersoaae reflections can be min1w1 zed or 

avoided. Figure 5 shows schematically 1n plan to:m various simple devices. 

Perbaps the first th1D8 tbat comes to m1Dd 1n avoidins dead eDd. retlec-

tiona is to lead ott trom a through tunnel tor the entrance to the caapl.ex-

or to construct a sort ot double entrance, where the two (or more) entrances 

themselves 1118¥ be separated enoush to avoid both being destroyed b7 the same 

bomb explosion. Here the shock races by the side tunnel, exposiDS it or its 

doors to the incident pressure only--with no enhanced pressures from reflec-

tiona. 

Various other schemes are feasible along a single tunnel--such as turn-

ing corners, or expanding into large cbambers 1 or reverberating arowJd. in a 

system ot baffles and cbambers not unlike what an acoustics ens1aeer might 

employ tor sound absorption. Side branches might be 'gone one better b7 lead-

ing them ott more or less in the opposite direction :f."raa the incOIId.D& blast--
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&1.l.c:Jw1Ds the blast to pass on 4ovD a loDS tunnel or into a larle expauion 

aDl absorption challber. 

Ar17 •cllaD1cal cloBUl'e syst. baa the dindvarltafles ot poesible J•

ld.D& or -.l.twlction after an ex)losion, ot requiriDS de'ta1lecl or awkward 

pl'OCeclures tor uomal open:lDg ad closiD&, ot requiriDS SCM eou14erable 

power aDd .:wement ot lars• .asses. 

~ -.asiveness ot a positive cloeure B7S'telll 1s essential tor absorb-

1Dg the high iapulaes t1'0IIl the blast, but leads all too easily to ou.ber-

80118 IICW1Dg parts systems, with slow reaationa1 aDd considerable power re-

quirelents. 

One vq to avoid some ot this ditticulty is to till and apt7 a hollow 

J door or the apace between two bulkhead doors with a liquid--a;y water. Bow

ever, one could avoid all large JIIOVing parts with a slopiDg tunnel IMCh as 

iDdicated iD Pig. 6. Here one needs o~ two water val.Yes--one to tl.ood the 

1;1mne1 aDd the other to drain it. It water were not plentitul iD same cities 

the water could be recirculated as iDlicated here 1 but only a small one-lun

ger pu111p would be necessary even with several opeDiDgs and closiDgs ot the 

"water door" per day. 

When the blast strikes the water 1 sq with 1000 psi, this pressure is 

trat18Jiitted through the water but is not tel t iD the air further down the 

tunnel because of the poor impedance mismatch. As long as the water is 

thick enough, i.e. has eJ!LOUSh mass to not be accelerated to a hish velocity 

by the pressure impulse, the tran.smitted pressure will be .0003 ot the in

cident pressure. Thus, 1000 psi incident transmits as 0. 3 psi. In order not 

to drive the water down the tunnel at high speed we JD~q need something like 

100 tt ot it. Fran a 10 Ml' burst, and J.OOO psi at the tunnel eni;rance, if 
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we place a "water door" inside the tunnel at a point where the incident 

pressure will be 150 psi then the total impulse in the reflected pressure 

on the water surface will be around 200 psi/ sec. Only ten f't of water would 

make quite a splash--with velocities like l4oo tt/sec, but 100 f't of water-

more appropriate for the sloping tunnel notion--would result in initial 

water velocities ot a tenth of that (14o tt/sec) and could be easily dis

sipated by splash barriers or diverted down a side tunnel into a pit, or 

alloWed to fall through a grating 1n the tunnel tloor into a recirculating 

reservoir. 

AD::! D'UIIiber of other solutions to the closure problem undoubtedly exist 

am have equal.l.y simple and jam-proof features, and the ideas I have iDii

cated here in a most supertici&l wa;y are meant only as an advertise.nt of 

the fact that the door is still wide open. Designs or suggestions as to 

how to close it will certainly meet with enthusiastic reception 1n :many 

quarters where there is the need or desire to get down to earth. 
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DISCUSSION 

MR. SHERWOOD SMrTH: I would like to ask what the effect is of the 

size of the opening when you have the blast wave passing along the surface 

of the ground and you have an opening extending down vertically; that is, a 

vertical shaft. Another thing, what is the effect of the size of a vertical 

shaft on the attenuation? 

DR. BRODE: I showed a vertical shaft on the slide simply because the 

geometry of the illustration came out that way. That could as well be the 

plan view of the side of a mountain and a horizontal tunnel. 

There is a real advantage to preventing the blast from entering the 

tunnel or shaft head-on, as I indicated, since in "turning the corner" the 

shock temporarily loses its dynamic inertia. This kind of effect should 

scale with the shaft dimensions, therefore, the same degradation of peak 

overpressure due to turning the corner should occur at the same number of 

tunnel diameters inside the shaft. 

Similarly the attenuation due to boundary layer or wall losses should 

be the same at the same L/D, therefore, at the same number of tunnel 

diameters down the abaft. I say this because even for the shock 

tube data the Reynolds Number is very large, so that simple scaling of 

relative dimensions is valid there and is even mere valid as the size is 

increased. 

However, the attenuation due to the pulse shape is not a function of 

the size of the opening for tunnels of relatively uniform diameter, but is 

only a function of the yield and peak overpressure level at the entrance. 

MR. CBARIBS SAJDOVAL (RAND Corporation): In the case of an oblique 

shock hitting this tunnel entrance, would there be any built-up pressure! 
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DR. BRODE: The shock into the tunnel will be greatest for a shock 

striking the tunnel entrance directly; that is, entering directly down the 

tunnel. If it has to turn the corner, if the shock is going at right angles, 

it will be least. If it is somewhere in between, the build-up will be 

intermediate. 

MR. SANDOVAL: On your water door, when the pressure was reflected 

from the outer water surface, how does this affect the instantaneous (or 

is it instantaneous?) increase in pressure according to Pascal's Law? 

DR. BRODE: It goes up right along with the reflected pressure, 

because it is not moving. Unless you have too little water, it goes up. 

MR. SANDOVAL: This could be damaging to the walls of your tunnel'l 

DR. BRODE: It could. But if it was that strong, it probably 

damaged the walls somewhere earlier on the way ll.nto the tunnel. Surely, 

the pressure will go up by this kind of impressive factor: One thousand 

psi becomes 8,000 on reflection. In a tunnel, it doesn't drop off ~ more 

rapidly than the incident shock does. You get 8,000 psi in the tunnel, 

which is not much different from what it does outside on the surface. The 

time of the shock-wave attenuation in the tunnel is very similar to that 

in free air because it is governed by the free air pressures at the entrance. 
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To have defense installations which are hardened against attacks 

by nuclear weapons and are capable of retaliation often depends on the ade-

quaey of the communications system to resist these attacks. 'Without a hard

ened communication system, the necessary contact with command posts and eo-

ordination with other bases becomes impossible. The antenna is generally 

the weak link in the hardened radio-voice communication system because it 

is inherently an exposed structure when in operation and is difficult to 

~rotect. Similarly, antennas f'or missile guidance and radar detection are 

equally as important and are equally as vulnerable. 

This presentation is confined to the structural hardening of' an-

tenna systems. However, to insure an ef'f'icient and economical systaa, a 

close liaison is necessary in the design between the structural engineers 

and the electronics engineers. Since structural considerations of'ten con-

f'lict with the most efficient electronic design and vice versa, the close 

coordination will lead to a practical design which is satisf'actor,y both 

electronically and structurally. 

Several possible means of' providing hardened antennas are being 

studied at the present time. Some of' these methods will be presented and 

briefly discussed. It must be r•embered, however, that the method of' 
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hardening used depends on the adaptability of the particular antenna to 

the method, the degree of hardness required, equipment and materials 

available, whether sacrifices in antenna efficiency can be tolerated, 

and whether the particular method is economically feasible. Some methods 

have distinct advantages but may also have inherent limitations which 

make them impossible to adapt to a particular situation. For example, 

exposed towers make the most efficient antennas but at incident blast 

pressures exceeding about 10 psi, it becomes difficult or, in same cases, 

impossible to obtain a feasible structure to resist the loads. 

The methods of providing hardened antenna systens which are be-

ing studied are: 

(a) A hardening of exposed structures of existing types by modify-

ing present designs. 

(b) Use of new concepts and ideas in antenna design which are more 

readily hardenable. 

(c) Using antennas which are sheltered from nuclear effects except 

when in operation; e.g., retractable antennas. 

(d) Making use of existing terrain and hardened structures to sup

port the antennas. 

To illustrate the hardening of exposed structures, a recent 

study into the feasibility of hardening the 4-30 Me Steerable Wullenweber 

Receiving Antennas has disclosed that the present system could be hardened 

to resist an incident blast pressure of 10 psi with a reasonable increase 

in cost. The antenna is an extensive. system consisting of two parts, the 
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free-standing trussed cylinder as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The blast 
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loads associated with the 10-psi incident pressure could be resisted by 

increasing the size of the structural members. However, because of the 

nature of blast loadings, if the design pressure were to exceed 10 psi, 

the loads on the structure would increase considerably more than just a 

simple proportion. This will reflect itself in a similar increase in 

member sizes and cost of the structure. The hardening of exposed struc-

tures will be covered in more detail in the section on the design of 

hardened towers. 

The same antenna system. was studi.ed using a second possibility 

of encasing the electronic system. in a plastic foam type material. The 

configuration of the schEIIl.e as shown in Fig. 3 is a cylindrical concrete 

core having an outside radius of about 77 ft.; surrounding the concrete 

core is the torus-shaped ;foam plastic mass in which the antenna screens 

are embedded. The foam materials considered were those in the Uri thane 

class. These are rigid foams which can be cast in place with the use of 

the most simple type equipment. These materials incorporate a relativel;y 

high degree of strength along with low thermal conductivit;y, resistance 

to vermin and water vapors, light weight and are infUsible once th~ have 

set. However, the trrithanes are combustible and are relatively high in 

cost. 

The study showed that with the use of this schEIIl.e, it is pos

sible to design the antenna to resist incident shock pressures of from 

25 psi to 350 psi depending on the density ot foam used. However, the 

schaae is unpractical because of the high cost of the· foUl, the cost 
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being about 50 times that of the conventional steel supporting structure. 

For this reason, further studies on the effects of thermal radiation and 

nuclear radiation on the foam. were not condu.cted although it seems that 

these effects can be overcome. 

The use of the foam encasement illustrates a new idea in antenna 

design. which leads to a more readily hardenable antenna although in this 

case it turns out that the idea is unfeasible for economic reasons. Other 

new concepts which are being proposed and studied ·by communications engi-

neers are based on the idea of partially avoiding blast effects by design-

ing the antennas as low silhouettes close to or flush with the surface of. 

the ground. Some of the antennas are of the lens type, dome shaped struc-

tures·which can be controlled to radiate in a number of directions over a 

limited range; others are antennas which are mounted nearly flush with the 

ground and have similar limitations as to direction of radiation. Although 

these antennas are more readily adaptable to structural hardening, they 

suffer in efficiency of operation because of inherent limitations. 

At the pr~sent time, sheltered antennas appear to be the most 

sui table method of providing hard enable systems. One type being used by 

the Air Force in the "Titan" bases now under construction (4)~ is a re

tractable or "telescoping" system for missile guidance as shown in Fig. 4. 

Here the antenna is sheltered in a buried concrete cylinder which is de-

signed to resist the ground shock. The antenna is kept in the down posi-

tion until it is ready for operation so that it is protected from nuclear 

--------

* Figures in parentheses indicate references listed at the end or the paper. 
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effects. lfuen the antenna is needed, it is elevated into operating posi-

tion; however, in this position, it is extremely vulnerable to nuclear 

attacks. When protection against multiple attacks is required standby 

antennas should be provided. In the figure, the "telescoping" antennas 

may be used as a1 ternates in case the exposed tower is destroyed. 

Other antmnas of the shel tared type are also under considera

tion. Similar to the "telescoping" antenna is an antenna of the •tilt-up• 

type. This antenna is kept in a horizontal position below ground until it 

is ready for use as shown in Fig. 5. The roll away door is necessary to 

protect the antenna from nuclear effects. The antenna may be used in a 

manner similar to the •telescoping" system. 

Another of the shel tared antennas is the encased system shown 

in Fig. 5. This is an above-ground antenna encased in a fold-away steel 

and concrete structure. When ready for operation, the encasing structure 

folds away in •orange peel" fashion leaving the antenna exposed. In the 

operating position, the antenna is vulnerable to attack and provision must 

be made to keep other antennas on standby to be used whEn required. 

The fourth method , using built-in antennas, is advantageous 

where natural terrain or hardened structures exist which can be used for 

supporting the antennas as shown in Fig. ~. By mounting the antennas in 

this fashion, the antenna can be made almost as hard as the supporting 

medium. The method, however, is generally limited to antennas which are 

required to radiate only in one direction as shown in the figure. 

Alignment is important for many types of antennas and therefore 

it is necessary that the antennas be shock mounted to limit a:n.y aisalig:naent 
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to· such magnitude that may be readjusted readily.· Automatic leveling 

and aligning devices may be installed in the systems for this purpose. 

The four methods mentioned can provide antennas which are hard-

ened within certain limits. For instance, exposed structures of present 

types may be hardenable to about 50 psi and sheltered structures m~ be 

hardenable to about 200 psi. In actual inst·allations, especially with 

deep underground bases, to design the exposed components or even the 

sheltered subsurface components to a hardness equal to that being consid-

ered for the deeply buried components becomes impossible. For this reason 

and for other practical considerations such as economy, protection against 

multiple attacks, and antenna efficiency, we are led to use multiple sys-

tems consisting of several dispersed antennas of reasonably attainable 

hardness. 

Free-standing· above-ground antenna structures are generally the 

most efficient type. Protected systems and retractable systems are inher-

ently limited in application and may often be less efficient. However, to 

design the exposed structures to resist the same weapons effects as the 

other components of a deeply buried installation becomes impossible. 

One possible solution is to use a systan employing alternate an-

tennas. The primary antenna may be an exposed tower designed to resist a 

blast loading somewhat less than the loads for which the other components 

or the installation are designed. The alternate antenna may be of the re-

tractable type. If a blast occurs which destroys the exposed structure, 

the telescoping anteRna, which has been in the protected position up to 

this time, is then put into operation. Although this antenna may be less 

efficient, it will be adequate for an~rgency use. To protect against the 
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possibility of multiple attacks it is necessary to install standby pro-

tected antennas. 

A second solution is to use a number of hardened structures 

and to disperse thea in such a way that there will always be one or aore 

antennas which are operable after an attack. 

The greater the number of antennas and the greater the dispersal 

between them, the lower the design pressure may be for the antennas. How-

ever 1 increases in the number of towers and distance between them also in-

creases the cost of ground lines and boosters required to feed the antennas 

from the base installation. Factors of economy such as drawing a balance 

between line costs to the installation and antenna costs, considerations 

of terrain features, protection of lines from the blast effects, and many 

other considerations all enter into determining a dispersed system. 

Here also, it may be necessar,r to make provision for protection 

against :nm.ltiple attacks. However, where several dispersed antennas are 

used, protection against multiple attacks is automatically provided since 

several shots are required before all the towers are destroyed. 

The preceding discussions have served to illustrate the methods 

in which hardened antennas and antenna systems may be obtained. The re-

JU.inder of the presentation will be concerned with the hardening of exposed 

structures and a discussion of blast effects as thq pertain to antenna 

structures. 

The first step in the design of any structure is to detenaine 

the loads acting on it. The loads on a structure associated with a nuclear 
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explosion are the result of the incident and reflected pressures from 

the shock front striking the structure and -the drag forces due to the 

high velocity winds which follow directly behind the shock front ( 5) • 

In tower structures where the members are small in size, the time re-

quired for the blast wave to surround the members is so small, in the 

order of miliseconds, that the structure does not have time to respond 

to the load and build up stresses. Therefore, the incident and reflected 

pressures can be neglected often and only the dynamic pressures due to 

wind forces need be considered. 

Figure 6 shows a typical load vs. time curve for loads being 

applied to a trussed tower. The peaks in the curve indicate the re-

nected pressures and it is seen that the duration of these loads is ex

tremely short. The rise in the curve is due to the build-up of wind 

loads on the tower as the wind passes the front face of the tower and 

strikes the- side faces. It is clear that the short duration of the 

shock loads does not allow the time required for the structures to build 

up stresses under this load and therefore neglecting these loads is com-

pletely justified. 

Neglecting shock loads does not apply, however, where the size 

of the members are large or where the members are stiff enough so that 

they respond very- quickly to these loads. In this case, the stresses due 

to shock load may be very- important and must be taken into account. 

Figure 7 shows several values of peak dynamic pressure due to 

the wind associated with the values of incident overpressure of 5 psi, 

10 psi, 15'psi and 20 psi. In contrast to the values shown, towers de

signed to resist winds of 124 MPH are designed for a static pressure of 
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about 0.50 psi u1ti.mate strength. The maximum value of wind velocity for 

which "conventional .. structures have been designed is 200 MPH, correspond

ing to a static pressure of less than 1 psi. It is clear that 11conven-

tional" structures could not resist blast loads even at the lower pressure 

levels. 

Also listed in the figure are the clearing times for the inci-

dent shock front. However, even for the relatively large 3 ft. member, 

the clearing time is very small compared to the duration of the dynamic 

pressures which can vary from about 0.4 sec. for a small bomb in the kilo-

ton range to about 4 sec. or longer for a large bomb in the megaton range. 

However, for larger members, the duration of the shock wave m~ become 

large ·enough to be important. 

Figure 8 shows the comparison between the computed pressures 

and the observed pressures for a 43 IT bomb at a height of 700 ft. aa 

obtained from tests at Operation PLUMBOOB (12, 13). There is consider

able discrepancy between the computed ~amic pressures and the observed 

dynamic pressures although the values or incident shock pressure agree 

fairlt well. The discrepancies are due to the presence of precursors in 

the shock wave (5) which increase the ~amic pressures above those which 

are theoretically expected. Since tower structures are sensitive to these 

pressures, it is necessary to make some estimate of the increase in pres-

sure by precursors in order to insure a safe design. 

The du.ration of load is iaportant in the design. of structures 

since it determines the response of the structures to the load. Blast 

loads are &SSWiled to be instantaneously applied cV'Raaic loads which decay 

.xponemtiall;r with time. Figure 9 shows the shape of the idealised 
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function. In ac.tuality, there is some time of rise and irregularities in 

the curves, especially if the shot is not completely unobstructed. For 

ease of computation, the exponential loading curve is approximated by the 

triangular loading shown. The curve shows that the effective duration of 

dynamic pressures, td, can be much less than the effective duration of 

shock loads, T. Where the duration of load is long, with respect to the 

natural period of the structure, the load can be .further sillplified by 

assuming it as constant with time. It should be noted that the effective 

duration of the drag load is the time required for the pressures to decay 

to a zero value in contrast to the clearing time for the shock loads. 

The effect of ground shock on electronic equipnent is important 

and must also be considered. The equipment must be shock mounted to pre-

vent damage during an attack. The type of shock mounting employed depends 

on the frequencies of the ground shock and of the equipment being protected. 

The drag forces on structures due to the winds accompanying 

nuclear explosions differ from the forces on the structure due to ordinary 

winds because the velocity of the winds is generally so high that com-

pressibility of the air, which is normally neglected, must be taken into 

account. 

However, where incident blast pressures are less than 10 psi, 

the wind velocities are such that they are in the range where the effects 

of compressibility can be neglected and the forces may be obtained by 

using the same drag coefficients that apply to structures under ordinary 

winds (5). 
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Drag coefficients at the lower wind velocities are functions 

of Reynolds number as shown in Fig. 10. The figure shows that the drag 

on flat plates is practically independent of Reynolds number except at 

the lower values. Similarly, the drag on all flat members such as !-beams, 

angles, channels, etc., is independent of Reynolds number. 

However, cylindrical members are sensitive to Reynolds number 

except at the very high values. The difference in the curves for the 

infinitely long cylinder and the cylinder having a ratio of length to 

width of 5:1 indicates the effect of slenderness on the drag coefficients. 

At the higher Re.ynolds number, even though experimental data is lacking, 

there is no reason to suspect that the values will vary much. The curves 

shown in Fig. 10 are for members with Sltlooth surfaces; for rough surfaces, 

the drag coefficients must be increased. 

Drag coefficients for trussed structures may be presented as 

a function of the solidity ratio, the ratio of the solid area divided by 

the total enclosed area, and are dependent on the shapes of the members 

{1). Furthermore, trussed towers are composed of several plane trusses 

which are placed in such a manner that the forces on the leeward trusses 

are reduced by" the shielding effect of the windward trusses. The amount 

of shielding is dependent on the solidity ratio and the shapes of the mem

bers, whether they are flat or round. 

Figure 11 shows the com.posi te· shape factors for trussed towers 

of square cross section and triangular cross section with wind blowing 

nol"'lal. to a face as a function of solidity ratio {1). The curves take 

into account the effects of shielding on the leeward trusses. It is seen 

that the curves conform very closely to the test data available, For towers 
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composed of round members, the curves shown were obtained by taking 2/3 

the values of the coefficients for towers with flat members. These 

values are apparently conservative from the limited. test data available. 

For towers composed of a combination of flat members and round members, 

an interpolation based on a weighted average of flat areas to round seems 

to be a reasonable approach. 

The angle which the tower makes with the direction of wind 

also has an important effect on the drag coefficients for towers. For 

instance, the maximum load on square towers occurs with the wind blowing 

along a diagonal and with triangular towers with wind blowing normal 1x> 

a face as indicated in Figure 12. The figure shows the results of tests 
I 

on towers to determine the ratio of drag coefficients for a yaw of 1Po 
to that for wind blowing normal to a face. For square towers, it is 

shown that the ratio is always greater than one, indicating that the 

lowest value of drag occurs with wind blowing normal to a face. The 

line is a conservative recommendation for the ratio for a 45° yaw on a 

square tower. For triangular towers, it is shown that the ratio is al

ways less than one, ·indicating that max:i..mum drag occurs with wind blow-

ing nonnal to a face. 

In the transonic and supersonic range of wind velocities, the 

effects or compressible flow, which are negligible at the lower veloci-

ties, become controlling. Drag forces in the higher velocities become 

functions of Mach number, the ratio of the air particle velocity to the 

velocity of sound. 

At Mach numbers of less than 0.4, the preceding discussion 

for subsonic wind velocities applies. However, when the peak incident 
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overpressure exceeds 10 psi, the air particle velocities are such that 

the Mach number is greater than 0.4 and the drag coefficients for tran-

sonic and supersonic wind velocities must be used. However, even at the 

higher pressure levels, the Mach numbers may start out at high values but 

because of the decaying nature of the winds associated with a nuclear ex-

plosion, the Mach numbers will also decrease with time to values which 

are in the subsonic range. Therefore, it mq be necessary to use su.per-

sonic, transonic and subsonic drag coefficients if a.complete loading 

history is desired. 

Information available for drag coefficients at the higher Mach 

numbers is limited to that for cylinders (8, 9). For this reason, we 

will limit our discussion to that for cylindrical members only. Although 

the material available may be used in conjunction with sound engineering 

judgment to design structures to satisfy present requirsnents, additional 

data would be highly desirable. The information presented here illus-

trates the phenomena and problEJils which are encountered when designing 

structures to resist transonic and supersonic winds. 

At Mach numbers above 0.4, compression waves form on the stru.c-

ture due to the compressibility of the air at these high velocities. Fig

ure 13 shows the result of free flight tests on three different-size cylin

ders (9). The curves give some indication of the effect of Reynolds number 

and Mach number on the drag coefficients. Because Reynolds number is a 

function of the velocity, the values vary with Mach number. The spacing 

between the curves at a given Mach number indicates the effect of Reynolds 

number on the drag coefficients. It is seen that at the lower values of 

Mach number, Reynolds nUJitber has considerable effect on the values of drag 

coefficients. 
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. 
u the Mach number increases above 0.4, the drag coefficients 

for the cylinders begin to increase rapidly until a value of Mach number 

of approximately 1.0 is reached. In this range, there is still consid-

erable effect of Re.ynolds number. However, as the Mach number increases 

above 1.0, the effect of Reynolds number virtually disappears. The over

all drag coefficients decrease as the Mach number increases above 1.0. 

The major effects of Mach number on the drag coefficients for 

cylinders are confined to the range of 0.4 to 1.4. This conforms to 

particle velocities associated with incident blast pressures of from about 

10 psi to about 100 psi. This is the range within which most hardened 

tower structures will be designed. 

When analyzing for the loads associated with nuclear weapons, 

the duration of the load is as important as the forces themselves (5, 6, 7). 

The duration associated. with a particular blast pressure is dependent on 

the size of the weapon causing the pressure and therefore it is important 

to know the characteristics of the weapon which you are protecting against, 

as was previously illustrated. 

With tower structures, which in general have long natural periods 

of vibration, short duration loadings will be relatively ineffective on the 

structure, whereas long duration loadings of considerably less peak pressures 

can be more effective. Figure 14 shows the relationship of dynamic load 

factor versus the ratio of load duration to the natural period of vibration 

for the element for linearly elastic systems, structures in which the internal 

resistance increases linearly with deflection (6). The curve serves to show 

that the duration of the load can be as important in detel'IDining the maximum 

stresses as are the peak pressures. 
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ve have a weapon whose duration of load is 3 sec., the ratio of T/TN • 1.0 

and the d;ynam.ic load factor from the chart is 1. 7. In other words, the 

dynamic load factor for the long duration load is almost twice that for 

the short duration load and the stresses are proportionallY increased. 

Similar curves for other tn)es of loadings are also available {6). 

It should be further noted that although the tower itself may 

h~e a long period of vibration, it is possible that the members compos-

ing the tower may have much shorter periods. Therefore, the dynamic load 

factors for the individual members may be considerably larger than those 

for the tower and the design stresses must be obtained separately. 

Cantilever or free-standing type towers may be analyzed as 

linearly elastic systems. The analysis of this type of structure is 

relatively easy to perform and can be accomplished in a reasonable 

length of ti.JII.e. However, guyed towers are not linearly elastic systans 

and the analysis is both difficult and time consuming. These towers 

must be analyzed . as beam columns on elastic supports using methods pre

sented in references 2, 3, 6 and 7. 

A final point on the analysis of towers that should be noted 

is that most or the CCIIIllonly used methods take into account only the 

first mode of vibration of the structure. Although this may be suf'fi-

ciently accurate in many instances, there are cases in which the results 

based on this assumption aq be misleading. For a complete analysis of 

a stru.cture under dynaaic loads, several modes of vibration should be 

taken into account (10). The more modes used, the more accurate is the 

solution. 
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MR. CHARLES SANDOVAL (RAND Corporation): Pat, I have two questions. 

First, what would be the effect on the foam of other weapon effects such 

as thermal radiation, neutrons, earth shock, and this sort at thing? 

MR. DI MAPOLI: As far as the nuclear radiation effects, such as sam-

rays, are concerned, I have no data available. As far as theral effects 

are concerned, these foa.s are flammable but they are also excellent insu-

lators. 

Mow, the foams ean be protected against continued burning by using some 

sort at filler. Tests have been made on the subJect, and it has been found 

that by using a filler such as asbestos the foam ean be made flame-resistant 

and self-extinguishing. But when you get close to ground zero, the theral 

radiation is so intense that you would get considerable burn-ott of the outer 

layers at the foam. In this ease, you would have to provide some skin to 

protect the foam against burn-oft, or use a much larger cover on the over-all 

system which, if burned ott, will not affect the operation at the system. 

MR. SANDOVAL: Second, in your guyed towers, for example, is there any 

loading due to von Karman vortices? Has any of this been notedt 

MR. DI MAPOLI: The answer is yes, especially where you have slender 

flexible members such as the cables in the structure. There is little dif-

ferenee between the von Karman vortex effects in the lower pressure levels 

(with the wind associated with the lower pressure levels at blast) and the 

normal wind you would have in a storm. 

However, at the higher pressure levels where Mach number effects come 

in, this is questionable. Bo data bas been found on the subJect. 
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MR. s. s. GREENFIELD (Parsons, Brinkerhoff' 1 Hall and McDonald, New York 

City, New York): We seem to be neglecting the reflected incident pressures 

because of' the rapid clearing time. Isn •t there considerable energy to be 

absorbed due to the impulse loading, the impulse on the aembers? 

MR. DI NAPOLI: The impulse on the slender members does not come f'raa 

the shock wave passing the structure because with the very short clearing 

times and the long natural period of' these members the response at the mem-

bers is usually very small. Simiiarly, the energy imparted to the structure 

f'rom reflected overpressures is also very small because of' the extremely 

short duration of' these pressures on slender members. 

However, the dynamic pressures are impulse loads and must be taken into 

account dynamically in the design. As was illustrated, the dynamic pressures 

are by f'ar the predominant loads on lattice-type structures. 

MR. E. R. KUNMERLE (Burns and Roe, New York City, New York): At very 

high pressures, how do you take into account the effect at ground shock on 

the stability? 

MR. DI NAPOLI: The effect of' ground shock on the stability is important 

in the design of' the structures. Some sort of shock mounting bas to be pro-

vided in the structure and especially f'or the electronic components. 

Now, there are several methods available f'or providing shock mounting 

depending on the size and frequency of the structure as well as the shock 

spectrum of' the construction site. 

However, in a guyed tower, you do get same shock protection due to the 

f'act that the guys themselves are flexible shock mounts and will allow the 

structure to move without building up very high stresses. The long natural 

period of' the structures is also a help in protecting against the sudden ac-

celerations since the structure cannot respond to these accelerations. 
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MR. CHARLES KINGERY (Ballistic Research Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving 

Ground, Maryland): Do you advocate using foam to protect these towers? 

I'm afraid I don't understand how you are going to anchor the :roam. There 

is a structure in it. Doesn't the :roam have a tendency to move along with 

the dynamic pressure? 

MR. DI NAPOLI: No1 we do not advocate the use of the :roam to protect 

these towers. The study was conducted on the basis o:t an idea and1 as was 

mentioned, the foam was found to be too expensive to make the idea feasible. 

As far as the mechanics of the system are concerned, the concrete core 

is designed to take the transient blast loads. The :roams are rigid foams 

which are cast in place and develop a high bond with the concrete core. 

These foams are capable of developing high strengths depending on the 

density of foams used. Because of these high strengths, the foam can 

resist any tendency to be moved along by the dynamic pressures and transmit 

the transient load to the concrete core. 
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Fig. 6-Variation of tower load with time 
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The purpose of this section is to present important utility problems 

to be faced in the design Of deep underground military installations 

intended to resist the effects of nuclear weapons. 

When we speak of utilities, we refer to the services and related 

equipment that provide air, water, electricity, air conditioning, and 

disposal of waste heat and sewage. All of the ground surface installations 

of the utilities that would supply the underground installation in peace-

time for non-emergency conditions are to a greater or lesser degree subject 

to disruption by attack. The design of an underground installation must 

provide for all or most of these utilities within the protected area in 

anticipation of an emergency period. 

In general, an installation is required to operate for perhaps some 

years during a normal., or peacetime, condition, but to be self-sustaining 

and operating after nuclear attack and fallout. It may be caupletely 

isolated from the rest of the world, except for communication channels, for 

a period of a month or less. 

Under conditions of almost total severance from the outside world, 

the dependence of the utilities on each other becomes a vital link in the 

survival of the installation. This interrelationship of the utilities 

places new demands on the architectural and engineering design. The 

desired interrelationship, or interaction, of the utilities is fundamental 

and therefore will be the subject of two of the talks this afternoon. One 

talk will consider this problem for an underground installation, and the 

other talk will discuss the somewhat analogous situation of the submerged 
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submarine. 

By way of introduetien, I will try to eutliDe briefly a few more of 

the utility problems, most of which will be the subjects Qt the various 

talks. The problem of the disruption of the outside sources ot electricity 

means that electrical generating equipment must be installed within.the 

protected areas of the underground installations. The types ot power-

generating equipment suitable for use in underground installations will be 

the subject of one of the talks. Many attendant problems arise due to the 

need for air for combustion, water for cooling t~ equipment, and the 

exhaust for combustion products. 

The success ot the underground installation is dependent upon the 

ability of the air-conditioning system to maintain the atmosphere inside 

the area within certain limits of temperature, humidity, and purity. 

Suitable conditions for operation of equipment are a necessity. 

The principal purpose of the air conditioner is to maintain suitable 

temperatures and humidities in spaces. A military facility bas considerable 

electronic equipment for which the power demands are high. Most of the 

energy consumed by this equipment appears as heat (within the installation) 

which must be removed directly or indirectly by the air-conditioning system. 

The system must also absorb heat from such sources as light, personnel, 

electric motors, etc. These heat quantities, along with the power required 

to operate the system, must be disposed of in some manner. 

For non-emergency use, water as a heat transfer medium is an answer to 

the problem. In an emergency condition it must be assumed that an external 

supply of cooling water may be interrupted and that adequate heat sinks must 

be provided for disposing of waste heat. If it were possible to choose a 
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site with an underground river, most of the problems would be solved. How-

ever, it is hardly likely that such a condition would exist with other 

considerations for site selection. It is possible that seepage water may 

be used to supplement other methods of heat disposal. 

In the general case, an underground water reservoir used to absorb 

the heat of the power-generating equipment is the solution to the problem. 

Later I will discuss the available heat sinks for underground installations. 

Problems dealing with water for personal use are not as critical as 

those of the cooling water supply, but they demand that separate storage be 

made available and be protected against contamination of the outside water 

supply by covert or overt attack. 

Air from the outside for combustion must be conveyed to the installation 

from the surface through tunnels or shafts a thousand feet or more in length 

and must be expelled from the installation by a separate exhaust system. 

Air brought in for personnel must be purified by suitable filters because 

of possible contamination by chemical, biological, and radiological agents. 

If air for combustion must also be purified, the power required to purify 

the air is quite large, due to the high pressure drop across the purifying 

filters. Separate combustion air intakes of less filtering action ~ be 

considered. 

The underground installation must be pressurized against infiltration 

of contaminants. Most installations .. st provide for ingress to the 

installation and attendant decontamination procedures. During an emergency 

condition, all outside services rray be cut off. The fresh air supply may 

be cut off because of power failure or deliberately, if the locality baa 

been excessively contaminated with radiological, biological, or chemical 
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agents. Under this condition, the occupants may be forced to rely entirely 

on sources available within the installation for their respiration air, 

food, and water supply. This situation would be similar in many respects 

to that in a submerged submarine, except for the means of disposing of 

waste heat. 

I have tried to touch on most of the utility problems to be encountered 

in underground installations. One that would be a major design problem but 

sometimes is not considered is the recovery of an installation to Withstand 

a subsequent emergency period Within days or a few weeks af'ter the end of 

the initial emergency period. From the standpoint of disposing of stored 

waste heat, the recovery problem can represent enormous refrigeration loads. 

Restoration of the outside sources of utilities following the emergency 

period also deserves consideration. 
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The subject or this paper was first suggested at the conclusion of a 

study on the Manhattan Deep Shelter Project prepared by our f~ in 1958. 

The scope of this study project, probably as ambitious as anything attempted 

to date, brought to light many interesting relationships between utilities 

which, although existing to some extent in conventiooal work, are not as ap-

parent nor as important above ground as in the design or underground occu-

pied spaces. This interaction ot utilities, so called1 may be defined as 

the relative effect, ooe on another, of each utility--BVAC1 electrical, aaa

itary 1 and water supply--as the type and magnitude of each is varied in an 

attempt to reach a cumulative optimum within a required design criterion. 

GENERAL 

In the normal cooventional above-grade building as shown in Fig. 1 1 

we see the use at air for ventilation and combustion processes, ~d as a rea-

ervoir for heat rejected from the refrigeration cycle and other processes. 

These uses of air are taken for granted and litt~e or no thought is given 

to the convenience of this cheap and inexhaustible ccabination heat sink, 

oxygen supply and exhaust disposal area. 

In the above-ground design, the utilities are more or less indepen

dent and can be designed with no more than conventional consideration for 

their effect on each other. Air conditioning, for example, can be designed 

without too much reference to the other utilities. The number of people, 

floor area, type of construction, lighting and equipment loads, except for 
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some services, are all known or can be estimated tor design purposes. Equip-

meDt can be located 1D coordiDatioD with the architect to make air iDtake 

and exhaust ruus short or esthetically acceptable. Several iDtakes and ex-

hausts can be used. CooliDg towers can be located outdoors oD a root or OD 

grade. VeDta tor plumbiDg are located as required and there is DO great 

problem 1D providiug as JDB.DY as required. Water supply is geDerally met by 

proper site selectioD1 and storage can be provided with DO maJor iDvestmeDt. 

Power services are usuall.y obtained from a local utility company. 

Now let us move the iDstallatioD underground with a degree at protec

tion as 1Ddicated 1D J'ig. 2. It is appareDt that 1D order to utilize the 

atmosphere 1D the same seDse iD which it was used iD the above-ground iD-

stallatioo would require tremeDdous air iDtake and exhaust sbatt areas at 

a severe peDal.ty both 1D security and cost. ll'or most major iDstallations 

it is prohibitive to carry the atmospheric heat siDk capabilities UDder-

grouud with the 1Dstallatioo. 

For 1Dstallations where cmsiderable protectiOD is required, the shel

ter will iuvolve hUDdreds ot teet ot cover with eDtrances ot the order ot 

thousands at teet loug. There will probably be two access tuuuels. It 

will be necessary to provide tull power generatiOD facilities, complete with 

required staDdbys. ID many cases it will be advisable to operate the UDder-

groUDd power plant contiDuously with possibly a st&Ddby tie 11De to the lo

cal utility. 

Each ot the undergrOUDd utilities caDDot DOW separately determiDe air 

iDtake and exhaust shaft requiremeDts. Each separate major opeDiDg to the 

outside costs a coDsiderable amouut and the over-all design must be coordi-

Dated to keep the Det area ot these opeDiDgs to a saf'e minimum. 
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For operation during periods when the installation is under attack, 

these openings are a potential weak link tor the installation. Openings re-

quired for operation during this period should possibly be multiple small 

drilled openings, widely spaced and arranged to provide some degree at blast 

attenuation so that the probability at survival is increased. It is impera-

tive that the outside connections be reduced to an absolute m1nimum1 possi-

bly to those required tor canbustion processes only. 

In order to increase the protection at the installation, each at these 

openings may be provided with a blast closure device to automatically close 

when a blast occurs. 

During normal. operation ot the underground space the heat which is re-

Jected fran the air conditioning system and fran the power generators can be 

dissipated in the air by means at cooling towers located above ground. Dur-

1ng button-up operations, hovever1 the cooling towers are assumed to be in-

operative and underground beat sinks utilizing water or ice as the heat ab-

sorber are required to store the waste beat. 

It is necessary, when designing, to consider the costs of the instal-

lation to meet the two vastly different operating conditions--normal and 

"buttoned-up." The system should not be designed primarily to meet one con-

dition as economically as possible and then be adapted to meet the second 

operating condition. At the same time, the installation should be designed 

with the possibility and in fact probability at future expansion at the ta-

cility. 

Figure 3 indicates the cycle developed tor the Manhattan Shelter pro

ject, the criteria of which called tor the protection of 4 million day-time in

habitants ot Manhattan Island tor a buttoned-up period of up to 90 days du-
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ration. This was solely a civilian shelter type operation, planned for an 

8oo-ft depth in the bedrock. As can be seen, this is an excellent example 

of the definition of utility interaction, the water being used in a series 

operation in sequence according to temperature requirements. If, for exam

ple, no advantage had been taken of the ability of 6o0 water to absorb sen-

sible heat and the entire air-cooling requirements had been accomplished by 

mechanical refrigeration, the power requirements would have been increased 

by approximately 100,000 KVA and the water requirements by 156 million gal-

lons per day. Water for showers, sewage conveyance, and cooking would in-

crease these requirements. The total estimated cost of the utilities was 

thus reduced by between 70 and 8o million dollars. 

It is realized, of course, that engineers who have been intimately 

connected with underground work will have recognized the effect of varying 

one utility at the possible expense of another for, atter all1 the prime 

consideration of any engineer is to accomplish the required end result for 

a minimum of client expenditure. The consideration of utility interaction 

is in the final analysis important in one main respect--dollars of construe-

tion cost compatible with required basic criteria. 

~SOURCES 

Let's look briefly at the major types of power sources available to 

us and the characteristics which affect their design tor underground instal-

lations and coordination with other utilities. Figure 4 lists four power 

sources in order ot increasing coat. 

From the brief list of characteristics shown we can make the follow-

ing observations: 

Nuclear reactors are advantageous from the standpoint of protection 
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because they do not require an air intake and exhaust and they can be com-

pletely isolated from the surface. They are a problem tor two reasons: 

1. at present they coat considerably more tban other sources; and 

2. except tor the combustion steam plants, the heat which must be 

stored is much greater than the other systems listed. 

There are two main reasons wey nuclear reactor plants, as well as com-

bustion steam plants, have so much more heat which must be stored or dissi-

pated than diesel generators: 

1. the efficiency at the diesel generators tor small size plants is 

higher 1 although this is the smallest at the two effects; and 

2. a diesel generator rejects only about halt the waste beat to tbe 

cooling system. The remainder, ignoring small miscellaneous losses, goes 

out the exhaust. 

In the reactor plant, practically all at the waste heat is rejected to 

the cooling system in the condenser and then must be dissipated or stored. 

The combustion steam plant rejects part at the waste heat up the stack. 

We note in this figure also that the temperature at which tbe waste 

heat must be stored varies considerably. A diesel generator which uses wa-

ter tor cooling can reJect heat to the water at any value up to the boUing 

point ot water. Boiling must be avoided unless the diesel is designed tor 

this type at cooling. It an intermediate heat exchanger is used tor the die-

sels1 the temperature at the reservoir cooling water may have to be limited 

to approximately 170° F. 

In any steam cycle the efficiency ot the cycle varies considerably with 

the temperature of cooling water available, as this- determines the vacuum 

which can be maintained in the condenser. As the temperature ot the cooling 
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water goea up1 the efficiency goea down. In practice one would not operate 

the ateam turbine cycle with heat reJection approaching anywhere near to the 

190° figure ahown. It would be cloaer to 100°. 

COIIbuation ateam planta have the diAdvantage ot requiring large tuel 

atorage and almoat aa IILlch ot a heat ainlt u the nuclear plant1 and they &l

ao require air intakea and exhauata. Cmabuation bam plant a have no advan-

taaea tor underground installation& except that they are cozwentional and 

present no operating problema. The gas turbinea in acme cyclea require no 

cooling water, and therefore no heat aink but they require a lot ot combus

tion air, approxillately 4 to 5 tilllea that required tor a dieael. 

Dieael generatora require leas ot a heat sink than reactors, but they 

require tuel atoraae and air intake a and exhauata. They require the smallest 

capital illV'eatment and with their minimum heat sink requirements are the 

moat advantageous power aource at this time. 

REFRIGERATIOB 

In considering the means ot refrigeration available we can caapare the 

two types at refrigeration equipment normally used--mechanical refrigeration 

using the vapor cycle; aDd absorption refrigeration. Figure 5 shows the 

major items ot interest tor these cycles. 

The absorption refrigeration cycle operating on the principle of using 

heat tor ita energy source baa the advantage at requiring leas installed elec

tric generating capacity. Generally this cycle will be ot advantage where 

waste heat is available, but as will be shown later, the high cost ot heat 

sink capacity required for the greater heat rejection rate of the absorption 

cycle may offset any saving obtained from these lower power requirements. 

In general it is very difficult, it not impossible, to predict which 
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type of refrigeration will be most advantageous until a cycle analysis is 

performed for a particular installation. 

Of course 1 there is never only one solution or one ~ to design util-

i ties for an above-ground installation and this is equally true in an under

ground installation. The following examples show several solutions to a 

problem and the thinking behind the solution. It is not intended to imply 

that other solutions are not possible; nor is it intended to imply that 

these are the only problems to be encountered in utilities evaluation. 

SPECIFIC EXAMPlES 

Let us take a case where we will evaluate only two interacting util-

ities--power generation and air conditioning. We will assume we have to pro

vide generating facilities for 16oo KW of load exclusive of refrigeration 

equipment, and that the refrigeration load is 600 tons. Let us assume that 

we are going to use diesel generators as the power generating equipment and 

see what kind of systems we can come up with. 

As one solution, we will try using all~chanical refrigeration. 

Figure 6 shows the heat balance that would result. Six hundred tons of re-

frigeration would require approximately 540 KW of electricity. Our genera

tion is increased to 2140 KW. The waste heat from the diesels is about 6.41 

x 106 Btu/hr, whereas from the refrigeration equipment it is 9 x 106 Btu/hr. 

For normal operation we can use cooling towers to dispose of these 

waste heats. For "button-up" operation, we must assume that the cooling 

towers are out of' operation immediately, and we must provide same means of' 

disposing of this heat. We could have put these cooling towers underground, 

but this would require large amounts of air to be brought underground, which 

is a costly problem. 
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For ''button-up" operation we would provide an underground reservoir, 

either water or ice. You will hear a paper on these reservoirs later today. 

N011, let us look at another solution (Fig. 7). In an effort to reduce 

the electric load, we can try using absorption refrigeration. We have avail

able in the exhaust gases about 3000 Btu/hr per kilowatt of electricity 

generated. This heat is at about 6oo<>J'. By use ot heat recovery devices 

we can generate low-pressure steam. We will assume W'e will recover about 

1000 Btu/KW-hr from the exhaust because we do not want to lower exhaust gases 

to too low a temperature, in order to prevent condensation in the exhaust. 

With the aaount of heat available, we can support about 108 tons of absorption 

refrigeration. For the remaining 492 tons, we will have to use mecbanical 

refrigeration. 

Later we will tabulate data on all these cycles. But right now, we 

know that we have reduced the generating capacity required. We have also 

reduced the operating cost because less fuel is required. As an added cost 

we have heat recovery devices. We have less heat to dissipate from the die-

sels, more trom the refrigeration equipoent. We will have to wait until later 

to see what effect this has on the reservoir cost. 

Figure 8 shows the case where we take the heat from the cooling system 

to use tor absorption refrigeration. The reason is the same as in the previous 

case. We want to reduce the amount of electricity which must be generated, 

thus decreasing initial and operating cost. In this case we again support 

108 tons of absorption refrigeration with the 3000 Btu/KW-hr given off to 

the cooling system, since we again assUIIIe about 1000 Btu of this amount 

can be recovered. Actually, caumercial diesel cycles designed tor steam 

cooling will produce about 2 lb of 15 psi steam/KW-hr when the exhaust 
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We shall see later vbat happeD& to the reservoir sizes 1 but we can 

note that 1n the case shown 1n Fig. 8 we are usiDg heat which waa golD& to 

have to be stOl'ed uyvay; whereas 1n the case ot using the exhaust gues, 

we recovered beat which 1raa goil2g out of the installation via the exhaust. 

Figure 9 shovs the cycle where we recover both the exhaust hea& aDd 

the cooling heat for absorption refrigeration. We have reduced the ameUDt ot 

mechaDical refrigeration to 395 tons but it we look at the heat reJected by 

refrigeration, we shall see that in this case it is a maximwa. 

Figure 10 tabulates the electric load ot the four cases we have Just 

looked at and also the amounts of mechanical and absorption refrigeration 

we have 1n each case. 

In addition, Case V ot Fig. 10 is shown as a hypothetical case where 

the entire avaUable 6ooo Btu/KW-hr is removed trcm the exhaust aDd jaeket 

cooling system. 

In the examples we have listed, as we increased the amowlt of absorp-

tion refrigeration we have decreased the amount ot generating capacity we 

need. In the fourth case we need about 91 per cent of the first case, which 

was all mechanical refrigeration. This is a desirable situation as the first 

cost for tbe diesel and also the operating costs decrease due to less tue1 

required. 

Case V is the ideal UDattainable situation where the electric load has 

been reduced to 78 per cent ot Case I. 

In Fig. 11 we have tabulated the heat which in each case is rejected 

by the diesels in the cooling system and which is ~ot used in refrigeration 

cycle and which therefore must be disposed ot in same other ~· We note 

that the amount decreases in each caseo 
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!he second col1m11 shon the heat which is rejected b7 the ret"ripra

tion achine and which IIU8t be disposed ot. 'lhe aJIOUDt increases 1D. each 

case as we increase the UIOUDt ot absorption retripratfion. 

Tb.e third col1m11 shova the total heat which is rejected b7 each c~le. 

In the tourth col'UBl these values are tabulated 1D per cent ot the tirst 

case values. We note that 1D each case it is more t!um the first case 

except tor the c;ycle which uses onl7 heat f'roll the cliesel cooling tor 

absorption refrigeration. !his is not unexpected, siD.ce we are using heat 

which would have to be stored 8ZJ.YW8.Y 8Dd we are getting sa.e ue troa it. 

In Cases II, IV, 8Dd V, even tb.OUS)l we have reduced the 8110lmt ot 

electricity' which aust be generated, we end up with more heat to store. 

In the third case, before we JUJR.P to the conclusion that we have also 

decreased the problea ot getting rid ot the heat, we shall look at the last 

collDID. Here we have listed tor each cycle the percentage ot heat which 

aust be stored at low temperature. We note that the per cent is least tor 

the case of all-mech8Dical refrigeration. 

·As we have stated before, during normal operation this heat is reJected 

outside the facility, .such as in cooling towers. During the button-up 

period, the heat JIIU8t be stored within the facility. The size ot this heat 

sink is attected by the temperature at which the heat is reJected. 

Figure 12 shows the size and cost ot the reservoirs required tor these 

cycles tor a 5-day and 30-day period, the cost ot these reservoirs assuming 

a cost ot $13.00 a cubic yard tor excavation. For this figure we have 

assumed that the reservoir will be tilled with wate~ v1 th the initial tem

perature being 6o° F. We have assumed no heat transfer to the rock. Later 

we will say something about using lower temperature tor the reservoir and 

show the effect ot heat transfer to the surrounding rock. 
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We note that in Case I the size ot reservoir required tor retrigera-

tion equipment is tour times as much as tor the diesels, even though the 

amount ot heat tor tb.e refrigeration is only 1.4 tiJaes as much as from the 

diesels. The reason is that we have assumed a maximum temperature ot 1700, 

tor the diesel reservoir and 100° F tor the refrigeration reservoir. This 

means that with an initial temperature ot 6o° F the water in the diesel and 

refrigeration reservoirs can absorb 110 Btu and 40 Btu per p01l:nd1 respect-

ively. We use two reservoirs instead .ot one because the final temperature~ 

permissible tor the two purposes are quite ditterent. It only one reservoir 

were used, the maximum temperature which could be used would be determined 

by the refrigeration equipment 1 and the total excavation would be much lar-

ger. 

The size ot reservoir required tor the diesels is less in all the cases 

where we use scae absorption refrigeration, and the size of the reservoir 

tor refrigeration is more. The total excavation is more tor each case where 

absorption refrigeration is used1 even in the case where we used diesel cool-

1ng tor absorption refrigeration, the case where we ~ that there is less 

total heat to be stored. 

It we examine Cases I and IV, the first vi th all mecbaDical retriger

atioD1 the latter with the maxillum absorption refrigeration, ve see that tor 

a 5-~ period the coat ot reservoir is $56,000 more tor the laat cue. It 

the criterion is to operate buttoned-up tor 30 days the difference in tbe 

cost is $34o,ooo. It we remember, Case IV required 91 per cent ot the elec

tric generation that Case I did. The economic choice ot system far this ex

ample is inn.uenced not ODly by the tvo operating conditions, normal and 

"buttoned-up" but also upon the length ot time for which the installation 

must be deaigDed for "buttoned-up" operation. The coats shOVD sst be bal-
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anced against reduced costs of the diesel installation, including air shafts 

and fuel storage, and heat recovery devices. 

Figure 13 shows the effect of using a lower initial temperature for 

the reservoirs. Unless we do something to precool the reservoirs, the reser-

voirs will assume the ambient temperature of the rock1 which of course varies 

according to location. In our example we used 600 F. 

We can precool the reservoirs and maintain them at 40° F by using our 

standard refrigeration machine for air conditioning the installation. We 

can see that the e:f'fect is to decrease the amount of excavation required tor 

the reservoirs. It has a greater percentage effect upon the size ot the re-

frigeration reservoir because ot the fact that a lower maximum temperature 

is permissible tor this reservoir. 

By using an ice reservoir, we can decrease the size still more, and 

for two reasons. One is that we have a high heat capacity tor unit reser-

voir volume. The other reason is that until the refrigeration reservoir 

temperature reaches 45° F or so, we can use the water direct~ as chilled 

water and we need not run the refrigeration machinery. During this period 

we need generate less electricity so that we save on the diesel reservoir 

also. In the example we have used a 40 per cent ioe-to-water ratio by 

weight. We see that there is an appreciable saving which can be obtained. 

Of course we must furnish ice-making machinery, but the capacity required 

is small. 

Figure 14 shows the effect ot heat transfer to the rock. The ordin-

ates are plotted as the ratio ot heat capacity of the reservoir with heat 

transfer to rock, to heat capacity of the reservoir w1 th no heat transfer 

to rock. The abscissa is the length of time in days that heat is reJected 

to the reservoir. A constant rate at heat input is assumed. CUrves are 
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shown for several sizes of tunnels which are assumed to be of rectangular 

cross-section. The curves are plotted using heat transfer equations 

developed by the Bureau of Standards. 

We note that with a small cross-section we get appreciably more ef-

feet from the heat capacity of the rock than we do for the larger cross-

section, as can be expected because we have more surface for heat transfer. 

Also, the time for which the reservoir must operate has a great effect upon 

the benefit we can get. 

Although we would like to have small tunnels, the actual size select-

ed is again based on economics, because the small cross-sections cost much 

more to excavate than the larger ones, per unit volume. 

To see what benefit we may expect from heat transfer to the rock, we 

see that with a given temperature rise, for a 20 x 20 ft tunnel we expect 

to have about 15 per cent more heat capacity in the reservoir for a 5-day 

period and 45 per cent for a 30-day period. 

In conclusion, we should point out that cycles and comparisons used 

in this paper were kept relatively simple as an aid to ease of understanding. 

In an actual evaluation the effect of all utilities on the entire system 

should be analyzed and the whole problem approached as an entity considering 

the effect of each on the other. 
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Fig.2-A type of installation 
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Fig. 4 
CHARACTERISTICS OF POWER GENERATORS 

Cyc e r. 
Efficiency Requirements 

CFM KW 

Diesel Generators ,.., 30 3-5 

Gas Turbines 19-30 10-20 

Combustion-Steam Plants 17-25 2.5-3.8 

Nuclear Reactor-Steam 17-23 0 
Plant 

Fig. 5 
CHARACTERISTICS OF REFRIGERATION 
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Fig. 7-Cycle using exhaust heat for absorption refrigeration 
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Exhaust 

I 

6.15 X 106 Btu/hr 

Diesel generator 

2045 kw -
Mech. refrig. 
492 tons-----~-.-

Absorption 
refrig.I08 tons-, 

2.045 X 106 

Btu/hr 

4.1 X 106 Btu/hr 

3XI06 

Btu/hr 

• 

Heat sink Heat sink 

1600 kw 

442 kw 

R-341 
3-26-59 

497 

6.0 X 106 

Btu/hr 

7. 38 X 106 Btu/hr 

Fig. 8 ~Cycle using diesel cooling for absorption refrigeration 

. 



"· Fuel 

I" 

Exhaust 3.9 X 106 Btu/hr 

1.95 X 106 Btu/hr 

205 ton 
absorption 

Diesel generator 
I 

ref rig. 

1950 kw 1600 kw 

~ 
• 2.46 X 106 

Btu I hr 
350 kw 

• Mech. ref rig. 
395 tans ....::_-. 2.22 X 106 Btu/hr 

1.95 X 106 Btu/hr 
6.35 X 106 

Btu/hr 

3.9 X 106 Btu/hr 5.93 X 106 Btu/hr 

' ,. 
Heat sink Heat sink 

Fig. 9 -Cycle using diesel exhaust and cooling 
for absorption refrigeration 
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Fig.IO 
ELECTRICAL AND REFRIGERATION LOADS FOR VARIOUS CYCLES 

Diesel Mechanical 
Generator Electric Load Refrigeration 

Load KW % of Case I Tons 

CASE I All Mechanical Refriger- 2140 100% 600 
at ion 

CASE II Using Exhaust for Absorp- 2045 95.9 492 
tion Refrigeration 

CASE III Using Diesel Cooling for 2045 95.9 492 
Absorption Refrigeration 

CASE IV Using Exhaust and Cooling 1950 91.0 395 
for Absorption Refrigera-
tion 

CASE V 100% of all Diesel Exhaust 1668 78.0 74 
and Cooling Waste Heat 
Used for Refrigeration 

-- -

e 

Absorption 
Refrigeration 

Tons 

0 

108 

108 

205 

526 

\>I 
I 
1'\)~ 

~· .f:"l\>1 
\0 \J1 .f:" 
\0\0t-' 



Fig. II 

HEAT REJECTED TO COOLING WATER IN VARIOUS CYCLES 

Rejected by Rejected by Total Heat Total Heat 
Di~jfls Refri~jfation Rejected Rejected 

Case Btu hr. Btu hr. Btu/hr. % of Case I 
6 9 X 10

6 r 

I - All Mechanical Refrig- 6.4 X 10 15.4 X 10° 100% 
eration 

6.15 X 10 
6 

10.75 X 106 16.9 X 106 110% II - Exhaust Used for Absorp-
tion Refrigeration 

III - Cooling Used for Absorp- 4.1 X 106 10.75 X 106 14.85 X 106 96. 2%· 
tion Refrigeration 

IV - Exhaust and Cooling Used 3.9 X 10 6 12.28 X 106 16.18 X 106 105% 
for Absorption Refrig-
eration 

- 100% of all Diesel Ex-
6 17.46 X 106 113% v 0 17.46 X 10 

haust and Cooling Waste 
Heat Used for Refrig-
eration 

e e 

% of Heat 
Rejected 

at 
Low Temp. 

58.5% 

63.6% 

72.4% 

76.% 

100.% 

e 

\Jl\.>1!:0 

8 I I 
I\) \.>I 
0'\ ..J=" 
II-' 

\J1 
\0 
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CASE I 

CASE II 

CASE III 

CASE IV 

CASE V 

• 
Fig. 12 

RESERVOIR SIZE AND COST 
(Water Initial Temperature 60°F) 

Size 
for 5 Days 

Cu. Yds. 

All Mechanical Refrigeration 
Diesel Reservoirs 4,000 
Refrigeration Reservoirs 16,000 

Total 20,000 

Exhaust Used for Absorption Refrig. 
Diesel Reservoirs 3,950 
Refrigeration Reservoirs 19,000 

Total 22,950 

Diesel Cooling Used for Absorp-
tion Refrigeration 
Diesel Reservoirs 2,600 
Refrigeration Reservoirs 19,000 

Total 21,600 

Exhaust and Cooling Used for 
Absorption Refrigeration 
Diesel Reservoirs 2,520 
Refrigeration Reservoirs 21,800 

Total 24,320 

100% Waste Heat Used 
Diesel Reservoirs -
Refrigeration Reservoirs 31,000 

Total 31,000 
-- -- -

Size cost I 
for 30 Days for 5 Days 

Cu.Yds. @ $13./CY 

24,000 
96,000 

120,000 $260,000. 

23,500 
114,200 
137,700 $298,000. 

15,600 
114,000 
129,600 $281,000 

15,100 
131,000 
146,100 $316,000 

-
186,000 
186,000 $402,000. 

.. 

• 
Cost 

for 30 Days 
@ $13.LCY 

$1,560,000. 

$1,785,000. 

$1,685,000. 

$1,900,000. 

$2,420,000 . 

VI 
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~I 

VI I VI 
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Fig.l3 
EFFECT OF RESERVOIR INITIAL TEMPERATURE 

CASE I - DIESELS, ALL MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION 

(5-Day Period) 

Diesel Rei"rlg. 
Reservoir Reservoir 

Reservoir Initial Conditions Cu.Yds. cu. Yds. 

0 
60 F. Initial Temperature 4,000 16,000 

40° F. Initial Temperature 3,530 10,650 

Ice Reservoir (40% Ice to Water 
Ratio by Wt.) 

2,050 4,630 

Total 
Reservoirs 

Cu.Yds. 

20,000 

14,180 

6,680 

------~-~----·-- -------- --- -- --- --

e -

cost or 
Reservoirs 
at -~13/CY 

$260,000. 

184,000. 

87,000. 

----- -- ---- -- - -

e 
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Fig.I4-Effect of rock on heat capacity of reservoirs 
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